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Abstract: In this editorial on the special issue “Fibre Optic Sensors for Structural and Geotechnical
Monitoring” a review of the contribution papers selected for publication is given. Each paper
is briefly summarized, presenting its objective and methods, then a comment is given about the
relevance of the work with respect to the advance and the spreading of the fibre optic technology for
monitoring applications.

1. Introduction

The use of sensors based on fibre optic technology allows a broad range of applications in the fields
of structural and geotechnical monitoring, which can effectively improve maintenance of infrastructures
and safety of communities. Thanks to its valuable features, such as distributed monitoring, easy and
endurance of cabling, long term stability, reliable response in both static and dynamic regime, fibre
optic technology has already provided innovative and efficient solutions to quite difficult monitoring
problems. The worldwide increasing attention to infrastructures and communities with resilience
capabilities against natural disasters has opened up new and challenging prospective applications for
the use of fibre optic technology for structural and geotechnical monitoring.

This Special Issue collects contributions in the development and application of monitoring
solutions based on fibre optic technology for structural and geotechnical engineering works and issues.
In the following, the content of the contributions is reviewed, providing a brief introduction to the work
presented in the paper and commenting the relevance of the work with respect to the advance and the
spreading of the fibre optic technology for monitoring applications. All contributions, following the
recommendation in the invitation to this Special Issue, provide a comprehensive discussion and report
a rich bibliography on the current trends and the issues relative to the work presented in the paper.

2. Contributions

Paper [1] reports the monitoring activity successfully tested in a marble quarry, by Brillouin
sensing combined with drone photogrammetry and geotechnical survey. The monitoring activity
is intended to both raise the safety at work and assist the extraction planning. Beyond the specific
application, the paper confirms the effective capability of fibre optic distributed sensing techniques to
monitor complex geomorphological sites. Moreover, the paper proposes and demonstrates an efficient
procedure to integrate fibre optic distributed sensors in existing monitoring systems based on an array
of spatially localized geotechnical sensors (extensometers, crackmeters, inclinometers, topographic
markers, etc.). That is a procedure of relevant interest, as it can facilitate the spreading of fibre optic
distributed sensing, which can thus be proposed as an efficient tool to upgrade monitoring installations
based on traditional technologies.

Paper [2] reports the successful demonstration, on a small mockup, of the use of fibre optic
distributed sensing to characterize plate foundation support. As the execution of distributed strain
measurements with very high-resolution is critical to the demonstration on the small mockup, a
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suitable technique is adopted, which is based on a proprietary implementation of the optical frequency
domain reflectometry. In the perspective of future demonstration on a true size mockup and with the
envision of engineering application on real works, since very high-resolution will not be necessary,
the authors preview the use of standard fibre optic distributed sensing techniques. Beyond the
specific application, the paper confirms the high versatility of the fibre optic distributed sensing
technologies, that prove themselves as a major candidate for the development of self-monitoring
extended engineering structures.

Paper [3] reports the use of fibre optic distributed monitoring to investigate properties of
geomaterial samples according to the laboratory procedure named direct simple shear test. A new
procedure is proposed to evaluate some component of the stresses in the sample, taking advantage of
the very high-resolution measurements that can be done by use of a proprietary implementation of the
optical frequency domain reflectometry. The paper presents the production of an upgraded sample
holder for direct simple shear test, the execution of the test, and a discussion of the results. The sample
holder is made by 3D printing, with grooves in which the optical fibre distributed sensor is installed.
The paper finely demonstrates the use of high-resolution fibre optic distributed sensing for the direct
simple shear test. The paper, with a new application of a fibre optic sensing technique to laboratory
tests, assesses the broad range of potential applications of the fibre optic sensors in the geothechnical
field, so far mostly proved for large-scale in-field applications.

Paper [4] reports a novel method of data processing for distributed acoustic sensing by
phase-sensitive optical time domain reflectometry. The method, based on spatial kurtosis, is intended
to improve the signal detection in noisy systems and in presence of environment perturbations (high
signal to noise ratio). The method is validated in laboratory and outdoor experimental tests, simulating
structural cracking and malicious digging. Results provide a valid perspective of the broadening
of use of distributed acoustic sensing for applications in structural health monitoring and intrusion
surveillance. In fact, the method for basic (no proprietary) optoelectronic hardware meets requirements
for real-time data analysis and does not lower the spatial resolution provided by other assessed signal
processing methods.

Paper [5] reports an application of distributed temperature sensing to monitor the final construction
phase and commissioning of wells serving a CO2 geological storage. In the paper, offline data analysis is
done adopting different temperature calibration methods and results are compared. Beyond the specific
application, the paper addresses practical procedures to face the impossibility to properly perform
calibration of cables before installation, which is an often-recurring situation when working in a real
construction yard. The paper provides a relevant example of an application in which the same fibre
optic distributed monitoring installation can be first used to monitor first the correct production of the
infrastructure, and can be later used to monitor it along its working life. Moreover, the installed sensing
line is shown to have fibres for distributed acoustic sensing too, which makes the wells a relevant
potential demonstration site for multifunctional monitoring by fibre optic distributed monitoring.

Paper [6] reports an application of structural health monitoring of a railway tunnel. Monitoring
is done by strain gauges and pressure cells based on the fibre Bragg grating technology. Monitoring
is focused on the interaction soil-tunnel, the tunnel being built in open space and later buried. The
work done shows an impressive engineering effort, with the adoption of rugged solutions to protect
the installation from the severe working yard conditions. Moreover, a valuable system for remote
control and automatic data collection is at service of the installation. Beyond the specific application,
the paper shows the high maturity of the technological solutions available to develop monitoring
systems based on the the fibre Bragg grating sensors which offer an unrivalled versatility in the
production of customised and multifunctional chain of sensors.

Paper [7] reports use of fibre Bragg grating sensors in a real size test on prefabricated concrete
hollow piles. The test is intended to characterize the performance of the piles during the installation
and the subsequent loading test. Chains of sensors were were installed on the external surface of
the piles along diametrically opposite longitudinal grooves. Piles were installed in clay subsoil by a
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clamping-and-jacking machine, with a step-by-step pushing action. The loading test was done 17 days
later, with an hydraulic jack inserted between the pile upper end and loading platform loaded with
concrete blocks. Results provide an effective characterization of the performance of the piles. Beyond
the specific application, the work points out the potential of the fibre Bragg sensor technology in solving
problems related to the characterization and monitoring of the civil and geotechnical engineering
infrastructures. In fact, the technology offers both fast response to dynamic or transitory events and
long term stability to static loads, which are paramount features whenever measurements shall be
done before and after the production, with some curing/settlement time to wait for.

Paper [8] presents a displacement sensor developed for structural health monitoring in the civil
engineering field, with specific potential applications to monitor spring dampers for floating slab
installation. The displacement sensor design is based on a sliding block that affects the deflection
of a cantilever; the cantilever deflection is monitored by two fibre Bragg grating sensors. The paper
presents a prototype sensor dimensioned and produced for an intended application on floating slabs
of a subway line in Beijing. The performance of the prototype is investigated for sensitivity in the full
displacement range, repeatability, temperature compensation capability and creep. The paper shows
the high versatility and potentiality of fibre Bragg grating sensors in being used to equip machinery
transducers for mechanical measurements. The use of such sensors for transducers devoted to the
structural health monitoring of civil engineering infrastructures can effectively benefit of their peculiar
features, as for instance the data taking in wavelength division multiplexing which can greatly lower
the cost of installations with many sensors to be deployed with long routing.

Paper [9] investigates the structural health capabilities of fibre Bragg grating sensors embedded
in components made by ultrasonic additive manufacturing. Sensors are embedded during the
manufacturing process of standard specimens for laboratory crack tests. During the tests, the
effectiveness of the sensors in detecting the crack and its evolution is characterised. Sensors are also
thermally tested to investigate the upper temperature operational value in the embedded condition.
The paper contribute to assess the versatility of the fibre Bragg grating sensors as embeddable sensors in
components made by special metallurgic process. Thus, being already assessed since long the possibility
of their embedding in carbon and glass composite materials, fibre Bragg grating sensors demonstrate
their unrivalled potential to provide prognostic capabilities to high technology mechanical components.

Paper [10] reports the use of fibre Bragg grating sensors to characterize an innovative composite
component of aircraft landing gear. Several sensors are used to monitor strain while performing
mechanical tests to simulate in laboratory the expected operating stress condition. Sensors are glued on
the surface of the component, and preliminary tests are done to select the best adhesive for the specific
application. Preliminary tests also confirm that no spectral distortion of the signal of the sensors occurs
in the full range of the load test, which guarantee both the correct working condition of the sensors the
correct decoding of their spectroscopic signal. Beyond the specific application, the paper confirms
the potential of fibre Bragg grating sensors to be used for fine mechanical measurements, with easy
production of minimally invasive and easy cabling multifunctional chain of sensors. Moreover, the
spectral signature of the sensors provides a reliable feature to control their correct functioning.

Paper [11] reports a demonstration of distributed dynamic sensing by use of ultra-weak fibre Bragg
grating technology. The test site is a subway tunnel in regular service, the demonstration is for intrusion
alarm and structural heath monitoring. Distribute sensing is tested for a length of 5 km, with spatial
resolution of 5 m. Sensing is done by optical time domain reflectometry to evaluate vibration position
and by phase demodulation to evaluate frequency and amplitude of the vibration. Beyond the specific
application, the paper confirms the availability of emerging and promising techniques for distributed
acoustic sensing that can go beyond the limits of the traditional ones and can manage the demanding
specifications often required for retrofitting interventions on existing large civil infrastructure, as for
instance high sensitivity, real-time response, operatibility with high signal-to-noise ratio.

Paper [12] proposes and tests in the laboratory a method for corrosion detection and evaluation of
concrete rebars. The method is applied by use of an array of long gage sensors, each sensor being made
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by a fibre Bragg grating installed in a tubular housing whose length defines the sensor length gauge.
The array of sensors is used to perform strain modal identification, in turn used to perform corrosion
detection and evaluation, working out both location and quantification. The proposed method is tested
and validated on a reinforced concrete beam subjected to controlled accelerated corrosion procedure.
The paper is a relevant example of innovation procedure for structural health monitoring of reinforced
concrete infrastructures, whose implementation is facilitated by the unrivalled property of the fibre
Bragg grating technology in providing both dynamic and stable static strain monitoring.

Paper [13] proposes a strain measurement procedure based on the bending loss variation of an
optical fibre specially arranged on the component to be monitored. The special arrangement consists
of a short length of the optical fibre stretched and twisted around a few small cylinders. Sensing is
encoded in the intensity of the light transmitted trough the fibre. The cylinders are attached to the
component to be monitored, with the correct pattern according to the strain measurement to be done.
As the pattern of the cylinders changes according to the deformation experienced by the component, the
bending of the fibre changes accordingly and in turn a variation of the bending loss occurs. The paper
presents the results obtained with composite specimens subject to tensile and bending tests. The paper
is an interesting example of the use of basic properties of the optical fibre and simple setup to perform
strain measurements with the possibility to easily adjust both sensitivity and gauge length.

Paper [14] proposes a deflection sensor based on the bending loss of machined plastic optical
fibre. The sensor is intended for application in structural health monitoring of civil and geotechnical
infrastructures. In particular, its use is proposed as a permanent monitoring device to be used with
scheduled surveys by topographic techniques. The sensor is in the form of a bar with four plastic fibres
running longitudinally on its surface, equally spaced along its circumference. The sensing element is a
short segment of the plastic fibre, machined to have saw-teeth-shaped groves on its cladding in order
to maximize bending losses. The four sensing elements monitor the bending of the bar, which has
to be stuck on the structure to be monitored for deflection. The paper is an interesting example of
production of a modular and cost-effective monitoring tool by use of plastic fibres and exploitation of
the basic properties of guided light transmission.

Paper [15] proposes and studies a bending sensor intended for structural health monitoring of
underwater civil engineering structures. The sensor is based on the use of a plastic fibre and specific
pulsed light-emitting and power-measuring circuitry. Along the plastic fibre, a short sensing segment
is produced by making a machined cut which acts as a light leakage zone. Leakage depends on the
local bending of the fibre, thus power loss encodes the measurement of the local bending. The paper
presents and verifies a model of the bending loss mechanism having parameters which related to
the geometry of the leakage zone. Laboratory tests validate a prototype of the proposed sensor and
provide its experimental characterisation. The paper is a relevant example of the application oriented
development of a sensor based on a basic property, namely the bending loss, whose metrological features
are upgraded with respect of the state of the art thanks to simple but effective encoding/decoding
signal solutions.

Funding: This research received no external funding.
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Abstract: Marble quarries are quite dangerous environments in which rock falls may occur. As many
workers operate in these sites, it is necessary to deal with the matter of safety at work, checking and
monitoring the stability conditions of the rock mass. In this paper, some results of an innovative
analysis method are shown. It is based on the combination of Distributed Optical Fiber Sensors (DOFS),
digital photogrammetry through Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV), topographic, and geotechnical
monitoring systems. Although DOFS are currently widely used for studying infrastructures, buildings
and landslides, their use in rock marble quarries represents an element of peculiarity. The complex
morphologies and the intense temperature range that characterize this environment make this
application original. The selected test site is the Lorano open pit which is located in the Apuan Alps
(Italy); here, a monitoring system consisting of extensometers, crackmeters, clinometers and a Robotic
Total Station has been operating since 2012. From DOFS measurements, strain and temperature values
were obtained and validated with displacement data from topographic and geotechnical instruments.
These results may provide useful fundamental indications about the rock mass stability for the safety
at work and the long-term planning of mining activities.

Keywords: marble quarry; distributed optical fiber sensors; brillouin shift frequency; strain;
temperature; unmanned aerial vehicle; robotic total station; geotechnical monitoring system

1. Introduction

Due to its geological characteristics, in Italy, extraction sites are widely diffused in all regions [1].
In particular, the Tuscany Region is characterized by the presence of marble quarries that represent the
strong economic activity for the area. The only province of Massa-Carrara in the year 2016 extracted
844,000 tons of marble blocks [2].

Despite their economic importance, marble quarries are quite dangerous environments in which
rock falls and accidents may occur. As many workers operate in these sites, it is necessary to deal
with the issue of safety at work. The use of innovative technologies and the analysis of the stability of
quarry slopes can contribute to improving the conditions of safety in the workplace.

To obtain information about the status of the rock mass and the slope stability, it is necessary to
measure data that characterize the observed site as the properties of rock mass and joint systems. There
are several methods to acquire this type of data; the most widespread include classical structural and
engineering-geological surveys, geotechnical sensors (ex. extensometers, crackmeters), ground-based
radar interferometry, GNSS (Global Navigation Satellite System) and Robotic Total Station. In this
paper, an innovative monitoring system developed as part of the R&D project POR FESR 2014-2020,
named "Real-time monitoring of quarry walls using fiber optic sensors" [3,4], is shown. The project
was led by the “Cooperativa Cavatori Lorano” (Carrara, Italy) and came about from the collaboration
with the “Centre of Geotechnologies” (CGT) of Siena University (Italy) and “Geo Explorer S.r.l”,
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a start-up society of Siena University, which is part of the Regional Technological Marble District. The
project partnership also consisted of the “Cooperativa Apuana Vagli di Sopra” (Lucca, Italy) and the
“Cooperativa Levigliani” (Lucca), managers of another open pit and of an underground marble quarry,
respectively, where the use of DOFS was also experimented. The project planned activities concerned
the implementation of a monitoring system of the potentially unstable marble quarry fronts using
DOFS. The aim of this study was to develop a more efficient and well spatially distributed system,
compared to traditional surveillance techniques, capable of advising movements of the rock mass as
indicators of changed stability condition and sources of potential risk.

The recent literature reports on application of fiber optic networks in mines to monitor the
structural integrity, environmental safety and production parameters. Fiber optic is capable of seismic
event and mine pressure detection, methane gas monitoring, temperature monitoring and water
pressure monitoring in a way to provide information for accident prediction and early warning.
Liu et al. described an all fiber optic comprehensive underground coal mine safety monitoring system
in China [5]. Already in 2007, Naruse et al. presented a work on the installation of an underground
mine monitoring system based on a fiber optic system in the El Teniente mine (Chile) aiming to
monitor the deformation due to mining activities. The monitoring system consisted of optical fiber
sensors attached to the tunnel ceiling and sidewalls using rock bolts [6]. Bin and Hua presented a
paper on Brillouin Optical Time Domain Reflectometry (BOTDR) using sensors installed in boreholes
to monitor rock deformation within an excavated roadway in Zhangji coal mine, China [7]. Zhao
et al. proposed a displacement monitoring methodology of rock layers overlying a coal seam in
Zhu Xian-zhuang mine (China) based on fiber Bragg grating displacement sensors [8]. Cheng et al.
measured the deformation of overlying rock layers of a coal seam by employing a BOTDR-based
monitoring method [9]. Wang and Luan built a fiber mesh structure on mine roof and conducted
BOTDR strain measurement [10]. Zhigang et al. conducted an experimental study using fiber optic
sensing on the monitoring of deformation in the shallow layers of waste rock from the mining process
in the Chinese Nanfen open pit iron mine [11]. Arzu et al. built up a laboratory experiment set-up
containing an optical fiber system to simulate landslide phenomenon and to record movements [12].

In Italy, Matano et al. reported the implementation of an integrated system aimed at controlling
the rock slope stability in the Coroglio tuff cliff, located in the highly urbanized coastal area of Naples at
the border of the active volcanic caldera of Campi Flegrei [13]. Schenato et al. used a distributed optical
fiber sensing system to measure landslide-induced strains on an optical fiber buried in a large-scale
physical model of a slope [14].

In this work, among the three available sites of the R&D project, the Lorano “I” N◦ 22 quarry
(Pradetto site—Figure 1) was selected to describe DOFS monitoring system results. In this quarry, an
integrated topographic-geotechnical monitoring system, constituted by a Robotic Total Station (RTS),
measuring every day several prisms, extensometers, crackmeters and clinometers, has been active
since 2012 [15]. Therefore, thanks to this configuration, it was theoretically possible to compare new
DOFS results with data acquired by the other techniques already widely discussed in [15]. The data
presented in this paper refer to the year 2018.
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Figure 1. (a) Location of the Lorano marble quarry in Italy. (b) Panoramic image of the investigated
Pradetto cut site.

The test site, as already said, is located in the Apuan Alps, a mountain range in northern Tuscany
(Italy, Figure 1a) delimited by the following natural boundaries: the Serchio River to the NE and SE, the
Aulella River to the N, the Magra River to the NW and the Versilia coastal plain between the Magra and
Serchio rivers to the SW. The name “Alps” is due to a very typical alpine appearance consisting of high
peaks, narrow ridges and deep-cut valleys. These mountains represent the most important tectonic
window of the Apennine chain, a fold and thrust belt produced by the convergence of the African plate
towards the European one [16–22]. First described by [23], the Apuan Alps complex, composed by the
Massa and Apuan tectono-metamorphic units, is interpreted as result of two main tectonic phases
known as “D1” and “D2” [15,24–28]. The first is a ductile compressional event (late Oligocene-very
early Miocene), which originated from a progressive deformation with intense foliation [29]. The
second, a ductile extensional occurrence dating back to the early Miocene, produced both folds and
high-strain shear zones [29].

The Lorano open pit, which falls within the Apuan Unit, where the Upper Triassic–Oligocene
metasedimentary sequence overlaps the Palaeozoic basement [15,24,25], is located in the normal limb
of the “Pianza anticline”. The latter and the “Vallini syncline” form an antiform–synform pair marked
by a core of Jurassic marbles and cherty meta-limestones; these are minor folds (hectometer-scale)
between the “Carrara syncline” and the “Vinca anticline”, structures that can be referred to as the D1
phase [15,30].

The study area belongs to the Torano marble extractive basin, where there are several active
open pits with quarry walls that can reach hundreds of meters in height: the landscape is therefore
characterized by natural and anthropic slopes giving a very complex morphology.

The dominant variety of marble in the Lorano quarry is the “White Marble” (about 100–200
μm grain size), with colors varying from white to ivory–white and pearl–white to light grey [31].
Moreover, the “Ordinary Marble” (about 200 μm grain size) characterized by colors from pearl–white
to light grey [32] and two subordinate categories, the “Veined Grey Marble” and the “Breached
Marble” [15,33], outcrop.
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A typical Mediterranean climate, with hot dry summers and cold wet winters, affects the quarry
area; the copious rainfall (over 3000 mm yr−1) shows a primary maximum value in the autumn season
and two secondary peaks in winter and spring [15,34].

A very important element of the Lorano open pit is the Pradetto cut site (Figure 1b), a marble
buttress (about 120 m high, 30 m wide and 40 m deep) derived from previous mining activities and object
of monitoring activities as described in [35]. Accessible from three sides, at its base, the excavations
keep on with a downward feed. While the “Ordinary marble” outcrops in the buttress, the “Veined
Grey Marble” characterizes the mountain above. Regarding the structural and engineering-geological
analysis, previous studies [15,35,36] show four high angle sets of discontinuities and, despite a good
quality of the rock mass (from the Basic Rock Mass Rating RMRb [37]), potentially unstable joint
systems along the three different slopes of the buttress were highlighted from kinematic stability
analyses [15].

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. UAV Photogrammetry

Under the guidance of previous results on slopes stability, DOFS were installed on the buttress
by specialized climbing workers. With the scope of determining and georeferencing the DOFS
exact position and facilitating comparisons with the topographic-geotechnical monitoring system,
an aerial photogrammetric survey was carried out through an Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV).
The photogrammetric survey was carried out using the AibotixTM X6 V1 multirotor drone (Figure 2)
which, with an autonomy of about 15 minutes, can operate in the visible range (400-700 nm) of the
electromagnetic spectrum using a Nikon Coolpix A type camera. The equipment also consists of i)
the Inertial Navigation System (INS) with GNSS, accelerometers and gyroscopes, ii) a video camera
for remote inspection and iii) the flight management software. The flight was designed defining a
Ground Sampling Distance (GSD) of about 1.4 cm/pix and an average flight distance from the slopes of
about 50 m. As Ground Control Points (GCPs), which are necessary to improve the accuracy of the
exterior orientation of the photographs, and Check Points (CPs), whose function is positional accuracy
assessment, natural and artificial targets of known coordinates taken from previous works [35] (i.e.,
aerial photogrammetric surveys and terrestrial laser scanning) were used. For this reason, it was not
necessary to perform a new topographic survey.

Photogrammetric data processing was performed using the code AgisoftTM Metashape Professional
which is based on the “Structure from Motion” (SfM) technique. This is a "range imaging" methodology,
belonging to the “computer vision” and the visual perception [38–42], aimed at the reconstruction of
three-dimensional structures starting from sequences of two-dimensional images. The software uses
robust algorithms which allow to adjust the orientation of the frames and generate three-dimensional
georeferenced and scaled point clouds, Digital Elevation Models (DEMs), three-dimensional mesh-like
models and orthophotos of the area of interest.

For this case study, the image processing involved 548 digital photographs and the positioning
of 49 GCPs and 8 CPs. The final Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) of the exterior orientation phase is
around 8 cm for GCPs and 10 cm for CPs.
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Figure 2. UAV survey at the Lorano marble quarry.

2.2. Topographic Monitoring System

The topographic monitoring system installed at the open pit consists of a LeicaTM TCA2003 RTS
(Figure 3a), which is a tool for topographic survey that combines a laser distancemeter, an electronic
theodolite and a computer on a single device. More details about the instrument can be found in [15].

At the Lorano site, the RTS was placed on top of a stable marble block [15], at an approximately
300 m distance from the buttress and it was protected by a metallic box with anti-aberration glasses
(Figure 3a). The RTS, starting from December 1st 2012, automatically detects, every 6 h (at 0.00, 06.00,
12.00 and 18.00 h), the 3D distance measurement of 24 prisms (an example in Figure 3b) positioned both
on the pillar (20 measurement points) and outside it (4 reference points), so as to be able to discriminate
between the relative movements due to local fracturing from the absolute ones, i.e., those of the entire
pillar. The reference points (Figure 4), moreover, allow to have additional control in external stable
areas, useful, above all, in the calibration phase of the monitoring system.
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Figure 3. (a) RTS installed at the Lorano marble quarry. (b) Detail of a prism placed on the excavation
site walls.

 
Figure 4. (a) Perspective photograph of the marble buttress with RTS measurement prisms (red points)
and the DOFS trace (blue lines). (b) UAV-orthophoto showing the position of RTS, reference prisms
(black and red points) and fiber optics (blue lines).

The transfer of the acquired data takes place in real-time through a telephone line that links the
RTS and the CGT, where a PC controls the whole system functioning and data storage and processing.
Commercial software packages (i.e., GeoMoS Monitor from Leica™, Analysis from Geodesia™ and
System Anywhere from Geodesia™) control the RTS, process the data and produce instantaneous
time-displacement graphs.
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2.3. Geotechnical Monitoring System

The geotechnical monitoring system of the marble buttress consists of 12 monoaxial mechanical
crackmeters (FSn in Figure 5), 1 three-directional crackmeter (FS3D), 2 biaxial clinometers (CLn) and 4
multipoint borehole extensometers (ESn), the deepest of which was placed at a depth of 30 m [15,43,44].
This system has been operative since July 27, 2012, providing high-temporal-frequency deformation
trends to be compared with seasonal variations in the climatological data (rainfall and temperature)
and data from the RTS [15].

  

Figure 5. Geotechnical sensors (in blue) and fiber optics cable (in red) on the western (a) and
southern-eastern (b) sides of the buttress.

2.4. DOFS Monitoring System

Sensors based on optical fibers [45–58] are currently widely used for monitoring infrastructures,
bridges, dams, buildings and landslides with many inherent advantages [45] including i) resistance to
electromagnetic interference, ii) light weight, iii) small size, iv) high sensitivity, v) high-temperature
performance, vi) immunity to corrosion and vii) large bandwidth [46].

DOFS are cables of optical fiber which offer the possibility of monitoring variations of
one-dimensional structural physical fields along the entire optical fiber in a truly distributed way [51,52].

Among the different types of DOFS, Brillouin scattering-based sensors allow to obtain distributed
strain and temperature measurements by detecting a frequency shift [50]. Specifically, Brillouin
scattering is a process of diffusion of acoustic light thermally generated in the optical medium; due to
the Doppler effect, the diffused light presents, with respect to the incident light wave, a frequency shift
νB named “Brillouin Frequency Shift” (BFS):

νB =
2nVa

λ0
(1)

where n is the effective refractive index, λ0 the wavelength of the incident light in the void and
Va the velocity of the acoustic wave [53]. The BFS is a parameter related to the optical and elastic
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properties of the fiber [54] and it depends on both material temperature and density; moreover, the
elastic properties of silica (glass fibers) are such that an induced strain causes a change in volume and
therefore, a variation in the material density. Then, any local variation of temperature and/or fiber
strain, acting on the acoustic speed, produces a variation in the local value of the BFS [55]. Experimental
measurements show an excellent linearity in Brillouin shift dependence on strain and temperature [54].
The relationship between the variations of strain (Δε), temperature (ΔT) and BFS (Δ νB ) is described
as [53]

ΔνB(ε/T) = CTΔT + CεΔε (2)

where CT = (1.26 MHz/◦C) and Cε = (0.06 MHz/με) are, respectively, the temperature and strain
coefficients at 1550 nm for a single mode silica fiber [53] (the coefficients values change slightly for
different types of single mode fibers). In particular, the fiber used at the Lorano site was calibrated
in laboratory in order to obtain the calibration coefficients; the following temperature and strain
coefficients were obtained: CT = 1 MHz/◦C and Cε = 0.05 MHz/με.

Sensors based on Brillouin scattering can be classified into two main types: sensors based on
spontaneous Brillouin scattering, in which only the incident light is launched into the optical fiber,
and sensors based on stimulated Brillouin scattering (SBS), characterized by an additional stimulation
on the generation of phonons [56]. Among the techniques based on SBS, the Brillouin Optical Time
Domain Analyse (BOTDA) methodology [46,52,54,56], due to its powerful signal and spatial resolution,
was considered suitable and, therefore, adopted for monitoring the buttress at the Lorano marble quarry.
Data were obtained using the OSD-1 system [58] (Figure 6a) provided by the company Optosensing
S.r.l. The OSD-1 system, which was periodically checked both on site and remotely via PC, is a control
unit able to send the logs directly to a centralized enterprise-type database. Logs provide distance
from the source and microstrain values that are archived into the database in a georeferenced mode.

Figure 6. (a) Photograph of the OSD-1 measurement unit. (b) Cross section of the installed optical fiber
sensor with the three different layers (glass fiber, primary polyamide coating and polyvinyl chloride
coating) and their dimensions.

After acquiring the BFS, the strain profile between two consecutive measurements is given by

S(z) = (BFSt − BFS0) · Cs [με] (3)

where

� S (z) is the strain at the z coordinate, commonly expressed in microstrain (με = ε · 10−6);
� BFS0 is the Brillouin frequency shift profile acquired at time 0;
� BFSt is the Brillouin frequency shift profile acquired at time t;
� Cs is the transduction coefficient of the optical fiber, equal to 20,000 με/GHz;
� με (microstrain) is the measurement unit of the strain.
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The installed optical fiber sensor (Figure 6b) from the inside out is composed of i) a glass fiber
with a total diameter of 125 μm, ii) a primary polyamide coating which brings the diameter to 250 μm
and iii) a polyvinyl chloride (PVC) coating which brings the final diameter to 900 μm. The percentage
of the rock mass strain transferred to the optical fiber sensor varies depending on the glue used, the
protective coating and, finally, the bonded length. Parametric studies have shown that the higher
the bonded length and the stiffer the coating and the adhesive, the more strain is transferred to the
sensor [59,60]. In this work, the effects of such materials on the strain transfer from outside the cable to
the sensing-fiber were not computed since the calibration of the strain coefficient (Cε = 0.05 MHz/με)
performed in laboratory was used. However, several actions were executed in order to minimize the
effects of the materials on the strain transfer: i) use of standard widely tested polymers, ii) coatings kept
as thin as possible, iii) application of a glue characterized by a suitable value of the elastic modulus, and
iv) implementation of a strong bonding between rock mass and sensors. To perform the temperature
discrimination, two independent cables were installed parallel to each other. The cable for the strain
measurement (500 linear meters long) was reinforced with strands of 316 stainless steel, with a diameter
of 0.5 mm, and glued to the structure. The temperature compensation cable (additional 500 linear
meters of length) consists of a tube containing the fiber and a gel to improve the heat exchange. This
cable is arranged in parallel to the one for the strain measurement and provides only the temperature
profile (the fiber inside this second cable is unconstrained).

The position of the optical fiber was designed by trying to intercept as many rock mass
discontinuities as possible and following the location of topographic measurement prisms and
geotechnical sensors on the quarry walls. Two different phases, pre-installation of the witness wire and
installation of the effective sensor cable, were carried out by specialized climbing workers (Figures 7
and 8). In particular, the pre-installation phase took place through the installation of mechanical hooks
and the engagement of the witness wire. Afterwards, the witness thread was removed, and a layer of
“Sikaflex®-11 FC+”, adhesive resin (Figure 7a), based on polyurethane and characterized by a Secant
Modulus of Elasticity of ~0.60 N/mm2 (after 28 days) (+23 ◦C) (ISO 8339), was applied through a special
compressed air gun. Polyurethane adhesives are “structural adhesives” which can be used to join very
different types of materials together with a long-lasting and strong bond. In particular, “Sikaflex®- 11
FC+” is an adhesive commonly and widely used in several works on optical fibers [61,62]. The sensor
cable was placed on the adhesive and secured to metal plugs (Figure 7b). The cable was then covered
with glue to improve adherence to the surface and to protect DOFS from both meteoric events and
ultraviolet rays (Figure 8c). Since DOFS installation cannot have right angles or smaller, some different
setting was necessary in zones characterized by artificial rock cuts and fracturing. Figure 8b, as an
example, shows a typical setting adopted in these situations.

Figure 7. (a) Adhesive resin layer applied on the buttress along the path designed for optical fibers.
(b) Positioning of the sensor cable on the glue layer.
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Figure 8. (a) Installation of the optical fiber on the marble buttress carried out by specialized climbing
workers. (b) Detail of a special optical fiber setting, reinforced by metal elements, in an area characterized
by artificial rock cut and fracturing. (c) The black arrows indicate the sensors (light grey lines) glued to
the buttress.

3. Results

3.1. Deliverables from UAV Photogrammetry

The photogrammetric processing led to the creation of a 3D dense point cloud, a DEM of the
investigated area (GSD of 5.72 cm/pix), shown in Figure 9, and a textured 3D polygonal mesh type
model (Figure 10). The polyline representing the spatial distribution of the optical fiber cable was
discretized and analyzed in a GIS (Geographic Information System) environment through ESRITM

ArcGIS Pro software. This operation was useful as a preparatory step for the analysis of displacements
and strain. In fact, the vectorization and georeferencing of DOFS line allow to i) detect the exact
location of deformation data and, ii) make it comparable to contemporaneous information coming
from the topographic and geotechnical monitoring systems.

 
Figure 9. Three-dimensional representation of the elevation through a TIN (Triangulated Irregular
Network) model. The yellow rectangle highlights the marble buttress area.
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Figure 10. Textured 3D polygonal mesh of the marble buttress with the DOFS spatial distribution
highlighted in red.

3.2. Data from RTS

The measurements recorded by the RTS are represented hereunder through graphs of time versus
the slope distance (defined as the distance in a straight line in the space between two points).

In particular, the RTS displacement values are averaged on a mobile average line over a period of
24 h and filtered by choosing the same hour (at 00:00 h).

Figures 11–14 illustrate the results obtained from some measurement points located near the
optical fiber installation. Figures 15 and 16 show the displacement time series of two reference prisms.
The time span analyzed was from 2012 to 2018.

 

Figure 11. Displacement recorded by the RTS at the measurement point G02 compared to daily average
rainfall and temperature. The black lines indicate the instrumental tolerance threshold values.
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Figure 12. Displacement recorded by the RTS at the measurement point G15.

 

Figure 13. Displacement recorded by the RTS at the measurement point G17.

 

Figure 14. Displacement recorded by the RTS at the measurement point P07.
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Figure 15. Displacement recorded by the RTS at the reference point R01.

 

Figure 16. Displacement recorded by the RTS at the reference point R02.

The displacement recorded in every prism was correlated to the daily rainfall and the average daily
temperature. The graphs also show the RTS instrumental tolerance threshold values as calculated for
the individual prisms taking into consideration the instrumental angular accuracy and their distance
from the RTS; these threshold values vary from ± 0.55 mm to ± 1.62 mm [15].

The meteorological data, useful to determine the environmental and climate conditions in
the various measurement days, and from these to make the necessary deductions on observed
displacements, were provided by the “Carrara Fossola” meteorological station [63].

As can be seen from the graphs in Figures 11–16, the RTS suffered periodic malfunctions and
phases of inactivity during the whole 2012-2018 timespan. Moreover, this paper aimed at analyzing
results that overlap with the available DOFS data. The availability of contemporaneous RTS and optical
fiber measurements is limited to the summer and autumn seasons of 2018 and, more specifically to the
time interval between 30/07/2018 and 28/11/2018 (about 4 months), with two interruption periods from
06/09/2018 to 22/09/2018 and from 30/10/2018 to 22/11/2018. The interruption periods were related to
technical issues.

The analysis of the previous graphs (Figures 11–16) suggests a substantial difference in the
displacement recorded by the RTS between reference (Figures 15 and 16 ) and measurement points
(Figures 11–14) linked to the absence, in the first case, of anomalous values. The peaks of measurement
points, which bring the associate prism closer to the observation point (i.e., the position of the RTS),
occur in conjunction with thunderstorms. All the measurement points, installed in different positions
with each other, show this very similar trend, suggesting an almost unanimous behavior of the entire
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marble structure [15]. Even if the anomalous values exceed the instrumental thresholds, these are
values of slight entity (<3 mm) that do not represent a particularly critical situation, as demonstrated
by the results from other sensors (as discussed later) and reality, since not rockfall occurred in the
whole monitored time span.

Moreover, there is a generalized sinusoidal trend that can be related to the thermal response of
marble slopes to the temperature variation. In fact, on an annual scale, it is possible to see that the
displacement values are characterized by a decrease, at the beginning of the warm season, and by
an increase with the arrival of the cold season. This behavior of the marble, known as thermoclasty,
is most likely related to the anisotropy of calcite mineral, which tends to expand and contract in
directions constrained by crystallographic axes [15,64–66]. The phenomenon is probably encouraged
by different elements: i) the water infiltration within the rock discontinuities during the rain events;
this can increase the inner pressure with a consequent growth in volume and expansion of the joints,
thus creating a general stress that has repercussions on the whole buttress; ii) the site morphology
and iii) the stress reduction due to both mining and natural causes (emersion condition linked to the
geology of the area).

3.3. Data from the Geotechnical Monitoring System

The measurements recorded by the geotechnical sensors in the 2012-2019 time period (some
examples are given in Figures 17 and 18 for crackmeter FS4 and extensometer ES3B1, respectively)
confirm the general stability of the monitored site. The graphs show sinusoidal symmetrical trends that
are yearly replicated with a good approximation. In particular, the values of the observed quantities
reach the local minimums during the summer season and the local maximums in winter. This behavior
may be attributed to the summer thermal expansion which tends to close fractures. On the contrary, in
winter, joint aperture increases for the absence of rock thermal expansion and the presence of water
and ice within fractures. Nothing particularly different from previous years was recorded during 2018.
The deformation quantities confirm the absence of significant movements of the rock mass [43,44].

Figure 17. Displacement recorded by the crackmeter FS4 from 2012 to 2019.
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Figure 18. Displacement recorded by the extensometer ES3B1, 6 m long sensor, from 2012 to 2019.

3.4. Data from DOFS

In the Lorano marble quarry, BOTDA type measurements were performed at a spatial resolution
of 20 cm. The first acquisition was executed on 4 January 2018 (Figure 19).

Figure 19. BFS profile acquired on 4 January 2018 (first measurement).

The first 500 m of the profile (Figure 19) correspond to the fiber sensor fixed around the buttress,
and present the typical oscillations deriving from the deformations associated with the gluing. The
profile continues for another 500 m, maintaining, in this second part, a much more stable trend which
is typical of the fibers used for the temperature discrimination [67].

From January 2018 to February 2019, there are no significant changes in the BFS values that remain
within ±0.1 GHz (Figure 20). The only evident deviation concerns the first acquisition (carried out on 4
January 2018) which, particularly in the points around 120 m and 260 m distant from the origin, shows
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slightly lower BFS values than the other acquisition dates. Since, in these points of the buttress, the
other measurement sensors (RTS and geotechnical) were consistent with each other, it was assumed
that this variation is due to the adjustment of the deformation state of the fiber following its recent
installation. Therefore, for the calculation of the strain, it was decided to exclude the measurement
of 4 January 2018, thus assuming as the first value that of 7 February 2018, after a certain adhesive
resin hardening.

Figure 20. BFS profiles acquired from January 2018 to February 2019.

Strain was calculated by subtracting, for each measurement position (every 20 cm), the value
of BFS measured on 7 February 2018 to that measured later and multiplying the variation of BFS
thus obtained by the transduction coefficient equal to 20,000 με/GHz [51]. The obtained strain data
was finally filtered using a moving average filter over 51 points (Figure 21), equivalent to a spatial
resolution of 10 m.

As can be seen from Figure 21, the most significant deformations appear during the summer
months with a reversible behavior. The strain values are relatively low if compared to the standard
deviation of each profile (approximately 200 με). As suggested by the literature [68], it was decided to
set the alarm threshold as a multiple of the standard deviation of the strain values. The obtained value
of standard deviation suggests for the authors an alarm threshold for deformations five times greater
(i.e., equal to 1000 με). At the Rocks Mechanics Laboratory of CGT, compressive strength tests were
performed on marble samples from the site test of this work. The results of these analyses show an
Elasticity Modulus equal to 60 GPa and a Compressive Strength (σu) value equal to 87 MPa. Similar
values were confirmed by the literature data [69]. Considering the measured value of the Elasticity
Modulus, the stress value corresponding to the strain of 1000 με is given by

σcalc = strain (με) ·10−6·E � 59 MPa (4)

Since σcalc < σu , the value of 1000 μεwas considered a suitable and precautionary alarm threshold
value for the strain values in the Lorano marble quarry. Figure 21 shows how this threshold value was
not reached in any position throughout the period of the DOFS monitoring survey.
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Figure 21. DOFS strain profiles along the marble buttress from January 2018 to February 2019 and
alarm thresholds (red lines).

Profiles of temperature variation (Figure 22) were obtained starting from the BFS data and using 7
February 2018 as the reference measure. As in the case of strain, the temperature data were filtered
using a moving average filter over 51 points (still achieving a spatial resolution of 10 m). The graph
shows the natural difference between the temperature measurements taken in autumn and winter
compared to those taken in spring and summer. The temperature data detected by optical fiber, in fact,
vary between −10 ◦C and + 20 ◦C, as result of the natural seasonal variations in the case of an open pit.

 

Figure 22. DOFS temperature variation profiles along the marble buttress from January 2018 to
February 2019.
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Figures 23 and 24 show two examples of the comparison between strain and temperature at two
individual dates, one for the summer (Figure 23) and the other for the winter season (Figure 24). The
graphs demonstrate how higher temperatures correspond to greater strain. It is important to underline
that these strain values are always lower than the alarm threshold values of Figure 21.

 

Figure 23. Example of comparison of strain and temperature profiles in summer.

Figure 24. Example of comparison of strain and temperature profiles in winter.
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4. Discussion

During the phase of DOFS data acquisition, some critical issues emerged due to both the complex
morphology of the study area and the fragility of the instrumental components, both in terms of fiber
cable and control unit. The intersection between fiber optics and rock mass asperities, in fact, led
to several phenomena of failure of the sensor cable. However, these breaks were promptly repaired
using a more robust protective sheath coupled with aluminum channels and steel cables (Figure 8b).
Moreover, a damage to the OSD-1 system backup batteries and the surrounding components caused
the interruption of data recording for over 3 months (i.e., from March to June 2018) waiting for the
replacement parts.

Nevertheless, the data acquisition time span lasts in total for about one year, giving the possibility
to analyze the obtained results, compare them with data from different monitoring techniques and
highlight strengths and weaknesses of DOFS in such operative conditions.

Before giving some comments on the obtained results, some considerations about the possible
errors due to the uncertainty of the strain transfer from the rock to the strain-sensing fiber must be
made. Using the optical fiber as a sensor, it must be considered that the strain of the optical fiber is not
that of the monitored structure due to both the glue and the coating. Moreover, because of geological
stresses and gravity, the detection of the strain is a function of the fiber orientation with respect to the
quarry walls; consequently, the deformation measured by the sensor is a percentage of that of the
structure. Experimental studies [59,60] showed that the higher the adhesion length, the greater the
strain transfer rate; the higher the shear modulus of the coating layer and the adhesive, the greater the
strain transfer rate. In this work, it was attempted to minimize the effects of materials by choosing
suitable standard polymers as polyurethane (adhesive layer), polyamide and PVC (coatings) and
realizing suitable adhesion lengths. Specific analyses on the effects of the materials were not done since
the strain coefficient as calculated in laboratory was used. Basing on this assumption, the uncertainty
on the strain measurement is that of the OSD-1 measurement system (i.e., about 20 με). If, along the
entire installed cable, the calibrated strain coefficient is constant (and therefore the strain transfer is
also constant), there are no other errors to consider. Obviously, if the installation is faulty, there may be
variations from point to point, but it is impossible to take them into account.

Below are some examples of comparison with displacements recorded by the other monitoring
techniques in the overlapping time periods. Figures 25 and 26 show the DOFS strain values versus the
RTS displacements, Figures 27–29 illustrate the DOFS strain values versus the geotechnical monitoring
system displacements, and Figure 30 juxtaposes the temperature values measured by DOFS, the
geotechnical monitoring system and the “Carrara Fossola” weather station.

At the observed scale, the trends of strain values from DOFS and that from displacements
recorded by RTS and geotechnical sensors are very confusing even if quite similar if compared to each
other. There is a close correspondence between the trend of the displacement values recorded by the
crackmeters and the strain profiles (examples are reported in Figures 27 and 28), characterized by a
certain cyclicity and higher values in the warmer months. Figure 29, instead, shows an example of a
comparison between the extensometer displacements and the DOFS strain values. Both graphs show a
decreasing trend, a local maximum reached in the hottest period (first recorded by the optical fiber)
and a rising trend in the last part of the year.

The trends of the average daily temperature values measured by DOFS (average of all values
recorded along the DOFS sensor cable), geotechnical monitoring system and weather station (Figure 30)
are quite comparable, even if the DOFS values are lower than the others. This may be due to several
reasons: first, to the different altitude between the station (55 m a.s.l.) and the marble buttress (about
600-700 m a.s.l.); secondly, to the coating and to the glue necessary to protect fiber optic from both
meteoric events and ultraviolet rays. Moreover, the temperature measured by the fiber, resulting
from the external temperature (air) and the temperature of the rock where the fiber is placed, vary
according to the time of day, the position and the sunlight exposure: there may be shaded areas and
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zones exposed to the sun along the fiber path. These conditions have their effect in determining the
average temperature values along the entire path of the optical fiber.

Figure 25. Comparison between the P05 RTS measuring point displacement (data interpreted according
to a second order polynomial) and DOFS strain values in the same area.

Figure 26. Comparison between the G15 RTS measuring point displacements (data interpreted
according to a second order polynomial) and DOFS strain values in the same area.
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Figure 27. Comparison between the FS1 crackmeter displacements and DOFS strain values in the
same area.

Figure 28. Comparison between the FS4 crackmeter displacements and DOFS strain values in the
same area.
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Figure 29. Comparison between the ES4 extensometer displacements and DOFS strain values in the
same area.

 

Figure 30. Comparison between the temperature values measured by DOFS, FS1 geotechnical sensor
and “Carrara Fossola” weather station. The data were interpreted according to a fifth order polynomial.
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Despite the short time of testing and small number of results, it can be affirmed that the proposed
system has provided a reliable and accurate monitoring measure for active marble open pit deformation
control over wide extension.

Conventional monitoring techniques, such as extensometers, crackmeters, and RTS, are capable
of detecting the deformation in single points while DOFS can allow to monitor lines and, with
suitable installation, surfaces, allowing to improve the accuracy, the completeness and the safety of the
whole system.

Moreover, the high accuracy of the data shows that optical fibers can detect precursory signs
of failure well before the collapse, paving the way for the development of more effective early
warning systems. In this sense, the work presented here had the goal of improving the monitoring
activity already implemented in the quarry in such a way as to allow planning of the mining activity
development in the short and medium term in compliance with safety standards and in the interest
of production.

The DOFS test for monitoring the Apuan Alps marble quarries is a new experiment. Moreover, due
to their distinctive features, such as sub-vertical slopes and walls often jutting out, and tunnels, these
extraction sites represent an ideal site for the experimental development of such a monitoring system.

These studies, together with additional data on risk assessment already available for the Lorano
marble quarry, represent a great help for the excavation, pre-excavation and post-excavation periods,
as well as for other displacement-dependent engineering-geological projects. For example, the DOFS
monitoring system can be joined to distinct element numerical modelling to simulate the deformation
features of an extraction front and to provide the scientific basis for detecting the early warning signs
of a rockfall.

5. Conclusions

An innovative monitoring system was implemented by means of DOFS based on BFS on the walls
of a marble buttress located in the Lorano quarry, in Italy. The system has been operative for about one
year and the obtained results were compared with an integrated topographic-geotechnical monitoring
system operative at the extraction site since 2012.

The evaluation of the effectiveness of the DOFS, with reference to their capability of data acquisition,
is undoubtedly positive: the system, in fact, despite the encountered difficulties related to both the
complex morphology of the area and the fragility of the components, proved to be able to carry out the
detection of reliable and very precise BFS, strain and temperature data.

At the test site, BOTDA measurements were performed. The most significant deformations
appeared during the summer months with a reversible behavior. The recorded strain values are
relatively modest compared to the standard deviation of each profile (approximately equal to 200 με).
This standard deviation value suggests that the choice of an alarm threshold for deformations at least
five times greater, that is, equal to 1000 με, never reached in any position throughout the timespan of the
monitoring. This evidence was confirmed by the displacement values found at specific measurement
points by the RTS. Since these displacement values fall within or very near to the range defined by
the instrumental tolerance threshold, no critical situations were detected, in accordance with results
obtained with the optical fiber survey. Moreover, the comparative analysis of all the data acquired by
the geotechnical monitoring system confirms the absence of significant displacements of the buttress in
the studied time period.

The temperature data detected by optical fiber, variable in the range between −10 ◦C and + 20 ◦C,
appear to be affected by natural seasonal variations, as it is natural to expect in the case of an open pit.

The obtained results confirm the potential of the DOFS monitoring system to detect and locate
any deformation phenomenon that may occur along the fiber path, even in hostile and less hospitable
environments like the marble extraction sites. However, some difficulties mainly related to the authors’
inexperience were faced: considering the nature of a monitoring system (need for long-term analysis)
and the encountered technical problems, it would be appropriate to continue the experiments in the
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future in order to increase the amount of the available data. In fact, a more substantial dataset could
allow more in-depth assessments to be made regarding the effectiveness of the DOFS monitoring
system and its durability.

The installed systems will be used continuing the measures to evaluate the progression of the
deformation over time in order to provide useful indications for the realization of a pre-alarm system.

This latter can be a valid tool for guaranteeing safety conditions for quarry workers and planning
the actions to be undertaken for the continuation of excavation work in adjacent areas.
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Abstract: The evaluation of soil reaction in geotechnical foundation systems such as concrete
pavements, mat- and raft foundations is a challenging task, as the process involves both the
selection of a representative mechanical model (e.g., Winkler, Continuum, Pasternak, etc.) and
identify its prevailing parameters. Moreover, the support characteristics may change with time
and environmental situation. This paper presents a new method for the characterization of plate
foundation support using high-resolution fiber-optic distributed strain sensing. The approach
involves tracking the location of distinct points of zero and maximum strains, and relating the
shift in their location to the changes in soil reaction. The approach may allow the determination
of the most suited mechanical model of soil representation as well as model parameters. Routine
monitoring using this approach may help to asses the degradation of the subsoil with time as part of
structural health monitoring strategies. In this paper, fundamental expressions that relate between
the location of distinct strain points and the variation of soil parameters were developed based on
various analytical foundation support models. Finally, as an initial validation step and to underpin
the idea basics, the proposed method was successfully demonstrated on a simple mechanical setup.
It is shown that the approach allows for load-independent characterization of the soil response and,
in that sense, it is superior to common identification methods.

Keywords: distributed fiber-optic strain sensing; soil-structure interaction; foundation support;
structural health monitoring; geotechnical analysis; pavement analysis

1. Introduction

Common civil constructions, such as concrete pavements, mat- and raft foundations,
involve precast or cast-in-place slabs resting on a prepared foundation support or so-called
slab-on-grade construction. In engineering design, the mechanical behavior of slabs typically follows
conventional elastic plate theory [1,2]. At the same time, the soil foundation behavior is most commonly
represented by highly idealized response models, e.g., by employing the classical theories of elasticity
and plasticity [3,4]. However, whereas the slab characteristics are engineered and well defined,
the foundation support model is difficult to characterize.

In recent years, new sensing technologies have been developed for transforming conventional
civil engineering structures into intelligent infrastructure. One leading technology in this connection
is distributed fiber-optic strain sensing (see e.g., [5–7]). The development of this technology, and its
capabilities to provide spatial profiles of strains along conventional telecommunication fibers, have led
to a reevaluation of the manner in which strains can be used in civil engineering (see e.g., [8–10]).

Sensors 2019, 19, 3518; doi:10.3390/s19163518 www.mdpi.com/journal/sensors35
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Over the past decade, research in this area has been focusing on schemes of installation and
interpretation of the spatially distributed data for various civil engineering problems, for example,
pile foundations [11], evaluation of pipeline integrity to underneath excavation of a tunnel [12],
stressing and deformation of secant pile walls [13], landslide localization [14], tunneling stressing [15],
damage identification in concrete structures [16–18], strain measurement [19] and detection of cracks
in asphalt pavements [20], and evaluation of tunneling induced ground deformations [21,22].

These interpretation methods are mostly based on analysis of static (slow-occurring) loading
scenarios and on relatively low spatial resolutions of the order of one meter. However,
new technological developments in this field now allows for a much higher spatial resolution at
the order of a few millimeters [23–30]. This technological boost, not only enables new possibilities in
structural health monitoring, but also makes the technology well suited for studying fundamental
problems in a small-scale laboratory setting [31].

Foundation support models are relatively simple and easy-to-use approximations of the actual
soil load-displacement response, and therefore play a significant role in geotechnical and pavement
engineering research and practice (see e.g., [3,4,32–36]). It is generally assumed that, for serviceability
design, the soil medium can be adequately represented by an elastic medium. For routine design
purposes, Winkler’s idealization [37], characterized by a single parameter called coefficient of subgrade
reaction k, has been used almost exclusively [38]. Another idealization assumes continuum behavior
of the soil, and the soil medium is thus represented by an elastic half-space [39]. These two foundation
support models can be regarded as the two extreme cases of soil behavior, represented on the one
hand by the completely discontinuous medium (i.e., composed of discrete springs), and on the other
by the completely continuous elastic solid. Thus, several simplified soil foundation models have
been developed to provide a transition between these two types of idealized soil behavior [40–44].
This class of mathematical models has an additional constant parameter and, hence, the models are
called two-parameter foundation models.

The effectiveness of using foundation support models for analysis of soil–structure interaction
problems depends on the accuracy with which model parameters can be determined. Over the years,
significant research effort has been devoted to the development of empirical expressions, linking the
coefficient of subgrade reaction k to the properties of an elastic continua (see e.g. [45–48]), as well as
realistic field conditions (see e.g., [49,50]). The modulus of elasticity is often determined from the early
stages of triaxial load tests. Plate loading tests, and other non-destructive methods, may also be used to
determine the in-situ modulus of elasticity of the soil. The elastic material properties can then be related
in a theoretically rigorous fashion to the two-parameter foundation model parameters [38,51–54].
Methods for determining the parameters from non-standard field tests have also been
proposed [41,42,55].

However, since all foundation support models are essentially idealizations, their fundamental
assumptions may not be completely satisfied in actual field conditions. Moreover, taking into account
the sensitivity of the support characteristics to temperature and moisture changes, the governing
properties continually evolve under usual service conditions. Consequently, for any given plate
foundation system, it is not straightforward to identify the governing support model, and the prevailing
support properties at a given time and environmental situation.

Common means for foundation characterization are based on large-scale experiments [56,57].
These involve application of a load having known dimensions and intensity, and measurement of the
resulting mechanical responses. Such procedure is, by very nature, expensive and service-disruptive;
it is essentially relevant for sparse time intervals. As a means of addressing these limitations, the current
work offers a new method for characterizing support conditions that is non-destructive, non-disruptive,
and load-independent. The development has two purposes: (i) identify the support model type that
best applies in a given situation, and (ii) characterize the associated foundation (soil) properties
(i.e., quantify the coefficient of subgrade reaction and the intensity of shear interaction between the
Winkler springs).
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The suggested approach involves a loaded plate instrumented with distributed strain-sensing
gear. It is based on the ability of tracking the location (relative to the loading location) of distinct points
of zero and maximal bending moment. The relative locations of these points are essentially associated
with the support parameters. In the paper, fundamental expressions that relate between the shift of
strain of the distinct points and the variation of support model parameters are developed based on
various static analytical plate solutions. Furthermore, the proposed methodology is experimentally
validated by instrumenting a small-scale plate foundation system with high-resolution distributed
fiber-optic strain sensors, capable of detecting the effects of loading events.

2. Plate Foundation Support Models

2.1. Modeling Idealized Soil Response

The complex behavior of a real soil mass has led to the development of many idealized models for
soil behavior, especially for the analysis of soil–structure interaction problems. The Winkler model is
simple and practical to many engineering problems and has therefore been used extensively for routine
design of foundations and pavements [38]. In the Winkler model, the soil foundation properties are
idealized as independent springs on a rigid base neglecting the effect of shear deformation between
the springs, as shown in Figure 1a.

z, w

q q q

∞

Gp
k

Es,νs
k

(a) (b) (c)
Figure 1. Response of foundation support models: (a) Winkler foundation model, consisting of
independent springs characterized by a single parameter k, (b) the elastic half-space continuum model
characterized by the Young’s modulus Es and Poisson’s ratio νs, and (c) the Pasternak spring model
with elastic layer capable of pure shear deformation, characterized by the two parameters k and
Gp, respectively.

It is common experience that, in the case of soil media, surface deflections will occur not only
immediately under the loaded region but also within certain limited zones outside the loaded region,
as shown in Figure 1b. In attempts to account for this continuous behavior, soil media have often been
idealized as three-dimensional continuous elastic isotropic solids. The first continuum representation
of soil media stems from the work of Boussinesq [39].

However, both experimental and theoretical investigations have emphasized the need to provide
a transition between these two types of idealized soil behavior since displacements outside the
loaded region decrease more rapidly than that predicted by the elastic continuum model [3]. In this
aspect, the mechanical two-parameter model proposed by Pasternak is attractive, shown in Figure 1c,
offering an alternative to the elastic solid continuum by providing a degree of shear interaction between
adjacent soil elements while remaining relatively simple to analyze [36].

2.2. Analytical Treatment of the Plate Foundation System

The mechanical behavior of slabs typically follows the classical Germain-Kirchhoff plate
formulation [58]. Consider a plate of infinite size characterized by thickness h, Young’s modulus
E, Poisson’s ratio ν, and therefore flexural rigidity D. The plate is loaded by a uniform vertical stress
with intensity q distributed over a circular area with radius a. For this axisymmetric situation the
vertical displacement field, uz, depends only on the radial coordinate r with origin located directly
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under the load centroid. The plate moments (per unit length) in the radial (Mr) and tangential (Mθ)
are obtained from the expressions

Mr = −D
(

d2uz

dr2 +
ν

r
duz

dr

)

Mθ = −D
(

1
r

duz

dr
+ ν

d2uz

dr2

) (1)

The corresponding radial and tangential bending stresses are σr = 12zMr/h3 and σθ = 12zMθ/h3,
respectively, where z is measured from the plate’s mid-surface or neutral plane (positive = down).
The extremal bending stresses are obtained at the bottom of the plate where z = h/2 and at the surface
where z = −h/2. The notation is such that a positive moment is associated with tensile bending stress
at the plate bottom under the loaded area, i.e., where r = 0 and z = h/2. Finally, radial strain (εr) and
the tangential strain (εθ) at a given z are obtained from

εr =
12z(Mr − νMθ)

Eh3

εθ =
12z(Mθ − νMr)

Eh3

(2)

In the case of a Pasternak foundation type, the vertical displacement field is [59]

uz =
qa
lk

∞∫
0

J0(mr/l)J1(ma/l)
m4 + 2bm2 + 1

dm (3)

where l = 4
√

D/k is the so-called radius of relative stiffness [60]. k is the coefficient of subgrade reaction
(force/length3), Jn( ) denotes a Bessel function of the first kind of order n, m is a unitless integration
variable or wave number, and b = Gp/2kl2 is positive and dimensionless wherein Gp (force/length)
is the second parameter, and represents the intensity of the shear interaction between the Winkler
springs. For the special case of b = 0, or equivalently Gp = 0, the expression provides the solution for a
plate on Winkler foundation. The corresponding plate bending moments (per unit length) in the radial
and tangential directions are

Mr =
qaD
l2kr

∞∫
0

mJ1(ma/l) ((mr/l)J0(mr/l)− (1 − ν)J1(mr/l))
m4 + 2bm2 + 1

dm

Mθ =
qaD
l2kr

∞∫
0

mJ1(ma/l) ((νmr/l)J0(mr/l) + (1 − ν)J1(mr/l))
m4 + 2bm2 + 1

dm

(4)

Hogg assumed a plate with frictionless bottom bonded to a linear elastic isotropic half-space [61],
herafter referred to as the half-space continuum model. The vertical displacement field is [3]

uz =
2qa(1 − ν2

0)

leEsr

∞∫
0

J0(mr/l)J1(ma/l)
m4 + m

dm (5)

where Es and νs are the elastic properties of the half-space support, and le = 3
√

2D(1 − ν2
s )/Es is the

characteristic length associated with the a plate on a half-space (analogous to the radius of relative
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stiffness). The corresponding plate bending moments (per unit length) in the radial and tangential
directions are

Mr =
2qa(1 − ν2

0)

leEsr

∞∫
0

mJ1(ma/l) ((mr/l)J0(mr/l)− (1 − ν)J1(mr/l))
m3 + 1

dm

Mθ =
2qa(1 − ν2

0)

leEsr

∞∫
0

mJ1(ma/l) ((νmr/l)J0(mr/l) + (1 − ν)J1(mr/l))
m3 + 1

dm

(6)

3. Proposed Interpretation Method

This section describes a method for characterising the foundation parameters based on distributed
fiber-optic strain measurements of the radial strain (εr) at the top of plate (z = −h/2). It is assumed
that the strains can be detected by fiber-optic cables attached to the slab. The methodology is
composed of three elements: (i) a mechanical plate foundation model, (ii) distributed fiber-optic strain
measurements, and (iii) an iterative interpretation scheme.

To exemplify the overall strain response of a standard support plate system, the radial strain
is plotted versus the normalized radial distance (ρ) from the loaded point, shown in Figure 2a for
three different load intensities (i.e., q = 0.5–1.5 MPa). In the Figure it was assumed that slabs are
constructed on a 150 mm thick high-quality sub-base over subgrade soil. Moreover, the slab is
composed of concrete having a Young’s modulus E = 30,000 MPa and a Poisson’s ratio ν = 0.15.
It’s thickness is h = 300 mm, leading to a flexural rigidity of D = 6.91 × 1010 Nmm. Figure 2b
shows the effect of the model on the the radial strain at the top when the slab is loaded by a
single heavy wheel with radius, a = 150 mm. The foundation support parameters are given as:
(i) Winkler-model: k = 0.055 MPa/mm, (ii) Pasternak-model: k = 0.055 MPa/mm and b = 0.5, and
(iii) half-space continuum model: Es = 102 MPa and νs = 0.35. Some points of interest are also included
with dotted blue lines, these are hereafter referred to as Distinct Points (DPs) of zero strain DPj

0,i

(i.e., ρ (ε0,i)), and maximum strain DPj
m,i (i.e., ρ (εm,i)), where i = 1, 2 is the number of zero/maximum

strain location from the center of the load, and j = ‘W’, ‘P’, ‘C’, indicating the support type Winkler,
Pasternak and Continuum, respectively. Zero strain is shown as a dashed dotted blue line along the
abscissa-axis. The radial coordinate is normalized by the radius of relative stiffness (l) and characteristic
length (le) both equal to 1059 mm.
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Figure 2. Influence of foundation model type on radial strain response for a standard concrete support
plate system: (a) overview of strain response as a function of radial distance and (b) close-up of the
region around first and second zero crossing.
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From Figure 2a it is observed that the loading intensity q has no effect on the results. Moreover,
separate analysis has shown that the results are essentially insensitive to the exact radius of loading
as long as it is of the same order as the plate thickness or smaller (down to a point load). It was also
found that the results are insensitive to the value of νs.

In Figure 2b a close-up of the strain response in the region around the first and second zero
crossing is shown. A few characteristic features are revealed in the figure w.r.t. the distinct points for
the different model types, i.e.: (i) the Winkler-model has a first (DPW

0,1) and second zero crossing (DPW
0,2)

at a radial distance from the load of ≈ l and 6l, respectively, (ii) the Pasternak-model has a first crossing
at a radial distance lower than the Winkler-model (i.e., DPP

0,1 < DPW
0,1), whereas the second crossing is

larger (i.e., DPP
0,2 > DPW

0,2), and (iii) the half-space continuum model as a first zero crossing larger than
the Winkler-model (i.e., DPC

0,1 > DPW
0,1) and no second zero crossing. It is also found that the magnitude

of the second peak for the Winkler-model is higher than for the Pasternak-model and the half-space
continuum model (i.e., εW

m,2 > εP,C
m,2) due to the lack of shear transfer in the supporting medium.

The observations above show that the location of distinct points are closely related to the governing
foundation model type and to the numerical values of the model parameters. To further investigate
these features, the Pasternak-model is utilized as proposed in [62], considering two different cases,
spanning two extreme yet realistic situations. The first case considered is a very thick concrete plate
resting on a very ‘soft’ spring-bed with a large radius of relative stiffness of l = 2000 mm. The second
case considered is a very thin concrete plate resting on a very ‘hard’ spring-bed support with a short
radius of relative stiffness of l = 336 mm. First, the location of the distinct points are plotted versus the
shear interaction parameter b, shown in Figure 3a. Presented next is the location ratio of the first to the
second zero crossings (i.e., DP0,1/DP0,2) as a function of b for the two cases, shown in Figure 3b.
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Figure 3. Parametric study of the Pasternak-model: (a) Influence of Pasternak’s b parameter on
the normalized locations of the DPs defined in Figure 2 for two cases (b) influence of Pasternak’s b
parameter on the location ratio of first to second zero crossings defined in in Figure 2 for the two cases.

From Figure 3a it can be seen that the results for the two cases essentially overlap, i.e., that the
location of distinct points are relatively insensitive to the value of l. The first zero crossing location is
influenced by b, dropping from about 0.86l at b = 0 to about 0.67l at b = 1. The second peak location also
drops with increasing b, 1.86l at b = 0 to about 1.40l at b = 1. A pronounced dependence on b is exhibited
by the location of the second zero crossing, increasing from about 5.89l at b = 0 towards infinity as b
approaches unity. It is also found that as b increase, the discrepancy between the Pasternak-model and
the half-space continuum model increases. This shows that although the Pasternak-model possess
some of the characteristic features of continuous elastic solids, it is a simplification which cannot
capture all complexities. Finally, from Figure 3b it is observed that the two curves do not collapse onto
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one unique line, the gap between them is considered small, establishing an almost unique relationship
between the ratio and parameter b.

The relations shown in Figure 3 form the basis of the non-disruptive fiber-optic based test method
for characterizing the plate support conditions suggested in herein. Specifically, the problem is to
determine k and b such that a best match is achieved between measured and modeled location of
distinct points/strain response.

The starting point for the method is identifying the locations of the distinct points (see Figure 2).
This step is non-destructive, non-disruptive, load-independent (given that the load magnitude and
radius are not needed), and can be done repeatedly. Next, Figure 3b is entered for the first iteration,
with the location ratio of the first to second zero crossings to provide a range of estimated values for
the shear parameter, i.e., b1, marked with blue dotted lines. The average of this range (i.e., b̄1) is then
utilized in Figure 3a to resolve the value of the radius of relative stiffness l. Once l is identified, a second
iteration is to be carried out to refine the estimation of the shear parameter (and subsequently l), i.e., b2,
marked with a blue dashed line in the Figure. Finally, given that the plate properties are known, it
becomes possible to calculate the Winkler coefficient of subgrade reaction k = Dl−4, and the intensity
of shear interaction between the Winkler springs Gp = 2kbl2.

In the Figure the procedure proposed are shown for the plate foundation system in Figure 2 with
k = 0.055 MPa/mm and b = 0.5 (i.e., the ‘Pasternak-model’). The distinct points are calculated as
DP0,1 = 736.5 mm, DPm,2 = 1637.2 mm and DP0,1 = 8204.6 mm which yields a location ratio of the first
to the second zero crossings of 0.09, and resulting foundation model parameters k = 0.064 MPa/mm,
b = 0.54 and l = 1017. Thus, k, b and l was estimated with 17%, 8% and 4% accuracy, respectively.

4. Experimental Investigation

4.1. Experimental Setup

In order to validate the proposed interpretation method a small-scale experiment was designed
applying high-resolution distributed fiber-optic strain sensing. The test was designed and carried
out to provide a first-order demonstration of the proposed characterization concept with off-the-shelf
equipment; it was not designed to mimic real-life situation. Therefore, practical aspects such as
embedding fiber optic cables in concrete and dealing with multiple load situations were not considered.

The experimental setup consisted of an aluminum plate over a finite thickness support material
on a concrete floor, shown in Figure 4a. The aluminum plate was instrumented with a fiber-optic cable,
glued to the top of the plate in both directions (at right angles), and connected to the measurement
device on one end. Finally, a dead-load was applied, using 36 × 0.5 kg weights placed in a grid,
to ensure contact between the plate and the support material. Since the loading and theory are
axisymmetric, the fibre lines in the experiment were positioned to capture radial strains and not in a
grid arrangement. A grid arrangement is envisioned for field applications, where the load position
cannot be a priori known. The availability of a strain grid can be utilized to identify the loading
location based on a criterion of maximal bending strain. Afterwards, strain analysis is to be performed
according to the proposed theory for fibres that measure radial strains.

The plate was loaded at the center (i.e., far from the edges) with hand-held weights on a small
rubber pad with area, Aload = 36 mm2. The load was applied at the center of the test plate to minimize
edge effects and better comply with the theoretical derivation. Strain measurements were then
recorded with a commercial Optical Backscatter Reflectometer (OBR) device [63] depicted in Figure 4b.
Strain values were recorded in intervals of 1mm with a gauge length of 10 mm. In the specific case,
the load is of short time duration compared to changes in the support, and thus, no temperature
compensation is needed. In cases where loads are stationary for a long period of time, e.g., in the case
of foundations, temperature compensation will be needed.
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(a) (b)

Figure 4. Small-scale slab on grade system: (a) aluminum plate instrumented with fiber-optic cables
and supported by a thick polystyrene mat and (b) OBR device and laptop.

A thin rubber mat and a thick polystyrene mat were selected as foundation material in an attempt
to resemble the two outer extreme cases, i.e., a Winkler-type and a Continuum-type foundation,
hereafter referred to as support type ‘thin’ and ‘thick’, respectively. Moreover, a thin flexible plate,
was selected to limit the size of the test setup, and at the same time, comply with the plate formulation
presented in Section 2 (i.e., avoid edge effects). The geometrical and material properties for the different
structural elements of the system are given in Table 1.

Table 1. Geometrical and material properties used in experimental study.

Structural Element Material
Young’s Modulus Poisson’s Ratio Thickness Length Width

[MPa] [-] [mm] [mm] [mm]

Plate Aluminium 68,300 0.33 1.5 1100 1100
Support (‘thin’) Rubber [64] 2–4 0.45 10.0 1250 1250
Support (‘thick’) Polystyrene [65] 1–2 0.05 100.0 1200 1200

4.2. Experimental Results

The raw fiber-optic strain measurements are presented in the 1-D plots in Figure 5. In the Figure
the strain data for support type ‘thin’ (gray lines) and ‘thick’ (black lines) are plotted at a load level of
2–4 kg along one of the lengths of the aluminum plate.

Comparing the raw strain signal for foundation support type ‘thin’ and ‘thick’ in Figure 5a,b,
respectively, it is observed that the overall shape is similar and symmetric. However, the noise
level is higher for foundation type ‘thin’, and also higher than the expected/specified level of app.
±1 με. Thus, subsequent analysis of data were performed on strain measurements averaged over
4 load and unloading tests (i.e., for noise reduction). Moreover, for further analysis a load of 4 kg
(i.e., q ≈ 1.09 MPa) was selected in order to maximize the signal to noise ratio.

In Figure 6, the detailed experimental results are presented. Figure 6a shows the peak strains
measured for the two support types at four different load levels. Figure 6b shows the effect of the
support type on the developed strain. Finally, Figure 6c,d present a close-up the raw data signal and
the moving average of strain measurements is shown for support type ‘thin’ and ‘thick’, respectively.
The moving average data is calculated using a base length of Lb = 50 mm.
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Figure 5. 1-D representation of raw fiber-optic strain measurements at different load levels (2–4 kg) for
(a) support type ‘thin’ (gray) and (b) support type ‘thick’ (black).
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Figure 6. Comparison of distributed fiber-optic strain measurements for different support materials:
(a) linearity of materials, (b) close-up of region around first and second zero crossing, (c,d) close-up of
second zero crossing, showing point and moving average strain measurements for foundation type
‘thin’ and ‘thick’, respectively.

From Figure 5a, it is observed that both plate foundation systems behave linearly for the
applied loading magnitudes. This is a basic prerequisite for further analysis of the strain data using
the proposed framework, avoiding influence of shift in distinct points due to nonlinear behavior.
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In Figure 2b a close-up of the strain response in the area around the first and second zero crossing is
shown. From the Figure it is observed that the support type ‘thick’ has a first zero crossing slightly
larger than support type ‘thin’, i.e., DP‘thick’

0,1 = 24.4 mm > DP‘thin’
0,1 = 19.9 mm. Moreover, support type

‘thin’ has a clear zero crossing at DP‘thin’
0,2 = 130.9 mm, whereas support type ‘thick’ has a no clear

zero crossing, although the abscissa is crossed at a radial offset of app. ±400 mm. Thus, the two
support types ‘thin’ and ‘thick’ show some of the characteristic features of the Winkler-model and the
half-space continuum model, respectively (i.e., equivalent to a Pasternak-model with high and low
shear interaction). The location of the second peak is DP‘thin’

m,2 = 37.9 mm and DP‘thick’
m,2 = 47.0 mm.

4.3. Interpretation of Results

The results obtained from the small-scale experiment are next interpreted using the iterative
scheme proposed in Section 3. First, the results visualised in Figure 3 are reproduced for the aluminium
plate with a flexural rigidity of D = 2.16 × 104 Nmm and load radius a = 3.38 mm. The support
conditions are taken as k = 0.001 MPa/mm and k = 10.0 MPa/mm to ensure a sufficient upper and
lower limit of l, i.e., 68.10 mm and 6.81 mm, respectively. The analytical results for the experimental
plate support system, i.e., the location of the distinct points, as well as the ratio of first zero crossing to
second zero crossing, are shown in Table 2.

Table 2. Location of the distinct points for the aluminium plate support system.

l = 68.10 mm l = 6.81 mm

b DP0,1 DPm,2 DP0,2 DP0,1/DP0,2 b DP0,1 DPm,2 DP0,2 DP0,1/DP0,2

0 0.152
0 0.811 1.821 5.962 0.136 0 0.924 1.910 6.006 0.154

0.01 0.808 1.815 5.986 0.01 0.921 1.904 6.030 → l‘thin′
1 = 21.72 mm

0.02 0.152
0.20 0.753 1.694 6.456 0.117 0.20 0.879 1.798 6.504 0.135
0.40 0.705 1.585 7.202 0.098 0.40 0.843 1.703 7.254 0.116
0.60 0.664 1.490 8.477 0.078 0.60 0.813 1.622 8.532 0.095
0.70 0.645 1.447 9.561 0.067 0.70 0.800 1.585 9.617 0.083
0.75 0.063
0.80 0.628 1.408 11.350 0.80 0.788 1.552 11.408 → l‘thick′

1 = 33.82 mm
0.80 0.628 1.407 11.384 0.055 0.80 0.788 1.551 11.442 0.090

0.85 0.063
0.85 0.620 1.387 12.941 0.048 0.85 0.783 1.535 12.982 0.060
0.90 0.613 1.369 15.242 0.040 0.90 0.777 1.520 15.591 0.050
0.95 0.605 1.351 21.533 0.029 0.95 0.772 1.505 21.730 0.037
1.00 0.598 1.333 ∞ 0.000 1.00 0.767 1.491 ∞ 0.000

The ratio of first zero crossing to second zero crossing is 0.152 and 0.063, for support type ‘thin’ and
‘thick’, respectively. These are entered in Table 2, and the corresponding parameters b‘thin′

1 = 0–0.019
and b‘thick′

1 = 0.751–0.845 are found by interpolation (marked with gray cells in the Table). These values
are then used to provide a first estimate of the shear parameter of b̄‘thin’

1 = 0.010 and b̄‘thick’
1 = 0.798 after

averaging, providing three different estimates of the distinct points (marked with gray cells in the
Table 2). Consequently, the radius of relative stiffness is estimated, via averaging of the three different
possible values, to be 27.2 mm and 33.82 mm, for support type ‘thin’ and ‘thick’, respectively.

Next, another iteration is performed with 0.152 and 0.063, and a value of b‘thin’
2 = 0.005 and

b‘thick’
2 = 0.843 is obtained via interpolation (considering that l‘thin’

1 = 21.72 mm and l‘thick’
1 = 33.82 mm).

The location of the distinct points are reentered, this time with b‘thin’
2 = 0.005 and b‘thick’

2 = 0.843, and the
above described calculations are repeated. The final result is l‘thin’

2 = 21.71 mm and l‘thick’
2 = 32.77 mm,

which leads to a modulus of subgrade reaction of k‘thin’ = 0.097 MPa/mm and k‘thick’ = 0.019 MPa/mm.
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The results of the analysis are summarized in Table 3. Specified material properties (see Table 1)
and measured values are shown in brackets. The expression for the characteristic length (see Section 2)
is utilized for calculating the ‘equivalent’ Young’s modulus for each support type.

From Table 3, it is observed that predicted Young’s modulus for support type ‘thin’ and ‘thick’ is
3.36 MPa and 1.22 MPa, respectively, matching well the known material properties (see Table 1).
Moreover, the estimated shear parameter b is 0.005 and 0.843, respectively, indicating that the
‘thin’ support system is dominated by compression (i.e., the support material acts similar to the
Winkler-model), whereas the ‘thick’ support system is highly affected by shear. Thus, the methodology
enables identification of suitable model type. It is also found that the estimated location of distinct
points match well with the experimental values. This outcome provides basic confidence in the
proposed method and experimental results obtained.

Table 3. Summary of analysis results.

Support Type
DP0,1 DPm,2 DP0,2 k b Es νs
[mm] [mm] [mm] [MPa/mm] [-] [MPa] [-]

‘thin’ 18.8 (19.9) 40.4 (37.9) 130.2 (130.9) 0.097 0.005 3.38 (2–4) (0.45)
‘thick’ 23.0 (24.4) 48.0 (47.0) 417.8 (400.0) 0.019 0.843 1.22 (1–2) (0.05)

To visualize the results the analytical (using the estimated model parameters from Table 3) and
experimental strain curves are plotted in the region around the first and second zero crossings, shown
in Figure 7.
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Figure 7. Comparison of analytical results with estimated support conditions and experimental
fiber-optic strain measurements: (a) Pasternak-model with k = 0.097 MPa/mm and b = 0.005 vs. rubber
foundation (‘thin) and (b) Pasternak-model with k = 0.019 MPa/mm and b = 0.843 vs. polystyrene
foundation (‘thick). In generating these plots the loading intensity of q = 1.09 MPa was used.

From Figure 7a, it is observed that the analytical strain response resembles the experimental
curve. The discrepancy between curves is especially pronounced after the second peak. This could
indicate that other effects (not only compression and shear) also influence the system. One potential
effect is friction, as the coefficient of friction in the experiment (i.e., between rubber and aluminium) is
much higher than actual field conditions (i.e., between sand subbase/polyethylene sheet and concrete).
The potential effect of friction was investigated in a separate analysis utilizing a detailed Finite Element
(FE) model of the problem. The FE computations showed that friction between the aluminium plate
and foundation material have little influence in the location of the first zero crossing. However,
increasing friction results in an increasing negative slope after the second peak. The shift was 0–10%,
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decreasing rapidly as ρ → ∞. Thus, increasing friction has a positive effect on the overall fit between
analytical and experimental results.

From Figure 7b, it is observed that the magnitude of the second peak (i.e., εm,2) is significantly
lower than the experimental peak strain. This discrepancy can be explained by the sensitivity of the
experimental setup to offsets in the position of the fiber-optic cable relative to the plate’s mid-surface
(i.e., position of strain measurement), e.g., created by small variations in thickness of the film of gluing
between fiber-optic cable and plate. The difference in peak strain is equivalent to an offset error of
app. 0.4 mm, exemplified in the Figure with a dashed dotted curve named ‘offset’. Thus, this error is
negligible for real world applications. Furthermore, it is observed that the difference in the position
of strain measured do not influence the position of distinct points, showing the robustness of the
methodology selected.

5. Conclusions

This study focused on the development of a non-destructive interpretation method for
characterizing the plate foundation support conditions using static analytical foundation support
models and high-resolution distributed fiber-optic strain sensing.

The proposed methodology was based on tracking a few distinct points of zero and maximum
strain. This is the first time such a tracking idea has been utilized for parameter identification in
geotechnical infrastructure. This approach has the advantage that it allows for load-independent
characterization of the soil response, and in that sense, it is superior to other system identification
methods that rely on response magnitudes.

As a first step towards routine engineering application, the method was tested and validated in
a small scale experiment of aluminium plate resting on a thin rubber and thick polystyrene support
systems. The experimental results showed that a second zero crossing was identified for the thin
rubber foundation. Whereas, the strain approaches zero after the second peak (as the radial distance
increases), and that no clear second zero crossing can be identified for the polystyrene foundation.
These findings comply well with the theory that the thin rubber should resemble a Winkler support
system while the thick polystyrene a continuum domain.

In the experiments presented, the third peak for foundation type ‘thin’ was ≈1 με, whereas
the theoretical third peak in realistic concrete plate on foundation systems is ≈0.1 με. In this aspect
identification of the second zero crossing may be difficult considering a real-scale plate foundation
health monitoring system. On the other hand, true sized problems do not require such high-resolution,
and a resolution of a few centimeters should be sufficient to clearly identify the characteristic points.
It can also be shown that the highly idealized modeling result in discrepancy in the overall strain
response in the region around the second peak. This is a result of the materials selected for the
conceptual small-scale experiment presented in this paper (i.e., high friction coefficient between
materials). In realistic slab-on-grade construction friction contact will likely have a minor effect (i.e.,
considering the relatively low friction between soil and structure).

The current research demonstrated, both theoretically and experimentally, that shape features
of the spatial strain profile (under load) contain relevant information for foundation characterization.
Thus, a conceptually novel monitoring technique can be envisioned that is non-destructive,
non-disruptive, and load-independent.

There are many challenges in line before the idea can be applied in real life situations,
e.g., sensing placement, sensing resolution, and sensing range. The present work serves as an initial
first step towards a full-scale health monitoring, underpinning the idea basics, and therefore identifying
those practical aspects that require further development. The next development phase should involve
application of the proposed interpretation method to real soils and validation against an independent
measurement system. Future efforts should also be expended on improving the technology, enabling
analysis of moving and dynamic loads, as well as fiber-optic optimization for finding the required
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trade-off between resolution and accuracy. The methodology provided within this paper can be the
basis for such future research efforts.
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Abstract: This paper presents an approach for evaluating the horizontal stresses that develop
in geotechnical Direct Simple Shear (DSS) tests through the use of high-resolution distributed fiber
optic sensing. For this aim, fiber optics were embedded in 3D printed rings used for confining
the soil in the test procedure. An analytical approach linking the measured spatially-distributed strain
profile and the internal soil-ring contact stresses is developed in the paper. The method is based
on representation of the contact stresses by a Fourier series expansion, and determining the coefficients
of the series by minimizing the difference between the measured strain and the analytical strain within
the linear elastic ring. The minimization problem results in a linear set of equations that can easily
be solved for a given measurement. The approach is demonstrated on a set of drained DSS tests
on clean sand specimens. Stress paths using the evaluated horizontal stresses are plotted together
with Mohr circles at failure. These illustrate how, in these specific tests, the horizontal stress increases
and principal stress direction rotates, until failure occurs along horizontal planes.

Keywords: distributed diber-optic sensing; direct simple shear; geotechnical engineering;
contact problems; soil properties

1. Introduction

Distributed fiber optic sensing has been recognized as one of the potential technologies that could
revolutionize structural and geotechnical monitoring and testing (e.g., [1–3]). Most of the research
in the area has focused on large-scale problems, such as pile foundations [4–7], pipeline stressing [8–11],
stressing and deformation of secant pile walls [12,13], landslides and sinkholes [14–17],
tunneling stressing [18–20], strain measurement and detection of cracks in asphalt pavements [21–24],
and evaluation of tunneling-induced ground deformations [25–27]. These applications are based on static,
and low (~1 m) sensing resolution limiting themselves to large-scale problems.

New sensing developments, however, allow for higher spatial resolution of a few millimeters
to centimeters [28–32]. These developments open the window to new possibilities of smaller-scale
applications, such as on-sample measurements [33], high-resolution profiling [34], and key-point
characterization methods [35].

This paper suggests an additional new application for high-resolution fiber optic sensing,
aiming to enrich the information obtained from a Direct Simple Shear (DSS) test. The DSS test
is a common soil laboratory test used to evaluate the geotechnical properties of geomaterials.
In the test, a soil sample is sheared in a simple shear mode, such that parallel planes remain parallel
and maintain a constant distance, while translating relative to each other (as demonstrated in Figure 1).
Guidelines for performing the tests can be found in ASTM D6528-18 [36]. While it is traditionally
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assumed that failure and the associated deformation occurs due to sliding of horizontal planes,
other modes of shearing can lead to kinematically compatible deformations, as illustrated in Figure 1.

A DSS test can be performed either under fixed vertical stress (allowing the soil to compact
or dilate), or under a fixed vertical strain (in which case the vertical stress is measured and may
decrease or increase). Overall, four parameters are controlled or monitored in the test procedure,
namely: the shear strain γ, the shear stress τ, the vertical stress σv, and the vertical strain εv

(which supposedly constitutes the volumetric strain in this specific mode of shearing). Two types
of DSS devices exist—the first being the complex, non-commercial, Cambridge cuboidal simple shear
apparatus [37], and the other the Geonor DSS device [38], which uses a cylindrical specimen confined
by a wire-reinforced membrane. As the complete stress condition is not known due to the rotation
of principal stresses and strains (not even sufficient to construct a Mohr circle of stresses), measurements
need to be performed to evaluate the value of the horizontal stresses at the time of the shearing.

This is achieved by load cells [39] in the Cambridge device, while a resistance wire has been
sometimes applied [40] to the Geonor device to evaluate the average radial stress using a Wheatstone
bridge. However, typical DSS devices that are available commercially do not have these capabilities.
This hinders the interpretation of the test results, as certain assumptions need to be made regarding
the stress state at the time of failure.

Over the years, various models have been suggested to analyze the test results based on a mix
of analytical and empirical relations. For example, semi-empirical expressions for calculating
the horizontal stress, based on the direct proportionality between the inclination of the principal
stress axes and the shear stress ratio, were developed by [39,41]. The assumption of collinearity
between stresses and strains was used by [42] to develop an analytical incremental expression that
allows evaluation of the horizontal stress in DSS devices. Coupled 3D computer simulations of DSS
with the measured test response were used by [43] to calibrate the constitutive behavior.

In general, shear tests are used to establish soil stiffness, strength, and shear-volumetric relations
(e.g., dilation). These may be a function of the stress level, stress ratios, and strains, which generally
constitute the variables of a constitutive model for soil representation. Out of six stress components,
only four components are known in typical DSS devices (two measured and two being zero,
due to the symmetry of the device and loading). Evaluation of the horizontal stresses can enrich
the knowledge to six stress components, and thus allow better interpretation of the results. This may
include the evaluation of the confining stress and its effect on the response, the specific effect
of the intermediate stress, as well as stress path analysis and its relation to the mechanism of failure,
all of which are currently missing from standard DSS devices. Therefore, it is clear that measurements
of the horizontal stresses within the sample could contribute to the interpretation of the test results,
regardless of the exact test conditions (i.e., drained, undrained, monotonic, or cyclic) or type of soil
(i.e., sands or clays).

This paper suggests a new approach for evaluating the horizontal stresses in the sample,
and presents the first steps of its development. The approach utilizes recent advances
in distributed fiber optic sensing technologies that allow for high accuracy and resolution sensing,
together with an approach for determination of the contact stresses. More specifically, the approach
links between spatially continuous profiles of the developed strain in the apparatus confining rings
with an analytical solution of the rings’ response to contact stresses. The contact stress is resolved
by an optimization problem for which the solution can be obtained by a set of linear equations.
The paper presents both the analytical development, as well as a demonstration of the approach
on the DSS apparatus.

The paper is composed of five main sections. Firstly, the approach of evaluating the contact
stresses by an optimization problem of the measured high resolution distributed strain profile
linked to the analytical solution of the elastic response of the rings is presented. Secondly, the
upgraded apparatus, including fiber-embedded 3D printed rings, is described. Thirdly, test results
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of the direct simple shear on clean sand are presented. Fourthly, analysis of the measured strain profile
and interpretation of the results are presented. Finally, discussion and conclusions are provided.

Figure 1. Illustration of the direct simple shear test and possible kinematically compatible modes
of deformation (following [44,45]).

2. Fourier-Based Optimization for Evaluating Contact Stresses

It is assumed that the contact between the membrane (enclosing the soil) and the confining rings
in the DSS apparatus is smooth, and that the membrane is sufficiently flexible not to confine the soil
by itself, allowing for the contact stress on the ring to be equal to the stresses in the soil. Under this
condition, the horizontal traction between the soil and the confining rings is made of normal stresses.

Figure 2. Illustration of a confining ring involved in a direct simple shear device.

Let us focus on the behavior of a given ring within the direct simple shear apparatus, and represent
the normal stress acting on the ring by a Fourier series:

f (θ) = a0 +
N

∑
i=2

ai cos(iθ) (1)

where f (θ) is the normal stress acting at an angle θ, as illustrated in Figure 2 which represents
the plain view of a single ring. ai are the amplitudes of the sinusoids composing the Fourier series
and N is the number of terms in the Fourier series. Note that the mode of i = 1 is dropped from
the series on purpose. This is because it is the only mode that does not satisfy a horizontal equilibrium.
All other modes satisfy a horizontal equilibrium, and because there is no external support to the rings
(assuming the friction between the rings is negligible), then the first mode must be, by definition,
zero (i.e.,

∫ 2π
0 a1 cos(θ) cos(θ) = 0 and therefore, a1 = 0). In other words, the above Fourier series

satisfies global horizontal equilibrium, irrespective of the coefficients’ value. It is also assumed that
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a symmetry exists relative to θ = 0, considering that the horizontal translation and shearing occur
in this direction (otherwise, the Fourier series expansion should be enriched by sine functions).

Considering a linear elastic response of the ring, a function can be established to represent
the longitudinal strain response along the fiber optic for a given unit mode (i.e., for a given frequency
when the amplitude is unit). Such a representation is feasible due to the superposition principle
applicable to linear elastic materials. Let us refer to this function as Γi(x), such that the strain along
the monitored fiber, stretched from x = 0 to x = L f , is:

ε(x) = a0Γ0(x) +
N

∑
i=2

aiΓi(x) (2)

The Γ functions can be derived analytically if a closed form solution exists, or numerically for a general
structure. In the current work, Γi(x) was established by repeated linear elastic finite element
simulations, each of which for a different unit mode of the internal normal stress distribution.

For each case, the Γi(x) was established by extracting the longitudinal strain value along the fiber
arc. This can be preformed either by investigating the local stretching of the arc using the displacement
field, or by strain transformation (i.e., nTEn, where E is the strain tensor presented in a matrix form,
and n is a unit vector along the arc). The linear elastic finite element simulations were preformed
using the mechanical model in COMSOL Multyphysics [46], taking advantage of its parametric sweep
option to automate the process of creating Γi(x) for the various spatial frequencies of the Fourier series.
The ability of COMSOL to incorporate functional input to define loads for the boundary conditions
facilitated the process of creating Γi(x). The simulations were performed under small displacements
and small strain definitions, ignoring any geometrical nonlinearity aspect.

Figure 3 shows the first five modes of Γi(x) for the location of the fiber plotted in Figure 2,
as established by finite element simulations of the 3D printed rings used in the experiments.
The embedded fiber length in the ring, L f , is equal to 281 mm. The Γi(x) values in the figure
are normalized by Young’s modulus of the ring E, assuming a Poisson’s ratio of 0.36, associated
with the PLA material from which the rings were fabricated using a 3D printer. The Young’s modulus
of the PLA is E = 3150 MPa. It can be seen from the figure that the strain response is highly affected
by the mode (or spatial frequency), where Γ0 roughly results in a constant value, and Γ5 oscillates
five times. The effect of the small holes in the ring is also apparent in all modes, at about x = 0.23L f
and x = 0.77L f .

Figure 3. First five modes of Γ functions presented in a normalized manner.
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In order to evaluate the profile of the contact stresses in an experiment, one may ask what
are the best Fourier series coefficients that will lead to an agreement between the measured strain
and the analytical strain. This can be formulated mathematically as:

a∗i = argmin
ai

∫ L f

0
(ε(x)− εm(x))2 dx (3)

where ε(x) is the analytical strain profile and εm(x) is the measured strain profile. Replacing ε(x)
with the Fourier series (i.e., Equation (2)) and replacing the summation with a dot product of relevant
vectors results in:

a∗i = argmin
ai

∫ L f

0

(
aTb − εm(x)

)2
dx =

∫ L f

0
aTbbTa − 2aTbεm(x) + ε2

m(x)dx (4)

where a = {a0, a2, ..., aN}T and b = {Γ0(x), Γ2(x), ..., ΓN(x)}T . The expression can be further
developed to be written in a matrix form:

a∗i = argmin
ai

(
aTBa − 2aTb1 + C

)
(5)

where

B =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

∫ L f
0 Γ0(x)Γ0(x)dx

∫ L f
0 Γ0(x)Γ2(x)dx

∫ L f
0 Γ0(x)Γ3(x)dx . . .

∫ L f
0 Γ0(x)ΓN(x)dx∫ L f

0 Γ2(x)Γ0(x)dx
∫ L f

0 Γ2(x)Γ2(x)dx
∫ L f

0 Γ2(x)Γ3(x)dx . . .
∫ L f

0 Γ2(x)ΓN(x)dx
...

...
...

. . .
...∫ L f

0 ΓN(x)Γ0(x)dx
∫ L f

0 ΓN(x)Γ2(x)dx
∫ L f

0 ΓN(x)Γ3(x)dx . . .
∫ L f

0 ΓN(x)ΓN(x)dx

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ (6)

and b1 = {∫ L f
0 Γ0(x)εm(x)dx,

∫ L f
0 Γ2(x)εm(x)dx, ...,

∫ L f
0 ΓN(x)εm(x)dx}T . C is a constant independent

of ai (and equal to
∫ L f

0 ε2
m(x)dx). Equation (5) is a classical quadratic objective function for which

the optimal ai (gathered in vector a) are established through a linear solution, as follows:

a = B−1b1 (7)

Note that matrix B characterizes the fiber-embedded ring (and does not change from one experiment
to another), while vector b1 includes information from the test itself, embodied in a εm(x) profile which
is integrated with the various Γi(x) functions. The above formulation was used in the demonstration
experiments, as detailed in the following sections.

3. Experimental Setup

To demonstrate the approach, the DSS apparatus by the Geocomp Corporation [47] was modified
to include fiber-embedded rings. This DSS device uses confining rings to support the soil while
sheared, as opposed to an NGI DSS device [38] that uses a reinforced membrane to confine the soil.
The inner diameter of the rings is 64.5 mm, and the external diameter is 101.5 mm. Figure 4 shows
the original Teflon-coated aluminium rings next to the 3D PLA printed rings. The rings were printed
with a thickness of 3 mm, except for the central one which had double the thickness, to provide higher
bending resistance. Figure 5 shows a fiber optic embedded ring. A 0.9 mm single mode Corning
G652D LSZH tight-buffer fiber optic cable was placed in the 3D printed groove, pre-strained, and glued
with a cyanoacrylate adhesive.

The fibers were installed on the top and bottom of the ring. Earlier experiments involved
a one-sided, fiber-embedded ring, but it was found that the measurements were sensitive to potential
bending of the rings. Consequently, the fibers were installed on both sides of the rings, allowing for
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compensation of the bending response by summing the strain from both profiles. Other installation
configurations are possible, but their investigation is beyond the scope of this paper, which merely
presents and demonstrates the new concept.

Note that the solid model used for the 3D printing was also used for generating the Γi(x) response
functions with the finite element code COMSOL Multyphysics [46], as described in the previous
section. For the interpretation of the results, the PLA properties were taken as E = 3150 MPa following
the mechanical properties provided by the technical data sheet of the manufacturer (Ultimaker).
The rings were printed under 100% filling configuration to create a true continuum structure.

Figure 4. Printed PLA rings next to original Aluminium rings.

Figure 5. Fiber optic-embedded confining ring.

Figure 6 shows the integrated test setup. A single fiber-embedded ring was positioned
in the middle of the shear sample. The high-resolution strain profiles were recorded with a commercial
Optical Backscatter Reflectometer (OBR) device—LUNA 4600 [48]—utilizing the principle of Optical
Frequency Domain Reflectometry (OFDR). In this technique, an interferometer is formed by a reference
arm internal to the analyzer and the measured fiber optic. By sweeping through the optical
frequency range, using a tunable laser, interference fringe data is collected and analyzed both
in time and frequency domain to establish changes in length/strain in the fiber. In the current
work, strain values were recorded at intervals of 1 mm with a gauge length of 10 mm (i.e., averaged
strain over a centered spatial window of 10 mm). In addition to the fiber optic measurements,
conventional readings, of horizontal translation, vertical deformation, vertical load, and horizontal
forces, were recorded throughout the tests.
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Figure 6. Integrated test system.

4. Direct Simple Shear Tests and Results

DSS tests were performed on dry, clean Fontainebleau sand, characterized by quartz particles
in the range from 0.063 mm to 0.25 mm, and a uniformity index of U < 2 (minimum void ratio
of e = 0.549 and maximum of e = 0.853). Six tests (named T1 to T6 in the paper) were performed
on loose- to medium-dense specimens with a relative density (Dr) roughly ranging over 30% to
50%. The shear tests were performed on normally consolidated samples, loaded to a vertical stress
of 485 kPa. Additional tests were performed with the original rings. No significant difference was
observed in the overall recorded response of the sample, suggesting that the modifications made
to the system did not significantly alter the soil response. Therefore, focus was placed only on the
modified system.

Figure 7 shows conventional test results in terms of stress-strain curves and dilation response.
As can be seen, the stress-strain response is rather similar among the tests, while the volumetric
response varies, although all sample showed the same trends of initial contraction followed by dilation.

Figure 8 shows a typical reading of the developed fiber optic strain in the shearing process
(specifically demonstrated for experiment T1). The fiber strain response is also affected by the bending
behavior of the ring, and therefore, a post-processing stage was performed in which the fibers were
superimposed to nullify (or at least reduce) the bending contribution before they were introduced
to the stress evaluation algorithm (which does not include such modes of deformations). Strain changes
also appeared outside the ring, although to a much smaller extent. These relate to the fact that the base
of the carriage translates and forces movement upon the “free” fiber inside the box, as well as outside
(leading to minute displacements and small strains outside the ring area). Note that no temperature
compensation was considered, as the experiments were performed in a temperature controlled room.
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Figure 7. Conventional output from DSS tests.

Figure 8. Example of raw measurements along the optical fiber.

The strain data was accumulated for the six tests, with measurements being taken at translation
intervals of about 0.1 mm until overall translation of 3 mm, and 0.5 mm intervals until translation
of 8 mm. The analysis and interpretation of the results are provided in the following section.

5. Interpretation of the Test Results and Discussion

The interpretation here focuses on the stress condition at the time of shearing, assuming that
a K0 condition prevailed prior to shearing. A K0 value of 0.54 was considered using Jaky’s formula
(K0 = 1 − sin φ′) [49], based on the measured friction angle of the sand, leading to an initial horizontal
stress of 264 kPa.

Figure 9 shows a graphical representation of the horizontal stress distribution applied to the soil
sample, as analyzed by the Fourier-based optimization at different stages of testing, expressed by the shear
strain, γ.
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Figure 9. Contact stress distributions at different stages of the shear tests.

Specifically, values at γ = 0.01, 0.02, 0.04, and 0.08 were plotted based on analyses
with 3 and 5 modes. The radial distance from the center circle represents the amplitude of the horizontal
normal stress to the soil sample (equal to the stress applied to the confining ring). The K0 (initial)
condition is marked by a blue line, where the length of the light blue arrows represents its magnitude.
A scale is given for reference, and the light red arrows extend to the largest calculated stress. Let us
refer to a Cartesian coordinate system in which z represents the vertical direction, and x the direction
of translation (y being the other horizontal direction). These are plotted in the figure.

As can be seen, with increasing shear strain, the horizontal stress increases in all directions.
Overall, the magnitude of the developed stress profiles and their distribution are similar among
the different tests. The magnitude of variation is similar to that observed in the applied shear
stress in Figure 7. The analysis with five modes shows greater discrepancy between the tests,
specifically in the higher spatial frequencies. This is because higher frequencies are more sensitive
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to measurement errors. While the five modes analysis indicates a “square” type of distribution,
the stress values in the translation direction (σx) and the perpendicular one (σy) are rather similar
to those based on the three modes analysis. Hereafter, all analyses are performed with the five modes
data, although similar results and trends are observed from the three modes analyses.

Figure 10 shows the development of the mean σx, taken as 0.5( f (θ = 0) + f (θ = π)). As can be
seen, as the shearing process progresses, the horizontal stress increases, eventually becoming larger
than the vertical stress (equal to 485 kPa) by a factor of almost two.

Figure 10. Mean σx throughout the tests, taken as 0.5( f (θ = 0) + f (θ = π)).

Assuming that this mean σx represents the average normal stress applied to sheared vertical
planes, a stress path can be plotted in terms of (σx, τxz). This stress path is unknown from conventional
DSS testing, and is a result of the new suggested approach. It can supplement the conventional (σz, τzx)

stress path to allow constructions of Mohr stress circles throughout the shearing process.
Figure 11a shows the various stress paths established from the analysis of all tests. The Mohr circles

associated with the peak shear stress, τzx, are presented, as well as that of the initial K0 condition
(identical for all samples). The (σz, τzx) stress path is essentially identical for all samples,
with a slight variation in the peak τzx value (as also demonstrated in stress-strain curves in Figure 7).
The interpretation of the different samples is rather similar, and as an example, Figure 11b shows
the interpretation for test T3, entailing the stress paths, initial and final Mohr circles, their poles,
and a tangent Mohr-Coulomb cohesionless failure criterion.

Figure 11. (a) (σz, τzx) and (σx, τxz) stress paths for all tests; (b) interpretation illustrated on T3.
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It can clearly be seen that the (σz, τzx) stress path reaches the Mohr-Coulomb failure line
at tangent point (although this condition was not forced). This indicates that failure occurred along
horizontal planes. The principal stress directions rotated significantly throughout the shearing process
of the sample, by about 60 degrees, leading the pole to change its position (marked in the figure
as “initial Op” and “Op at failure”).

Repeating the same process on the other samples resulted in the same trends. The obtained
friction angles, by the tangent line to the Mohr circle of each test, ranged from 27 to 29 degrees among
the test. These values are similar to those obtained with the conventional setup and slightly less than
those measured on a range of sands in direct shear [50].

The fact that the (σz, τzx) stress path reaches the failure envelope at the same location as the tangent
to the Mohr circle infers that a direct evaluation of the strength properties from a conventional analysis
assuming τzx/σz = tan φ′ is appropriate for these specific tests. However, this may not always
be the case, especially in undrained (or zero volumetric strain) conditions, where failure occurs along
vertical planes and the greatest shear stress experienced does not correspond to the maximum shear
stress measured [44]. The ability to evaluate such a stress path development, as well as rotation
in principal directions, may be important for analysis of undrained shearing and cyclic loading,
where there might be interest in the change of confining mean stress due to compaction and dilation
at shear direction reversal [51].

6. Conclusions

This paper presented a new approach for evaluating the horizontal stress condition in direct
simple shear tests using high-resolution fiber optic sensing coupled to a Fourier based elastic solution
of the confining rings. An optimization problem was formulated aiming to evaluate the best stress
profile (in terms of Fourier coefficients) generating an analytical stress profile that would match
the measured strain profile.

The approach was demonstrated with a commercial DSS apparatus, for which a new set of fiber
optic-embedded confining rings was produced using 3D printing. Six drained direct simple shear tests
were performed on clean sand to demonstrate the applicability of the approach. It was demonstrated
how a stress path and Mohr circles can be evaluated with the new information derived from fiber optic
sensing. Specifically, it was shown that in these particular (drained) tests, the soil truly fails along
horizontal plane when considering a Mohr Coulomb yield condition.

The main focus of the paper was to conceptually develop a suitable approach for utilizing
high-resolution fiber optic sensing for laboratory geotechnical testing, and to demonstrate its feasibility.
Clearly, further research could be performed to improve the suggested approach. For example,
studies could be performed to seek the best position of the optical fiber within the rings.
Investigation of different ring materials or shape could be considered, as well as utilization of other
high-resolution sensing techniques. These investigations, as well as investigations into more complex
soil behavior, are beyond the scope of this paper, which simply attempts to take the first steps of
advancing the use of high-resolution fiber optic sensing for laboratory geotechnical testing.
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Abstract: Location error and false alarm are noticeable problems in fiber distributed acoustic sensing
systems based on phase-sensitive optical time-domain reflectometry (Φ-OTDR). A novel method
based on signal kurtosis is proposed to locate and discriminate perturbations in Φ-OTDR systems.
The spatial kurtosis (SK) along the fiber is firstly obtained by calculating the kurtosis of acoustic
signals at each position of the fiber in a short time period. After the moving average on the spatial
dimension, the spatial average kurtosis (SAK) is then obtained, whose peak can accurately locate
the center of the vibration segment. By comparing the SAK value with a certain threshold, we may
to some degree discriminate the instantaneous destructive perturbations from the system noise and
certain ambient environmental interferences. The experimental results show that, comparing with
the average of the previous localization methods, the SAK method improves the pencil-break and
digging locating signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) by 16.6 dB and 17.3 dB, respectively; and decreases
the location standard deviation by 7.3 m and 9.1 m, respectively. For the instantaneous destructive
perturbation (pencil-break and digging) detection, the false alarm rate can be as low as 1.02%, while
the detection probability is maintained as high as 95.57%. In addition, the time consumption of the
SAK method is adequate for a real-time Φ-OTDR system.

Keywords: fiber distributed acoustic sensing; Φ-OTDR; localization; discrimination; kurtosis

1. Introduction

Fiber distributed acoustic sensing systems based on phase-sensitive optical time domain
reflectometry (Φ-OTDR) have been widely used in many fields such as oil and gas pipeline monitoring,
structure health monitoring, and perimeter security [1–4] due to their high sensitivity, large dynamic
range, fully distributed manner, and simple configuration. The principal of Φ-OTDR is based on the
interference of Rayleigh scattering lights returned from the fiber. The phase of the Rayleigh scattering
lights can be affected by external vibration events, which will result in the amplitude variation of the
Rayleigh scattering traces. In Φ-OTDR systems, locating the vibration events is an essential problem.
Ideally, the vibration location can be obtained by subtracting a Rayleigh trace from an earlier stored
trace [1]. However, this method may cause false locations due to the amplitude fluctuation in Rayleigh
traces and the system noise of Φ-OTDR.

Various signal processing methods have been introduced to solve this problem. Some focus on
the time-domain signal denoising. For example, Lu et al. proposed the moving averaging and moving
differential method to reduce the noise power and also increase the frequency response range of the
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system [5]. Qin et al. introduced a wavelet denoising method to reject the random noises induced by
varied polarization states in different position and detectors [6]. Shi et al. [7] and Qin et al. [8] proposed
using empirical mode decomposition (EMD) to improve the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of location
information for the vibration events. Qin et al. also proposed a curvelet denoising method to reduce
the time domain noise and improve the detection performance of Φ-OTDR systems [9]. Ölçer et al.
presented an adaptive temporal matched filtering method to reduce the effect of fading noise without
any impact on the frequency response of the detection system [10]. Some locate the perturbations
using the 2-D image characters of Rayleigh traces. For instance, two-dimensional edge detection can
improve both the spatial resolution and the SNR of location information [11,12]. Adaptive 2-D image
processing method of bilateral filtering algorithm can also enhance the SNR of vibration/intrusion
location in Φ-OTDR [13]. Some pay attention to the spatial frequency information of the Rayleigh
signals while locating, such as [14–16], which can simultaneously extract the vibration location and
frequency information with an improved SNR. In addition, correlation dimension method has been
proposed to solve the coherent fading problem and improve the multiple location results’ standard
deviation [17].

However, the methods above are sensitive to all kinds of perturbations. Perturbations caused by
environmental interference may be located as well. For instance, the fiber cables buried underground
may be influenced by pedestrians, vehicles, and trains; the fiber cables hanging in the air are usually
perturbed by the wind and rain; and fibers that are embedded in concrete and stuck to pipelines could
be affected by natural vibrations of the structures. All of these harmless perturbations may also cause
the same disturbance results, which may obscure the real harmful perturbations and cause high false
alarm rates (FARs). A new method based on multi-scale wavelet decomposition and backpropagation
neural network [18] has been proposed to solve this problem. It can locate the perturbations by
multi-scale wavelet decomposition and determine them by a 3-layer BP neural network. The results
show that the FAR is decreased efficiently. In addition to this method, various event recognition
methods [19–22] have been proposed to discriminate the signals in Φ-OTDR systems.

In this paper, a new localization and discrimination method based on the spatial kurtosis of
Rayleigh signals is introduced for Φ-OTDR systems. The spatial kurtosis (SK) along the fiber is first
obtained by calculating the kurtosis at each position of the fiber in a short time period, and then
spatial average kurtosis (SAK) can be obtained by computing the moving average of SK on the spatial
dimension. As a result, both the SK peaks and the SAK peaks may show the perturbation locations.
Comparing with SK method, the SAK method can reduce the location error caused by coherent fading
problem. We can also simply evaluate whether the perturbation is instantaneous destructive by
comparing the SAK value with a certain threshold to some degree. This is because instantaneous
destructive perturbations generally have high positive kurtosis, while stationary environmental noises
usually have low negative kurtosis. Experimental results show that, the SAK method has higher SNR
and lower location standard deviation compared with the previous localization methods. The time
consumption of SAK method is low enough to achieve perturbation localization and discrimination in
real-time, which is promising for a practical Φ-OTDR system.

2. Methods

2.1. Kurtosis of Acoustic Signals in Phase-Sensitive Optical Time-Domain Reflectometry

The kurtosis is a fourth-order statistic that can be used to describe the shape of a probability
distribution of a random variable. It is defined as:

Kurt[X] =
E
[
(X − μ)4

]
(

E
[
(X − μ)2

])2 − 3, (1)
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where μ is the mean of random variable X, and E [t] represents the expected value of quantity t.
The kurtosis of any univariate normal distribution is 0. Thus we can evaluate a distribution by
comparing its kurtosis with 0. Distributions with a positive kurtosis (called leptokurtic distributions)
have infrequent extreme deviations (or outliers), while distributions with a negative kurtosis (called
platykurtic distribution) produce no outliers. In order to analyze the kurtosis of Φ-OTDR signals, we
simulated these three main types of signals in Φ-OTDR systems:

(1) Random noise. In Φ-OTDR systems, noises are mainly caused by phase noise of the laser, partial
interferometric problem, and electrical noises such as thermal noise and shot noise [5]. These
noises nearly follow a normal distribution, thus their kurtosis should be around 0. A Gaussian
white noise with the amplitude of 2 mV is used to simulate the random noise in Φ-OTDR systems,
shown in Figure 1a. Its kurtosis is 0.09.

(2) Instantaneous destructive perturbations. These signals (structural cracks, gas explodes,
excavation damage, destructive intrusions, etc.) are virtually short-time and non-stationary,
whose frequency distribution change rapidly over time. They generally have certain extreme
values, thus their kurtosis should be positive. Transient signal in Figure 1b is used to simulate the
instantaneous destructive perturbations, which is generated by a 5–400 Hz broadband damped
sinusoidal signal plus a Gaussian white noise with the amplitude of 1 mV, and the kurtosis of it
is 6.25.

(3) Environmental interferences. These signals (wind, the vehicle engine, structural free vibration,
etc.) are mostly continuous and stationary, whose frequency distribution is fixed in a short time
period. They usually have no extreme values, thus their kurtosis should be negative. Signals in
Figure 1c–f are used to simulate environmental interferences. Signals in Figure 1c,d are simulated
by a sinusoidal signal with the amplitude of 1 mV plus a Gaussian white noise with the amplitude
of 1 mV, which are used to simulate the natural vibrations of the structures. Their sinusoidal signal
frequencies are 5 Hz and 200 Hz and their kurtosis are −1.14 and −1.01 respectively. Signals
in Figure 1e,f are band-limited white noises, which are used to simulate the environmental
interferences such as wind. Their frequency band are 5–15 Hz and 45–65 Hz and their kurtosis
are −1.10 and −1.01, respectively.

 

Figure 1. The simulated signals in phase-sensitive optical time-domain reflectometry (Φ-OTDR)
systems. (a) Gaussian noise; (b) Transient signal; (c) Signal with the frequency of 5 Hz; (d) Signal with
the frequency of 200 Hz; (e) 5–15 Hz band-limited white noise; (f) 45–65 Hz band-limited white noise.
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We can see that the kurtosis of random noise is around 0, and the reason why it is not totally
equal to 0 is that the length of it is too short (only 300). We can also see that signals caused by certain
stationary environmental interferences have negative kurtosis, while transient signal (corresponding
to instantaneous destructive perturbations) has high positive kurtosis. Thus we may discriminate such
types of signals in Φ-OTDR systems by comparing their kurtosis with zero.

2.2. Spatial Kurtosis of Rayleigh Optical Time-Domain Reflectometry Traces

In Φ-OTDR systems, the Rayleigh backscattering signals can be composed into a matrix. The data
picked up from each Rayleigh backscattering trace with the same time delay will form the time series
of the corresponding sensing point. Suppose that each Rayleigh backscattering trace has L sampling
points, which are determined by the sampling rate of the data acquisition card and the fiber length,
the matrix with N received Rayleigh backscattering traces can be defined as:

RN×L =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

x1
1 x1

2 · · · x1
L

x2
1 x2

2 · · · x2
L

...
...

. . .
...

xN
1 xN

2 · · · xN
L

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦, (2)

where xn
l represents the amplitude of Rayleigh signal at position l at time n.

We accumulated w adjacent Rayleigh traces as one processing unit to calculate the kurtosis of the
amplitude signal. The kurtosis of the signal at position l at time n can be defined as:

kn
l =

1
w

n
∑

i=n−w+1

(
xi

l − 1
M

n
∑

i=n−w+1
xi

l

)4

(
1
w

n
∑

i=n−w+1

(
xi

l − 1
w

n
∑

i=n−w+1
xi

l

)2
)2 − 3, (3)

where w can be also regarded as the window size of kurtosis computing, which determines the
temporal resolution of the localization and discrimination. The spatial kurtosis of the Rayleigh traces
at time n is defined as:

SK(n) = [kn
1 , kn

2 , · · · , kn
L]. (4)

By identifying the local maxima and minimum of SK at time n, we could estimate whether there
are perturbations and locate them accurately on the sensing fiber. Moreover, we introduced a time
step s to reduce the computation in real-time Φ-OTDR systems. It means that the time interval of
calculating SK is s × fs (where fs represents the pulse repeat frequency). Composing the SK vectors at
different times into a new matrix

SK =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

k1
1 k1

2 · · · k1
L

k1+s
1 k1+s

2 · · · k1+s
L

k1+2s
1 k1+2s

2 · · · k1+2s
L

...
... · · · ...

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦, (5)

a two-dimensional image of SK over the monitoring duration can be obtained. Then the perturbation
locations could be identified clearly from this image.

2.3. Moving Average on the Spatial Dimension

In Φ-OTDR systems, the accurate location of perturbations can be figured out by [7]:

z = zcent − Tpv
4

, (6)
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where zcent is the center of the vibration response segment, Tp is the optical pulse width, and v is the
light velocity in fiber. In order to obtain the accurate location of the perturbation in Φ-OTDR systems,
we should figure out the center of the vibration segment. However, some subsections of the fiber
vibration segment may be in insensitive states due to the coherent fading problem [23]. Figure 2a
shows 100 consecutive averaged Rayleigh traces, which were acquired by our Φ-OTDR system. The
optical pulse width used here is 100 ns, which means that the spatial resolution is 10 m. The vibration
segment is from 5213 m to 5223 m. We can see that two subsections of the vibration segment are in
sensitive state while the middle subsection is in insensitive state. This may make it difficult to locate
the accurate vibration segment center and result in a location error and a bad locating repeatability.

For the SK localization method this problem exists as well. As shown in Figure 2b, the SK curve
of the original Rayleigh traces splits into two peaks in the vibration segment. The two SK peaks
correspond to the two sensitive subsections in Figure 2a, while the SK valley corresponds to the
insensitive subsection in Figure 2a. It is hard to figure out the accurate vibration location by the SK
curve. Virtually, we can solve this problem by calculating the moving average of SK on the spatial
dimension. The result can be called SAK, which is defined as:

SAK(n) =
1
M

[
M

∑
l=1

kn
l ,

M+1

∑
l=2

kn
l , · · · ,

L

∑
l=L−M+1

kn
l

]
(7)

where M represents the moving average number, which depends on Tp and the data acquisition card
(DAQ) sampling rate (SR) of the Φ-OTDR system. It should be equal to the number of sampling points
in an optical pulse width (M = Tp × SR). When the vibration occurs, the location of SAK peak should
be the center of the vibration segment. We can see from Figure 2b that the SAK peak virtually locates
at the vibration segment center. Then we can obtain the accurate location of the vibration according to
Equation (6).

Figure 2. The vibration locating results when coherent fading problem exists. (a) 100 averaged Rayleigh
traces; (b) The spatial kurtosis (SK) and special average kurtosis (SAK) curves of the Rayleigh traces.
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3. Experimental Results

3.1. Experimental Setup

The experimental setup of our Φ-OTDR system is shown in Figure 3. A narrow line-width laser
(NLL) is used as the light source. The laser light is divided into two parts by a 10:90 optical coupler
(OC1). Then 10% of the light is used as the local light to perform a coherent detection, and 90%
of the light is modulated into optical pulses with a 200 MHz frequency shift by an acoustic optical
modulator (AOM). After being amplified by an erbium-doped fiber amplifier (EDFA), the optical
pulses are launched into an optical circulator. The Rayleigh backscattering light from the sensing
fiber then interferes with the local light at a 50:50 optical coupler (OC2) and result in a beat light. The
beat light is then detected by a balanced photodetector (BPD) through a differential way, which could
improve the SNR by 3 dB [4]. The output electric signal from the BPD is then sampled by a DAQ with
a 1 GS/s sampling rate. The Rayleigh trace amplitude is finally demodulated by Hilbert transform
and downsampled to 250 MS/s to reduce the computation load. In our experiments, the pulse repeat
frequency is 1 kHz and the pulse width is 100 ns, which means that the maximum frequency response
and the spatial resolution of our system are 500 Hz and 10 m respectively.

 

Figure 3. The experimental setup. NLL: narrow line-width laser; OC: optical coupler; AOM:
acoustic-optic modulator; EDFA: Erbium-doped fiber amplifier; Cir: circulator; FUT: fiber under
test; BPD: balanced photo detector; DAQ: data acquisition; PC: personal computer.

Both indoor experiment and outdoor experiment were conducted to evaluate the proposed
method. In the indoor experiment, a piezoelectric transducer (PZT) cylinder glued with 10 m long fiber
was added after the ~5.074 km long fiber under test (FUT) in our system. The PZT was used to simulate
the environmental interferences such as structural free vibration and vehicle engine. Pencil-break
vibration was used to simulate the civil structure crack, which was felt by a 2 m long fiber loops glued
to a flame retardant (FR-4) plate. The pencil-break vibration was conducted by an HB pencil lead
with 0.5 mm diameter. The fiber loops was put at ~5.164 km. In the outdoor experiment, a ~100 m
long fiber cable was placed outdoor. The first ~10 m of it was buried beneath a flower bed with 0.3 m
deep, while the rest ~90 m of it was placed in a corner. Digging the soil near the buried fiber cable was
inducted as the instantaneous destructive perturbations. The flower bed is near to the road, so the
fiber cable buried in the soil might be affected by the pedestrians and vehicles, which could be regard
as the harmless perturbations.

3.2. Localization Results of Instantaneous Destructive Perturbations

A total of 200 tests, including 100 pencil-break tests (50 of which were under 100 ns pulse width
and 50 of which were under 500 ns pulse width) and 100 digging tests (50 of which were under 100
ns pulse width and 50 of which were under 500 ns pulse width) were carried out to evaluate the
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localization performance of proposed method. The pencil-break tests and digging tests were performed
at two fixed positions (~5164 m for pencil-break and ~5220 m for digging).

In this part, we compared the proposed method with four previous methods, including moving
average and differential (MAD) [5], two-dimensional edge detection (TED) [11], wavelet denoising
(WD) [6], and multi-scale wavelet decomposition (MWD) [18]. The comparisons include locating SNR,
locating repeatability, and time consumption. The parameters of these methods are tuned to get the
relatively high locating SNR. The moving average number of MAD was 30; the Sobel operator size of
TED was 3 × 3 for pencil-break and 5 × 5 for digging; the wavelet basis function of WD and MWD
was db3, and the decomposition level was 6. The window length used to compute kurtosis was 300,
the time step was 150, and the moving average number of SAK was 25.

3.2.1. Signal-to-Noise Ratio Improvement of the Locating Information

Locating results of pencil-break vibration and digging are shown in Figures 4–7. Here, SNR is
defined as the ratio between the signal peak intensity (S) and the maximum background noise intensity
(N) with the equation of 20 lg(S/N) [18]. Figures 4 and 5 respectively show the locating results of
pencil-break vibration and digging under 100 ns pulse width. We can see that the SAK method obtains
the highest SNR (23.68 dB for pencil-break and 24.32 dB for digging) among all the methods. Figures 6
and 7 respectively show the locating results of pencil-break vibration and digging under 500 ns pulse
width. Likewise, the SAK method has the highest SNR (22.28 dB for pencil-break and 23.36 dB for
digging) among all the methods. We can see that when the pulse width is increased from 100 ns
to 500 ns, the SNR of MAD, TED, and MWD significantly reduce, whereas the SNR of SK and SAK
maintain high. The SNR of SAK method is higher than SK, which means that moving average on the
spatial dimension may improve the locating SNR.

Figure 4. The locating results of pencil-break vibration under 100 ns pulse width. (a) The result of
moving average and differential (MAD) method; (b) The result of two-dimensional edge detection
(TED) method; (c) The result of multi-scale wavelet decomposition (MWD) method; (d) The result of
wavelet denoising (WD) method; (e) The result of SK method; (f) The result of SAK method. SNR:
signal-to-noise ratio.
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Figure 5. The locating results of digging event under 100 ns pulse width. (a) The result of MAD
method; (b) The result of TED method; (c) The result of MWD method; (d) The result of WD method;
(e) The result of SK method; (f) The result of SAK method.

Figure 6. The locating results of pencil-break under 500 ns pulse width. (a) The result of MAD method;
(b) The result of TED method; (c) The result of MWD method; (d) The result of WD method; (e) The
result of SK method; (f) The result of SAK method.
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Figure 7. The locating results of digging event under 500 ns pulse width. (a) The result of MAD
method; (b) The result of TED method; (c) The result of MWD method; (d) The result of WD method;
(e) The result of SK method; (f) The result of SAK method.

The average locating SNRs of each method on the 200 locating tests are shown in Table 1. We can
see that, comparing with the average of the MAD, TED, WD, and MWD methods, the SAK method
improves the pencil-break locating SNR by 13.95 dB (under 100 ns pulse width) and 16.6 dB (under
500 ns pulse width); and the digging locating SNR by 10.60 dB (under 100 ns pulse width) and 17.3 dB
(under 500 ns pulse width).

Table 1. The average locating SNRs of each method on the 200 locating tests.

Event Pulse Width MAD TED WD MWD SK SAK

Pencil-break (dB)
100 ns 9.14 10.07 14.72 9.75 19.79 24.87
500 ns 5.12 5.03 6.86 5.39 14.82 22.20

Digging (dB) 100 ns 8.70 11.57 14.31 11.18 16.22 22.04
500 ns 4.56 6.42 8.93 6.12 15.72 23.81

3.2.2. Locating Accuracy

The box plot of locating results is shown in Figure 8. We can see that for both pencil-break and
digging, the range of the locating results gets wider when the pulse width increases from 100 ns to
500 ns. Thus the increasing pulse width may degrade the locating accuracy. We can also see that the
SAK method has more consistent results than other methods for both pencil-break vibrations locating
and digging events locating. Quantitatively, the averages and standard deviations of pencil-break
and digging locating results by the 6 methods under two different pulse widths are shown in Table 2.
We can see that the averages of the locating results by these methods show no significant differences,
which is because for all of the methods the locating results may fluctuate above and below the identical
real locations. However, the standard deviations of the locating results differ. We can see that the SAK
method has the lowest standard deviation for both pencil-break and digging locating. When the pulse
width is 100 ns, the standard deviation of the pencil-break and digging locating results by SAK method
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reduce from 1.7 m and 1.4 m (the average locating standard deviation of the previous methods) to
0.8 m and 0.7 m, respectively. Two-sample F-tests show that this improvement is statistically significant
for all of the previous methods (p < 0.0056). When the pulse width is 500 ns, the pencil-break and
digging locating standard deviation of SAK method are only 1.9 m and 1.8 m respectively, while
the average locating standard deviation of the previous methods are as high as 9.2 m and 10.9 m
respectively. Two-sample F-tests show that this improvement is also statistically significant for all
of the previous methods (p < 10−19). Comparing with SK method, the SAK method decreases
the localization standard deviation of pencil-break and digging under 500 ns pulse width by 8.4 m
and 10.4 m, respectively, which means that moving average on the spatial dimension can effectively
improve the locating accuracy.

Figure 8. The statistic results of locating results. (a) The result of pencil-break vibration under 100 ns
pulse width; (b) The result of pencil-break vibration under 500 ns pulse width; (c) The result of digging
under 100 ns pulse width; (d) The result of digging under 500 ns pulse width.

Table 2. The average and standard deviation of the locating results under different pulse widths.

Event Pulse Width Statistics MAD TED WD MWD SK SAK

Pencil-break (m)
100 ns

Avg. 5163.9 5164.2 5164.3 5164.3 5163.6 5163.4
Std. 1.7 1.9 1.7 1.6 2.3 0.8

500 ns
Avg. 5165.8 5163.7 5164.6 5162.9 5162.4 5165.4
Std. 9.6 8.6 9.9 8.7 10.3 1.9

Digging (m)
100 ns

Avg. 5219.7 5219.5 5219.3 5220.0 5218.5 5219.9
Std. 1.3 1.2 1.1 2.0 2.1 0.7

500 ns
Avg. 5220.4 5221.9 5221.3 5221.2 5219.0 5221.5
Std. 11.6 11.0 10.9 10.3 11.6 1.2
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3.2.3. Time Consumption

For a real-time Φ-OTDR system, the locating speed should be faster than the data generating
speed. Therefore, the time consumption of the localization algorithm should be as less as possible.
We compared the time cost of SAK method with the previous locating methods under different fiber
length, shown in Figure 9. The methods are performed under 5000 Rayleigh traces (corresponding
to 5 s long data in our system). The CPU used in our PC is an Intel Core i7-4930K. The algorithms
are executed by MATLAB R2017a (MathWorks, Inc., Natick, MA, USA). We can see that the time
consumption of SAK method is close to that of the MAD and TED methods and it outperforms both the
WD and MWD methods. When the fiber length is 30 km (the spatial sampling interval is 1 m), the SAK
method takes only 1.77 s. Consequently, SAK method can meet the time consumption requirement of
the real-time Φ-OTDR system.

Figure 9. The time consumption of various locating methods under different fiber length.

3.3. Discrimination of Perturbations

In Section 2.1, we analyzed the kurtosis of different types of signals in Φ-OTDR. The simulation
results indicated that we may discriminate the random noise, instantaneous destructive perturbations,
and stationary environmental interferences by kurtosis in simple scenarios. In this section, we
performed two experiments to validate the simulation results. In addition to using pencil-break
vibration and digging as the instantaneous destructive perturbations, we drove the PZT with various
frequencies to simulate the interference signals.

Figures 10 and 11 show the locating results of various tests using SAK method. Figure 10a shows
the SAK curves of 5 Hz PZT vibration plus pencil-break vibration. The SAK trough at ~5075 m and the
SAK peak at ~5164 m locate the PZT vibration and the pencil-break vibration respectively. The SAK
image of PZT plus pencil-break is shown in Figure 10b. One conspicuous dark stripe can be observed at
~5075 m, which indicates the PZT vibration. One bright point is observed at ~5164 m, which indicates
the pencil-break vibration. Figure 10c,d show the locating results of 200 Hz PZT vibration plus five
digging events. The SAK trough at ~5075 m and the SAK peak at ~5220 m in Figure 10c correspond to
the PZT vibration and digging events respectively. The dark stripe at ~5075 m and 5 bright points at
~5220 m shown in Figure 10d, respectively, locate the PZT vibration and digging events as well, which
can also be seen clearly in the three-dimensional SAK image (shown in Figure 11). It should be noted
that when the PZT starts to work and stops working, the SAK may be high as well. Thus such “onset”
and “offset” events could also be regarded as instantaneous destructive perturbations in that moment.
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Figure 10. The location results of piezoelectric transducer (PZT) and instantaneous destructive
perturbations (pencil-break and digging) through proposed method. (a) The SAK curves of 5 Hz
PZT vibration plus pencil-break vibration; (b) The SAK image of 5 Hz PZT vibration plus pencil-break
vibration; (c) The SAK curves of 200 Hz PZT vibration plus digging; (d) The SAK image of 200 Hz PZT
vibration plus 5 digging events.

 

Figure 11. The three-dimensional SAK image of 200 Hz PZT vibration plus 5 digging events.
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In order to generally evaluate the discrimination performance of proposed method, we computed
and analyzed the SAK value of a set of various tests (including 126 pencil-break vibrations, 168 digging
events, 294 PZT vibrations with various frequencies, and 302 environmental noises). The statistic
SAK result of various Φ-OTDR signals is shown in Figure 12a, where IDP means the instantaneous
destructive perturbations (pencil-break vibration and digging event); Nmax and Nmin are the SAK
maximum and SAK minimum of the noises; IF means interference (PZT vibration with different
frequencies including 5, 50, 100 and 200 Hz). We can see that different types of signals have different
SAK value interval.

Figure 12. The statistic results of perturbation discrimination by SAK method. (a) The SAK distribution
of different types of signals; (b) The receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves of perturbation
discrimination. IDP: instantaneous destructive perturbations; IF: interference.

We used true positive rate (TPR) and false positive rate (FPR) to evaluate the identification ability
of the SAK method, where the TPR and FPR are defined as:

TPR =
TP

TP + FN
, FPR =

FP
TN + FP

. (8)

Here, TP is the count of correct positive prediction, FP is the count of wrong positive prediction,
TN is the count of correct negative prediction, and FN is the count of wrong negative prediction. The
TPR is also known as the probability of detection, while the FPR is also known as the probability of
false alarm. By plotting the TPR against FPR at various threshold settings, the receiver operating
characteristic (ROC) curve is obtained, shown in Figure 12b. Four-fold cross-validation was used
to evaluate the TPR and FPR of the perturbation discrimination by SAK. The SAK thresholds of
discriminating the pencil-break (or digging) and PZT vibration were fitted on the training data of each
fold using a logistic regression model. The evaluation results on test data of each fold are show in
Table 3.

We can see that the average TPR, FPR and accuracy of discriminating pencil-break or digging
from noise are 95.57%, 1.02%, and 97.32%, respectively, while the average TPR, FPR, and accuracy of
discriminating PZT vibration from noise are 92.54%, 4.38%, and 94.13%, respectively.
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Table 3. The true positive rate (TPR), false positive rate (FPR), and accuracy (Acc.) of signal
discrimination using SAK method.

Events Fold Index TPR FPR Acc.

Pencil-Break or Digging

1 94.12% 1.23% 96.64%
2 97.26% 1.32% 97.99%
3 95.65% 0.00% 97.99%
4 95.24% 1.54% 96.64%

Avg. 95.57% 1.02% 97.32%

PZT Vibration

1 93.15% 6.58% 93.29%
2 90.41% 1.32% 94.63%
3 94.20% 2.50% 95.97%
4 92.41% 7.14% 92.62%

Avg. 92.54% 4.38% 94.13%

4. Discussion

Compared with the previous locating methods for Φ-OTDR systems, the SAK method has the
following advantages:

(1) It can locate the instantaneous destructive perturbations with a higher SNR. This is because
that the Φ-OTDR signals caused by instantaneous destructive perturbations generally have
extreme value and result in large positive kurtosis, while noises in Φ-OTDR basically obey
normal distribution and result in zero-kurtosis.

(2) It has better locating accuracy. By using a moving average on the spatial dimension, the SAK
method can accurately locate the center of the vibration segment, even if the subsection is in an
insensitive state, thus leading to more accurate locating results. It should be noted that “moving
average on the spatial dimension” can be also used in other locating methods to fast figure out
the accurate vibration segment center.

(3) It can simultaneously locate the perturbations and to some degree evaluate whether they are
destructive or just interference. Because instantaneous destructive perturbations generally have
higher positive kurtosis, while stationary interferences usually have lower negative kurtosis. The
pencil-break, digging, and PZT discrimination results show that the SAK might be a promising
feature for further event recognition.

(4) The time consumption of SAK method is short enough for a long distance real-time Φ-OTDR
system. It should be noted that here the time consumption include both the locating time and
discriminating time.

The SAK method has two main defects. One is that the localization time interval is directly
related to the time step s in Equation (5). When the time step is 150 and the sampling rate is 1 kHz,
the time interval of localization will be 0.15 s. However, for an Φ-OTDR threat alarm system this
is totally acceptable. The other is that the SAK method only captures the short-time characteristics
of the perturbations. Instantaneous destructive perturbations and stationary interferences might
be discriminated by SAK, whereas long-term perturbations still require more features to determine
whether they are a threat.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, we proposed a new perturbation localization and discrimination method for
Φ-OTDR systems. Pencil-break vibration and digging events are used as the instantaneous destructive
perturbations while PZT vibration is used to simulate interference. Experimental results show that,
comparing with previous methods (MAD, TED, WD, MWD), the proposed method can locate the
instantaneous destructive perturbations with a higher SNR. We also introduced moving average on the
spatial dimension to improve the locating accuracy when coherent fading problem occur, thus leading
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to the smaller standard deviation of locating results. In addition, the SAK method can discriminate the
instantaneous destructive perturbations from system noise and stationary environmental interference
to some extent. Due to the little time consumption, SAK can be a promising real-time locating and
perturbation discrimination method for Φ-OTDR systems.
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Abstract: The Distributed Temperature Sensing (DTS) profiles obtained during well completion
of a CO2 monitoring well were analyzed to characterize each well completion process in terms of
temperature anomalies. Before analysis, we corrected the depth by redistributing the discrepancy,
and then explored three temperature calibration methods. Consequently, we confirmed the depth
discrepancy could be well corrected with conventional error redistribution techniques. Among three
temperature calibration methods, the conventional method shows the best results. However,
pointwise methods using heat coil or in-well divers also showed reliable accuracy, which allows
them to be alternatives when the conventional method is not affordable. The DTS data revealed
that each well completion processes can be characterized by their own distinctive temperature
anomaly patterns. During gravel packing, the sand progression was monitorable with clear step-like
temperature change due to the thermal bridge effect of sand. The DTS data during the cementing
operation, also, clearly showed the progression up of the cement slurry and the exothermic reaction
associated with curing of cement. During gas lift operations, we could observe the effect of casing
transition as well as typical highly oscillating thermal response to gas lifting.

Keywords: distributed temperature sensing; temperature calibration; depth correction; fiber optic
sensing; well completion monitoring

1. Introduction

The most distinctive advantage of fiber optic Distributed Temperature Sensing (DTS) technology
over other point sensing and wireline logging technologies is its ‘distributed sensing’ feature.
The distributed sensing, as the fiber itself is the sensing medium, enables obtaining a temperature
profile for the entire fiber length with much higher spatial density than point sensors in a period.
It also enables continuous real-time temperature profiling at any time throughout the well, once it
is permanently installed inside the well [1]. Unlike the production logging run, which obtains
temperatures after the event, the DTS can identify in-well performance changes as the events occur
during production and shut-in [2]. In addition, fiber optic distributed sensing has many more
advantages compared to conventional point sensors or wireline logging as it can be deployed in
any harsh or unusual environment and it is small, light, corrosion–resistant, and has a long sensing
range, good sensitivity, and electromagnetic immunity.

In May of 2017, as a part of an onshore pilot-scale CO2 sequestration demonstration project
in Korea, multifunctional monitoring wells with discrete sensors and fiber optic cable for DTS and
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Distributed Acoustic Sensing (DAS) have been completed. A key consideration factor in developing
injection and/or monitoring wells for CO2 geological storage is the integrity of the well that prevents
the wells from becoming a conduit for CO2 leakage. Generally, many sensors and pieces of equipment
are installed in CO2 monitoring well depending on the aim of the monitoring. Therefore, more care
is needed for well design, installation, and completion process in order to ensure that the many
sensors and the equipment perform at their best as well as to maintain integrity. Since we applied
a permanent method using gravel packing and cementing for the completion, which is irreversible
unlike a non-permanent method that uses a packer, monitoring each well completion process is critical
to determine whether each process has gone as planned.

For the purpose of monitoring each well completion process in terms of temperature anomaly
patterns, we monitored DTS data during whole completion processes without any intervention.
However, on-site analysis was limited to qualitative interpretation because temperature pre-calibration
and depth correction were not possible due to the field schedule and conditions.

In this paper, we applied a depth correction method and three temperature post-calibration
methods for more quantitative and accurate analysis. Then, we characterized the thermal characteristics
of each well completion process in order to explore the feasibility of DTS as a well completion
monitoring and control tool.

The uncertainty of depth accuracy is inevitable in practical application of DTS to boreholes
because it is difficult to detect any depth errors due to stretching and wrapping of the cable during
installation. In this paper, conventional depth correction is applied by considering both stretching
and wrapping of cable [3]. Then, we confirmed the accuracy of depth correction with our gas lift
temperature profile using the depth of casing transition as a priori information.

The conventional way of temperature calibration is submerging both ends of the fiber in ice or
hot water to calibrate the temperature offset to an absolute value and its rate of change along the fiber
length [3]. It is commonly recommended to apply temperature calibration before installation. In many
cases, however, calibration before installation is not possible or limited due to practical factors like
site schedule and conditions. This was our case, therefore, we corrected temperature after installation.
In addition to a conventional temperature calibration method of submerging the long length in water,
we also explored the possibility of two types of pointwise post-calibration methods that may overcome
the practical limitation of the submerging method on the site.

During well completion, real-time DTS data were analyzed to monitor the entire well completion
process in terms of temperature changes and to control or optimize the process. However, it was
limited to a qualitative analysis because the depth correction and temperature calibration were not
done. After the depth correction and temperature calibration, thermal events of each well completion
process could be characterized more precisely, and each well completion process could be identified
with distinctive temperature anomaly pattern. The progress up the well of sand and cement slurry were
monitored with clear step-like temperature change. Thermal events due to exothermal reaction during
cement curing process was also clearly observed. Consequently, we could conclude that observing
the entire well completion process with pre-calibrated DTS data can be a promising tool of real-time
control and optimization of well completion process.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Site Description

The thermal data were collected from the monitoring well, JG-M, which was completed at the
end of May 2017 as a part of onshore pilot-scale CO2 geological storage demonstration program at
Janggi field. The Janggi field site is located at Pohang city which is the southeastern part of Korean
Peninsula as illustrated in Figure 1. The total depth (TD) of the monitoring wells is 1092.44 m, and the
well is slanted by 2◦ to the southeast direction.
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Figure 1. Location of Janggi field site including relative position of auxiliary monitoring well (JG-7-1),
monitoring well (JG-M) with its wellhead, and injection well (JG-I).

2.2. Well Schematic and Completion Process

The monitoring sensors and equipment deployed in JG-M include 32-level electrode array,
24-level 3C geophone strings, a U-tube [4] fluid sampler, two piezo pressure/temperature sensors
(P/T), an experimental pH sensor, and a fiber cable for DAS, DTS, and heat-pulse monitoring [5].
The schematic of the Janggi JG-M monitoring well and the completion assembly employed is presented
in Figure 2 to help understand the thermal events associated with completion, equipment and materials.

Figure 2. Schematic of the monitoring well, JG-M and the completion assembly employed with gravel
packing and cementing.
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The 32-level electrodes were installed for surface-to-borehole and cross-well Electrical Resistivity
Tomography (ERT) to image the distribution and migration of the CO2 plume. Due to fact the
32 electrodes cover a 93 m interval around the reservoir formation (JGF = Janggi conglomerate formation),
almost all materials below 803 m should be non-metallic or electrically insulated. Therefore, instead of
steel casing, 3-1/2” Fiberglass Reinforced Plastic (FRP) casing was used at 300.54 m interval below
791.90 m, where the slotted (depicted by dashed line in Figure 2) and non-slotted casing alternated to
guarantee fluid circulation and to maintain strength against pressure. The 3C geophones were installed
for the purpose of acquiring Vertical Seismic Profiling (VSP) and passive micro-seismic monitoring data.
The P/T sensors were installed at the top and bottom boundary of JGF reservoir, which were also used
for pressure and temperature during the well completion. The fiber cable turnaround which protect
spliced part of fiber core for dual-ended mode measurement was installed at 1082.56 m. The gas-lift
manifold for fluid production and cementing stage tool for cementing were installed at 605.55 m and
909.94 m, respectively.

All sensors and instruments are installed in the tubing by the convey method by attaching sensors
and control line to 3-1/2” steel and FRP casing. A series of centralizers and clamps were used to
protect the cables during installation and cement jobs. For the FRP casing section, we used nylon
decentralizers which were attached to the casing with 3/8-inch set screws. The mid joint clamp was
used to hold the stainless-steel tubes. For the steel casing section, cannon cross coupling protectors
with fins provide centralization during cementing.

The two different patterns in the well schematic shown in Figure 2 depict the well completion
schemes behind the casing. The bottom section below 910 m indicates the gravel packing section.
The basic requirement of the reservoir section is to guarantee the circulation of pore fluid and CO2.
The ERT and VSP sensors should be well coupled with the surrounding formations for sensing, which
is the reason for choosing the gravel packing over a packer. Above 910 m of the well was completed
with cementing to ensure the pressure isolation of the reservoir section and the mechanical integrity of
well that prevents the well from becoming a conduit for CO2 migration.

After landing the tubing hanger, DTS system and permanent pressure temperature gauge was
used to monitor the process of gravel packing and cementing operation in May 2017. We directly
injected 12/20 sand into the annulus and recirculated the fluid up with the 1.9-inch IJ tubing. After the
gravel packing procedure, cementing is conducted by circulating slurry into the well with a stage
cementing tool at 909.94 m.

2.3. Fiber Optic and DTS Interrogator Configuration

The fiber optic control line used in JG-M consists of four optical fiber lines for DTS and DAS and
two copper conduct lines for heat-pulse monitoring [5], which are protected by stainless steel sheaths
and polypropylene jackets to prevent them from being damaged during installation. Among the four
optical fiber lines two single-mode fibers are for DAS and the other two are multi-mode fibers for DTS.
Temperature profiles are obtained in dual-ended mode by splicing two multi-mode fibers at the end of
the control line. The schematic of optical fiber control line and specification, and turnaround sub are as
shown in Figure 3.

Silixa’s XT-DTS DTS interrogation system was used to monitor the temperature changes for
five days during completion and for a month during curing. The data was obtained using a passive
mode where no active heating was done to the cable itself. Our interrogation unit can measure
temperature profiles up to 5 km, with minimum spatial and temporal resolution of 0.25 m and 5 s,
respectively. The temperature profiles were collected with a spatial sampling interval of 0.25 m, with a
temporal interval of 600 s during well completion monitoring from May to June of 2017 and 60 s during
background monitoring and temperature calibration tests from November, 2017 to April, 2018.
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Figure 3. Schematic of fiber optic control line and specifications (above), and photo of turnaround sub
for dual-ended configuration (below).

3. Depth and Temperature Correction

There are many potential factors that can cause errors when using the DTS system. The errors
which arise from the instrumentation, the fiber, the nature of the installation, and other sources show
up as depth discrepancies and temperature errors [3]. In order to specify the exact location of thermal
events and to analyze the events more quantitatively, we applied depth correction and temperature
calibration before interpreting thermal events for the well completion processes.

3.1. Depth Correction

Depth mismatch is an unavoidable issue in the field. Unlike temperature correction,
depth discrepancies cannot be pre-calibrated before installation. Even though the cables were carefully
handled during the installation, many factors such as cable coiling up around the tubing, stretching
of fiber optic cable itself, the usage of a decentralizer, and inner fiber optic twisting may inevitably
introduce depth discrepancies. Although it may depend on the application, Smolen and van der
Spek [3] stated that generally a depth mismatch of ± 0.3 m is realistic for most applications. With the
depth issue comes the issue of determining the end of the fiber depth. The length measured by DTS
should be mapped for depth correction to a real physical profile length of interest. In dual-ended or
partially returned configurations in borehole applications, the end of the fiber can be easily identified
with the peak temperature due to ambient geothermal gradient and it can be confirmed in the raw
data by a sudden intensity drop around the splicing point.

In our case, the peak temperature was observed mostly around 1197.114 m in fiber length. On the
other hand, the maximum intensity drop occurred between 1196.606 m and 1196.860 m with the
difference of 21.17 A.U. (relative decrease of 10.4%) and the second maximum drop occurred between
119.860 m to 1197.114 m with the difference of 18.62 A.U. (relative decrease of 9.3%). Although there
is a difference of 0.5 m between the peak temperature point and the maximum intensity drop point,
we used the peak temperature point as the fiber-end to determine total fiber length because such a
difference is negligible considering our spatial sampling interval of 0.25 m and the width of the probe
pulse. With respect to this fiber end, the fiber cable length (Df ) that corresponds to total casing length
of 1082.56 m is 1095.599 m. Therefore, in our case, a depth mismatch (ΔD) of 13.039 m was identified,
which is 1.2% longer than the total casing length.

A simple way to match depth discrepancies is to redistribute the amount of depth mismatch to the
total length. Thus, we redistributed total depth error throughout the total length under the assumption
that the rate of depth mismatch is constant throughout the total length.

For the confirmation of depth correction accuracy, we compared the temperature profiles before
and after correction for gas lift process in May and November, 2017 as shown in Figure 4. Since the
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casing material is changed from steel to FRP casing at 791.90 m as shown in Figure 2, any temperature
anomaly associated with the heat conductivity difference of two casing material should be identified
around this depth. The effect of casing transition is clearly identifiable with the temperature increase
pattern from data in both May and November, regardless of depth correction.

(a) 

(b) 

Figure 4. Comparison of depth correction effect with gas lift data from May (a) and November (b).

After correcting the depth, the depth of thermal changes due to casing transition moved up
9.494 m from 801.430 m to 791.936 m. The depth after correction, 791.936 m matches well with the true
depth of the casing transition point (791.90 m) within one sampling-point difference, which is 0.25 m
in terms of the DTS system’s sampling interval. In both May and November, the difference to the true
depth was 0.036 m.

Considering the true depth of casing transition point is known and the position of the thermal
anomaly due to casing transition can be clearly identifiable, we may redistribute total depth error to
each section above and below the transition point section by section under the assumption that the
rate of depth mismatch is constant but different in each section. However, the recalculated sampling
interval turns out to be the same to the third decimal place regardless of the section division. Thus,
no major improvement in depth calibration using sections was seen.

The new sampling interval was applied to the cement injection data for the verification of the
depth correction effect again as shown in Figure 5. Although there is no known absolute position of the
top of the gravel pack and the bottom of cementing, the top of the gravel pack should be near 911 m
and bottom of cement injection near 910 m according to the completion schematic shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 5. Temperature profiles before and after applying depth correction to data at the end of cement
injection in May.

Once the cement slurry meets the gravel pack, it will permeate slowly into the gravel pack.
This process can be delineated by a temperature transition between the low temperature of the cooler
cement slurry and the high temperature caused by the warmer gravel pack as shown in Figure 5,
and this thermal transition remains until the temperature goes back to the normal geothermal gradient.

Considering this, we can interpret the start and the end of the thermal transition zone to the top of
gravel pack and the bottom of cement slurry, respectively. The top numbers and the bottom numbers
in the figure indicate the depth of the bottom of cement and the depth of the top of gravel pack,
respectively. After correcting the depth, the top of gravel pack moved up 10.934 m from 922.937 m to
912.003 m that is 2.003 m difference with expected depth of 910 m. The bottom of cement moved up
10.949 m from 924.208 m to 913.259 m that is 2.259 m with expected depth of 911 m.

3.2. Temperature Correction

Many DTS acquisition systems have an internal calibration system, however higher accuracy is
needed for geoscience operating environments where the fiber optic cable may be under conditions of
rapid change and large temperature fluctuations. Under static conditions, the accuracy of calibrated
temperatures is generally within ± 0.3 ◦C, however under rapid operating conditions, the accuracy
range becomes widened to ± 2 ◦C [6]. The temperature measurement accuracy also declines as
the length of the fiber is increased due to the power loss of the laser pulse [3]. In our experiment,
pre-calibration could not be done before installation, therefore we suggest a post-calibration method
that is within the acceptable range of error, ± 0.3 ◦C.

Three calibration methods were investigated in the JG-M borehole in April 2018 and the
experimental setting is displayed in Figure 6. In a dual-ended configuration, only one absolute
temperature point is needed because knowing the temperature at a point results in having two points
in this configuration. The “water tub” is the conventional method of correction by submerging about
one or more pulse width lengths of fiber cable into water to find the stable absolute temperature.
However, submerging enough length of fiber longer than a pulse width length into water may not
be possible once the cable is installed. Therefore, two pointwise temperature correction methods are
investigated. The ‘heat coil’ heats a portion of fiber cable near the well with a heat coil. The “in-well” is
another pointwise method of correction by using the position of a heat coil to apply a slope correction
and using the absolute temperature value inside the well to apply the offset correction. For all cases,
the slope correction was applied to temperature profile with no events in the well, and background
temperature data was collected for 15 min before the calibration method experiments.
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Figure 6. Schematic diagram and setting of three temperature calibration experiments.

3.2.1. Long Point Calibration Method with Mater Tub

In the water tub experiment, 22 m of fiber optic cable, which is longer than a pulse width length
of a laser, was submerged in water. Figure 7 shows the process of the temperature being stabilized in
the calibration bath. The temperature fluctuation became smaller as time went by, and about 1 h later,
finally stabilized to that of water inside the calibration bath.

Figure 7. Temperature change with time at the fiber optic cable submerged in water.

The position of the cable submerged in water could be clearly seen both on the left and right side
of the DTS data, due to the dual-ended installation of the fiber. The stable range on the left side of
the data ranges from 48.896 m to 64.148 m, and the stable range on the right side of the data, though
it is not displayed in the figure, ranges from 2329.826 m to 2345.078 m. Since the submerged part of
the fiber optic cable must have the same temperature, the inner 60 points were averaged to eliminate
fluctuation of the temperature value on each side. The midpoint on the left side was at 56.522 m,
and midpoint on the right side was at 2337.706 m. To make sure the right midpoint matched the left
midpoint, same number of 4887 points to max peak were used.
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In order to find a better slope correction factor, the temperature change of water within an hour
was considered. Even though the specific heat of water is lower than air, the minimum difference of
average temperature between the left side and the right side was considered for better estimation of
the reference temperature. The ten-minute range which gave the minimum difference between the left
and the right side is from 17:53 to 18:02. From the best ten-minute range, the minimum, maximum,
and average slope value was used to find the slope equation. The maximum slope gave the minimum
difference between the left and the right value. The minimum slope gave the maximum difference
between the left and the right value. The slope curve of minimum, maximum and average slope
is shown in Figure 8a. In the figure, “all” represents using all the data points without considering
the temperature change of water, “DTS” represents the best ten-minute data in terms of minimum
difference between the left and the right endpoints. The “Diver” represents the most stable temperature
measured with the diver in the water tub for ten minutes.

 
(a) 

(b) 

Figure 8. Comparison of long point water tub methods in terms of temperature difference (a) and
slope range (b).

The “DTS” method gave the best result when 60 points were averaged to eliminate fluctuations of
the reference temperature as shown in Figure 9a. This was confirmed again by comparing all three
methods as displayed in Figure 8. The averaging of 60 points was the most effective in all three cases
as it had smaller slope and difference range.
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(a) 

(b) 

Figure 9. (a) Slope curve of long point method with best 10-minute range of DTS 60-point average
from 17:53 to 18:02 and (b) heat profile after long point water tub temperature correction.

For all three cases, the slope equation was applied to the background data from April 12 before
any experiment because it is best to apply to the data without any events. The temperature accuracy
improved after temperature correction, as the difference to true temperature decreased from 2.6 ◦C
before correction to 0.02 ◦C, as illustrated in Figure 9b.

3.2.2. Pointwise Calibration Method with Heat Coil

The heat-coil was used to locate the position on the DTS data for slope correction. A heat coil of
0.5 m in length was wrapped around the fiber optic cable near the well and insulated with a sponge
tube of 1.5 m and wrapped in tape to prevent the temperature from fluctuating due to the wind as
shown in Figure 6. The distance from the middle of heat coil to the well was 70 cm. In the heat
coil experiment, obtaining a stabilized absolute temperature was difficult because the heat coil was
shorter than the pulse width of interrogation system and air temperature varied too quickly. Therefore,
the ambient temperature value at the heat coil position was used for slope correction. On April 12,
the fiber optic cable was heated with heat coil to about 50 ◦C for about 10 minutes and the cooling
observed for 27 min.

The slope curves are displayed in Figure 10a, which shows very different slope difference from
the long point water tub method. In this case, only slope correction was applied because the absolute
temperature was not determined.
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(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 10. (a) Slope curve of pointwise method with heat coil and (b) heat profile after pointwise heat
coil slope correction.

Even with only slope correction, we could evaluate if the calibration is done correctly by
comparing the two endpoints because two endpoints on the left and the right should have the
same temperature value after correction. However, we can identify in Figure 10b, that temperature at
the right endpoint, even with an increase of 1.1 ◦C after correction, still has a 1.5 ◦C difference with
that of the left endpoint.

3.2.3. In-Well Pointwise Calibration Method

To compensate the difficulty of obtaining a stable absolute temperature with the heat coil method,
three divers were lowered into the well at 10 m, 20 m, 30 m below groundwater which has lower
specific heat constant than the air. The diver position on the DTS could be located by counting from
the known heat-coil position. The position could also be confirmed by temperature change when the
fiber optic meets groundwater, which was only 1 m to in-well water from the heat-coil position.

The slopes found with the pointwise in-well method are presented in Figure 11. Compared to
the long point water tub method, the variation ranges are wider than the long point method but the
average slopes are similar to that of the long point method. The slope and its range did not vary
greatly with the depth of diver. The temperature after correction with pointwise in-well diver at 10 m
is presented in Figure 12. The temperature accuracy improved as the difference to true temperature is
only 0.06 ◦C compared to the difference of 2.8 ◦C before correction.
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(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

Figure 11. Slope curves of pointwise calibration method by in-well diver at (a) 10 m, (b) 20 m, (c) 30 m.
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Figure 12. Temperature profile after correction by pointwise method with 10 m in-well diver.

3.2.4. Discussion

The slope and temperature difference curves of three calibration methods are summarized in
Figure 13. The long point calibration method with water tub gave the best result. Although the
pointwise calibration method using the diver showed a larger range than the long point method,
it gave an average slope and the average temperature difference comparable with that of the long
point method. Comparing the variation range of the heat coil method and the in-well method, we can
conclude that it is crucial to obtain accurate and stable absolute temperatures.

(a) 

(b) 

Figure 13. Slope curves (a) and temperature difference (b) of post-calibration method.

The stability analysis was carried by dividing the total round-trip length of the fiber into 10 sections
in terms of the same number of sample points per section. The downward trip sections, from wellhead
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to well bottom, are marked as L5–L1 and the upward trip sections are marked as R1–R5. The number of
samples per each section is 897 points for the long point method, 855 points for the pointwise method
with in-well diver, and 862 points the pointwise method with heat coil.

The stability curve of all three calibration methods is as shown in Figure 14, which displays the
stabilities at 13 points including two top points (Endpt), a bottom point (Maxpeak), and ten midpoints
of each section. The slope stability curve of long point calibration method has a range of +0.06 ◦C and
−0.03 ◦C. The slope stability curve of pointwise calibration method with in-well of 10 m has a range of
+0.35 ◦C and −0.25 ◦C. The slope stability curve of pointwise calibration method with heat coil has a
range of +0.7 ◦C and −0.6 ◦C. The temperature difference increases as the length of fiber increase in all
three calibration methods as expected due to the power loss that increases as the traveling distance
become longer.

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

Figure 14. Slope stability of (a) long point calibration with water tub (b) pointwise calibration with
in-well and (c) pointwise calibration with heat coil.
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The appropriate temperature error range is within 0.3 ◦C, and both water tub and in-well data
fall within the range. However, the error range with water tub slope correction is within 0.3 ◦C with
stability of 0.05 ◦C and the temperature error range with diver slope correction is within 0.1 ◦C with
a stability of 0.3 ◦C. Therefore, even though the long point calibration works best, the pointwise
calibration method can be a useful alternative where long point calibration cannot be done.

4. DTS Monitoring of Well Completion Processes

The uniqueness of the Janggi field DTS data is the continuous real-time monitoring of the
whole well completion process from gravel packing to complete curing without well intervention.
The heat map obtained from May 11th to June 4th is shown in Figure 15. Anomalies numbered from
1 to 4 correspond to gravel packing, cement injection, gas lift, and cement curing, respectively.

Figure 15. Heat map obtained during well completion where the gravel packing is denoted by 1,
the cement injection by 2, the gas lift operation by 3 and the cement curing process by 4.

4.1. Gravel Packing

There has been monitoring of production in gravel packed completions but monitoring the
gravel packing process itself was not yet done [7]. At the Janggi field site, fiber optic cable was
connected directly after casing installation to the DTS unit, which allowed real-time monitoring of
the gravel packing process throughout the entire length of the well. The detailed temperature profile
during gravel packing can be seen in Figure 16 which outlines the major events during the gravel
packing process.

The reference (black line) refers to the temperature profile at the end of well completion.
The gravel packing process can be characterized by the decrease of temperature below the reference
line. The temperature decreases because of the cooling effect due to the injection of sand mixed
with fluid that is cooler than the borehole fluid inside the well. In the deeper parts of the well,
high temperature anomalies with oscillating pattern can be seen due to water circulating but leaving
sand to be accumulated. The sand deposited in the annulus plays a role of thermal bridge between the
surrounding formations and fiber cable on tubing. Because sand has higher heat conductivity than
water, such a thermal bridging effect explains the high temperature anomalies. The section where sand
is not accumulated does not have this connectivity between formations and cable still shows a low
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temperature trend. The point where the temperature clearly drops indicate the top level of the gravel
pack. The progression up of this anomaly along the well shown in the figure (May 11 19:39 and May
12 14:51) clearly shows that the top of gravel pack can be monitored well by DTS. After gravel packing,
the top of gravel pack estimated from DTS data (May 12) matches closely with the planned depth of
910 m as mentioned in Section 3.2.1.

(a) (b) 

Figure 16. Schematic of gravel packing operation (a) and temperature profile during the gravel packing
operation (b).

In the low temperature anomaly section, small peaks that seem like noise are identified. However,
they are anomalies due to the clamps being spaced at approximately every 9 m. The clamps provide
more direct connection between inside and outside of tubing wall. The effect of clamps appears as high
temperature anomalies in the unpacked section while it appears as low temperature anomalies in the
gravel-packing zone. In the case of the high temperature anomalies, inside the casing is warmer than
the annulus because the sand was directly injected into the annulus. Consequently, the clamped point
of the DTS cable is directly connected to the warmer environment while the other parts are not. In the
case of low temperature anomalies, inside the casing is cooler in the packed region. Thus, the clamping
point has the reverse effect compared to the previous case. The anomalies associated with clamps
indirectly shows high resolution of DTS and its usefulness in dynamic condition.

From the heat map in Figure 15, we can identify that two gravel packing processes that were
carried out over the two days have similar patterns to each other. The temperature is increasing above
the gravel-packed zone and decreasing in the unpacked zone during the operation. The short burst
of cooling at the top may be explained due to either flow change or colder fluid injection or breaks
during gravel packing operation.

The ability to monitor the progression of sand volume allows the possibility to control the amount
of sand volume to reach the top of the intended depth and the capability to check for possible plugging
as the sand is poured. All these factors help optimize the gravel packing process at the field level as the
change in temperature is displayed without interrupting the process. The gravel packing process also
showed potential for detecting sand production and the response to sand production can be optimized
to diminish the risk of reduced well productivity.

4.2. Cement Injection and Curing Process

After the gravel packing operation, the cement slurry was injected to the casing to complete the
well. The temperature profile of the cement injection process is displayed in Figure 17. The temperature
before cement injection has a lower temperature than the reference, which indicates the effect from
gravel packing operation still remains and needs more time to recover to an undisturbed normal
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geothermal gradient. As the slurry is injected, the temperature is being gradually lowered until the
end of the injection because the cement slurry is cooler than the borehole fluid. The top of the gravel
pack and the bottom of cement can be determined as mentioned in Section 3.2.1.

 

(a) (b) 

Figure 17. Schematics of cementing injection process (a) and temperature profiles during the cement
injection process (b).

The major events during curing process from right after injection to a month after injection are
shown in Figure 18.

Figure 18. Temperature profiles during the curing process in detail.

In the yellow line denoted as type 1, though the high temperature anomaly due to gas lifting
remains at depths shallower than 850 m, we can identify the peak near the stage cement tool which
can be interpreted as the start of the exothermic process of the curing. The effect of the gas lift anomaly
is gone in type 2 blue line; however, another peak appears near 450 m. The peak indicates the start
of curing from the upper part. The type 3 green line displays two peaks from the top and bottom
boundary. These boundaries move toward each other, indicating the curing process propagates from
the boundary to the intermediate. The type 4 red line displays the two peaks finally meet and start
settling down.
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From the heat map in Figure 15, the major trends of the whole cementing operation can be
observed. We can identify when and where the curing starts, when the curing finally done, and how
long it took for complete curing from the heat map provide by constant DTS monitoring.

The cementing is the final critical steps to ensure the integrity of the well. Therefore, monitoring
the entire process from cement slurry injection to curing in real-time can provide key information in
order to control and optimizes the process. For example, the progression of injection outlines both
injection rate and volume of cement, which offers the ability to check for possible plugging during
injection. The constant monitoring of the entire well also allows correlating unusual anomaly to
exothermic reaction due to the settling of the cement, which can provide better insights to the different
stages of exothermic reactions. As the time of complete curing could be accurately determined
by the homogeneity in temperature, monitoring curing process help move on to the next stage
with confidence.

4.3. Gas Lift

The gas lift process was carried out after cement injection but during cement curing. During the
gas lift, the N2 gas was released, and the fluid was pulled upwards due to pressure. The major events
of one cycle of gas lift operation is displayed in Figure 19. The temperature increased during gas lift
operation in the data below 791.90 m. The increase of temperature is due to pulling up of the deeper
and warmer reservoir fluid. The high temperature anomaly associated with gas lift operation has a
highly oscillating pattern. In our case, however, its amplitude is different at two regions above and
below 791.90 m. The difference in amplitude of the oscillation is due to heat conductivity difference of
the casing materials. The 791.90 m is the transition point of the two casing materials from steel to FRP.
Since steel has higher heat conductivity than FRP, we can observe a higher amplitude of oscillation in
the steel casing region than the FRP casing region.

(a) (b) 

Figure 19. Schematics of gas lift process (a) and temperature profiles during the gas lift in May (b).

The heat map during the gas lift cycles which shows the global trend during the gas lift is
displayed in Figure 20. The number of repeated patterns during gas lift matches the number of gas
lift cycles, which was eight cycles. The width of each repeated pattern is the duration of each cycle.
Even after the gas lift operation was finished, its effect lasted a day to return to temperature before
the gas lift operation began. The temperature did not completely recover due to the starting of curing
process near 900 m during the middle of gas lift operation.
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Figure 20. Heat map of entire gas lift operation in May

As mentioned in Section 3.1, our gas lift data shows not only a typical highly oscillating thermal
anomaly pattern of gas lifting event but also the effect of casing transition, which supports the
confirmation of the accuracy of depth correction. The DTS data has the potential to detect multiple
points of injection and determine gas rate through each injection point. All these are possible as the
event is happening and require no shut-in when measuring DTS temperature data [8]. Therefore,
DTS helps capture the temperature response throughout the entire length of the well simultaneously
as the event is happening.

5. Conclusions

We have presented continuous real-time DTS monitoring data of the whole well completion
process from gravel packing to complete curing without well intervention, and discussed the observed
thermal anomaly patterns during each well completion process.

The real-time DTS monitoring data revealed that each well completion process can be
characterized by its own distinctive temperature anomaly patterns. In addition, it is remarkable
that the upward progression of sand and cement slurry and the thermal anomaly due to curing of
cement can be monitored. This clearly shows that pre-calibrated DTS, due to its continuous real-time
and high spatial resolution nature compared to conventional point sensors and wireline tools, can be
a powerful tool not only for monitoring, but also for controlling and optimizing well completion
processes without intervention in each process. However, because the thermal event characteristics
associated with each well completion process are site- and condition-dependent, further studies to
quantify the temperature anomaly depending on factors like injection rate, hydraulic and thermal
properties of the formation and fluid etc. are required for quantitative control and optimization of well
completion process by DTS.

For depth calibration, the conventional method distributing the error to the total length is enough.
The accuracy could be enhanced more if more points where the depth are known are available in
addition to the top and the bottom of well. In the case of temperature calibration, pre-calibration using
the conventional method is best. However, our investigation shows that the pointwise method can be
an alternative with acceptable accuracy of less than 0.3 ◦C and stability less than 0.3 ◦C.
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Abstract: When there are railway tunnels on both sides of a valley, a bridge is usually built to let
trains pass. However, if the valley is very close to an urban area, building an open-cut tunnel at the
portal and then backfilling it to create available land resources for the city and to prevent excavation
slag from polluting the environment would be a wise choice. This has led to the emergence of
a new type of structure, namely, the high-fill open-cut tunnel. In this paper, by performing an
automatic long-term field test on the first high-fill open-cut tunnel using a bilayer design in China, the
variations of earth pressure and structural internal force during the backfilling process were obtained,
and different tunnel foundation types were studied. The results showed that the earth pressure
significantly exceeded the soil column weight, with a maximum earth pressure coefficient between
1.341 and 2.278. During the backfilling process, the earth pressure coefficient increased at first and
then decreased slowly to a relatively stable value, and a stiffer foundation would make the structure
bear higher earth pressure (1.69 times the normal one observed during monitoring). The change of
internal force had two stages during backfilling: before the backfill soil reached the arch crown, the
internal force of the lining changed slowly and then grew linearly as the backfill process continued.
Moreover, the axial force ratio of the inner and outer linings was close to their thickness proportion,
and the interaction mode between the two layers was very similar to the composite beam.

Keywords: high-fill open-cut tunnel; bilayer lining; FBG sensors; automatic monitoring system;
earth pressure of open-cut tunnel

1. Introduction

In China, the high-speed railway network is rapidly extending into the mountainous area of the
southwest. Due to the geological conditions of the southwest region, there has been a substantial
increase in the number of tunnels needed, some of which are near cities. There is a special situation
for some of these cities: sometimes, there is a valley between two tunnels that is very close to urban
areas. In a normal situation, a bridge must be built above the valley to let trains pass. However,
if an open-cut tunnel were built at the portal and then backfilled with the engineering spoils from
the tunnel excavation, available land resources can be created for cities, which would prevent waste
from polluting the environment and lead to the emergence of high-fill open-cut tunnels, as shown in
Figure 1. Compared with the traditional open-cut tunnels, a high-fill open-cut tunnel has the following
two characteristics:

(1) The height of backfill layer can reach up to 30–40 m, which is almost five times larger than a
common one;
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(2) In order to bear such high earth pressure, the thickness of the tunnel lining can reach up to 2 m or
more, which is 4–5 times thicker than those with shallow overburden. Details of existing high-fill
open-cut tunnels in China are shown in Table 1.

 
Figure 1. Open-cut tunnel built in a valley close to a city.

Table 1. Details of three existing open-cut tunnels in China.

Project Name
Backfill Height—From Tunnel
Crown to Backfill Surface (m)

Lining Thickness (m)

Lanyu open-cut tunnel 40 1.8–2.4
Longdongbao open-cut tunnel 33 2.8–3.0

Fengdu open-cut tunnel 28 1.9–3.3

These two characteristics present two research difficulties:
(1) A large amount of hydration heat can be generated after construction if a monolithic design is

adopted for these superthick concrete linings, causing a significant temperature difference between
the internal and external surfaces of the lining, which would result in structural shrinkage cracks and
safety issues. Therefore, a more reasonable structure design must be adopted.

In order for the lining structure to meet the bearing capacity requirement for such a high
backfill layer and to minimize the shrinkage cracks at the same time, a bilayer design is used
for high-fill open-cut tunnels which divides the overthick lining into two parts—outer and inner
linings. Two layers are concreted separately at 14-day intervals, resulting in a significant decrease of
hydration heat generated by each layer of lining. However, the bilayer lining design initially appeared
in shield tunnels, which consist of segmental and secondary linings, and has never been used in
open-cut tunnels.

Yang et al. [1] carried out a numerical study on the performance of segmental and secondary
linings as well as the stress transmission between them. They reported that linings with rebar
had a combined bearing capacity, while linings with membranes had separate bearing capacities.
Vogel et al. [2] examined double-shell linings in respect to direct shear stress capacity. Their results
revealed that a spray-applied waterproofing membrane was able to transfer stresses between both
concrete linings but could not transfer any shear stress. Su and Bloodworth [3] presented laboratory
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tests on beam samples cut from bilayer linings. They compared the influence of different membrane
thicknesses and substrate roughness and provided parameters based on test results for further research
and design. Their subsequent research [4] developed a composite mechanical behavior quantification
method. Chuan et al. [5] presented several load tests on bilayer shield tunnel models, the results of
which revealed that the secondary lining bore most of the bending moment. Their following study
focused on a calculation model for bilayer linings [6].

The abovementioned studies provide a better understanding of the mechanical characteristics
of the bilayer lining tunnel design, as well as the calculation model and load shearing ratio needed
to design the structure. However, the construction sequence of open-cut tunnels is completely the
opposite of that of shield tunnels, in which the lining is built at last. Moreover, the size and shape of
open-cut tunnels are also quite different from shield tunnels (circular design), as shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Comparison of size and shape of open-cut and shield tunnels using the bilayer design.

(2) Under such a high backfill layer, it still remains unclear whether the earth pressure on the
tunnel crown equals the overburden pressure. Moreover, a deep foundation has been adopted for
high-fill structures in some situations, which can also affect the earth pressure of the structure.

A high-fill situation usually occurs in culverts and pipelines in mountainous areas and has never
been adopted in railway open-cut tunnels. Qiang et al. [7] analyzed several calculation methods of
earth pressure on a culvert crown. The results showed that under a high embankment fill condition, the
calculated results by the “neutral point” method were closer to the values measured in situ. Li et al. [8]
carried out a field monitoring and numerical simulation to investigate the state and distribution of
stress on the exterior surface of slab-culverts under high embankments. The results showed that the
earth pressure on culverts was larger than the self-weight of filling, and the pressure distribution
was uneven. Chen et al. [9] presented a new formula to calculate the vertical earth pressure on a
culvert, the calculation of which results were compared with field tests. Zhang et al. [10] carried
out a centrifugal experiment on the earth pressure distribution of a culvert top. The results showed
that a box culvert with a pile foundation bore higher earth pressure than a normal one, and they
suggested that soil could be backfilled first on both sides of the culvert before it was constructed.
Some researchers developed a load calculation method for deeply buried culverts by summarizing
the displacement distribution characteristics on the culvert crown [11,12]. Additionally, controlling
displacement was considered to reduce the vertical pressure on culverts. Moreover, backfill materials
and some engineering measures also affect the earth pressure of high-fill structures. Meguid [13]
presented an experimental investigation to measure the earth pressure distribution on a rigid pipe
backfilled with tire-derived aggregate. The average measured earth pressure above the crown of the
pipe was found to be as low as 30% of the overburden pressure. An optimum soft zone geometry for
imperfect trench installation was proposed to maximize the reduction of the earth pressure on buried
corrugated steel pipes [14], and the maximum wall stress was reduced by 69%.

According to previous research, the earth pressure of an open-cut structure is closely related to
the side slope angle and foundation type. As a more rigid foundation usually results in a higher earth
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pressure, it is suggested to avoid using a deep foundation in the design of culverts. However, some
culverts still use a strengthened foundation to achieve better performance in particular situations [15].
For railway open-cut tunnels, the track surface subsidence must be strictly controlled to meet the
operation requirements of high-speed trains, making it necessary to use deep foundations for railway
open-cut tunnels in poor geological conditions. In conclusion, a high-fill open-cut tunnel using a
bilayer lining design is very different from the current culvert or shield tunnel in terms of construction
method, shape, size, and foundation type, and its mechanical characteristics are not clear yet. Besides,
current research rarely contains long-term field measurement data, especially measurements conducted
when the structure is built on different types of foundations.

In geotechnical and structural domains, fiber Bragg grating (FBG) sensors are applied to measure
structural strain [16–19], seepage pressure [20,21], temperature [22], and vibration [23]. However, the
monitoring work for tunnels does not continue after the lining has stabilized. Therefore, vibrating
wire sensors are more widely used to reduce unnecessary costs, and these sensors typically require
manual data acquisition. However, for dynamic or long-term data acquisition from tunnels, such
as the real-time safety monitoring of tunnels in special geological conditions and measuring the
vibrations generated by train travel [24,25], it is more sensible to use FBG sensors, as they have strong
anti-interference and long-term stability advantages. In our research, FBG pressure cells and strain
gauges were adopted to acquire the soil pressure and structural internal force for further analysis.

Moreover, for an open-cut tunnel, once the backfilling process begins, personnel have to enter the
tunnel from the undercut portal, which sometimes is more than 10 km from the test section. Therefore,
an automatic data acquisition system was adopted to provide more timely and accurate data. These test
results can be a useful complement to both high-fill open-cut and bilayer structures to help provide a
deeper understanding of them.

2. Field Test Procedure

2.1. Tunnel Description

The field test was carried out at the first high-fill open-cut tunnel in Fengdu, China, where the
bilayer lining design was firstly adopted, with a 0.5-m-thick C35 concrete inner lining covered by a
1.4–2.8-m-thick C35 concrete outer lining. Further, a waterproof layer consisting of nonwovens and a
polyethylene sheet was applied between the inner and outer linings as well as on the surface of the
outer lining. The outer lining was constructed first. When the outer lining was stabilized, the inner
lining was constructed, and finally, the backfilling process was carried out.

This open-cut tunnel is 373-m long with a backfill height up to 22–28 m (from tunnel arch crown to
the backfill surface) and a 100-m horizontal backfill range on both sides of the tunnel axis. Both sides of
the tunnel were filled symmetrically with 0.5-m-thick earth in each cycle, which took 6–7 days, and the
whole backfill process lasted about 9 months. Also, a C30 concrete dam was adopted as the foundation
for some part of the open-cut tunnel to control the subsidence of the tunnel bottom. The remaining
parts of the open-cut tunnel were set on bedrock with weatherproof protection. More design details
are shown in Figures 3–5.

2.2. Automatic Data Acquisition System

The application of intelligent test systems and methods in tunnels has been a growing trend
in recent years [26–29]. In our field test, an automatic data acquisition system was developed and
adopted, using FBG sensors to measure the structural internal force and soil pressure. The system was
developed by the research team in collaboration with Sensorlead Technology Co., Ltd, Shanghai, China.
It can capture the wavelength data of the sensors at 100 Hz and allows users to input different formulas
to convert wavelength data into stress, pressure, displacement, etc. Moreover, it has a remote operating
subsystem to allow users to view the data anytime by personal computers or even smartphones.
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(a)  (b)  

Figure 3. Design details of the tunnel. (a) Cross section of the tunnel and the concrete dam foundation;
(b) Profile view of the whole project.

 
Figure 4. Backfilling range (half side).

 
Figure 5. Open-cut tunnel in the backfill process.

Step 1: Adjacent sensors were connected by optical fibers at both ends and were finally connected
to a fiber optic cable closure, as shown in Figure 6.

Step 2: All the closures were connected in a series and were finally connected to one main
fiber cable.

Step 3: The main fiber cable was connected to FBG demodulators (Figure 7), which transmitted
the data to a remote-control computer, as shown in Figures 8 and 9.
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Figure 6. Fiber optic cable closure.

 
Figure 7. FBG demodulators.

  
Figure 8. Remote-control computer.

Figure 9 shows the flow chart of the whole data acquisition system. In order to reduce the test error
caused by construction disturbance, the data acquired at 4:00 a.m. was used for subsequent analysis.
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Figure 9. Automatic data collecting and delivering system.

2.3. Sensor Layout and Basic Structure

Two sections were chosen to test the earth pressure and structural internal force, using bedrock
and the concrete dam as their foundation, respectively, as shown in Table 2.

Table 2. The measuring sections.

Type Backfill Height Foundation Form

Sample A1 28.0 m Bedrock with weatherproof protection
Sample A2 22.0 m C30 Concrete dam

In order to obtain the variation law of earth pressure and structural internal force during the
backfilling process, earth pressure cells were installed at the arch crown and arch rib on the outer
lining surface, and strain gauges were installed in the inner and outer linings, respectively, as shown
in Figure 10. For those pressure cells installed on the outer lining surface, metal cable boxes were used
to protect the fiber cables from being damaged by the falling backfill soil, as shown in Figure 11.

Figure 10. The layout of pressure cells and strain gauges.
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Figure 11. Pressure cells on the outer lining surface with metal cable boxes to protect the optical cables.

The gauges and cells adopted in this research were made by Sensorlead Technology Co., Ltd.
Shanghai, China. Their model and basic structure are shown in Figures 12 and 13. Changes in stress
and pressure can cause changes in the wavelength of the sensor, which could be measured by the
gratings. Further, real-time ambient temperature could be read by the temperature compensation
gratings in the sensors, correcting errors due to seasonal temperature differences and providing more
accurate data.

Figure 12. Model and basic structure of pressure cells.

 

Figure 13. Model and basic structure of gauges.
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3. Numerical Model

For further study and design improvement of a high-fill open-cut tunnel using bilayer linings,
a numerical model was built in this study, as shown in Figure 14. The elastic model was adopted
for the lining and concrete foundation of the open-cut tunnel, and the Drucker–Prager elastic–plastic
model was used for the bedrock and backfill soil. The contact elements were added between the
open-cut tunnel and the backfill to simulate the mutual squeezing and slip between them (Figure 15).
According to the site situation, a waterproof layer consisting of nonwovens and a polyethylene sheet
was set between the outer lining and backfill soil as well as between the outer and inner linings.
The friction coefficient between the nonwovens and the polyethylene sheet was 0.23. Moreover, the
backfilling process of the open-cut tunnel was simulated by the method of layered activation, that is,
finite element units for every single backfilling layer (0.5 m) were activated sequentially. The calculation
parameters of the model are shown in Table 3.

 
Figure 14. Three-dimensional finite element model for a numerical simulation from ANSYS
12.0 software.

Figure 15. Contact elements between different structures.

Table 3. The physical and mechanical parameters of the model.

Object Elastic Modulus Density Poisson Ratio Cohesion Internal Friction Angle

Backfill 12.6 MPa 2100 kg/m3 0.4 0.1 MPa 22◦
Bedrock 7.25 GPa 2300 kg/m3 0.32 0.2 MPa 31◦
Lining 33.5 GPa 2500 kg/m3 0.2
Dam 31.5 GPa 2500 kg/m3 0.2
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In the 3-D numerical model, the node stress in the original Cartesian coordinate system was
transformed into the tangential stress of the lining by the coordinate transformation of elastic mechanics.
As a result, the bending moment and axial force of the lining were obtained and used for further
analysis. The transformation method is described below (Figure 16).

Figure 16. Coordinate transformation for node stress of lining unit.

Taking nodes 1 and 2 on the outer and inner sides of a section, and assuming that the angle
between the line of the two nodes above and the vertical plane is θ, the tangential stress of each node
on the lining section can be calculated from Equation (1) [30]:

σn = σx cos2 θ + σy sin2 θ + τxy sin 2θ (1)

where σx, σy, and τxy are node stress components in the original coordinate system, respectively, and θ

is the angle between the outer normal of the section and the y axis.
Therefore, the tangential stress of nodes 1 and 2 was obtained, and then the axial force N and

bending moment M of the lining section could be deduced according to Equations (2) and (3) [30]:

M = bh2 σ1 − σ2

12
(2)

N = bh
σ1 + σ2

2
(3)

4. Earth Pressure Test Results and Discussion

4.1. Earth Pressure Test Results

The in situ earth pressure was obtained in the backfilling process of the open-cut tunnel.
The measured results are represented by the earth pressure coefficient (c), which was defined as
earth pressure divided by bulk density, as described in Equation (4). The average earth pressure of the
left and right arch rib acted to reduce the testing error. The testing results are shown in Figure 17:

c =
p

ρgh
(4)

where p is the earth pressure, ρ is the soil density, and h is the backfilling height.
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(a) (b) 

Figure 17. Variation of earth pressure coefficient during the backfilling process. (a) Arch crown;
(b) Arch rib.

As shown in Figure 17:
(1) The earth pressure coefficient firstly increased and then decreased slowly with the increasing

backfilling height. The earth pressure coefficient of sample A1 reached its peak value when the
backfilling height was around 8 m and then decreased slowly until stabilizing. However, the maximum
coefficient of sample A2 appeared at the stage when the backfilling height was about 14 m and
then rapidly decreased until stabilizing. The different change trends of the earth pressure coefficient
between samples A1 and A2 means that the interaction process in the soil was gradual during the
backfilling phase.

(2) At same backfilling height, the earth pressure coefficient at the arch crown and arch rib of
sample A2 was obviously higher than that of sample A1, respectively, as listed in Table 4. The earth
pressure coefficient at the arch crown of sample A2 was 1.53 times that of sample A1, and sample A2
was 1.69 times that of sample A1 at the arch rib. The root cause of this phenomenon was the additional
shear stress difference between samples A1 and A2. The additional shear stress was caused by the
settlement difference between the inside and outside soil columns, as shown in Figure 18. The inside
soil column consisted of lining and the above soil. Its stiffness was much higher than that of the outside
backfilled soil, which led to the settlement difference between the outside and inside soil columns. So,
the outside soil column pulled the inside soil column down, resulting in additional shear stress, as
shown in Figure 18. Therefore, compared with the stiffness of sample A1, that of sample A2 was much
higher, resulting in greater differential settlement and, finally, a significant increase in earth pressure.

Table 4. The earth pressure coefficients of different samples.

Position Sample A1 Sample A2 Times (A2/A1)

Arch crown 1.404 2.15 1.53
Arch rib 1.341 2.278 1.69

In summary, at the same backfilled height, the increasing stiffness and thickness of the base
caused there to be higher earth pressure acting on the open-cut tunnel, which increased the bearing
capacity requirement for the lining. Nevertheless, rail surface settlement must be strictly controlled
to satisfy the operation requirements of railway trains. Thus, a deep foundation is always applied in
open-cut railway tunnels which cross through weak and soft ground. So, to avoid excessive loading of
the lining, load shedding measures can be used which have already been adopted in high-fill culverts
and pipes [31]. For instance, the load shedding layer was installed above the structure to decrease the
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settlement difference between the inside and outside soil columns, which reduced the loading of the
open-cut structure [32].

Figure 18. Additional shear stress caused by the settlement difference between inside and outside
soil columns.

4.2. The Comparative Analysis of In Situ Testing and Numerical Simulation

In order to validate the abovementioned conclusion, a comparative analysis of the in situ test and
numerical simulation is shown in Figure 19.

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 19. Earth pressure coefficient (comparison of numerical simulations and in situ testing). (a) Arch
crown; (b) Arch rib.

As shown in Figure 19, the earth pressure coefficient change trend of the numerical simulation
was similar to that of the in situ test, which firstly increased and then decreased until stabilizing.
Moreover, the vertical earth pressure coefficient of sample A2 was obviously higher than that of sample
A1, as listed in Table 5. The earth pressure coefficient at the arch crown of sample A2 was 1.63 times
that of sample A1, and sample A2 was 1.59 times that of sample A1 at the arch rib.

Table 5. The earth pressure coefficients of different samples in numerical simulations.

Position Sample A1 Sample A2 Times (A2/A1)

Arch crown 1.292 2.104 1.63
Arch rib 1.281 2.037 1.59
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The in situ testing results were in good agreement with the numerical simulation results, and the
maximum error was 21.7% at the beginning phase of the backfilling process. The reason for this could
be that the backfill had not been completely compacted and stabilized during the actual construction.

In summary, both the in situ testing and the numerical simulation demonstrated that the total
loading that acted on the high-fill open-cut tunnel consisted of two parts: the additional loading and
the soil column loading. Moreover, the value of additional loading was closely related to the stiffness
of the base. In order to more accurately determine the earth pressure of a high-fill open-cut tunnel, the
lining and foundation below must be considered as a whole structure. The results also verified the
accuracy of the numerical model, which can be used to analyze the settlement difference between the
inside and outside soil columns, as shown in Section 4.3.

4.3. The Settlement Difference Analysis between the Inside and Outside Soil Columns

The key factor for the additional loading was the settlement difference between the inside and
outside soil columns. However, the change trend or results of this difference could not be obtained
exactly through in situ measurement, making it difficult to explain the gradual decreasing phenomenon
of the earth pressure coefficient. Therefore, the relationship between earth pressure and settlement
difference was analyzed via numerical simulation. The settlement difference between the inside and
outside soil columns of two base types is illustrated in Figure 20.

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 20. Settlement difference between the inside and outside soil columns. (a) Settlement difference
for sample A1; (b) Settlement difference for sample A2.

As presented in Figure 20, the settlement difference of sample A2 was obviously higher than
that of sample A1. The settlement difference results from the arch crown in the 2–28-m range are
shown in Figure 21, where the settlement difference on the horizontal plane near the arch crown for
sample A1 was 18 mm, while that of sample A2 was 107 mm, about six times that of sample A1, which
means the stiffness of the base had a significant influence on the settlement difference. Moreover, the
settlement difference gradually decreased to a stable value with the increasing backfill height, which
clearly explains the change trend of the earth pressure coefficient.
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Figure 21. Settlement difference variation law as the backfill height increased.

5. Internal Force Test Results and Discussion

The structural strain data were firstly transformed into tangential stress by multiplying the elastic
modulus of the material. The test data of the measuring points in the symmetrical position were
averaged to reduce the error. The dynamic change of axial force and bending moment of the bilayer
lining during the backfilling process is shown in Figures 22 and 23.

  
(a) (b) 

  
(c) (d) 

Figure 22. Variation of internal force during the backfilling process for sample A1. (a) Axial force of
outer lining (sample A1); (b) Bending moment of outer lining (sample A1); (c) Axial force of inner
lining (sample A1); (d) Bending moment of inner lining (sample A1).
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(a) (b) 

 
(c) (d) 

Figure 23. Variation of internal force during the backfilling process for sample A2. (a) Axial force of
outer lining (sample A2); (b) Bending moment of outer lining (sample A2); (c) Axial force of inner
lining (sample A2); (d) Bending moment of inner lining (sample A2).

The change trend of axial force and bending moment can be represented as two stages:
Stage 1: Before the backfilling soil reached the arch crown, the structure only bore lateral pressure,

resulting in a very small increase of the axial force and bending moment.
Stage 2: When the backfilling soil exceeded the arch crown, the lining bore both lateral and vertical

pressure. The axial force showed linear growth, while the bending moment linearly decreased to a
negative value. Moreover, the internal force change trend of samples A1 and A2 during the backfilling
process was quite similar.

However, the absolute value of the internal force of the tunnel on the concrete dam foundation was
much higher than the one without the concrete dam. The axial force of sample A1 was 1.2–1.6 times that
of the other, and the bending moment was 1.6–2.4 times that of the other, as seen in Table 6. This further
proves that an open-cut tunnel using a concrete dam foundation will bear greater earth pressure at the
same backfilling height, and the internal force of the structure will also increase significantly.

In addition, the axial force of the outer lining was about 2.6–3.2 times that of the inner lining,
which was very close to their thickness ratio (3:1), as shown in Table 6. This was because the waterproof
layer transition between the two linings reduced the friction between the outer and inner linings.
The transmission of shear force between the outer and inner linings was blocked, while only the axial
force could be transmitted. That is, the mechanical behavior of the double lining could be analyzed
according to the combined beam model.
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Table 6. Relationship between the internal force and the tunnel foundation.

Object
Outer/Inner

Lining
Foundation

Type
Arch Crown Arch Rib

Arch
Springing

Side Wall

Axial force (kN)
Outer lining Bedrock −2960.13 −3552.58 −3504.25 −4200.27

Concrete dam −4772.29 −5367.43 −5807.45 −6781.54

Inner lining Bedrock −1286 −1158 −1289 −1386
Concrete dam −1810 −1789 −1878 −1698

Bending moment
(kN·m)

Outer lining Bedrock −492.94 262.17 512.23 −1025.67
Concrete dam −987.53 547.12 918.45 −1775.46

Inner lining Bedrock −28 11.42 21.8 −6.5
Concrete dam −68.52 25.89 35.6 −10.53

6. Conclusions

A field test study was carried out at the first high-fill open-cut tunnel using the bilayer design
in China. An automatic data acquisition system using FBG sensors was adopted to obtain the earth
pressure and internal force of the tunnel, and numerical models were created for further analysis as
well. The following major conclusions can be drawn:

(1) The earth pressure coefficient increased first and then decreased during the backfilling process,
and the earth pressure value was significantly higher than the soil column weight. This was
because the difference in settlement between the inner and outer soil columns could produce shear
forces downward, and the settlement value slowly decreased as the backfill height increased,
which was proved by the numerical model above.

(2) At the same backfilling height, the open-cut tunnel on the concrete dam foundation bore greater
earth pressure than the one on bedrock, and the internal force of the tunnel on the concrete dam
also significantly increased compared with the other one. The lining and the foundation below
must be considered as a whole structure to more accurately determine the earth pressure.

(3) The change in axial force and bending moment had two stages, and the boundary point was
when the soil reached the arch crown. Before that, the axial force and bending moment increased
very slowly. When the soil exceeded the arch crown, an obvious linear growth of the absolute
value of the internal force was observed.

(4) Because of the low friction coefficient between the inner and outer linings, the transmission of
shear force between them was blocked, while the axial force could be transmitted smoothly,
indicating that the mechanical behavior of the double lining was quite similar to the combined
beam model.
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Abstract: The behavior of open-ended pipe piles is different from that of closed-ended pipe piles
due to the soil plugging effect. In this study, a series of field tests were conducted to investigate
the behavior of open-ended prestressed high-strength concrete (PHC) pipe piles installed into clay.
Two open-ended PHC pipe piles were instrumented with Fiber Bragg Grating (FBG) sensors and
jacked into clay for subsequent static loading tests. Soil plug length of the test piles was continuously
measured during installation, allowing for calculation of the incremental filling ratio. The recorded
data in static loading test were reported and analyzed. The distribution of residual forces after
installation and the effect on the bearing capacity were also discussed in detail. The test piles were
observed to be in partially plugged condition during installation. The measured ultimate shaft
resistance and total resistance of the test piles were 639 and 1180 kN, respectively. The residual
forces locked in the test piles after installation significantly affected the evaluation of the axial
forces, and thus the shaft and end resistances. It tended to underestimate the end resistances and
overestimate the shaft resistances if the residual forces were not considered in the loading test.
However, the residual forces did not affect the total bearing capacity of open-ended PHC pipe piles
in this study.

Keywords: open-ended pipe piles; field test; static loading test; soil plugging; residual forces

1. Introduction

Prestressed high-strength concrete (PHC) pipe piles are commonly adopted as deep foundations
in the coastal areas of Southeast China. The installation methods usually involve jacking and driving.
A vibration and predrilling method is also utilized in the field. Compared with other installation
methods, the jacking method is preferred as it avoids noise, vibration and slurry pollution. Hence, it is
more suitable to install piles in urban areas. The performance of jacked pipe piles during and after
installation has becomes a focus of attention in recent years [1,2], but many issues remain to be solved,
in particular for open-ended pipe piles, such as the termination criteria, the bearing capacity, the design
methods and so on [3,4]. This is mainly because the physical properties involved in open-ended pipe
piles are extremely complicated [5,6].

Many references have reported on the behavior of jacked steel H-piles, including the effect of
excess pore water pressure, the set-up, the estimation of shaft and end resistances and so on [7].
As full displacement piles, the steel H-piles have no soil plug effect during installation [8,9]. However,
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for non-displacement or partial displacement piles, soil plugging was identified as an important factor
in pile behavior [10,11]. A number of field and model tests were conducted to study the effect of soil
plugging on the behaviour of open-ended piles jacked into sand [12]. Kou et al. [13,14] revealed that
the loading-settlement behavior was closely related to the development of soil plugs. Yu and Yang [15]
compared major open-ended pipe pile design methods and proposed the Hong Kong University (HKU)
method to estimate the end bearing capacity of open-ended steel piles in sand based on the Imperial
College Pile (ICP) and the University of Western Australia (UWA) methods [16,17]. The proposed
HKU method was capable of producing satisfactory predictions over a wide range of pile lengths,
diameters and slenderness. Moormann et al. [18] adopted Coupled Eulerian-Lagrangian (CEL) method
to simulate the soil plug behavior in open-ended steel piles in loose sand to estimate the current design
methods. For silty clay, soil plug behavior research focuses on open-ended steel piles with model
tests [19] or field tests [20,21]. Few studies were conducted to investigate the soil plugging effect to the
performance of jacked open-ended concrete pipe piles. Liu et al. [22] investigated the formation of
soil plug in open-ended concrete pipe piles in the field, however, the effect of soil plugging on pile
behavior was not discussed.

Further, the conventional strain gauges used in the monitoring of axial strains has some
disadvantages [23]. Fiber optic sensors are becoming a well-established technology for a variety
of geophysical and civil engineering applications [24]. Schmidt-Hattenberger et al. [25] conducted
strain measurements by fiber Bragg grating sensors for in situ pile loading tests. The monitored
strain results of fiber Bragg grating sensors agree fairly well with conventional concrete strain gages.
Authors have also examined the skin friction between piles and subsoils as well as the settlement
behavior of the pile based on the measured strain data. Klar et al. [26] conducted a static loading
test on bored piles based on fiber optic technology and discussed the differences between fiber
measurements and conventional discrete measurements. Doherty et al. [27] used a fiber sensing
system to monitor the axial loads of soil-cement injected precase piles and steel pipe piles in the
field. The advantages of fiber optic sensors compared to conventional strain gauges are long-term
performance, resistance to corrosive environments, immunity against electromagnetic interferences,
array-capability by wavelength-demultiplexing, and miniaturized size. Hence, there is a practical
demand to investigate the behaviour of open-ended concrete pipe piles jacked into silty clay considering
soil plugging using novel fiber optic sensors [28].

In this study, Fiber Bragg Grating (FBG) sensors were adopted to instrument two open-ended PHC
pipe piles to study the soil plugging effect on pile behaviour when jacked into clay. The performance of
test piles was continually monitored during the installation and the loading tests. The main objectives
of this study were to investigate: (1) the behaviour of open-ended PHC pipe piles jacked into clay;
(2) the soil plugging during and after jacking; (3) the residual forces after installation and the effect to
the evaluation of total bearing capacity; (4) the loading transfer and settlement mechanisms of the test
piles in loading test.

2. Site Conditions and Test Program

2.1. Site Description

Full-scale tests were conducted at a site in Hangzhou, China. Before the test pile installation,
two auger borings B1 and B2, and one cone penetration test (CPT) were conducted to investigate the
soil information, as shown in Figure 1. Figure 2a,b show the soil profiles from boreholes with the cone
resistance qc, sleeve friction fs and friction ratio Rf. It is indicated that the test site is in sequence by
2.1 to 2.4 m of fill layer, 2.1 m of silty clay, 3.5 m of sandy clay, 2.0 m of muddy-silty clay, 2.5 m of silty
clay, and 9.2 to 9.5 m thick alluvium layer. The soil properties in embedded length of test piles are
summarized in Table 1.
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Figure 1. In-situ test layout.
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Figure 2. CPT data and Su values in test site. (a) Soils profiles and CPT values along depth; (b) Friction
ratio with depth; (c) Undrain shear strength with depth.
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Table 1. Subsoil Properties.

Soils Type Depth (m) W (%) γ (kN/m3) e0 (%) Gs LL (%) PL (%) α1-2 (MPa−1) c (kPa) ϕ (o)

Silty clay 2.1~5.1 25.7 19.36 0.73 2.72 30.1 17.9 0.15 14.0 21.5
Sandy clay 5.1~7.6 31.2 18.52 0.87 2.69 33.3 26.4 0.18 7.1 29.4

Muddy-silty clay 7.6~10.4 44.8 17.07 1.28 2.74 37.0 19.7 0.87 15.8 8.0
Silty clay 10.4~13.0 23.4 19.77 0.67 2.72 28.6 15.8 0.22 28.5 22.8

Note: c and ϕ were determined using the quick shear tests; α1-2 was determined using one-dimensional
compressibility test.

The coefficient of compressibility α1-2, defined as the decrease in volume per unit volume
produced by a unit change of pressure, given in the table was determined through one-dimensional
compressibility test. The cohesion c and friction angle ϕ were determined using direct shear test.
The undrained shear strength Su is calculated from CPT results according to Equation (1) proposed by
Schmertmann [29]:

Su = (qt − σv0)/Nkt (1)

where qt is the modified cone resistance; σv0 is the total overburden pressure; Nkt is a cone bearing
capacity factor. A Nkt value of 10 was used here.

2.2. Test Piles Details and Instrumentation

In order to separate all resistance components for partially plugged open-ended piles,
the instrumented double-walled pile system is usually used in model tests [30,31] or full-scale field
tests [32]. In this paper, the FBG sensors are installed along test piles using embedded methods.
However, the survival rate of embedded FBG system in pile instrumentation is lower than that of
conventional sensors because the exposed grating points are very fragile and require further cable
protection [33]. Hence, an epoxy resin was used in this test to seal the FBG sensors and cables.

The test piles used in this study are two open-ended PHC pipe piles with 400 mm outer diameter,
75 mm wall thickness, and 13.0 m length. Details are given in Table 2.

Table 2. Details of Test Piles

Pile number Size (mm) Embedded Length (m) Elastic Modulus (GPa) Axial Compressive Strength (MPa)

T1 400 (75) 13.0 36.0 35.9
T2 400 (75) 13.0 36.0 35.9

Note: In size, 400 mm is the outer diameter of the test piles, 75 mm is the wall thickness; 36.0 GPa is the elastic
modulus of the test piles material.

Fourteen FBG sensors were installed in each test pile at seven levels to monitor the axial strain
along the test piles and then separate the end and shaft resistances. The detailed configuration of FBG
sensors instrumentation is shown in Figure 3a. The sensors were installed about 2.5 m intervals and
closer together near the pile toe. After two shallow grooves with 50 mm width and 15 mm depth
were created, all FBG sensors were attached on the groove bottom according to pre-designed intervals.
Then the FBG sensors were sealed with epoxy resin to prevent any damage caused by groundwater
and the surrounding soils during jacking, as shown in Figure 3b,c. The axial strain recorded by FBG
sensors could be transformed into axial forces. The Young’s modulus of the test piles material was
taken as 3.6 × 104 N/mm2 in this study without considering pre-stressing. The end resistance was
estimated with linear extrapolation method using the measured data. As discussed above, the shaft
resistances between soil plug and inner surface were not measured in this program. In other words,
the estimated end resistances include annulus and plug resistances.
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(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

Figure 3. Strain gauges installation on test piles. (a) Schematic arrangement for strain gauges (Unit: m);
(b) Installation of strain gauges along test piles; (c) Strain gauges sealed with epoxy resin in field.
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2.3. Test Program

Test piles were installed using a ZYJ680A jacking machine (Figure 4), which has a loading capacity
of 6.8 tons. The jacking machine includes two components of clamps and hydraulic jacks. In jacking,
the clamp with four arc pieces was used to stabilize against the pile vertically. Then a hydraulic jacking
force was applied to push the piles. After the hydraulic clamp reached the maximum travel range,
the hydraulic clamp was released and moved up to the top position. The step was repeated to push
the piles down until the test piles were installed into the ground. Two test piles were both jacked into
13.0 m depth and founded in the layer of marine deposits. The ultimate bearing capacity of the test
piles was estimated as 1200 kN from the calculation before loading test.

 

Figure 4. Jacking machine used in the test.

The jacking forces were recorded to assess the drivability of the test piles. The soil plug length
during jacking was continuously measured using two different weights, as shown in Figure 5.

H

L

L0

L

H0

Figure 5. Measurement of soil plug length during pile jacking.
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The loading test was conducted on test piles of T2 at 17 days after jacking, as illustrated in
Figure 6. The total applied loads to the piles head were controlled by a hydraulic pump. The vertical
displacement was monitored using two dial gauges mounted in the reference beams. The values of
all FBG sensors attached to T2 were set to be zero before loading in order to measure the axial forces
induced by applied loads. The static loading test was slowly maintained loading test and conducted
in accordance with the Chinese technical code for testing of building foundation piles [34], with no
unload-load loops.

(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 6. Static loading test of T2. (a) Schematic view; (b) Static loading test in field.
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3. Test Resultis and Discussion

3.1. End and Shaft Resistance during Jacking

The jacking forces of test piles during installation are plotted in Figure 7. It can be seen from the
figure that the jacking forces increased with penetration depth. At final depth of 13.0 m, the jacking
forces were 806 and 815 kN for T1 and T2, respectively. The induced axial forces along test piles
are illustrated in Figure 8. It is indicated that the axial forces increased with jacking depth and the
distribution shown similar characteristics to each other. It also should be noticed that the induced axial
forces in Figure 8 are different from the jacking forces in Figure 7. The induced axial force on the piles
head is the same as the jacking forces at the corresponding depth in Figure 7.

Figure 7. Jacking forces versus penetration depth.

For a better view of the loading transfer, the end and shaft resistances are separated and shown in
Figure 9.

The shaft resistances of T1 and T2 consistently increased with installation, while the end resistances
were in a range from 21 to 151 kN. At a penetration depth of 5.5 m, the shaft resistances of test piles
reached a level of 457.3 and 471.2 kN, taking on 94.8 and 95.7% of the jacking forces, respectively.
At 13.0 m, the shaft resistance for T1 was about 771.6 kN, amounting to 95.8% of jacking forces.
For T2, the shaft resistance reached a value of 793.1 kN, while the end resistance was about 22.7 kN.
The corresponding ratios of the shaft and end resistances to the jacking forces were 97.2 and 2.7%,
respectively. The average shear stresses (τav = shaft load/shaft area) and unit end resistance (qb)
measured during installation are plotted against depth, as shown in Figure 10.
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(a) 

(b) 

Figure 8. Variation of axial pile forces during jacking: (a) T1; and (b) T2.
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(a) 

(b) 

Figure 9. Variation of end and shaft resistance during jacking: (a) T1; and (b) T2.

The qb is the force per unit cross section area, which the cross-section area is calculated as a
closed-ended pipe piles. In order to compare with the cone resistance qc from CPT, the qc values at
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corresponding depths were also marked in the figure. It is apparent that these qb values are around
0.8 qc, which is in good agreement with those reported in previous database [35,36].

(a) 

τ

(b) 

q
q
q

q q

Figure 10. Pile installation stresses with depth. (a) Average shear stresses profile; (b) Average end
bearing stress.
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3.2. Soil Plug Behavior

Soil plugging plays an important role in controlling the behavior of open-ended pipe piles during
installation and loading tests. The degree of soil plugging can be represented by plug length ratio
(PLR) and incremental filling ratio (IFR), defined as:

PLR = H/L (2)

IFR = dH/dL × 100(%) (3)

where H/L is the length of soil plug H with reference to an installation length of piles L; dH/dL
expresses the increase of soil plug length H per unit increase of installation depth L.

During installation, the soil plug condition can be divided into three categories: fully coring
(IFR = 100%), fully plugged (IFR = 0) and partially plugged (0 < IFR < 100%). The variations of average
soil plug length and IFR with installation are illustrated in Figure 11. The test piles were partially
plugged from the outset of pile installation. The IFR decreased sharply from 23.2% to 5.3% at the depth
of 6.0 m and then decreased to near zero at penetration depth of 11.0 m. The abrupt change of IFR
is due to the existence of a relatively stiff interlayer that is verified by the CPT-qc trace in Figure 2a.
The PLR values of T1 and T2 recorded at the end of installation were 0.13 and 0.14, respectively.
After the loading test, there was no change of the measured soil plug length. This reinforces the
fact that soil plug behaviour of open-ended pipe piles is very different during installation and static
loading test.

Figure 11. IFR and soil plug length versus penetration depth for test piles.

3.3. Residual Forces after Installation

At the end of each jacking stroke, in particular, after the last jacking stroke, the pile-soil interaction
reached a static equilibrium with the recovery of elastic compression caused by compression/tension
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pulses during jacking. There are still some residual forces locked in the piles and these are always
compressive at the pile toe [37]. The magnitude and distribution of locked residual forces in the
piles after installation have significant effects on the interpretation of loading transfer, and then end
and shaft resistances [38,39]. Through the comparison of FBG sensor readings of pre-installation
and post-installation, the residual forces after installation can be determined, as shown in Figure 12.
The FBG sensor readings after installation can be recorded several hours after jacking in order to
let the pile-soil interaction reached the equilibrium. If the reading was recorded immediately after
installation, the residual forces would be overestimated as the piles did not complete the recovery of
elastic compression.

Figure 12 illustrates that the residual end forces of T1 and T2 were 9.5 and 8.2 kN, which were 25.2
and 23.8% of the end resistances at 13.0 m, respectively. The residual forces along the inner shaft of the
test piles were not measured in this program due to the installation difficulties of FBG sensors on the
inner shaft. Therefore, the recorded residual end forces were due to the residual soil plug and residual
annulus forces. The magnitude and distribution of the residual forces along piles after installation are
significantly affected by pile material, length, cross-sectional area and soil properties [40]. This can
explain the similar trend of residual forces in the test piles after installation.

Figure 12. Residual loads distribution after installation.

3.4. Pile Behavior during Static Loading Test

The load versus settlement curve of T2 measured in the static loading test is drawn in Figure 13.
At the loading of 600 kN, the settlement of piles head was 9.21 mm, about 2.3% of pile diameter.
While at the maximum loading of 1200 kN, the settlement recorded was about 42.15 mm, which was
10.5% of pile diameter. Using the Chinese technical code for testing of building foundation piles [34],
the ultimate bearing capacity of the pile T2 was determined to be 1180 kN, which was the load at
which the piles settled by 10% of the pile diameter (40 mm). The ultimate end and shaft resistance at
the displacement of 40 mm were 541 and 639 kN, respectively.
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Figure 13. Load-settlement curve for static loading test of T2.

The axial forces distribution of the test piles T2 in the static loading test is shown in Figure 14.
It can be seen that at each load level, a linear reduction of axial forces was observed. It implies that
fairly uniform shaft resistance was mobilized in soil layers. It also indicates that the loads applied
to the test piles was supported by shaft resistances in initial loading. The applied loads were then
gradually transferred to the pile end.

Figure 14. Load distribution curves for test pile.
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The residual forces before loading test and the final load distribution including residual forces are
plotted as dotted lines in Figure 15. The influence of residual forces appeared not to be negligible on
the loading transfer in the static loading test. The end resistances of test pile T2 will be underestimated
by 4.2% if not considering the residual forces in static loading test. For equilibrium to be established,
the upward residual end forces must equal the downward resultant of the residual shaft forces. As such,
the shaft resistances will be overestimated in the interpretation of pile bearing capacity if the residual
forces are not taken into account. The test results are consistent with the findings of other researchers,
e.g., [41,42]. As the aim of a loading test is to estimate the total bearing capacity, residual forces should
not be considered as the summation of residual shaft and end forces for the pile must equal zero.
However, we should account for residual forces if the goal of the loading test is to assess the end and
shaft resistances for design.

To enable a better assessment, Figure 15 includes the end and shaft resistances (without residual
forces) at each loading level, together with the values of the ratio of the end resistances to applied
loads. The ratio of end resistances to applied loads of 300 kN was 0.3%; it was to 45.1% with the
applied load of 1200 kN. The results indicated that most of the applied loads were undertaken by shaft
resistances rather than end resistances in loading test. The distribution of unit shaft resistance can
be deduced from Figure 15, as shown in Figure 16. It can be seen that the unit shaft resistance was
gradually mobilized as the loads increased. The relative displacement δi between soil layer i and pile
during static loading test can be expressed by:

δi = S − ∑i
j=1

Li
2
(
ε j + εj+1

)
(4)

where S is the pile head settlement at different loading; ε j is the pile strain at j level; and Li is the length
of the pile located at i level.

Figure 15. Variation of base and shaft resistance during loading test.

Figure 17 shows the relationship between local shaft resistance and local displacement at various
depths for T2. The unit shaft resistance in Figures 16 and 17 does not include the residual forces.
According to the study of [13,14], the local displacement could be defined as the differences between
pile head settlement and the elastic compression of the pile above the depth under consideration,
which can be induced from Equation (4). The test results indicated that the local unit shaft resistance
had a good correlation with pile-soil relative displacement. At the same layer, the unit shaft resistance
increased approximately hyperbolic to the peak value with pile-soil relative displacement. In the silty
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clay layer, the shaft resistance could be fully mobilized at a relative displacement of 15 mm, about 3.75%
of pile diameter. The threshold of slip displacement for full mobilization of the shaft resistance was
found to be 13 and 20 mm in sandy clay and muddy-silty clay layers respectively, about 3.25% and
5.0% of pile diameter. Note that the ultimate value of the shaft resistance in silty clay layer was up to
45 kPa. The values in sandy clay and muddy-silty clay layers were about 40 and 35 kPa, respectively.
At the end of static loading test, the shaft resistance along the pile has been fully developed.

Figure 16. Distribution of unit shaft resistance of test pile.

Figure 17. Local shaft resistance versus local displacement of test pile.
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4. Conclusions

This paper described the results of a full-scale test on open-ended PHC pipe piles instrumented
with FBG sensors in clay. The behavior of test piles was discussed during jacking and static loading
test. The main conclusions could be obtained as follows:

(1) The FBG sensoring technology was proved be feasible to measure the axial forces of jacked
open-ended PHC pipe piles in clay. It is revealed that the axial forces along PHC pipe piles can
be obtained through FBG sensor multiplexing technology.

(2) The behaviour of open-ended PHC pipe piles is more complicated once the effect of soil plugging
is considered. The open-ended PHC pipe piles were jacked into clay in a partially plugged mode
while the behaved as fully plugged piles in loading tests. This implies that the soil plugging was
very different under installation and static loading conditions.

(3) The residual forces in open-ended PHC pipe piles after installation were large and always were
compressive at pile toe. The ratios of residual end forces to end resistances after installation were
25.2 and 23.8%, respectively. The residual forces also significantly affect the interpretation of the
load distribution in static loading test. The end resistances of the test piles will be underestimated
by 4.2% if the residual forces are not considered. However, the residual forces do not affect the
total bearing capacity as the sum of residual shaft and end resistances must equal zero.

(4) Loading test results indicated that the shaft resistance has a good correlation with pile-soil relative
displacement. The threshold of slip displacement for fully mobilizing the shaft resistance was
found to be 15, 13 and 20 mm for silty clay, sandy clay and muddy-silty clay layers, respectively.
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Abstract: This paper presents a fiber Bragg grating (FBG) displacement sensor with high abrasion
resistance for displacement monitoring of a steel spring floating slab damping track. A wedge-shaped
sliding block and an equal-strength beam form a conversion mechanism to transfer displacement to
the deflection of the beam, and the deflection-induced strain is exerted on two FBGs. A special linear
guide rail-slider and a precision rolling bearing have been adopted onto the conversion mechanism,
which turned sliding friction into rolling friction and thus significantly reduced the friction during
frequent alternating displacement measuring. Sensing principle and the corresponding theoretical
derivation have been demonstrated. Experiment results show that the sensor has a sensitivity
of 34.32 pm/mm and a high resolution of 0.0029 mm within a measurement range of 0~90 mm.
Besides, the sensor has also a good measurement capability for micro-displacement within a range of
0~3 mm. The repeatability error and hysteresis error are 1.416% and 0.323%, respectively. Good creep
resistance and high abrasion resistance for alternating displacement measurement have also been
presented by a performance test. These excellent performances satisfy the requirements of high
precision and long-term stability in structural health monitoring for machinery equipment and civil
engineering, especially in the displacement monitoring of a floating slab damping track.

Keywords: Fiber Bragg grating (FBG); displacement sensor; floating slab track; abrasion resistance;
structural health monitoring (SHM)

1. Introduction

Displacement measurement is a basic and important subject in structural health monitoring
(SHM). As far as we know, the research of displacement monitoring of floating slab damping
track based on FBG sensors has not been reported yet. It is difficult to measure the steel spring
floating slab damping track’s displacement of the subway or to monitor it in the long-term using
the traditional electrical sensor, because of zero temperature drift, the mounted environment lacks
sealing schedules, and difficulties of working in high voltage. Therefore, it is necessary to design
a displacement sensor that can realize the long-term and real-time monitoring of the floating slab
damping track under the effect of frequent alternating displacement. Various displacement sensors
based on electronic or fiber-optic techniques have been developed and used in SHM. It’s well
known that electromagnetic principle-based displacement sensors need to work with a power supply
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and are susceptible to electromagnetic interference. Besides, they are also prone to tedious wires
jointing and zero temperature drift. In recent years, as a particular class of optical fiber sensors,
fiber Bragg grating (FBG) have widely attracted attention because of their inherent advantages,
such as immunity to electromagnetic interference and optical power fluctuations, small profile,
light weight, no zero-temperature drift and the fact that multiple FBGs can be arrayed along a single
fiber [1,2]. During the past few decades, FBG sensors have been widely used in mechanical equipment,
civil engineering, bridge scour monitoring, aircraft, and robot [3–8], and have successfully obtained
the measurement of many physical quantities such as displacement, vibration, force and strain [9–13].

For the FBG displacement sensor, in order to measure the external displacement, a conversion
mechanism must be designed to convert the displacement information into an axial strain
exerted on FBG. Traditionally, most of the conversion mechanisms are designed as spring [14],
ring-type [15,16], cantilever beam and its evolution type [17–19], and other composite structures [20–22].
However, these structure designs have the weaknesses of low measurement accuracy due to friction
losses and poor durability, especially when the sensor works under frequent alternating displacement
brought by the measured object.

In recent years, some different packing and structure designs of FBG displacement sensor have
been reported. For instance, Zou et al. connected a spring and FBG in series and achieved high
sensitivity measuring [23]. However, in this design, the elasticity coefficient of spring is liable to
change, which could affect the measurement accuracy in the long-term monitoring. What’s more,
the practical application of the sensor is also limited by a small range. Tao et al. proposed an
FBG displacement sensor based on a thin-wall ring [24,25]. Although the designed structure is
compact and the temperature cross-sensitivity is also solved, it suffered from defects, such as low
repeatability caused by inconsistency from the manually pasting process, and low resolution based
on reflection spectrum bandwidth demodulation due to the use of an optical spectrum analyzer
(OSA). Some different packaging designs have been also reported which can be designed into a
temperature-insensitive displacement sensor based on cantilever beam structure and its evolution
type [26–28], whose common characteristic is to detect the reflection spectrum broadening of FBG.
As far as we know, the profile of the broadened spectrum of FBG is usually irregular due to the
nonuniform strain on the grating, which may cause inaccurate experimental results. Although these
designs can solve the problem of temperature cross-sensitivity, a professional spectrometer is usually
needed for the monitoring of bandwidth. Furthermore, the advantage of the spectrometer is inferior to
that of an FBG wavelength interrogator in terms of scanning frequency and cost, which is not conducive
to long-term and real-time monitoring in practical engineering. Dong et al. [29] obliquely glued a single
FBG onto the lateral side of the cantilever beam. However, it is difficult to guarantee that the FBG’s
midpoint coincides exactly with the zero-strain layer of beam, which will result in the FBG reflected
spectrum fluctuations, thus it is difficult to obtain precisely reflected spectrum bandwidth variations.
Furthermore, there is also the defect that a photo-detector is needed for compensating the optical power
fluctuation and inconvenient in multiplexing due to the utilize of the power demodulation method.

To solve these issues and limitations, various structure designs and demodulation methods
have been proposed by researchers to improve the performance of FBG sensors to meet the needs
of practical engineering. Compared with the packing and structure designs of FBG as mentioned
above, researchers provided some different structure designs based on the reflected wavelength
demodulation. For instance, Li et al. designed two high-sensitivity FBG displacement sensors [30,31],
a single FBG is pre-tensioned and the two side points are fixed, efficiently avoiding the unwanted chirp
effect of grating. However, the wedge-shaped sliding block and T-shaped cantilever beam convert
the horizontal displacement into vertical displacement by sliding rather than rolling, which may
result in the poor abrasion performance in reciprocating displacement measurement in long-term.
As mentioned previously, although the problems of low sensitivity and cross-sensitivity have been
solved, most of those displacement sensors are limited by small measuring ranges and poor durability.
Furthermore, the measurement accuracy can’t be guaranteed due to friction losses when sensors are
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used for long-term monitoring under the effect of frequent alternating displacement and a harsh
environment in the field of SHM.

In this paper, an improved FBG displacement sensor is proposed to improve the accuracy and
abrasion resistance of the displacement measurement in the application of long-term monitoring
of floating slab damping track. This improved structure design overcomes the defects such as the
changeability of the elasticity coefficient of force-transmitting medium, and directional movement
of sliding block which could bring negative influences on the measuring accuracy in the exiting
design of FBG displacement sensors. This knowledge has been validated in our previous work [32].
Furthermore, compared with the displacement sensor in literature [32], a linear guide rail has been
used instead of the sliding surface of the wedge-shaped sliding block, and the free end of the beam
adopts a precision rolling bearing contacted with the top surface of the slider. Moreover, the packing
method of these two gratings are all pasted instead of a grating being pasted while the other is bare
grating. This configuration improves problems such as irregular errors due to the different packaging
methods of gratings, and poor durability due to frictional losses under the effect of frequent alternating
displacement. The sensing principle of the designed mechanical structure have been derived, and then
the sensor prototype has been manufactured, installed and fully tested.

2. Principle and Structure Design

2.1. Mechanical Structure Design

In a subway line of Beijing, the dynamic impact by a passing high-speed train causes high
stress in the rails and floating slab, thereby causing the alternating and creeping displacement.
However, the allowable settlement range of the steel spring floating slab damping track is 0~3 mm.
In order to guarantee the safe operation of the high-speed train, the quantitative value of rail alternating
and creeping displacement must be monitored. All the sensors must be installed symmetrically in
series along continuous floating slab damping track to form FBG sensing network for long-term and
real-time displacement monitoring. All wavelength signal can be transmitted to an FBG interrogator
by fiber optical cables and transmitted by the wavelength division multiplexing (WDM) technology.
As shown in Figure 1, the FBG displacement sensor that meets design requirements is installed in
between the outer barrel and inter barrel of vibration isolator.

In view of the requirements for high accuracy and high abrasion resistance of long-term
monitoring of the floating slab damping track under the effect of frequent alternating displacement,
this paper introduces our recent work on the design and investigation of a new FBG displacement
sensor with high abrasion resistance. The mechanical structure design of the proposed sensor is shown
in Figure 2. This sensor mainly consists of two FBGs with different wavelengths, a variable section
cantilever beam, a wedge-shaped sliding block, a linear guide rail-slider, a pull rod and a restoring
spring. Two FBGs in a single mode optical fiber are adhered on the upper and lower surfaces of
the cantilever beam. The packing method of FBG can achieve differential measuring and solve the
problem of temperature cross-sensitivity. Besides, in order to overcome the shortcoming of inaccurate
measurement due to the frictional losses of mechanical conversion structures, the design of sensing
structure has been improved. The detailed 3D diagram of cantilever beam and linear guide rail
components are shown in Figure 3. A precision bearing has been adopted on the free end of the
cantilever to contact with the surface of wedge-shaped slider. A special linear guide rail-slider has
been used as a medium to fix the wedge-shaped slider to the base. These designs make all the sliding
friction in our previous work [24] turn into rolling friction, which considerably reduces the friction.
A special connector is designed to fix one end of the spring and the pull rod on the wedge-shaped
slider. The pull rod receives the external displacement inputs and then drives the wedge-shaped slider.
Meanwhile, the spring can effectively ensure the pull rod has a good reciprocating ability to move
with the measured object. Therefore, the external displacement can be converted into the flexural
strain of the cantilever beam, and the displacement-induced strain can be exerted on the two FBGs.
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So the displacement is determined by the structural parameters of the conversion mechanism. The
corresponding theoretical derivation will be presented as follows.
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FBG displacement sensor 
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Figure 1. Installation situation of FBG displacement sensor: (a) Photo of field installation; (b)
Installation testing; (c) Schematic diagram of installation.
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Figure 2. Structure of the proposed sensor.
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Figure 3. The detailed 3D diagram of designed structure: (a) Cantilever beam with a precision bearing;
(b) Linear guide rail components.

2.2. Measuring Principle

The reflected wavelength shift of FBG is influenced by the changes of axial strain and environment
temperature. The relation between center reflective wavelength shifts and strain/temperature can be
described by:

Δλ

λ
= (1 − Pe)Δε +

(
α f + ξ

)
ΔT (1)

where Δλ is the center wavelength shift of FBG, λ is the initial wavelength of FBG, α f is the thermal
expansion coefficient, ξ is the thermal-optic coefficient and Pe(≈ 0.22 at room temperature) is the
effective photo-elastic coefficient.

As shown in Figure 2a, the cantilever beam includes an equal-strength part and a constant-section
part. The thickness of the constant-section part is larger than the equal-strength part where the
FBGs are glued, which could bring higher strain detection sensitivity for FBG because the bending
strain concentrates on the thinner equal-strength part. Figure 4 shows the schematic diagram of the
conversion mechanism. FBG1 and FBG2 are glued on the upper and lower surfaces of equal-strength
part, respectively. Using the difference of the wavelength shifts brought by the two opposite surface
strains as the sensing signal, the temperature cross-sensitivity could be avoided, and the sensitivity can
be improved. The relationship between the measured displacement S and the output of wavelength
shifts difference Δλ2−1 is deduced below.

h2 
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θ1 
l1 

θ1 

l2 

w2-1 

Displacement 

w2 
w2-2 

h1 

Figure 4. Schematic diagram for the sensing principle of the proposed sensor.

As shown in Figure 4, it can be seen that the height difference of the wedge-shaped slider is the
total deflection W. What’s more, the cantilever beam includes two parts, whereas these two FBGs
are glued on the equal-strength part. Therefore, it is necessary to obtain the theoretical relationship
between the deflection w1 of the equal-strength part and the total deflection W. Meanwhile, we can
see that vertical displacement of the constant-section part contains two parts: the displacement (w2−1)
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because of the rotation angle θ1 and the component of w2 along the vertical direction (w2−2). w2−1

equals L2sinθ1, and w2−2 equals w2cosθ1. So W = w1 + w2−1 + w2−2.
According to the transfer principle of the deflection for the cantilever, one can obtain the

following expression:
w1 = W − L2sinθ1 − w2cosθ1 (2)

where L2 is the length of the constant-section part.
According to material mechanics, the equal force F is exerted on the equal-strength part and

constant-section part, the deflection w1 of the equal-strength cantilever can be expressed as:

w1 =
FL1

3

EI
=

6FL1

Eb1h1
3 , (3)

where b1, h1, L1 is the width, thickness, and length of the equal-strength part, respectively; E, I is
Young’s modulus and the section moment of inertia, respectively.

According to material mechanics, the equations of rotation angle and moment of inertia can be
expressed as:

θx =
dw
dx

=
∫ F(L1 − x)

EIx
dx + C (4)

Ix =
h3

12

(
L1 − x

L1

)
b1. (5)

where x is the distance between equal-strength cantilever and the fixed end; Ix is the corresponding
moment of inertia at x.

Substituting Equation (5) in Equation (4) we can get:

θx =
12FL1

Eb1h3 x + C. (6)

Then, the rotation angle θ1 can be expressed as:

θ1 =
12FL1

2

Eb1h1
3 . (7)

According to material mechanics, the deflection w2 of the equal-section cantilever can be
expressed as:

w2 =
4L2

3

Eb2h2
3 × F (8)

where b2, h2 is the width and thickness of the equal-section cantilever, respectively; E is Young’s
modulus of the cantilever beam.

Combining Equations (2), (3), (7) and (8), the total deflection W can be written as:

W =
6FL1

3

Eb1h1
3 + sin

12FL1
2

Eb1h1
3 × L2 + cos

12FL1
2

Eb1h1
3 × 4FL2

3

Eb2h2
3 . (9)

For the design of cantilever beam in this paper, sinθ1 is small, which can be approximated to θ1,
and cosθ1 can be approximated to 1, so Equation (9) can be transformed to

W =
6FL1

3

Eb1h1
3 +

12FL1
2L2

Eb1h1
3 +

4FL2
3

Eb2h2
3 . (10)

Substituting the relevant parameters of designed cantilever such as b1 = 6mm, b2 = 3mm,
L1 = L2 = 30mm, h1 = 1mm and h2 = 2mm into Equation (10), the relationship between the
deflection w1 and the total deflection W can be regarded as: w1 = (6/19)W. Then, combining the
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deflection w1 and the strain ε of the equal-strength beam, we can get the equation: ε = h1w1/L1
2.

Moreover, according to the sensing principle of this proposed sensor, the relationship of displacement
S, total deflection W and dip rotation angle θ can be written as W = S × tanθ.

So we can get the theoretical relationship between the measured displacement S and the strain ε

can be expressed as:

S = ε × 19L1
2

6h1 tan θ
. (11)

Based on the differential measurement method and the cantilever structure, the Bragg wavelength
shifts of two FBGs are in opposite directions with the same absolute values. Moreover, these two FBGs
are very close to each other, their temperature-induced shifts are considered to be identical. So the
difference Δλ2−1 of the two shifted Bragg wavelengths can be expressed as:

Δλ2−1 = Δλ2 − Δλ1 = 2λ(1 − Pe)ε (12)

Combining Equations (11) and (12), the relationship of the wavelength shift difference and the
measured displacement can be expressed as:

Δλ2−1 = λ(1 − Pe)
12Sh1 tan θ

19L1
2 (13)

Equation (13) illustrates that the wavelength shift difference Δλ2−1 of two FBGs is linearly
related to the displacement S, and the external displacement can be effectively obtained by the center
wavelength shift of FBG.

3. Sensor Prototype Manufacturing and Experiments

3.1. Sensor Prototype Manufacturing

In addition to the parameters mentioned above, other parameters, such as the chute length in base,
the height difference and length of wedge-shaped sliding block are regarded as 200 mm, 4 mm and
110 mm, respectively. So the measuring range of the proposed sensor can reach 90mm. Two FBGs
with reflectivity of 90% and bandwidth of 0.18 nm have been glued on the cantilever beam by using a
commercial adhesive (353ND, made by Epoxy Technology, Inc., Billerica, MA, USA). After assembling,
a displacement sensor prototype with central wavelengths of 1530.1361 nm and 1533.2539 nm for
FBG1and FBG2 has been manufactured as shown in Figure 5.

 

Figure 5. Photo of the FBG displacement sensor.

3.2. Experiments for Calibration and Test

Figure 6 shows the photo of the experiment setup for displacement calibration test. A vernier
caliper (accuracy: 0.02 mm), a micrometer caliper (accuracy: 0.01 mm) and the sensor prototype have
been fixed on the experimental platform. As shown in Figure 6a,b, the vernier scale and micrometer
caliper have been fixed together with the pull rod, respectively, and the pull rod can freely slide
along the horizontal direction. A homemade FBG interrogator (sampling rate: 100 Hz, accuracy:
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5 pm, resolution: 0.1 pm) is used to record the wavelength changes of the two FBGs under the
external displacement.

 

FBG interrogator 

Vernier caliper 

Displacement sensor 
Micrometer caliper 

The sensor 

(a) (b) 

Figure 6. Photo of the experimental setup for displacement testing: (a) Large displacement
measurement; (b) Micro-displacement measurement.

The calibration experiment begins by stretching the pull rod from 0 mm to 10 mm, then stretching
it to full-scale (90 mm) with a step of 20 mm and keeping 3–5 s for each displacement point,
then unloading the displacement to 0 mm with the same step. As mentioned above, because the
allowable settlement range of steel spring floating slab damping track is 0~3 mm, the capability of
sensor to measure micro-displacement must be tested. The micro-displacement experiment begins
by stretching it to 3 mm with a step of 0.5 mm and keeping 3–5 s for each displacement point.
This loading and unloading test process has been repeated three times at a stable room temperature.
The time-history wavelength changes of the three cycling tests of full-scale and micro-displacement
have been plotted in Figure 7.
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Figure 7. Time-history curve of three cycling tests: (a) Range of 0~90 mm; (b) Range of 0~3 mm.

Figure 8a shows the six curves of the relationship between different displacements and wavelength
shift difference obtained from the time-history data. The results demonstrate that the variation patterns
are linear and the repeatability error and hysteresis error for three cycling tests of the displacement
sensor are 1.416% and 0.323%, respectively. Figure 8b shows variation of the average data of three
repeated tests and the linear fitting curves which indicate good fits. From the fitted curve, the sensitivity
of the sensor is observed to be 34.32 pm/mm with a linearity of 0.9999, and the measurement range is
0~90 mm. Besides, the thumbnails of Figure 8b is the fitted curve of the micro-displacement test, there is
a little difference of the sensitivity between large-displacement and micro-displacement, it can be seen
that the sensor has also a good measurement capability for micro-displacement. The wavelength
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resolution and accuracy of the used interrogator is 0.1 pm and 5 pm, consequently, this sensor can
achieve a high resolution of 0.0029 mm and an accuracy of 0.15 mm.
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Figure 8. (a) The relationship of wavelength shift difference versus displacement; (b) Linear fit curve
of average of experiment data and result of micro-displacement test.

Because the wavelength shift of FBG is influenced by both axial strain and temperature,
knowledge of the temperature compensation ability of the displacement sensor is needed.
As mentioned above, it can be seen that the temperature compensation method of the sensor is
dual-grating difference output method with packaging full pasted FBGs. Compared with the
reference grating method, the dual-grating difference output method reduces the big difference
of the temperature sensitivity coefficient due to different packaging method of FBGs. As shown in
Figure 9, a thermostat (OTF-1200X, HEFEI KE JING Materials Technology Co., Ltd. Hefei, China;
accuracy: 1 ◦C, resolution: 0.1 ◦C) is used to change the surrounding temperature of the displacement
sensor from 30 ◦C to 60 ◦C. Time-history curve of the two FBGs is shown in Figure 10. The maximum
value of the wavelength shift difference in right Y axis is only 10 pm which indicates the sensor has
good temperature compensation ability. The cause of the error is that the strain transfer ratio from
FBG to substrate is affected by some random factors such as the length and thickness of adhesive area,
consequently, which will affect the measurement accuracy of FBG.

 

Thermostat 

Figure 9. Photo of the experimental setup for temperature testing.
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Figure 10. Time-history curve of temperature test.

As mentioned above, in the application of the floating slab damping track, the frequent alternating
displacement brought about by external load often acts on the sensor in the long-term, which would
affect the measurement accuracy due to the frictional losses of the mechanical structure in the sensor.
What’s more, if the material performance of the elastic cantilever beam and the robustness of the
bonding of FBG are affected by the frequent alternating displacement, the sensitivity of sensor also
will change. Therefore, in order to make sensor have an applicability for this working condition of
frequent alternating displacements, an abrasion resistance test for a sensor is indispensable.

As shown in Figure 11, special experimental equipment with the function of reciprocating motion
has been designed using a crank-slider mechanism. The crank is powered by a DC motor and the pull
rod of sensor is connected and fixed on the slider. Continuous alternating displacement from 20 to
52 mm has been applied on the sensor and the sensitivity and the measuring range of the sensor have
been tested at different cycle numbers. Figure 12 shows part of the experimental data recorded by FBG
interrogator with a frequency of 200 Hz, from which we can see that the amplitude and frequency
of the alternating displacement are 30 mm and 8 Hz, respectively. Table 1 shows the changes of
sensitivity and range at different cycle numbers. The sensitivity values have no abnormal change,
which demonstrate that the alternating displacement does not degrade the measurement capability.
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The sensor 

Crank 
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Figure 11. Principle and photo of the experimental equipment for alternating displacement test.
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Table 1. Changes of sensitivity under alternating displacement test.

Number of Cycles Sensitivity (pm/mm)

0 34.32
102 34.61
103 34.21
104 34.66
105 34.71

Creep performance has a significant influence on the measuring accuracy of sensor for long-term
monitoring of floating slab damping track. Therefore, it is necessary to investigate the creep
performance of the proposed sensor. During this test, the pull rod was pulled out to a certain position
and fixed for more than 80 minutes. The FBG interrogator recorded the wavelength shifts change of
the two FBGs. The time-history curve is shown in Figure 13, and the data of 36~41 min is selected and
amplified. As we can see, the fluctuating value is within 2 pm, which demonstrates that the sensor has
good creep resistance.
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Figure 12. Part of the experimental data for alternating displacement test: (a) Real-time data of
alternating displacement test; (b) The amplified data of 35.5 s~37 s.
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Figure 13. Result of creep performance test for displacement measurement.

4. Conclusions

This work proposed and demonstrated the design and performance test of an FBG displacement
sensor with high abrasion resistance for a steel spring floating slab damping track. The use of a
guide rail-slider system and a precision rolling bearing has been validated to effectively enhance
the measurement accuracy and abrasion resistance of sensor. The measurement principle and
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theoretical model have been derived and experimentally verified. Full performance tests have been
carried out in displacement calibration, temperature compensation, creep, and abrasion resistance.
Experimental results show that the sensor has a good sensitivity of 34.32 pm/mm, a high resolution of
0.0029 mm over a measuring range of 0~90 mm, a good measurement capability of micro-displacement
within a range of 0~3 mm, a repeatability error of 1.416%, and a hysteresis error of 0.323%.
The creeping and alternating displacement tests illustrate good creep resistance and excellent abrasion
resistance. Compared with the reported FBG displacement sensors, the proposed displacement
sensor promises many potential applications in SHM, especially in the displacement monitoring of
floating slab damping track that demands for high measurement accuracy and frequent alternating
displacement-induced friction.
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Abstract: Structural health monitoring (SHM) is a rapidly growing field focused on detecting damage
in complex systems before catastrophic failure occurs. Advanced sensor technologies are necessary
to fully harness SHM in applications involving harsh or remote environments, life-critical systems,
mass-production vehicles, robotic systems, and others. Fiber Bragg Grating (FBG) sensors are
attractive for in-situ health monitoring due to their resistance to electromagnetic noise, ability to
be multiplexed, and accurate real-time operation. Ultrasonic additive manufacturing (UAM) has
been demonstrated for solid-state fabrication of 3D structures with embedded FBG sensors. In this
paper, UAM-embedded FBG sensors are investigated with a focus on SHM applications. FBG sensors
embedded in an aluminum matrix 3 mm from the initiation site are shown to resolve a minimum crack
length of 0.286 ± 0.033 mm and track crack growth until near failure. Accurate crack detection is also
demonstrated from FBGs placed 6 mm and 9 mm from the crack initiation site. Regular acrylate-coated
FBG sensors are shown to repeatably work at temperatures up to 300 ◦C once embedded with the
UAM process.

Keywords: ultrasonic additive manufacturing; UAM; fiber bragg grating; FBG; structural health
monitoring; SHM; crack detection

1. Introduction

Structural health monitoring (SHM) provides improved safety and decreased costs through
real-time sensor monitoring of engineering systems. Although SHM has been incorporated in a wide
range of applications including civil, aerospace, and industrial systems, there is a need to develop
more capable system monitoring and diagnostic tools. SHM has the potential to reduce the need for
non-destructive inspection (NDI) which typically requires the system to be out of commission while
costly, labor intensive testing is performed [1]. When NDI is relied upon, unsafe conditions due to
defects arising during normal operation may go undetected until the next inspection. SHM systems
could allow continuous and safer operations where defects are detected in real time. Furthermore,
research is being conducted on the use of artificial intelligence, including neural networks, to improve
the ability of sensors to detect defects in SHM applications [2].

SHM systems should include a minimally-invasive, long-term sensor network that can accurately
detect damage in real time [3]. Fiber Bragg Grating (FBG) strain sensors are currently used in structural
applications including buildings foundations [4], wind turbines [5], composite cure monitoring [6],
bridges [7], concrete infrastructure [1], and full-scale composite structures [8]. Tosi [9] reviewed chirped
FBG sensors that can provide local measurement of strain and temperature along the length of the
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fiber, typically 15–20 mm, with millimeter-level spatial resolution. Mao et al. [10] demonstrated the
use of FBGs for identification of corrosion cracking and expansion in reinforced concrete based on
Brillouin optical time domain analysis. FBG sensors have also been used for crack size prediction in
conjunction with statistical models [11]. FBG sensors consist of a grating etched into an optical fiber
that acts as a light transmission filter, which leads to a specific wavelength being reflected towards the
signal source. As the fiber is subjected to either thermal or mechanical loading, strain changes within
the sensor induce a change in the reflected wavelength [3]. There are several benefits to FBG sensors
that make them effective for SHM. FBG sensors are immune to electromagnetic interference, can be
multiplexed, are low cost, require no additional wiring, have high strain resolution, resist corrosion,
and are lightweight with a minimally invasive geometry [4]. FBG sensors can provide structural
loading data by ensuring strong coupling between the structural matrix and the sensor [12]. Although
coupling has been achieved in many polymeric applications through direct embedment, metal systems
have historically required sensors to be externally attached to the structure since internal embedment
tends to involve process temperatures that are damaging to the sensors [13]. Attempts have been made
to use metal-based additive manufacturing (AM) to embed FBG sensors. Selective laser melting (SLM)
has been used to embed FBG sensors; however, the residual stresses left by this process tend to induce
sensor damage along with poor coupling between the sensor and matrix [14,15]. Some investigations
have demonstrated better AM embedment through the use of fibers with specialized coatings [16–18].

Unlike most metal forming techniques, UAM is a low-temperature process which allows for sensor
embedment without producing mechanical or thermal damage to delicate components. In UAM,
successive layers of thin foils are ultrasonically welded on top of each other to build up a metal
part [19]. Combined with an incorporated CNC machine, subtractive operations allow for internal
features and near-net-shape final parts. UAM builds are accomplished by creating solid-state bonds
between layers of metal that are successively welded on top of a metallic baseplate. Metallurgical
welding is achieved through direct metal-to-metal contact produced by the simultaneous application
of lateral ultrasonic vibrations and mechanical pressure. The combination of high shear strain, normal
pressure, and localized temperature increase has the effect of collapsing asperities, scrubbing away
the oxide layer, and promoting atomic diffusion from one material to another [20]. The UAM system
used in this study is the Fabrisonic SonicLayer 4000, whose welding assembly is shown in Figure 1.
UAM can be used to join a variety of similar and dissimilar materials including aluminum alloys [20],
steels [21], titanium [22], and carbon fiber composites [23]. Commercial FBG sensors embedded into
metal through UAM have been shown to accurately track internal strain, demonstrating the potential
of this approach for SHM applications [24–27]. Plastic flow around UAM-embedded fibers has been
previously demonstrated, which leads to strong coupling between the fibers and metal matrix [28].
The main process parameters in UAM are vibration amplitude, down force, and weld speed [20].

In this study, we investigate the use of UAM-embedded FBG sensors in SHM prognostic
applications. First, FBG sensors are embedded into compact tension (CT) specimens to determine
their effectiveness in detecting crack initiation and growth. Second, embedded FBG sensors are
thermally tested to investigate the upper temperature limit of the system. In Section 2, the experimental
methods for manufacturing samples with embedded FBG sensors are presented along with the testing
procedures. The results for both crack detection and elevated-temperature testing are presented in
Section 3. Conclusions are discussed in Section 4.
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Figure 1. Welding assembly of the 9 kW ultrasonic additive manufacturing welder employed in this
study [24].

2. Experimental Methods

2.1. Sample Fabrication

Test specimens were built using aluminum 6061 due to the well-documented machine parameters
available for this alloy [29], though the approach is applicable to other metals. The baseplate was of
the T6 condition and the 0.154 mm thick foil layers were of the H18 condition. In this investigation,
UAM parameters used for sample fabrication are a downward force of 5000 N, vibration amplitude of
32 μm, and weld speed of 84.6 mm/s.

The general coupon fabrication process is as follows. First, one layer of tape was welded onto the
baseplate using UAM. Next, a 0.254 mm by 0.254 mm deep channel was cut using a ball end mill where
the fiber would later be embedded. The channels help to avoid cross-sectional loading and sensor
deformation during welding [25]. Standard acrylate-coated FBG strain sensors were used as supplied
by Moog Inc. along with the wavelength interrogator (Insensys OEM 1030) and analysis software.
The FBGs used have a wavelength operating range of 1545 nm to 1555 nm, which corresponds to
±4000 με within the fiber when the nominal wavelength is 1550 nm. The sensors were placed into
the channels with the remaining fiber exiting the sample and additional layers were UAM-welded
on top to fully encapsulate the FBG sensors at the center of the coupon geometry. After the sensor
encapsulation, CNC milling operations were used to build the final sample geometry with the FBG
sensor embedded halfway through the sample. The specific geometries created are outlined in the
sections below as they vary for different tests. The embedded FBG sensors were examined for changes
in their birefringence and polarization response, as it had been documented that the existence of
birefringence-induced noise is indicative of an undersized channel and possibly poor bond quality [25].
When time synchronization with other data inputs was necessary, a custom-built analog-to-digital
converter was used for converting the serial wavelength output of the interrogator into a voltage that
was readable by the data acquisition system.

2.2. Crack Propagation

Tests were conducted to investigate the ability of UAM-embedded FBG sensors to detect cracks
in samples. The geometry of the coupons and testing procedures are based on ASTM Standard E647:
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Standard Test Method for Measurement of Fatigue Crack Growth Rates [30]. This test involves the
cyclic tensile testing of notched compact tension (CT) specimens to induce crack growth. A clevis pin
system was designed to be held in the load frame and attached to the CT specimen. A drawing of the
CT specimen used in this testing is shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Compact tension (CT) specimen geometry used for the crack detection study. All dimensions
are in mm. The FBG sensors were embedded perpendicular to the notch tip.

Although the purpose of ASTM E647 is for material characterization, we are interested in the
strain signal throughout the lifetime of the coupon. For comparison to the strain measurements made
by embedded FBG sensors, strain was also measured through digital image correlation (DIC) using a
5-megapixel camera with a 100 mm lens controlled by Vic-Snap 9 Image Acquisition software from
Correlated Solutions. DIC is an image processing technique where a speckle pattern is placed on a
sample and images are taken throughout testing. DIC analysis tracks the movement of individual
speckles and determines the strain field at each image. An example DIC strain field is shown in
Figure 3 which shows a strain field overlaid on a close-up image of a CT specimen just before failure.
After a set number of cycles, the load frame triggers the DIC to capture an image by having a minimum
tensile load slightly smaller than the other cycles. The vertical strain field reported by the DIC system
was averaged over the same region as the Bragg grating and used as a comparison to the FBG signal.
Crack growth was measured optically using images taken by the DIC system. The length of each
pixel corresponded to 0.0054 mm. The loading profile was created using MTS TW Elite software for
use with the MTS Criterion Model 43 load frame and a National Instruments 9215 data acquisition
module. The experimental setup is shown in Figure 4. There were two main investigations into crack
propagation with CT specimens: crack initiation and strain tracking, and prognostic analysis.
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Figure 3. Strain field reported by the DIC system during cyclic loading of a CT specimen.

Figure 4. Close-up view of the crack-detection experiment showing a CT coupon installed in the
load frame.
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2.2.1. Crack Initiation and Strain Tracking

This experiment closely followed ASTM Standard E647. CT specimens with one FBG sensor
embedded at a distance of 3 mm from the notch, as in Figure 5, were installed into the load frame and
loaded cyclically until the crack reached 1 mm. These pre-cracking cycles consisted of a 0.25 Hz sine
wave that alternated from 200 N to 2700 N. After the crack was measured to be greater than 1 mm,
the main testing phase began, where the crack was grown until sample failure with the maximum load
reduced to 800 N. The DIC system was used to take an image at peak load every 8 cycles during the
pre-cracking phase and every 20 cycles during the remainder of the test. The FBG sensor collected data
throughout the entire testing procedure. Data from the pre-cracking phase was used to determine the
minimum crack size resolved by the FBG sensor. The mean was found for each set of peaks between
DIC images. A distribution of the expected mean peak values for each set was found for the region
before crack initiation occurred. Assuming this distribution is normal, we define the first set whose
mean exceeds three standard deviations of the distribution mean to be the earliest that the FBG can
detect the initiation of a crack. Data from the main testing phase was used to determine the ability of
the embedded FBG sensors to track strain throughout the growth of a crack.

Figure 5. Compact tension (CT) specimen with one embedded FBG sensor built using UAM used in
crack initiation and strain tracking. A fine speckle has been applied for DIC tracking. The FBG sensor
is located 3 mm from the tip of the notch.

2.2.2. Prognostic Analysis

In this experiment, a CT specimen was built with three embedded FBG sensors spaced 3 mm,
6 mm, and 9 mm from the notch as pictured in Figure 6. Next, cyclic tensile loading was applied with a
0.25 Hz sine wave. The load profiles alternated between high-amplitude regions to induce crack growth
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for 200 cycles and low-amplitude regions to test FBG sensing at smaller loads for 30 cycles. In the
high-load regions, the tensile loads alternated between 200 N and 2400 N; the tensile loads alternated
between 200 N and 800 N in the low-load regions. Once the crack had formed and began propagating,
the high-amplitude regions were reduced to 30 cycles. Similar to the previous crack-initiation testing,
the wavelength at the peak loads was found before crack initiation had occurred. This was used to
estimate the cycle where the expected peak signal exceeds normal bounds in both the high-amplitude
and low-amplitude regions for all three embedded FBG sensors.

Figure 6. Compact tension (CT) specimen with three embedded FBG sensors built using UAM used in
prognostic testing. The sensors are located 3 mm, 6 mm, and 9 mm from the tip of the notch.

2.3. Elevated-Temperature Testing

After pilot trials revealed accurate strain measurements at elevated temperatures, two tests were
conducted to understand the operation of UAM-embedded FBGs at elevated temperatures. In the first
test, the set point of the oven temperature increased every 30 min until the FBG failed to produce a
signal. Set points used were 50, 75, 100, 150, 200, 250, 300, 350, 400, and 450 ◦C. In the second test,
a coupon was thermally cycled at increasing temperatures. The sample was placed in a cool oven
and heated to a set temperature, then the oven was turned off until the temperature returned to room
temperature. This was repeated at increasing temperature set points until the FBG failed to produce
a signal. Set points used were 50, 75, 100, 150, 200, 250, 300, and 350 ◦C. At the conclusion of the
test, the sample was again heated to 350 ◦C to evaluate for permanent damage. Samples were then
cross-sectioned and micrographs were taken for optical evaluation.

Coupons were based on ASTM Standard E8: Standard Test Methods for Tension Testing of
Metallic Materials, with FBG sensors embedded in the middle of the sample [31]. A drawing of
the coupons is shown in Figure 7. A Thermo Scientific Thermolyne furnace was used for testing.
The temperature was verified using a K-type thermocouple and the strain was verified using an HPI
Inc. HFK-12-125-6-ZCW high-temperature strain gauge that was fixed with epoxy to the coupon as
pictured in Figure 8. Data was recorded using a National Instrument 9215 data acquisition module.
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Figure 7. Drawing of coupon used in elevated-temperature testing. All dimensions shown are in mm.

Figure 8. Elevated-temperature coupons built using UAM with a high-temperature strain gauge affixed
to the outside of each coupon. FBG fibers are embedded down the length of each coupon.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Crack Propagation

3.1.1. Crack Initiation and Strain Tracking

Pre-cracking data was examined to determine the smallest crack size resolved by UAM-embedded
FBGs. As illustrated in Figure 9, which shows the FBG signal peaks of each cycle in the pre-cracking
phase, each time the minimum or maximum loads of the load frame were changed, there was a
very small, but consistent decrease in the maximum and minimum points over the next few cycles.
This effect was repeatable with different FBG sensors and builds, and was also observed in compression
(albeit mirrored, with the peaks increasing). Examination of this phenomenon suggests that the
decrease in signal peak consistently lasts 20–30 cycles and that the load frame does not exhibit this
signal. Additional investigation is underway to understand this phenomenon, though its significance
is minimal in practice as the actual strain drop is smaller than 1 microstrain.
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(a) (b)

Figure 9. (a) Peaks of the FBG strain signal during the pre-cracking phase. The DIC was triggered with
a low peak (not shown) every eight cycles. (b) Detailed view extracted from the red box. The green x
markers indicate the mean of each set.

A consequence of this phenomenon is that the standard deviation of the normal peak distribution
is increased, which reduces the effectiveness of initial crack detection. In the following discussion, the
group of peaks after a DIC triggering cycle will be referred to as a set. Instead of using individual
peaks before crack initiation, the mean is calculated for each set of 8 cycles, as illustrated in Figure 9b.
The means of each set have a much smaller variation and allow for a more precise measurement of
crack detection. The mean of the sets before the crack caused any deviation in the digital-to-analog
converter signal are used to define a normal distribution with an overall mean of 1549.1181 nm and a
standard deviation of 0.0097 nm. We can define the first set that exceeds three standard deviations
from this normal mean to be the earliest detection of a crack. The first set whose mean exceeds this
range is during cycles 195 to 205, corresponding to a crack length of 0.332 ± 0.046 mm. This analysis is
repeated for two additional samples as presented Table 1.

Table 1. Length of crack in CT specimen at earliest detection using an UAM-embedded FBG sensor
located 3 mm from the notch. Tolerances are due to crack entering a DIC speckle and consequently
being unable to optically determine a precise endpoint.

Sample Crack Size [mm]

1 0.332 ± 0.046
2 0.234 ± 0.054
3 0.291

Average 0.286 ± 0.033

This result illustrates the potential of embedded FBG sensors to detect early crack formation.
Comparing this result to other Non-Destructive Investigation (NDI) techniques used in the aerospace
industry, shown in Table 2, the UAM-embedded FBG sensors perform about an order of magnitude
better than other methods.
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Table 2. Comparison of minimum detectable crack size between UAM-embedded FBG sensors and
common aerospace NDI techniques [32].

Technique Crack Size [mm]

UAM FBG 0.286 ± 0.033

Eddy Current 2.54
Penetrant 3.81

Magnetic Particle 6.35

It is noted that literature values are the minimum crack detected 90% of the time using the NDI
techniques on large parts with unknown cracks. For FBG sensors to be a viable alternative in industry
applications, understanding of likely stress concentrations and crack initiation sites is needed in order
to optimize FBG sensor location. The tests presented here were carried out with FBG sensors located
3 mm from the crack initiation site. Further investigation of the effects of distance are necessary for
informing FBG placement into actual parts. There may be a trade-off between the area of influence of
an FBG and the minimum crack size it can detect.

The results from the main phase of testing provide strong evidence for the ability of
UAM-embedded FBG sensors to accurately track strain as a crack propagates toward the sensor.
Figures 10–12 demonstrate accurate strain tracking for most of the sample’s lifetime. At approximately
9500 cycles, the crack has grown to over 3 mm long and consequently has passed the fiber. At this
point the FBG strain begins to deviate from the DIC-measured average strain as the fiber begins to
slip within the channel. Prior to slipping, the FBG signal remains extremely accurate as illustrated
in Figure 11. In the first 6000 cycles, a ten-cycle moving average of the peak strain of the FBG stays
within 1% of the DIC strain, and remains within 5% after 8000 cycles. UAM-embedded FBG sensors
are therefore a promising candidate for crack growth tracking in SHM applications.

(a) (b)
Figure 10. Vertical strain measurements from an FBG sensor UAM-embedded into a CT specimen and
average strain from DIC in the region of the FBG; (a) from the end of the pre-cracking phase (∼cycle
2000) to sample failure (∼cycle 10500); (b) detailed view of (a) from approximately cycle 3000 to 8500.
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(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)
Figure 11. Comparison of the FBG strain signal and the average peak strain from DIC in the region of
the FBG after (a) 2000, (b) 4000, (c) 6000, (d) 8000, and (e) 10,000 cycles.

Figure 12. FBG strain signal and average peak strain from DIC in the region of the FBG as the crack
length increases.

3.1.2. Prognostic Analysis

The prognostic analysis investigation used a CT specimen with three FBG sensors embedded
at 3 mm, 6 mm, and 9 mm from the notch as shown in Figure 6. There were two main alternating
phases of the load profile. In the high-amplitude, crack-growth phase, the investigation focused on
determining the minimum detectable crack length. In the low-amplitude phase, the signal with no
crack was compared to the case where a slowly-growing crack was present. The signals from all three
embedded FBG sensors were analyzed to compare how distance from the initiation site affects the
results. The test results are shown in Figures 13 and 14. The 3 mm and 6 mm FBG signals are out of
phase with respect to the 9 mm FBG signal, as stress builds up unevenly in the CT specimen; this causes
the side opposite the notch to be compressed when the load frame loads the coupon in tension [33].
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 13. (a) Load frame displacement and FBG signals from sensors embedded (b) 9 mm, (c) 6 mm,
and (d) 3 mm from the notch over the entire prognostic analysis test.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 14. Detailed view extracted from Figure 13 between cycles 749 and 761. (a) Load frame
displacement and FBG signals from sensors embedded (b) 9 mm, (c) 6 mm, and (d) 3 mm from the
notch. Note the alternating crack-growth region (high wavelength amplitude) and low-amplitude
region (low wavelength amplitude). The number of cycles of the crack-growth phase was reduced
toward the end of the test to ensure that enough data was obtained as the crack grew.

During the test, the crack initiated and grew in a single cycle to a length of 0.350 mm. Using the
analysis technique described in Section 3.1.1, this increased crack length was detected by all three
fibers in both the crack-growth phase and the low-amplitude phase. The following figures show the
FBG signal as a solid line and the calculated upper bound of set means with no crack as a dotted line.
The red circles indicate the mean of each set. When the red circle crosses above the dotted line, the
FBG detects a crack. As illustrated by Figures 15–20, all embedded FBGs successfully detect the crack
after the seventh high-amplitude set when the crack reaches a length of 0.350 mm.
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Figure 15. Crack detection analysis during low-amplitude cyclic loading for the FBG embedded
3 mm from the notch tip. For this and subsequent images, the dashed line represents three standard
deviations above the normal set mean.

Figure 16. Crack detection analysis during low-amplitude cyclic loading for the FBG embedded 6 mm
from the notch tip.

Figure 17. Crack detection analysis during low-amplitude cyclic loading for the FBG embedded 9 mm
from the notch tip.
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Figure 18. Crack detection analysis during high-amplitude cyclic loading for the FBG embedded 3 mm
from the notch tip.

Figure 19. Crack detection analysis during high-amplitude cyclic loading for the FBG embedded 6 mm
from the notch tip.

Figure 20. Crack detection analysis during high-amplitude cyclic loading for the FBG embedded 9 mm
from the notch tip.

Although the signal change was less clear for FBG signals farther away from the notch, the fact that
all three FBG sensors detect the crack growth illustrates the potential robustness of UAM-embedded
FBG sensors in detecting crack initiation. Furthermore, the detection of the crack in the low-amplitude
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phase illustrates the ability of FBG sensors to detect minute defects even at normal operating conditions.
Additional testing with more FBG sensors at more locations could provide insight into the relationship
between crack detection and embedded sensor locations.

3.2. Elevated-Temperature Testing

Initial pilot investigations show that UAM-embedded FBG sensors may be able to accurately
detect strain at temperatures higher than typical acrylate-coated FBG sensors. To investigate this
further, the test shown in Figure 21 was conducted. This test illustrates that the FBG signal is able to
accurately track the increasing temperature set points up to temperatures between 200 and 275 ◦C.

Figure 21. Elevated-temperature testing of two UAM-embedded FBG sensors. The strain measurements
of two coupons with embedded FBG sensors and strain gauges is shown using the left scale. The
temperature trace (black line) follows the scale on the right.

Figure 22 shows a second elevated-temperature test where a sample exhibits a repeatable signal
up to 300 ◦C. At the 350 ◦C set point, there is a clear deviation from the previous signal. Additional
testing confirmed that the fiber was permanently degraded.

Figure 22. Elevated-temperature cyclic testing of an UAM-embedded FBG sensor. The FBG signal
was measured during a cyclic temperature test with increasing oven set points. Once noticeable
deviation occurred at 350 ◦C, the test was performed one more time to confirm that permanent damage
had occurred.

Samples were then cross-sectioned and examined through optical microscopy to identify any
visible changes in structure. As presented in Figure 23, the control sample shows the clear and
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intact structures of the fiber: outer coating, inner coating, and cladding (the core is not visible unless
illuminated from behind). However, in the sample that was subjected to a temperature of 350 ◦C,
the outer and inner coatings appear mostly gone and the cladding is no longer centered in the channel.
This result was consistent across samples from both tests.

(a) (b)

Figure 23. (a) Cross-section of an UAM-embedded FBG that has not undergone thermal loading and
(b) cross-section of the UAM-embedded FBG that underwent cyclic thermal testing.

4. Concluding Remarks

Structural Health Monitoring (SHM) techniques are underused in many industries due to sensor
limitations. Fiber Bragg Grating strain sensors that have been embedded into metal through Ultrasonic
Additive Manufacturing (UAM) are promising for SHM applications. UAM-embedded FBG sensors
were shown to detect and track crack growth through the life of a CT specimen. Embedded FBG
sensors were able to closely monitor crack growth until the crack passed the embedded fiber and the
fiber began to slip. Embedded FBG sensors can enable early crack detection, with sensors 3 mm from
the crack initiation point detecting cracks with a length of 0.286 ± 0.033 mm, an order of magnitude
better than traditional NDI techniques. Even at distances of 6 mm and 9 mm, a crack size of 0.350 mm
was resolved during both high loads (crack-growth phase) and low loads (normal operating phase).
This result demonstrates the potential for FBG sensors to act as prognostic tools during the operation of
components. Embedded FBG sensors were also shown to work at elevated temperatures, highlighting
the possibility of higher temperature applications up to 300 ◦C. UAM-embedded FBG sensors have
been shown to be an effective tool for structural health monitoring of complex systems.
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Abbreviations

The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript:
UAM Ultrasonic Additive Manufacturing
FBG Fiber Bragg Grating
SHM Structural Health Monitoring
CT Compact Tension
DIC Digital Image Correlation
NDI Non-Destructive Inspection
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Abstract: This work reports on the use of Fiber Bragg Grating (FBG) sensors integrated with innovative
composite items of aircraft landing gear for strain/stress monitoring. Recently, the introduction of
innovative structures in aeronautical applications is appealing with two main goals: (i) to decrease
the weight and cost of current items; and (ii) to increase the mechanical resistance, if possible.
However, the introduction of novel structures in the aeronautical field demands experimentation
and certification regarding their mechanical resistance. In this work, we successfully investigate
the possibility to use Fiber Bragg Grating sensors for the structural health monitoring of innovative
composite items for the landing gear. Several FBG strain sensors have been integrated in different
locations of the composite item including region with high bending radius. To optimize the
localization of the FBG sensors, load condition was studied by Finite Element Method (FEM)
numerical analysis. Several experimental tests have been done in range 0–70 kN by means of a
hydraulic press. Obtained results are in very good agreement with the numerical ones and demonstrate
the great potentialities of FBG sensor technology to be employed for remote and real-time load
measurements on aircraft landing gears and to act as early warning systems.

Keywords: Fiber Bragg gratings; fiber optic sensors; aircraft landing gear; load monitoring system;
composite device

1. Introduction

The aerospace sector is constantly searching for new solutions to optimize the component
lifetime and the maintenance of aircraft. Research efforts on smart-martials, intelligent systems and/or
innovative monitoring technologies are widely welcome. In this context, the aircraft manufacturers
started to use composite materials in aircraft components since the early 1980s [1]. Composite materials
are a key solution in aircraft structures due to the lightness of composites and the corrosion problem
in aluminum or metallic items. However, the introduction of novel materials requires appropriate
systems for monitoring of their health state before enabling a wide use [2].

The landing gear (LG) system is an important component in aircraft [3]. There are several types of
LGs and arrangements of LGs in aircraft: the most common LG arrangement is the tricycle-type one.
The LG aims to provide a suspension system during the take-off and landing phases and during the
taxi operation. It is designed to absorb and dissipate the energy of landing impact. Moreover, the LG
facilitates braking of the aircraft and provides directional control of the aircraft on ground using
a wheel steering system [1,3]. From these considerations, the LG must be an extremely resistant
structure. At same time, it should be as light as possible because it is not used for most of the flight
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time [3]. On this line of argument, LGs realized in composite material represent a unique solution if
the mechanical robustness can be kept. To address this ambitious goal, appropriate structural health
monitoring (SHM) systems both for the testing and for real operation phases are welcome.

The current SHM technology used in composite materials is done using sensors, especially optical
sensors [4–8]. This is since the traditional strain gauge is sensitive to lightning, current leakage and
corrosion, whereby inaccurate readings will be shown. On contrary, in last 20 years the potential
of optical sensors has been widely demonstrated [9]. Optic sensors provide several advantages for
aerospace applications that include insensitivity to electromagnetic interference, lightweight and
flexible harness, multiplexing and multi-parameter sensing, high measurement accuracy, low power
requirements per sensor, remote interrogation and operation, and the potential to embed in composite
structures. Among the several optical fiber sensor configurations [10], Fiber Bragg Sensors (FBGs)
are considered the favorite technology [4–8] for their capability to build a dense multiplexing SHM
network, durability under extreme weather conditions and ease of application to the surfaces of
different structures. As matter, FBG sensors represent the most mature and assessed sensing platform
ready to be used in real industrial scenarios [4–8,11,12].

Several dozens of FBG sensors, including temperature and strain can be written on the same
optical fiber, and can be simultaneously interrogated by a single interrogator unit. A very important
point in FBG based SHM system is the method to couple the FBG sensors with the composite structure,
and different ways to accomplish this have been experimented [10]. The most used and simple ways
consist in the FBG surface bonding with the composite structure previously created. There is a big
literature knowledge [13] that can help to identify the best glue and cure procedure for the specific
application: some authors reported that the most important factors are the adhesive thickness and
the length of bonding [14]. A second most integrated way to apply the sensors is to insert the FBG
between two composite structures linked together, but this method is possible only in situations that
provide for assembly of different parts. The last and more integrated method to apply the FBG to the
structure is incorporation of FBG during the composite production, in order to place the FBG just some
layers underneath the surface and ensure the sensors network from surface accidental contacts [1] and
detect damage in different locations inside the material [15].

In this context, this manuscript deals with the activities carried-out within the framework of a
National Projects (PON03PE 00135, “CAPRI - Carrello per Atterraggio con Attuazione Intelligente”)
aimed to identify novel composite items of a standard LG and appropriate fiber optic sensors to
investigate its SHM during loading testing. In particular, in this paper we present the successful use
of several FBG sensors for the real-time, continuous and remote monitoring of the strain profile of
novel composite items of an aircraft LG during increasing loads test. We designed and subsequently
tested several FBG strain sensors installed on a true composite item of a real LG, provided by the
company Magnaghi Aeronautica Spa. To optimize the localization of the FBG sensors, load condition
was numerically studied by finite element method (FEM) numerical analysis. Successively, several
experimental tests have been done in range 0–70 kN by means of a hydraulic press, up to the breaking
of the innovative item. Obtained results are in very good agreement with the numerical ones and
demonstrate the great potentialities of FBG sensors technology to be employed for remote and real-time
load measurements on aircraft landing gears. It is worth noting that in most of literature works FBG
sensors were proposed to sensorize large components such as turbines, wings or hull elements that
have a large dimension. Moreover, recent works successfully demonstrate the use of FBG sensors to
detect defects or cracks in mechanical structure even with reduced size [16–18]. In our work, the FBG
sensors are successfully applied on complex geometry characterized by a high surface curvature.
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2. Materials and Method

2.1. Composite Item to Be Sensorized

The design of the landing gear, according to the Airworthiness Regulations, must take into account
several requirements in terms of safety, strength, stability, etc., under all possible in-service loading
conditions (weather conditions included). The landing gear is one of the main structural component
characterizing an aircraft. It is aimed to support the aircraft during the landing, the tacking off and ground
operations. Among such loading conditions, the landing phase defines the design specifications, since it is
the most burdensome. As a result, this loading condition determines its structural size.

Most of LG components are currently steel made in order to provide a robust suspension system
during the take-off and landing phases. The design and fabrication of LG items in composite materials
represent open challenges offering significant lightening of the landing gear. Within the Italian Project
CAPRI, the project leader Magnaghi Aeronautica Spa proposed and selected the drag brace lower
arm of the nose landing gear of the Alenia C27J aircraft (plotted in Figure 1a) as a target sample to be
realized in composite materials.

Figure 1. (a) Schematic view of the landing gear (LG) and standard drag brace; and (b) design and
(c) picture of the composite drag brace.

The aim was to realize a composite material drag brace and demonstrate the capability to
use optical fiber sensors as a real-time strain state monitoring system. The innovative item was
proposed (see Figure 1b) and realized (see Figure 1c) by Hexply 914-40%-G803, or similarly Cytec
977-2A/HTA. The total weight was less than 1.0 Kg when compared with the steel version of about
3.0 Kg. Concerning the fixing points with the rest of the LG, it presented an upper fixing point (A)
equipped with metallic ring with inner diameter DA = 52.7 mm. The body length was L = 162.0 mm.
The down fixing point consisted of two arms with lengths LB = 87.0 mm and a separated width of
WB = 50.0 mm. The arms are equipped with metallic rings, in following named B1 and B2, with inner
diameters DB = 32.7 mm. The shape created a bent surface between B1 and B2 with a bending radius
of 24.0 mm, which was critical for strain surface distribution.

2.2. FBG Sensors

A Fiber Bragg Grating sensor represents a robust and efficient sensor for precise determination of
the deformations of the selected item during loading test. A FBG consists in a periodic modulation of
the core refractive index along the core of a standard single-mode optical fiber with typical length of
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1–20 mm. Consequently, FBG reflects a specific wavelength, called Bragg wavelength λB that depends
on the period Λ of the perturbation according to the following formula [7,11]:

λB = 2neffΛ (1)

where neff is the effective refractive index of the guided core mode.
The effective refractive index of the core and the spatial periodicity of the grating are both affected

by changes in strain (Δε) and temperature (ΔT). As a result, the Bragg wavelength changes its position,
according to the following equation:

ΔλB

λB
= STΔT + Sεε (2)

where ST is the thermal sensitivity coefficient and Sε is the strain sensitivity coefficient. According to
Equation (2), strain and temperature may be deduced from the measurement of the Bragg wavelength shift
and strain and temperature contributions can be separated through the implementation of specific sensing
configurations. For our purposes, FBGs were employed for accurate measurement of the strain profile of
the structure where they are embedded. Additionally, the thermal effect has been properly compensated
for by using an additional free and unstrained FBG, so that it only recorded temperature changes [7].

Moreover, it is worth noting that in most SHM applications, bare FBGs are too fragile to be used as
robust solutions, especially when large stresses or loads are applied. In such cases, FBGs integrated in
protective packages, commercially available, are often preferred. However, most packages significantly
increase the final size of the sensors and thus are undesired for SHM of small items with complex
geometry. In our case, the most stringent requirement was keeping the sensing area as small as possible
in order to be able to investigate the strain profile in a small region with fast changes of the strain
profile. Thus, the attention was focused on unpackaged FBGs with lengths of 1.0–10.0 mm depending
on sensors layout. All sensors were protected by a tight polyamide coating, 20 μm thick. During load
test, the Bragg wavelengths of all sensors as function of the item load stress were detected by Bragg
meter (from Fiber sensing) with eight channels and operating in range of 1500–1600 nm with a scanning
rate of 1/2 Hz and wavelength resolution of 1.0 pm.

2.3. Sensors Bounding Procdure and Characterization

The use of FBG as optoelectronic strain gauge sensors is well known [4–8] However, it demands
specialist solutions for each application field. The gluing of sensors with items needing to be sensorized
represents the most critical issues to be carefully addressed to favor maximum strain transfer to
sensors. This section presents and discusses preliminary experimental tests aimed to identify the more
appropriate adhesive to fix the fiber optic sensors to the composite surface. We considered standard
electric strain gauges (SGs), provided from Micro-Measurements with well-known gauge factors as
references. We also investigated the effects of different adhesives on the response of electric SGs.

The preliminary tests were provided by a sensorized composite panel with dimensions of 40 cm ×
20 cm with one end (20 cm long) fixed, as schematically illustrated in Figure 2a. On the top surface of
the panel, several electric SGs and several FBGs were fixed at same distance from the wall by different
adhesives while incremental loading force (five steps from zero to about 470 N) was applied on the
opposite side acting as significant strain on the bounded sensors.

Concerning SGs, different kind of adhesives were preliminarily tested; the best results have
been obtained by using cyanoacrylate-based adhesives, according with [19,20]. Figure 2b plots the
strain profiles of two SGs fixed by different commercial cyanoacrylate adhesives, Micro-Measurements
M-Bond 200 (more elastic feedback), and Loctite Super Attak (more rigid feedback), respectively, when
the composite panel was subject to increasing and decreasing step-by-step force sequence. The Loctite
Super Attak provided a better strain transfer, recording a higher strain measurement of about 15% as
compared with M-Bond glue. Maximum strain surface of almost 2000 μE was measured by a load force
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of 471 N. Similar analysis and conclusions were achieved concerning FBG sensors. Consequently, in the
following tests all electrical and optical sensors were fixed by Attack adhesive.

Moreover, Figure 3a,b plot the spectra of a 1.0 mm long FBG and of a 10.0 mm long one,
respectively, fixed to the composite panel by means of Attack adhesive in the different load conditions.
The maximum applied load inducing a superficial strain of about 2000 μE forced Bragg wavelength red
shifts of 2.54 nm and 2.42 nm for the short and long FBG, respectively. It is important to highlight
that despite the high strain values, the shape and maximum reflectivity of the FBGs were unchanged,
confirming that the bonding process was able to transfer a uniform strain state to the sensors.

με

Figure 2. (a) Schematic view of the sensorized composite panel test; and (b) strain reading of two strain
gauges (SGs) fixed by means of Attack and M-Bond 200 adhesive, respectively, for different load states.

Figure 3. Fiber Bragg Grating (FBG) spectra in different strain states: (a) a 1.0 mm long FBG; and (b) a
10.0 mm long FBG.

Finally, the FBGs’ strain sensitivity was estimated by the comparison of electrical and optical
sensors. First, the deformation profile of the used panel has been displayed in Figure 4a where
the strain values of the electrical sensor were plotted versus the applied force: it exhibited a linear
behavior with slope of 4.15 με/N. Instead, Figure 4b plots the relative wavelength shifts of the short
and long FBG versus the surface strain: the behavior is absolutely linear over the range of 0–2000 με.
Moreover, as expected, the sensitivity values for the 1 mm and the 10 mm long FBGs were practically
the same, with negligible differences probably inducted by the experimental measurements and the
position alignment between the two FBG of different sizes on the panel surface: the experimental
sensitivity was estimated to be Sstrain = (8.2± 0.05)·10−7 [με−1].
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Figure 4. (a) Surface strain (from electrical SG) vs. applied force; and (b) relative wavelength shifts of
FBGs vs. surface strain.

2.4. Identification of the Best Locations for Sensors Installation

This section deals with the identification/selection of the locations to be sensorized on the item surface.
This analysis should take into consideration the most stressed regions or the geometric characteristics.

To this aim, Magnaghi Aeronautica provided a static stress numerical analysis of the composite
item by means of the FEM. The model permits the estimation of the strain distribution along the
main axis of the item structure when subjected to the load. Figure 5 plots the FEM result in terms
of strain surface along y-axis when the item is loaded with 50 kN. It is worth highlighting that the
numerical model does not take into consideration metallic ring in the fixing points and thus it is
reasonable to believe that the numerical results close the fixing points can be different from the real
ones. However, a more accurate FEM model is far from the aim of this work.

Figure 5. y-axis strain by finite element method (FEM) analysis of the composite item.

From data reported in Figure 5, we designed a custom FBG array, Y-array, aimed to measure the
y-strain profile, as schematically plotted in Figure 6a. Y-array, including six FBG sensors, was arranged on
the center of the lateral surface to measure the longitudinal (along y-axis) strain profile. The sensors were
non-uniformly spatially distributed depending on numerical strain profile slope. Sensors Y1, Y2, Y3, Y4, Y5

and Y6 were thus positioned along y-axis at 5 mm, 10 mm, 22 mm, 38 mm, 70 mm and 135 mm, respectively.
Finally, a four FBG sensor array, C-array, was designed by the analysis of geometric characteristics.

It took into consideration the bending region and thinning of the arms forming the double fixing point,
B1 and B2. C-array was designed to measure the surface strain in the bent region. It was selected to
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demonstrate the goodness of the bonding procedure and the potentiality of the FBG technology in
monitoring of surface strain on composite items with complex geometrical shapes. The sensors of
C-array, C1, C2, C3 and C4 were equally distributed along the c-axis, starting from the center of the bent
region and separated by 10 mm (as one can straighten the bent region along the c-axis). The sensor C1

was in the center of the bent region whereas the C4 sensor was the closest to the fixing point. In the
Cartesian-system plotted in Figure 6a, the bent c-axis moved in the plane xy for z = −19.5 mm.

All sensors were glued by means of the procedure discussed in previous section and consisted of
unpackaged FBGs with 20 μm thick polyamide coating. Moreover, most of the sensors were based on
1.0 mm long FBGs, in order to decrease the sensing area. Only the sensors Y5 and Y6 were selected to be
10.0 mm long because they are expected to be fixed in a region with low strain variation, as from numerical
results. Figure 6b plots the spectra of all FBG sensors: Y-array and C-array. All sensors 1.0 mm long
exhibited a FWHM (Full Width at Half Maximum) bandwidth of about 1.6 nm whereas the 10.0 mm long
gratings showed a bandwidth of about 0.2 nm. Figure 6c–e shows some pictures during the gluing of
sensors. Moreover, the fiber coming out from the composite item was then protected by a red silicone glue.

Finally, one more FBG sensor, not fixed to the item, was included for the compensation of the thermal
changes during the experimentation. To this aim we supposed that the item as well as all the glued FBGs
were in the same thermal state. During the temperature test variations lower than 3 ◦C were measured.

 
Figure 6. (a) Scheme of layout of FBG arrays Y-array and C-array; (b) Y-array and C-array spectra; and
(c–e) pictures during the gluing of sensors.

2.5. Experiemntal Setup

The real-time structural monitoring of the composite item consisted of a continued monitoring of
the FBG arrays response when the item was subjected to an incremental load up to 50 kN. This permitted
the emulation of a true stress situation for the counterattack, replicating a typical traction during the
landing phase of the vehicle.

The response of the FBG arrays was measured by means of FBG interrogation unit (Bragg meter)
exhibiting eight-channel operating in a range 1500–1600 nm and with scanning rate of up to 1/2 Hz.
The Bragg meter communicated with a standard notebook by a custom software that permited the
acquisition of full-spectra of the sensors or Bragg wavelengths of all sensors.
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Finally, the loading test was carried out by means of an appropriate press machine for high load
condition provided from a Magnaghi co-worker. The Figure 7a,b shows pictures of the sensorized
item fixed in the load-machine by means of two proper metallic holders (upper and lower ones).
The load-machine was programmed to apply an incremental traction with a rate of 250 N/s.

Figure 7. (a) and (b) Sensorized item fixed in the loading press; (c) and (d) view of the broken region.

3. Results and Discussion

This section presents and discusses the experimental results, in terms of responses of FBG strain
sensors, when the drag brace item is loaded by a longitudinal force linearly incrementing with rate of
250 N/s. In particular, comparative analysis of the behavior of the Y- and C-array in different sections is
take into consideration.

Figure 8a plots the strain values returned from the Y-array and C-array, versus acquisition time
during the first test section, named test A. The applied force starts from zero (at 10 s) and reaches the
maximum load of 25 kN at 110 s. During the incremental load ramp, as expected, all sensors of Y-array
explore positive longitudinal strain/traction. In particular, the measured strain increases moving from
Y1 to Y5, accordingly with numeric results and with the decreasing of the cross-section area of the
composite item. On the contrary, the strain measured from Y6 is significantly lower than Y5 one. It can
be attributed to the further increase of the item cross section (as moving from the Y5 section to the Y6

section) and to the proximity to the metallic ferule of the upper fixing point.
The C-array monitors a much more critical region of the item due to the rapid change of the surface

strain state and its geometry shape. The sensor C1, fixed in the center of the bent region between the
ferules B1 and B2, returned a negative response (compressive strain). Due to its location, it measures
strain along x-axis, which is compressed when the item is longitudinally stretched. Moving along the
bent region, thousands of C2, C3 and C4 sensors, the compressive effect of the x-axis decreases and the
longitudinal elongation along y direction appears. The sensor C4 measures the highest positive strain.

Finally, after 110 s the maximum load of 25 kN was kept unchanged for several minutes (up to
1020 s). During this interval, all sensors showed unchanged response as well. Furtherly, the item was
suddenly unloaded and thus all sensors recovered their original unperturbed response. The sensor C4

showed atypical additive noise, as compared with other sensors, that we were not able to understand.
The Figure 8b plots the response of all sensors in the second test section, test B. Here the applied force

linearly increments up to 50 kN (at about 210 s) with same rate. All sensors measure strain increasing with
the applied force and the relative behavior of all sensors is in good agreement with the previous test section.
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However, at 170 s (approximately 40 kN) an anomalous behavior was observed for the sensors of C-array,
especially for C3 and C4: they explore an improvised reduction of the strain of about 110 με and 420 με,
respectively. Furtherly they remain almost unchanged up to the end of the test section. It is worth noting
that, there was no apparent reason to understand such behavior (at 170 s) because the composite item does
not show visible damages and sensor integration with composite surface were still good. However, it is
obvious that the sudden response change acts as an early warning since it can be related to a partial
breaking of bulk composite layers of the composite item (not visible on external surface). Note that this
apparently unfounded hypothesis has been successively confirmed.

Concerning other sensors, the returned strain values continued to increase (decrease for C1

and C2 reading a compressive state) up to 210 s when the maximum load of 50 kN was reached.
Successively, the input load as well as the measured strain were unchanged for several minutes (up
to 1120 s). Finally, all sensors recovered to the original unperturbed value when the load state was
removed. Concerning the sensors C4 the behavior of the recovery curve is like the previous case.

Figure 8. Time response of all FBG sensors in different test sections: (a) test A, (b) test B, and (c) test C.
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Finally, Figure 8c shows the returned strain values during C section. It was planned to reach a
maximum load of 75 kN, significantly higher than the expected working load. Strain measured from all
sensors starts the linear shift in perfect agreement with previous experiments. However, after 282 s of
the incremental load ramp (approximately applied load of 70 kN) the composite item suddenly breaks.
In particular, the double fixing point breaks the anchoring of both B1 and B2 metallic rings. Figure 7c,d
reports some pictures of the broken parts of the item. After the breaking point, the strain values of all
sensors recovered to the original values. A not perfect recovery was measured for sensors Y1 and Y2

probably because they were the closest to the break region. From this consideration, we believe that
the anomalous situation occurred during test B at 170 s is due to a partial breaking of the item.

A better comparison between different load tests was conducted in the Figure 9a,b for sensor Y5

and for sensors C1 and C4, respectively. The response of sensors Y5 and C1 in different test ramps show
a very good agreement. With reference to sensor Y5, the maximum difference occurs between test B
and test C curves at 210 s and is less than 5%. Differently, the sensor C4 clearly demonstrated that its
behavior during the load test is completely modified by the event during test B, confirming the hypothesis
of partial breaking.

In order to demonstrate the capability of FBG sensors technology to be used as real-time tool
for structural health monitoring of composite items in aeronautic applications, Figure 10a,b plots 3D
real-time maps vs. y-axis and c-axis, respectively. The map images give a clear understanding of the
complexity of the investigated surface in terms of the strain value and of the rate of changes along the
spatial axis (y- and c-axis). Also, the Figure 10b clearly shows the capability to identify the anomalous
situation occurs at 170 s and thus shows the capability to act as an early warning monitoring system.

Figure 9. Comparison between the time responses in different test sections for the following sensors:
(a) sensor Y5; and (b) sensors C1 and C4.

Figure 10. FBG Surface strain profile vs. time: (a) strain profile along y-axis; and (b) strain profile
along c-axis.
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Finally, Figure 11a,b shows 2D plots of the strain profile, versus y-axis and c-axis, respectively,
in different load states during test ramp. This analysis is still focused on the test B section and for three
load states, at 90 s, 130 s and 170 s, before the breaking event, and the last one at the end of the loading
ramp (after the breaking) at 210 s. Concerning the y-strain profiles, for comparison purposes the
Figure 11a also plots the strain profile from numerical results (as reported in Figure 5) on the sensors
line and in the same load states. It shows impressive agreement between numerical and experimental
results in the center on the composite item. Some differences are evident around the sensors Y6 where
the experiments return strain values much less that the FEM based expected one. We believe that
such behavior is due to the presence of the metallic ring in the fixing point not considered in the
numerical model.

The shape of the C-array response in Figure 11b highlights that the region between B1 and
B2 exhibits a more critical strain behavior. With increasing applied tension, the dome of the curved
region (position of C1) is compressed whereas moving to the ends of the arms (to B1 and B2 fixing
points) the positive strain significantly increases. Moreover, the anomaly in the shape after the partial
breaking is clearly observable with red curve. In that case, with a load of F = 50 kN, one can expect
significant increases of the positive strain of the sensors C3 and C4: on contrary, the real curve measures
lower strain values and an increment of the compression in C1.

Based on these results, the proposed FBG monitoring system demonstrated the capability to detect
anomalous mechanical behavior as an early warning system.

Figure 11. FBG Surface strain profile in different strain states: (a) Y-array; and (b) C-array.

4. Conclusions

In this work, we presented a detailed study devoted to assessing the capability of FBG based
optical fiber sensing technology to act as in-situ, remote and real-time monitoring platforms of the
load applied to a single component of aircraft landing gear. FBG based optical fiber sensor network
involving two FBG arrays of six and four gratings was properly designed, implemented and integrated
on a real drag brace. The design and integration of the sensors network were assisted by numerical
studies of the composite item selected as target of the present project. Several experimental tests have
been done where the composite item was subjected to stress in range 0–70 kN by means of a hydraulic
press. Obtained results are in very good agreement with the numerical ones and demonstrate the great
potentialities of FBG sensors technology to be employed for remote and real-time load measurements
on aircraft landing gears. The proposed FBG monitoring system demonstrated the capability to detect
strange behavior as an early warning system and demonstrated the capability to detect breaking of the
item when the early warning is ignored.
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Abstract: It is challenging for engineers to timely identify illegal ground intrusions in underground
systems such as subways. In order to prevent the catastrophic collapse of subway tunnels
from intrusion events, this paper investigated the capability of detecting the ground intrusion
of underground structures based on dynamic measurement of distributed fiber optic sensing. For an
actual subway tunnel monitored by the ultra-weak fiber optic Bragg grating (FBG) sensing fiber with
a spatial resolution of five meters, a simulated experiment of the ground intrusion along the selected
path was designed and implemented, in which a hydraulic excavator was chosen to exert intrusion
perturbations with different strengths and modes at five selected intrusion sites. For each intrusion
place, the distributed vibration responses of sensing fibers mounted on the tunnel wall and the track
bed were detected to identify the occurrence and characteristics of the intrusion event simulated by
the discrete and continuous pulses of the excavator under two loading postures. By checking the
on-site records of critical moments in the intrusion process, the proposed detection approach based
on distributed structural vibration responses for the ground intrusion can detect the occurrence of
intrusion events, locate the intrusion ground area, and distinguish intrusion strength and typical
perturbation modes.

Keywords: subway tunnel safety; ground intrusion detection; ultra-weak FBG; distributed vibration;
dynamic measurement

1. Introduction

As an important carrier of the urban population, the subway system has greatly eased the pressure
of ground transportation. In recent decades, research on early warning and treatment of various
hazards that may affect the safety of subways has attracted widespread attention. Due to fewer
indicators and concise detection principles, compared with structural safety monitoring of subway
infrastructure, more commercial applications have emerged in the field of subway fire monitoring.
Overviews and applications related in this area were reported in [1–3]. However, when long and large
range needs to be considered, especially for subway tunnels, it is still a great challenge to find viable
measures to meet the diverse needs of structural safety monitoring.

Since the tunnel lining structure generally uses concrete as the construction material, cracks on
the lining surface are often used to reflect the safety status of a subway tunnel. One method based on
digital images to detect cracks was reported by Zhang et al. [4]. For the indicators of temperature and
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strain, Ye et al. [5] described the study of tunnel safety monitoring during the construction stage based
on quasi-distributed sensing technology of a limited number of fiber Bragg grating (FBG) sensors.
Recently, references [6,7] reported some research advances in FBG-based sensors that combine the
Internet of things or 3D printing techniques to detect damage or movement of underground structures.
In addition to the conventional indicator, the study conducted in [8] indicates that some influencing
factors, such as buried depth and operation age should also be collected when assessing the state of the
tunnel. Reference [9] pointed out that particular emphasis should be paid on time and space-continuous
monitoring for environmental and geotechnical underground structures. However, the above studies
were primarily based on discrete response information with respect to time or space, which is difficult
to meet the real-time requirements of structural safety monitoring for the entire line of the actual
underground structure, such as a subway. Due to the advantages of large-scale monitoring, high
sensitivity, and multiplexing capacity, distributed fiberoptic sensing technology is widely considered
to be an ideal means for the safety monitoring of tunnel structures. Dewynter et al. [10] indicated the
feasibility of continuous monitoring of soil movements while tunneling based on Brillouin optical time
domain reflectometry (BOTDR) technology. Recent studies on using BOTDR to trace the distributed
strain to secure tunnel safety can be found in [11–14].

Although distributed sensing technology provides a viable way for understanding the responses
of tunnel structures in view of continuous time and space, existing studies primarily focus on the static
measurement based on strain or temperature. In the past decades, research of distributed dynamic
measurement [15] was mainly based on distributed acoustic sensing (DAS) techniques [16,17], which
have been another research hotspot in the field of engineering monitoring. In the railway fields, DAS
techniques were researched for railway perimeter security [18] and condition monitoring of the train
and rail [19]. In geophysical engineering, the need and application concerning simultaneous vibration
and temperature sensing technology based on DAS were reviewed in [20]. Moreover, Rao [21] reported
the feasibility of using DAS technology to monitor the illegal or unauthorized third-party intrusion
(TPI) in oil pipelines. However few studies pay attention to the impact of ground construction on
the safety of underground structures covering a long-distance range through distributed dynamic
measurements. He et al. [22] proposed that by processing images taken by unmanned aerial vehicle
was a feasible way to detect ground drilling construction which may affect tunnel safety. However,
this method is undoubtedly susceptible to climatic conditions and occlusion of ground buildings.
Moreover, the method based on the analysis of UAV-images is still difficult to meet the timely warning
needs of the entire subway line. Compared with oil pipelines, subway tunnels have deeper buried
depths, and more complicated boundary conditions and load propagation paths. Therefore, different
test accuracy, sensitivity, response speed, signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), and other parameters need to
be considered when using DAS technology to tackle the similar need for these two different fields.
This may be the reason for less reports on DAS-based tunnel TPI.

Comparing with DAS technology using ordinary optic fiber, ultra-weak FBG array based on
the draw tower [23,24] using sensing optic fiber, integrates both advantages of fiber optic point
sensors and distributed sensors. This technology is an alternative way to achieve high-precision,
fast, and wide coverage distributed measurement. Previous research around this technology focused
more on monitoring strain, temperature or strain-based deformation for the object of interest [25,26].
In addition, a multi-parameter measurement system based on ultra-weak FBG array with sensitive
material was proposed in [27]. However, all the research is still limited to static indicators. Actually,
ultra-weak FBG array is also adept to perform dynamic monitoring [28] in addition to the above
positive characteristics usually witnessed in static measurement. From the reports in [15,29–32], the
comparison results in Table 1 reveal that the ultra-weak FBG array can be not only used for both
static and dynamic measurements, but also has higher SNR than that of DAS sensors. Moreover,
higher SNR often leads to better sensing performances, such as higher measurement accuracy, faster
response time, and simpler detection circuit, so ultra-weak FBG array is more suitable than DAS when
dealing with distributed vibration and other scenarios requiring high-speed measurement. Therefore,
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based on such performance advantages in distributed dynamic measurement, this paper explores
the detection capability of ultra-weak FBG sensing array fabrication by the draw tower for ground
intrusion. The experimental results of detecting the ground intrusion event of an actual subway tunnel
were reported. The detection approach of ground intrusion is the second part of this paper, followed
by the details on the design and implementation of a field experiment. Finally, the effectiveness of
the proposed method to detect and identify a simulated intrusion is discussed based on the on-spot
experimental results from the ultra-weak FBG distributed sensing technology.

Table 1. Comparisons between common sensors for underground structure monitoring and ultra-weak
fiber Bragg grating (FBG).

Sensors
Static/Dynamic
Measurement

Multiplexing
Capacity

Reflectivity
index 1 Transmission Medium

Electronic Both Weak N.A. 2 Electric cable
FBG Both Median 0.1–1 Sensing optic fiber

Rayleigh-based
OTDR/OFDR Static

Strong 10−9–10−7 Ordinary optic fiber
Brillouin-based
BOTDR/BOTDA Static

Rayleigh-based DAS Both
Ultra-weak FBG Both 10−5–10−4 Sensing optic fiber

1 Higher reflectivity index usually means better signal-to-noise ratio (SNR); 2 Not applicable.

2. Detection Methodology of Ground Intrusion

Figure 1 illustrates the distributed vibration sensing principle used to detect ground intrusion.
The phenomenon of light interference caused by the reflection signals of two adjacent ultra-weak FBGs
is used to detect the vibration of the object of interest. Here, the ultra-weak FBG is regarded as a mirror,
and L represents the distance that causes light interference. The spatial resolution of the distributed
vibration along the sensing fiber is typically determined by the parameter L. The sensitivity and the
frequency response of the vibration signal measured by the strain-induced phase variation between
two ultra-weak FBGs are improved by the interferometer. Here, Faraday rotating mirrors are utilized
in the demodulation process of ultra-weak FBG array to suppress the polarization effect. Moreover,
the 3-by-3 coupler phase demodulation algorithm is used to reconstruct the time domain signal, and
restore the phase information of the vibration signal, through which the interrogation of the vibration
frequency and amplitude can be realized. Further, optical time domain reflectometry technique is
utilized to achieve vibration localization.

 
EOM: electro-optic modulator; EDFA: erbium-doped fiber amplifier; PD: photodetector; 3 × 3: symmetrical 
3-by-3 coupler; FPGA: field programmable gate array. 

Figure 1. Sensing principle of distributed vibration detection based on ultra-weak FBG array.
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The high sensitivity of large-scale ultra-weak FBGs and the corresponding demodulation system
of high speed [33] make the sensing fiber particularly suitable for locating abnormal perturbations
occurring within a long-distance range. In addition, the previous study [34] revealed the repeatability
of such a sensor is around 3.41 nε. When an illegal ground intrusion event occurs, the propagation path
of the intrusion load from the ground to the tunnel wall and track bed can generally be demonstrated,
as shown in Figure 2. Based on this assumption, the study used armored distributed sensing fibers
to measure the distributed vibration of the tunnel wall and the track bed. Five-meter equidistance
between adjoining FBGs along the sensing fiber determined the spatial resolution of the detection
target, and this resolution almost can meet the positioning accuracy requirement for an actual subway
tunnel. The approach used to quickly indicate whether a ground intrusion occurs was conducted
by monitoring the distributed structural vibration responses along the tunnel and analyzing the
difference in responses between the immediate state and the normal baseline state. Since the light
interference region indicated by the address of ultra-weak FBG can be interrogated with the time-
and wavelength-division multiplexing method [35,36] and has a corresponding relationship with the
mileage information of the monitoring structure, locating the intrusion can be achieved by identifying
the light interference region corresponding to the abnormal vibration responses.

Figure 2. Propagation path of the intrusion load assumed by the detection principle.

3. Experimental Design and Implementation

3.1. Engineering Background of the Experimental Scheme

An actual tunnel structure (Wuhan Metro Line 7) was used in this study. Before the operation of
the subway, the ultra-weak FBG sensing fibers were installed on the structural surfaces of the tunnel
wall and the track bed. It covered a range of nearly three kilometers, aiming to detect the distributed
structural vibration response of the monitoring zones. Figure 3 displays the actual layout of sensing
fibers on the spot. The real-time vibration responses with 1 kHz sampling rate were fully transmitted
back to the platform monitoring center and processed by the demodulator and servers. According
to the spatial resolution of the sensing fiber and the on-spot layout of the tunnel structure, more
than 500 vibration regions along the tunnel wall and the track bed can be distinguished based on the
interrogated address of the light interference.

 

Figure 3. Distributed vibration sensing fibers mounted on the surfaces of the tunnel wall and the
track bed.
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3.2. Design of the Ground Intrusion

The intrusion perturbation was simulated by drilling ground through a small hydraulic excavator.
According to the on-spot survey and structural design blueprints of the subway, both the available
ground region for the simulated perturbation and the facade relationship between the ground and
underground tunnel structure were taken into account to determine the intrusion sites and path, as
illustrated in Figure 4. The plane distances between the underground tunnel and five intrusion sites
correspond to the right part of the plot provided in Figure 4. Here, based on design and survey data,
the average buried depth of the tunnel under the selected area was approximately 22.6 m. From the
facade, the position P1 was placed just above the sensing fiber that monitored the tunnel wall.

Figure 4. Sites and path of the simulated ground intrusion.

3.3. Implementation of the Intrusion Perturbation

Two types of perturbation postures of the experiment excavator displayed in Figure 5 were set to
simulate the different strengths of the ground intrusion. Discrete and continuous pulses were applied
sequentially for each perturbation posture to simulate different intrusion modes. In order to reduce the
damage of the pavement, when perturbations were applied, a steel plate was placed in advance at
each position given in Figure 4.

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 5. Two perturbation postures of the excavator: (a) fully and (b) partially touching the ground.

All tests were scheduled to be carried out in the early hours to reduce interference with ground
traffic. As depicted in Figure 4, field tests were sequentially performed at the positions of P1, P2, P3,
P4, and P5. The purpose of considering varied distance was to explore the identifiability of distributed
vibration responses under different strengths and modes. After the excavator reached the designated
invasion site, discrete and continuous pulses were applied sequentially in the two postures shown
in Figure 5. Perturbation in each place lasted for 1 to 1.5 min. In addition to the duration time for
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each specified intrusion point, other critical moments in each process were also recorded, including
moments about excavator movement, loading posture adjustment, and pre-intrusion repositioning.

4. Result Analysis and Discussion

This section reports the characteristics of distributed vibration responses of underground tunnel
structures under simulated intrusions. The ability to detect and distinguish the strength and mode of
intrusion loads with different distances was investigated and discussed.

4.1. Responses of the Whole Intrusion Process

The #159 vibration zone of the tunnel structure just below the invasion site P1 was taken as
an example to illustrate the detectability of the dynamic structure responses to the intrusion load.
The vibration responses of the tunnel wall and the track bed under the perturbations of multiple
intrusion sites are shown in Figures 6 and 7, in which dotted lines based on the field records mark the
whole process of each intrusion site. It is shown that with the increase of the distance between the
perturbation sites and the tunnel, the identification effect of intrusion based on the amplitude feature of
structural vibration responses gradually decreased. Specifically, the results at position P5 showed that
it became difficult to distinguish the vibration responses caused by the intrusion load from those of the
excavator movement and pre-intrusion repositioning. Further, the response magnitude of the track
bed in each loading process was significantly smaller than that of the tunnel wall. This phenomenon
was consistent with the assumption described in Figure 2, indicating the dissipation of intrusion loads
during propagation from the tunnel wall to the track bed. In addition, this indicated that the response
of the tunnel wall was more suitable for inferring ground intrusion.

 

Figure 6. Distributed structural vibration of #159 zone of the tunnel wall under multiple
position perturbations.

 
Figure 7. Distributed structural vibration of #159 zone of the track bed under multiple
position perturbations.

4.2. Identifiability of Intrusion Characteristics

The above study discussed the relationship between the vibration response of#159 zone regarded
as the most conducive to receiving perturbations and ground intrusions at different distances. By further
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focusing on a complete intrusion process of one intrusion site in Figure 6, the feasibility of identifying
the characteristics of the simulated intrusion load was discussed. Figure 8 depicts the details of the
intrusion process of the position P1 marked in Figure 6, which clearly distinguishes the detailed
features of each stage of the simulated intrusion loading. During the test, the steel plate used for
protecting the pavement in each intrusion site was only temporarily placed rather than fixed. This
resulted in the phenomenon that the plate often bounced off and deviated from the initial position,
especially in the first perturbation stage of the discrete pulse. In order to address this problem that
occurred during pulse loading, the drill bit was typically used to reposition the plate, so that it was
apparent from the first perturbation phase of Figure 8 that the amplitude uniformity of the vibration
response was inconsistent with theoretical expectations. For the second perturbation stage, the duration
of the discrete pulses was short because of the difficulty in maintaining the posture stability of the
excavator. Due to this reason, there was no obvious increment in the magnitude of the response in this
stage. The increase in load strength due to the change in the perturbation posture was apparent in the
continuous pulse process of the second perturbation posture shown in Figure 8, although the response
amplitude of the first half of the continuous pulse still deviated from the expectation. The deviation
discrepancy was mainly attributed to disturbances caused by the unstable posture of the excavator
and the process of re-adjusting the plate.

 

Figure 8. Distributed vibration response of #159 zone of the tunnel wall under the perturbation of
position P1.

Moreover, both the excavator movement and the repositioning of the drill bit during the adjustment
process can be observed in Figure 8, which was more obvious in the time–frequency spectrum shown
in Figure 9, based on short-time Fourier transform. As can be seen from Figure 9a, different stages
of the simulated intrusion corresponded to different frequency response ranges of the tunnel wall.
For the excavator movement, the structure frequency was approximately 8 Hz. When the pulse loads
acted on the ground, more structure frequencies were presented. Also, Figure 9a indicates the fact
that the structure frequencies caused by each pulse mode were identical, in which the discrete pulses
stimulated frequencies around 37 Hz, 47 Hz, and 115 Hz. Instead, continuous pulses made more
frequencies with a maximum frequency around 267 Hz. Furthermore, as indicated in Figure 9b, the
vibration energy caused by discrete or continuous pulses in the second perturbation posture was
apparently greater than those in the first perturbation posture. These experimental results were in
agreement with the expectations of the design and further demonstrated the ability of the proposed
method of identifying typical load patterns.
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(a) (b) 

Figure 9. Time–frequency spectrum of #159 zone of the tunnel wall under the perturbation of position
P1 viewed in (a) 2D and (b) 3D.

4.3. Detection Range of the Simulated Intrusion

The coordinate system depicted in Figure 10 was defined to analyze the influence range of the
simulated intrusion. The XOY and XOY’ represent the planes of the ground and the underground
buried tunnel, respectively, where X’, Y, and Z axes indicate the tunnel mileage, intrusion path, and
depth from the ground, respectively. The origins of the planes XOY and X’O’Y’ were set to the intrusion
position P1 and the tunnel #159 area, respectively.

 

Figure 10. Coordinate system defined for the analysis of influence range of the simulated intrusion.

Figures 11–15 plot the waterfall diagrams of the distributed structural vibration responses of 13
consecutive monitoring zones of the tunnel wall with a length of 65 m along the X’ axis, where the
response of the #159 area in each waterfall diagram was set in the center and highlighted in a different
color. Comparisons among Figure 11 show that at least 9 test zones with the #159 zone as the symmetry
center had the ability to identify the simulated intrusion. Since the position P5 was farther away from
the tunnel than other intrusion sites, it was not always easy to distinguish the simulated intrusion
based on weak responses for most of the monitoring zones shown in Figure 15. Figures 11–15 also
revealed that the amplitude of the distributed vibration response along the defined X’ axis and the
response symmetry of the monitoring zones centered on the #159 zone gradually became weak as the
intrusion site moved away from the tunnel. Here, the asymmetry may be related to the fact reflected in
Figure 4 that the designed intrusion path was not completely orthogonal to the tunnel.

Figure 11. Distributed vibration responses of 13 consecutive monitoring zones under the perturbation
of position P1.
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Figure 12. Distributed vibration responses of 13 consecutive monitoring zones under the perturbation
of position P2.

Figure 13. Distributed vibration responses of 13 consecutive monitoring zones under the perturbation
of position P3.

Figure 14. Distributed vibration responses of 13 consecutive monitoring zones under the perturbation
of position P4.

Figure 15. Distributed vibration responses of 13 consecutive monitoring zones under the perturbation
of position P5.

To further analyze the characteristics of the distributed vibration responses along the Y and X’
axes, the intrusion response sensitivity k was defined as,

k =
rintrusion

rstationary
(1)

where rintrusion and rstationary represented the root mean square values of the vibration signals of the
intrusion state and the stationary state, respectively. The duration used to determine rintrusion and
rstationary came from the field records. In order to search for potential regularity, we computed the k
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values of 13 consecutive regions in five simulated intrusion tests and obtained a k matrix with a shape
of 5 by 13. Then, the medians of k were calculated based on the k matrix according to the intrusion
site and the tunnel monitoring zone, respectively. After this statistical operation, the median-based
distributions along the defined Y and X’ axes are shown in Figure 16.

(a) (b) 

Figure 16. Median distributions along (a) the intrusion site and (b) the monitoring zone.

As shown in Figure 16a, the medians of k under the perturbation at each site except P5 were
greater than 2.5. It can also be observed from the figure that the bar peak occurred at P2 rather than
P1. One possibility for this unforeseen situation was the different ground conditions at the simulated
intrusion sites. The map in Figure 4 clearly revealed that position P1 was near the edge of the road
while positions P2–P5 were all on a path between two plantations, so different ground stiffness may
be the cause of the occurrence of the abnormality in Figure 16a. An exponential attenuation process
can be found in Figure 16a when fitting the tendency only through four sites located at the same
ground condition. Figure 16b shows that the median-based distribution of the 13 monitoring zones at
multiple intrusion sites was biased towards the positive direction of the X’ axis, which substantially
conformed to the response asymmetry observed in Figures 11–15, namely, the offset angle between the
actual intrusion path shown in Figure 4 and the defined Y axis in Figure 10 caused the asymmetrical
distribution shown in Figure 16b. Compared with the threshold set to two, as depicted in Figure 16b, the
median of 12 among 13 monitoring zones was not less than 2.08, although the perturbation responses
from the small excavator were tiny during the entire experiment.

5. Conclusions

This study verified that ultra-weak FBG array is a viable method to meet the requirements of
distributed dynamic measurement technology in actual engineering. The capability of detecting the
ground intrusion in an underground structure based on such measurement technology was reported
through field tests. The analysis indicated that the proposed approach has the potential to distinguish
the strength and pattern of the typical load in the intrusion process within a certain range. Besides
the detectability of the intrusion event based on variations in vibration amplitude, the location of
ground intrusion can be inferred by the temporal and spatial distribution characteristics of vibration
responses along the tunnel. In view of the approved test time, interferences of subway trains and
ground transportation were not considered in the analysis, which seems to be a shortcoming of the
study that deserves further attention. However, due to the fact that the load influence generated by
the actual intrusion event is often greater than that of the small excavator adopted in this paper, it
is believed that the proposed approach can be applied to identify the ground intrusion occurring in
the daytime.
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Abstract: Corrosion of main steel reinforcement is one of the most significant causes of structural
deterioration and durability reduction. This research proposes a two-level detection strategy to
locate and quantify corrosion damage via a new kind of long-gauge fiber Bragg grating (FBG) sensor.
Compared with the traditional point strain gauges, this new sensor has been developed for both
local and global structural monitoring by measuring the averaged strain within a long gauge length.
Based on the dynamic macrostrain responses of FBG sensors, the strain flexibility of structures are
identified for corrosion locating (Level 1), and then the corrosion is quantified (Level 2) in terms of
reduction of sectional stiffness of reinforcement through the sensitivity analysis of strain flexibility.
The two-level strategy has the merit of reducing the number of unknown structural parameters
through corrosion damage location (Level 1), which guarantees that the corrosion quantification
(Level 2) can be performed efficiently in a reduced domain. Both numerical and experimental
examples have been studied to reveal the ability of distributed long-gauge FBG sensors for corrosion
localization and quantification.

Keywords: long-gauge fiber optic sensor; corrosion detection; strain flexibility; impact test

1. Introduction

With the development of society, complex infrastructures such as high-rise buildings and
long-span bridges have been widely constructed. During the service life of steel used in these
infrastructures, steel corrosion has been considered as one of the main reasons for structural damage
and deterioration, especially for those exposed to aggressive environments [1]. Over the past several
years, much effort has been devoted to developing a reliable and efficient corrosion monitoring
apparatus [1–4]. Zhang et al. designed an innovative Hall-effect magnetic sensor to quantify the
corrosion rate for reinforced concrete structures [5]. Sunny et al. utilized a low frequency (LF) RFID
sensing system to measure corrosion of steel samples in marine atmosphere and selective transient
features are extracted for corrosion characterization [6]. Many conventional methods of corrosion
identification, such as sensors based on macrocell measurements, sensors based on in-depth resistivity
measurements, and detection based on ultrasonic techniques, have been illustrated in detail in [7].
These techniques are sensitive to structural corrosion, but fail to detect the corrosion unless the
apparatus covers the corroded region. Recently, much attention has been paid to the application
of fiber optical sensing techniques for corrosion detection [8–15]. As the optical fiber is small and
lightweight, it can be easily attached to the surface of concrete or mounted on the steel reinforcement.
With high precision and stable sensing capacity, the fiber Bragg grating (FBG)-based strain sensor is the
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most popular. In some studies, the main approach used to indicate the levels of corrosion is to measure
the expansion in the bar diameter due to corrosion deposits [12]; this is accomplished by winding fiber
optical strain sensors around the steel reinforcement in the corroded area.

However, the challenging problems described below hinder the development of strain-based
corrosion detection approaches. (1) The traditional point strain sensors are unsuitable for large-scale
civil engineering because they cannot successfully detect unforeseen corrosion with a short gauge
length (around 1–2 cm), unless the sensors are installed in the corrosion domain [16]. Also, as a point
sensor, corrosion rust can affect the fixation point [17]. (2) As a kind of structural damage, it has been
found that the level of steel corrosion at the early stages of corrosion can be indicated by using a measure
of the stiffness [18]. A vibration test, an effective and convenient way to excite the structure, has been
widely used to extract the structural modal properties to detect damage caused by stiffness reduction.
However, vibration-based corrosion detection methods are seldom studied because corrosion involves
a deeper-level damage detection problem: damage quantification. Usually, civil structures with
a large scale and complex form include a significant quantity of unknown parameters which will
lead to slow convergence and non-uniqueness in inverse and optimal analyses [19]. Most damage
detection methods may only have the capacity to locate damage and may fail to quantify the severity.
Consequently, the application of strain measurements for effective structural corrosion detection and
safety evaluation will be greatly enhanced if these two problems are solved.

Corresponding to the two challenging difficulties discussed above, an effective methodology for
structural corrosion detection using a novel strain sensor is proposed in this paper, and two aspects
have been included. (1) A kind of novel long-gauge fiber optic sensor has been developed, that can
integrate both local and global information by measuring the average strains within a long gauge
length (e.g., 1–2 m). Compared with the traditional strain gauge used only for “local” measurements,
long-gauge FBG sensors can capture integrated information that covers the entire structure and
can thus detect unforeseen damage. (2) The localization and quantification of structural corrosion
damage are two different levels of corrosion detection, and they can be considered separately, and the
localization and quantification can be conducted step by step. In Level 1, corrosion damage is located
according to a damage index with a space resolution of the gauge lengths of the fiber optic sensors.
Comprehensive development of damage assessment methodologies has been widely studied based on
structural dynamic properties, such as natural frequencies, mode shapes, and their derivatives [20–22].
It well-known that modal flexibility is a more sensitive diagnostic indicator than mode shape and
natural frequency [22,23]. In addition, strain flexibility, defined as the strain response of a structure’s
element to the unit input force, has a direct relationship with structural stiffness and is much more
useful for structural safety evaluation [24]. Consequently, strain flexibility is adopted here to construct a
damage index. After locating the corrosion damage by a strain flexibility-based index, the quantification
of Level 2 corrosion can only be conducted in the detected domain, where the number of structural
parameters to be identified is less than the entire structure. Thus, it is helpful for the structural equation,
solving the quantification at Level 2.

In this article, after a brief description of long-gauge FBG sensors, a step-by-step corrosion damage
detection strategy is illustrated to locate and quantify corrosion; meanwhile, a solid theoretical basis is
developed to guarantee accurate detection. Finally, both numerical examples and experimental tests
are conducted to verify the robustness of the novel long-gauge FBG sensors and the effectiveness of
the proposed method for corrosion detection in in-service structures.

2. Long-Gauge Fiber Optic Sensor

A number of sensors are utilized to measure structural responses during structural performance
evaluation. These sensors are of two types: global sensing technology and local sensing technology.
The former, including accelerometers and GPS, usually reflects overall structural information and is not
a good candidate for detecting structural local damage. The latter, such as strain sensors and corrosion
sensors, are sensitive to structural local damage, but they fail to detect local damage unless the sensor
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covers the damaged region. To overcome the limitation that sensors can only reflect “local” or “global”
behavior (but not both), a novel long-gauge FBG sensor, shown in Figure 1, is developed to monitor
structure by measuring the average strain within a long gauge length (e.g., 1~2 m), in which both
local and global structural information are integrated. The principle of the long-gauge macrostrain is
introduced in Figure 1a.

Figure 1. Fiber Bragg grating (FBG) sensor. (a) Principle of macrostrain; (b) Design of long-gauge FBG
sensor; (c) Actual sensor; (d) Sensor arrays.

The designed FBG sensor with a long gauge length is illustrated in Figure 1b. One significant
feature for the designed sensor is the utilization of the outer tube, which makes the in-tube fiber move
freely and has the same mechanical behavior as the structure. Thus, when the FBG sensor is mounted
on the structure and its two ends fixed, the strain transferred from the shift of Bragg center wavelength
represents the average strain over the region the sensor covers. However, since optical fibers are fragile,
bare optical fibers cannot be embedded directly into concrete. Therefore, a packaging technique is
needed to protect the FBG sensor from some hostile environments, such as high temperatures, corrosion,
and humidity. To enhance the measuring sensitivity, composite materials are utilized to package the
optical fiber; to ensure the accurate measurements for compressive strain, the fiber is pre-tensioned
before packaging to produce an initial pre-tensioned strain. The packaged long-gauge FBG sensor is
shown in Figure 1c. Moreover, the long-gauge sensors can be connected in a series to make an FBG
sensor array (Figure 1d) for distributed sensing. The above features provide the developed sensor
with the advantage of measuring both local and global information about the structure. Therefore,
a new set of strain modal identification theory can be developed, and corresponding methods will
be studied for damage detection and performance evaluation for structures; this article investigates a
novel method for detecting structural corrosion and quantifying the severity by processing monitoring
data recorded by FBG sensors in modal space.

3. Two-Level Corrosion Detection Strategy Based on FBG Sensors

Long-gauge fiber optic strain sensors offer an excellent opportunity for developing a macrostrain
modal identification theory and accomplishing corrosion detection by vibration test. Based on the
macrostrain response measured by long-gauge FBG sensors, the theory of macrostrain flexibility
identification is investigated. As the identified strain flexibility directly relates to the structural
stiffness, it has clear engineering application potential for the detection of corrosion damage and
further structural long-term performance evaluation.

3.1. Framework of the Proposed Method

The proposed two-level corrosion detection method using strain flexibility is illustrated in Figure 2.
An impact test is performed on the intact structure. Based on the impacting force and dynamic
macrostrain measurements, the strain frequency response function (FRF), strain modal parameter,
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and scaling factor will be estimated to calculate the macrostrain flexibility in the condition in which the
mass is unknown. Other than the undamaged structure, the dynamic macrostrain data for a damaged
structure via an impact test is also processed for structural modal identification. Based on these two
strain flexibility measures, a flexibility-based damage index can be obtained by extracting the diagonal
element of the flexibility difference. Then, the corrosion damage can be located for Level 1 with a
space resolution of the gauge lengths of the fiber optic sensors. The strain flexibility estimated from the
recorded data can be directly utilized, with no need to construct an analytical model. Here, the “space
resolution” represents the region one sensor covers. Once the damage is localized, the number of
unknown parameters to be identified can be sharply reduced in the damaged domain, in which the
strain flexibility-based sensitivity function will be constructed for Level 2 damage quantification.
This step-by-step procedure allows for damage quantification by reducing the significant number of
unknown parameters in sensitivity equations.

Figure 2. Framework of the proposed method.

3.2. Theoretical Basis of the Proposed Method

3.2.1. Strain Flexibility Identification

The strain flexibility identified by long-gauge FBG sensors has been illustrated in previous
research by the authors. In the work of [25], the identification method is briefly introduced as follows.
When a force, fp, is applied at node p, the corresponding long-gauge strain FRF of the mth element is
as follows:

Hε
mp(ω) =

εm(ω)
fp(ω)

= hm
Lm

· (θi(ω)−θj(ω))
fp(ω)

= ηm ·
(

Hd
ip(ω)− Hd

jp(ω)
) , (1)

where εm(ω) and fp(ω) are spectra of the long-gauge strain εm(t) and force fp(t), i and j are two nodes
of the mth element, and θi and θj represent the rotational displacements of the i and j nodes. Hd

ip(ω)
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and Hd
jp(ω) are the displacement FRF in the rotation direction. ηm = hm/Lm, hm is the distance from

the element bottom surface to the beam neural axis, and Lm is the element length.
A complex mode indicator function (CMIF) method is utilized to identify structural modal

parameters. The singular value decomposition (SVD) technique is applied to Equation (1), and it is
derived that

Hε(ωk) = UεSε(Vε)
T
= ηm(ULSLVT

L − URSRVT
R ), (2)

where Uε ∈ �N0×N0 is the left orthogonal matrix, which relates to the long-gauge strain mode shape;
V ∈ �Ni×Ni is the right orthogonal matrix, VL and VR are the same because they consist of information
about the displacement modal participation factors corresponding to the same impacting locations;
S ∈ �No×Ni is the singular value matrix, and SL and SR are also the same because they consist of the
information concerning frequency and damping ratio for the same structure. UL is the singular matrix
including the information of the mode shapes related to the left nodes of all the elements, and UR is
for the right node of all the elements. Thus, they are different. Equation (2) can be rewritten as

Hε(ωk) = ηm(UL − UR)SVT = UεSVT . (3)

It is also known that the long-gauge strain FRF can be written in the following format:

Hε(ωk) = φε

[
1

jωk − γr

]
LT , (4)

where φε is the strain mode shape,
[

1
jωk−γr

]
=

⎡
⎢⎢⎣

1
jωk−γ1

· · · 0
...

. . .
...

0 · · · 1
jωk−γ∗

N

⎤
⎥⎥⎦,γr = −ξrωr + jωr

√
1 − ξ2

r ,

and γ∗
r is the conjugate of γr. ωr is the structural frequency, ξr is the damping ratio, and L is the modal

participation matrix in which Lr = Qr · φr,drv for the rth mode, φr,drv is the mode shape vector of the
driving point, and Qr is the modal scaling factor.

It can be seen that Equation (3) is the real mode form of the strain FRF while Equation (4) is the
complex mode form. Basically, they are the same and, thus, the structural modal parameters including
natural frequencies, damping ratios, and mode shapes can be identified from Equation (3). The modal
scaling factor Qr can be solved from the least squares estimation formulation as follows:

1
Qr

= C1rC2r

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

eHε(ω1)r
eHε(ω2)r

...
eHε(ωk)r

⎫⎪⎪⎪⎪⎬
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎭

+⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

1/(jω1 − λr)

1/(jω2 − λr)
...

1/(jωk − λr)

⎫⎪⎪⎪⎪⎬
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎭

, (5)

where C1r = (Uε
r )

T
φε

r ; C2r = (φd
r,drv)

TVr; and eHε(ωk)r = (Uε
r )

T[Hε(ωk)
]
Vr, which is the enhanced

FRF of the rth model. Then, based on the modal scaling factors and basic modal parameters,
the structural long-gauge strain flexibility can be obtained in Equation (6):

Fε(ω) =
N

∑
r=1

(
Qrφε

r(φ
d
r )

T

−γr
+

Q∗
r φε∗

r (φd∗
r )

T

−γ∗
r

)
, (6)

where φε
r is the long-gauge strain mode shapes identified from Uε; φd

r is the displacement mode shapes
calculated from strain mode shapes by using the improved conjugate beam approach, and the symbol
* represents the complex conjugate.

Equation (6) indicates that the estimation of the long-gauge strain flexibility does not require
one to know the mass of the structure. It just requires the natural frequencies ωr, damping ratios ξr,
identified strain modal shapes φε

r , displacement mode shapes φd
r , and modal scaling factors Qr to be
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known. For the rth mode, the relationship between the modal scaling factor and the modal mass can
be derived as Qr =

1
2jωr Mr

. See Appendix A for more details. If Mr = 1, the mass-normalized mode

shape can be denoted as ψd
r = αrφd

r =
√

2jωrQrφd
r . Replacing the unscaled mode shape in Equation (6)

with the mass normalized mode shape ψd
r and the corresponding strain mode shape ψε

r , the strain
flexibility will be derived in another form:

Fε(ω) =
N

∑
r=1

ψε
r(ψ

d
r )

T

ω2
r

. (7)

3.2.2. Two-Level Corrosion Detection

Corrosion generally produces reduction of the stiffness of a structure, and these changes will
lead to variation in strain flexibility. Thus, the difference between the strain flexibility for intact and
corroded structures may be used to detect the corrosion damage in Level 1:

ΔFε(ω) = Fε
1(ω)− Fε

2(ω), (8)

where Fε
1(ω), Fε

2(ω) are the strain flexibility of the intact and the damaged structures, respectively.
To amplify the difference for easy identification, a damage index is constructed by extracting the
diagonal elements of the difference matrix:

DI = 10̂

( ∣∣diag
(
ΔFε

)∣∣
max|diag(ΔFε)|

)
(9)

In Level 2, the strain flexibility-based sensitivity equation is derived to quantify the damage.
From Equation (7), the derivative of the strain flexibility with respect to the ith element stiffness is

∂Fε
mq

∂ki
=

N

∑
r=1

{
− 2

ω3
r

∂ωr

∂ki
ψε

mrψd
qr +

1
ω2

r

(
∂ψε

mr
∂ki

ψd
qr + ψε

mr
∂ψd

qr

∂ki

)}
. (10)

The equilibrium equation for the undamaged structural vibration equation is

(
−ω2

r [M] + [K]
)

ψd
r = {0}. (11)

Applying the derivative to Equation (11) with respect to element stiffness ki, it is derived that

(
−2ωr

∂ωr

∂ki
[M]− ω2

r
∂[M]

∂ki
+

∂[K]
∂ki

)
ψd

r +
(
−ω2

r [M] + [K]
)∂ψd

r
∂ki

= 0. (12)

As the mass matrix [M] is independent of ki, ∂[M]/∂ki = 0. Multiply
(

ψd
r

)T
on both sides of this

equation and the sensitivity coefficient of the rth natural frequency with respect to the ith element
flexural stiffness ki can be derived:

∂ωr

∂ki
=

1
2ωr

(
ψd

r

)T ∂[K]
∂ki

ψd
r , (r, i = 1, 2, . . . , n). (13)

Since the mode shapes of a structure are independent from each other and, thus, can form a
complete mode shape space, the sensitivity coefficients of the rth mode shape can be expressed in the
form of mode shape:

∂ψd
r

∂ki
=

N

∑
L=1

αLψd
L, (14)
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where αL is the weight coefficient. Substitute Equation (14) into Equation (12) and multiply(
ψd

s

)T
(s = r) on both sides. Since the mode shapes are orthogonal, two different modes will yield(

ψd
s

)T
[M]ψd

r = 0 and
(

ψd
s

)T
[K] = ω2

r

(
ψd

s

)T
[M]. Then, Equation (12) can be rewritten as

(
ψd

s

)T ∂[K]
∂ki

ψd
r + αs

(
ω2

s − ω2
r

)
= 0, (15)

solving for αs:

αs =
1

ω2
r − ω2

s

(
ψd

s

)T ∂[K]
∂ki

ψd
r (r = s). (16)

When s = r, αs = 0 can be derived.
The long-gauge strain mode shape ψε

mr can be written as follows:

ψε
mr =

hm

Lm

(
ψd

or − ψd
pr

)
. (17)

The derivative of the rth strain mode shape in terms of ki can be derived from the displacement
mode shape sensitivity:

∂ψε
mr

∂ki
= hm

Lm

(
∂ψd

or
∂ki

− ∂ψd
pr

∂ki

)
= hm

Lm

(
N
∑

s=1
αsψd

os −
N
∑

s=1
αsψd

ps

)
=

N
∑

s=1
αs

[
hm
Lm

(
ψd

os − ψd
ps

)]
=

N
∑

s=1
αsψε

ms

(18)

Substituting Equations (13), (14), (16), and (18) into Equation (10) can yield the sensitivity
coefficients of the strain modal flexibility:

∂Fε
mq

∂ki
=

N

∑
r=1

{
− 1

ω4
r

(
ψd

r

)T ∂[K]
∂ki

ψd
r ψε

mrψd
qr +

1
ω2

r

(
N

∑
s=1

αsψε
ms

)
ψd

qr +
1

ω2
r

(
N

∑
s=1

αsψd
qs

)
ψε

mr

}
. (19)

The strain flexibility can be expanded into a first-order Taylor’s series, as below:

ΔFε
mq =

n

∑
i=1

∂Fε
mq

∂ki
· Δki. (20)

The sensitivity function with respect to strain flexibility is obtained:

[S]M×Nu · {Δk}Nu =
{

ΔFε
}

M
, Smq =

∂Fε
mq

∂ki
, (21)

where [S] is the sensitivity matrix obtained from the initial structural state. Δk is the change of the
element stiffness, and ΔFε is the variation of strain flexibility. Nu is the number of parameters to be
identified, and M is the number of columns for strain flexibility.

Before the corrosion damage is identified in Level 2, an original finite element (FE) model needs
to be built to obtain the global stiffness matrix [K], from which the sensitivity matrix [S] can be
determined. From Equation (21), it can be found that once the damage caused by corrosion is localized,
the unknown parameters have been reduced from the entire structure to detected domain, upon which
the quantification process can only focus. Thus, the convergence and reliability of the solution will
achieve better results.
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4. Numerical Example of a Steel Beam

As shown in Figure 3, a simply supported steel beam model is used to study the validity of the
proposed method. The beam has a length of 5.76 m, which is divided into 12 elements. The material
is Q235 steel, with the elasticity of modulus 206 GPa, and the unit weight is 7854 kg/m3. Assume
that 12 long-gauge FBG sensors with a gauge length of 0.48 m are mounted at the bottom of the beam
to measure the macrostrain response of the structure. The numerical model is simulated in SAP2000
software and a Rayleigh damping matrix is adopted. Other than the baseline structure, three damage
patterns are considered: (1) Case 1, single damage scenario for 5% stiffness loss at the fifth element;
(2) Case 2, single damage scenario for 10% stiffness loss at the fifth element; (3) Case 3, multiple
damage scenarios for 10% and 15% stiffness loss at the fifth and ninth elements. The corrosion damage
is simulated by reducing the width of the flange. Impacting forces are applied on the fifth and eighth
nodes as excitation. White noises (5%) are added into the response data to act as the observation noise.

Figure 3. Configuration of the steel beam.

We take the intact structure as an example to illustrate the process of strain flexibility identification.
By performing an impact test on the beam, the corresponding macrostrain responses are recorded.
The applied impacting force and strain response are plotted in Figure 4a,b. Long-gauge strain FRFs are
estimated from the macrostrain responses during the impact. According to Equation (3), the singular
value decomposition is applied on the estimated strain FRF to obtain the singular matrix, which is
plotted in Figure 4c. As shown in the figure, two curves are plotted due to the fact that two nodes were
impacted during the test. Three peaks in the spectral line represent three modes that are identified.
The corresponding macrostrain mode shapes and displacement mode shapes are plotted in Figure 4d,e.
The natural frequencies in the first three modes are identified as 15.46, 61.2, and 135.37 Hz, and the
corresponding damping ratios are identified as 0.5%, 1.1%, and 0.56%, respectively. According to
Equation (5), the modal scaling factors can be obtained. Thus, based on the identified basic modal
parameters, macrostrain mode shapes, and displacement mode shapes, the macrostrain flexibility
is estimated from Equation (6) and plotted in Figure 4f. To verify the accuracy of the estimated
strain flexibility, static strains measured from the corresponding static test are plotted for comparison
(Figure 4g). The static test is performed by placing four static forces with a magnitude of 100 N each
on nodes 3, 5, 8, and 10. It can be seen in each case that the predicted strain has good agreement with
the measured strain.
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Figure 4. Process of strain flexibility identification for intact structure.

Similar procedures are performed on corroded structures to obtain the corresponding structural
strain flexibility, which has been plotted in Figure 5. Structural deformation predicted by the strain
flexibility is also plotted to compare with the static test results provided by SAP2000. As shown in
the figure, there is a good agreement between the predicted strain from the identified strain flexibility
and the measured strain from the static test, demonstrating the accuracy of the strain flexibility
identification. Based on the strain flexibility, the difference matrices are calculated, and the diagonal
elements are extracted to locate the corrosion damage. The results are plotted in Figure 5a–c for three
damage cases. From the figures, it can be found that the location of structural damage can be clearly
detected. Therefore, strain flexibility difference is a good indicator for locating corrosion and is suitable
for assessing singular and multiple incidents of damage.

Once the corrosion damage is located, the corrosion quantification can be focused on the detected
domain and, hence, the number of structural parameters to be identified is greatly reduced. Here,
the sectional flexural rigidity of element 5 for cases 1 and 2, and sectional flexural rigidity of element 5
and 9 for case 3, are taken as the objective parameters for damage quantification. According to the
scaling factor Qr identified from Equation (5), the coefficient αr of the first three modes is calculated
as 0.0003, 0.0012, and 0.0022. Thus, the mass normalized shape can be obtained, and the sensitivity
coefficients of frequency, displacement mode, and strain mode that correspond to the detected element
stiffness can be calculated from Equations (13), (14), and (18). Then, the stiffness reduction will be
quantified from Equation (21), and the results are listed in Table 1 for comparison against the theoretical
value. It can be found that the damage is quantified effectively using the strain flexibility-based
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sensitivity function, and the errors are all within an acceptable range. Figure 6 describes the result in a
more intuitive way, and the identified value agrees with the theoretical value.

 
 

Figure 5. Damage location for Level 1. (a) Case 1; (b) Case 2; (c) Case 3.

Table 1. Damage quantification results.

Damage Location Element 5 Element 9

Damage
Quantification

Theoretical
Value (N·m2)

Experimental
Value (N·m2)

Error
(%)

Theoretical
Value (N·m2)

Experimental
Value (N·m2)

Error
(%)

Case 1 1.978 × 106 1.955 × 106 1.16 - - -
Case 2 1.858 × 106 1.876 × 106 0.97 - - -
Case 3 1.858 × 106 1.894 × 106 1.93 1.759 × 106 1.868 × 106 6.2
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Figure 6. Damage quantification for three cases.

5. Experimental Verification through a Reinforced Concrete (RC) Beam

In Section 4, the applicability of the proposed method was demonstrated by a numerical example.
This section is devoted to verifying the robustness of the long-gauge FBG sensors and the effectiveness
of the proposed method by an experimental study of a simply supported reinforced concrete (RC) beam.

5.1. Description of the Experimental Setup

The experimental beam has a total size of 2000 mm × 150 mm × 200 mm, and is reinforced with
two deformed bars with a diameter of 16 mm and two compression bars with a diameter of 12 mm.
The configuration is illustrated in Figure 7. It was been divided into 17 elements, and a visible crack
runs through the twelfth element, as shown in Figure 7c.

Figure 7. Illustration for the reinforced concrete (RC) beam; (a) The tested RC beam; (b) Corrosion
setup; (c) Configuration of the RC beam.
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Corrosion is conducted via the accelerated corrosion technique. Seventeen long-gauge FBG
sensors with a gauge length of 100 mm were mounted on the bottom of the beam surface, as shown in
Figure 7. The long-gauge FBG sensors were fixed using reinforcement glue on the designed locations.
All sensors were pre-tensioned during the fabrication to ensure the accurate signals of low-level strains.
Before installing the long-gauge FBG sensors, the concrete surface was firstly cleaned by using a sander
to remove the cement cover, then alcohol was applied to scrub the concrete surface to make sure that
the FBG sensors can be fixed on the concrete surface sustainably by using epoxy primer.

5.2. Accelerated Corrosion Procedure

5.2.1. Calibration Test

To accelerate the corrosion process, the electrochemical corrosion method was applied to a steel
bar similar to those used for reinforcing the RC beam. A corrosion calibration test was conducted to
determine the theoretical corrosion amount in the specified time. The setup is illustrated in Figure 8a.
It can be seen from the figure that the steel bar was immersed in 10% sodium chloride (NaCl) solution
to create a path for the current between the anode and cathode terminals. A power supply was set to
create a stable 3 A current output. To eliminate the effects of sample length on corrosion, two samples
with different lengths (325 and 1000 mm) were tested (Figure 8b–c). However, the length of the
corroded part is 78 mm for both samples.

 

Figure 8. Corrosion calibration test; (a) Illustration of the accelerated corrosion; (b) Calibration test;
(c) Details of two specimen.

According to the Faraday’s first law of electrolysis, the weight loss of steel within a specified time
can be calculated as follows:

ΔW =
ω × i × t

F
, (22)

where ΔW is the weight loss of the steel, ω = M/n is the constant, n is the number of electrons exchanged
during the corrosion process (n = 2 for Fe2+), and M is the molar mass of iron (i.e., M = 5584 g/mol). i is
the applied current in A, t is the corrosion time, and F is Faraday’s constant (96,487 C/mol).
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It can be concluded from Equation (22) that the corrosion of the steel bar depends only on the
current intensity i. Therefore, the relationship between corrosion weightless rates and time derived
from calibration tests is similar to the corrosion that occurs in the RC beam if the electrochemical
corrosion can be controlled under the same conditions. To ensure the sustainability of the corrosion
progress, the corrosion solution was changed every two hours, the rust adhering to the corroded
section was carefully cleaned, then the quality of the remaining bar was measured to obtain the weight
loss that occurred during corrosion. The corrosion process lasted for 8 h, and the residual mass of
each sample was measured every 2 h; the values are recorded in Table 2. The varying rate of the steel
section area can be calculated as follows:

r =
ΔA
A

=
ΔW
W

, (23)

where ΔA, ΔW are the loss in area and mass for corroded part; and A, W are the area and mass for the
corroded part in the initial state. For long specimens, W = 78/1000 × 1517.07 = 118.33 g; for short
specimens, W = 78/325 × 454.5 = 109.08 g.

Table 2. Corrosion calibration result with 3 A current.

Short Specimen (325 mm) Long Specimen (1000 mm)

Time (h)
Residual
Mass (g)

Lost Mass
(g)

Weight Loss
Ratio (%)

Residual
Mass (g)

Lost Mass
(g)

Weight Loss
Ratio (%)

Mean of the
Ratio (%)

0 454.5 0 0 1517.07 0 0 0
2 448 6.5 5.96 1510.65 6.42 5.44 5.7
4 441.5 13 11.92 1504.37 12.7 10.76 11.34
6 435 19.5 17.88 1497.89 19.18 16.25 17.1
8 429 25.5 23.38 1491.55 25.52 21.62 22.5

The relationships of the average weight loss ratio with time are described in Table 2. It can be
seen that the corrosion level increases linearly with time and the whole length of the steel bar has no
effect on the corrosion rate. Therefore, the calibration result can be considered as the theoretical value.
In addition, this test confirmed that certain packaging can effectively protect the FBG sensors from
electric effects, long-term salt attacks, and temperature variations experienced during the corrosion
process. As the Young’s modulus of concrete and steel bars is needed to quantify the damage, cube
compression and steel tensile tests were conducted to determine the modulus.

5.2.2. Corrosion Setup

To make the beam easier to corrode, two small openings with a size of 100 mm × 30 mm × 50 mm
are introduced on the bottom surface of the RC beam, and corrosion was applied to one of the main
reinforcements through the openings.

The corrosion was introduced on element 10. A plastic bottle with a height of 80 mm, as shown
in Figure 7b, was fixed to the RC beam surface with epoxy resin. Then, 10% sodium chloride (NaCl)
solution was poured into the plastic bottle to a height of 60 mm to guarantee that the exposed deformed
bar was immersed in the solution. The corrosion solution was changed every two hours to ensure the
sustainability of the corrosion progress. Two corrosion cases were considered. The first case lasted for
8 h, and the second case lasted for 16 h. They are defined as case 1 and case 2 in the following section.

5.3. Two Level Strategy for Corrosion Damage Quantification

5.3.1. Level 1: Corrosion Damage Localization

Impact testing was performed on the RC beam to obtain the macrostrain flexibility. The impacting
force was applied on the nodes from left to right by using the PCB model 086D20 short-sledge
impulse hammer and then the corresponding macrostrain responses were measured by the SM130
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optical sensing interrogator. The NI PXIe-1082 data acquisition system was used for impacting
force measurements and the sampling frequencies are both set as 1000 Hz. The impacting force and
macrostrain response were recorded to estimate the strain FRF, and then the basic modal parameters
were identified using the CMIF method. For the intact structure, the first natural frequency identified
from the impact test data was 56.58 Hz, and the modal scaling factor was 1.45 × 10−5. The strain
mode shapes were identified from Equation (3) and then the improved conjugated beam method was
applied to obtain the corresponding displacement mode shapes. As the higher mode frequency of the
RC beam was large, its contribution to the flexibility may be neglected. The exact strain flexibility may
be obtained by considering only the first mode.

After the basic modal parameters and modal scaling factors are identified in each condition,
the structural strain flexibility was estimated. Figure 9 plots the strain flexibility for the intact and
corroded structures for case 1 and case 2. A static test was also performed by placing two mass
blocks with weights of 61.2 kg and 61.3 kg, respectively, on node 6 and node 13, to demonstrate
the accuracy of the strain flexibility calculated from the impact test. For the intact and corroded
structures, the identified strain from the flexibility and measured static strain are plotted in Figure 9 for
comparison. Owing to the presence of an opening, the strain of elements 8 and 10 increased sharply.
Since a crack existed in element 12, the strain was also very large. As shown in the figure, the predicted
strain from the flexibility is in accordance with the measured strain from the long-gauge FBG sensors,
which demonstrates the accuracy of the estimated strain flexibility. To eliminate the effect caused by
temperature, impact and static tests for each condition were all performed at the same time of day.

 
(a)                         (b)                        (c) 

Figure 9. Strain flexibility and static strain prediction for intact structures. (a) Intact structure; (b) Case 1;
(c) Case 2.

5.3.2. Level 2: Corrosion Damage Quantification

After the strain flexibility for each condition was obtained, the damage index was calculated
by Equation (8) and plotted in Figure 10. In case 1, after 8 h of corrosion, the cross-sectional area of
the steel bar was reduced by 22% according to the calibration test. As the contribution of the steel
bar to the stiffness of the entire section was very small, a 22% steel area reduction only caused a 7%
decrease in cross-sectional stiffness. Although the damage was small, the index located the damage
successfully, which demonstrates the robustness of the FBG sensors for perceiving minor damage.
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In case 2, according to Faraday’s law, an area reduction of about 45% occurred on element 10. As the
corrosion degree increased, the damage became easier to locate.

(a) (b) 

Figure 10. Corrosion detection for Level 1. (a) Damage index for Case 1; (b) Damage index for Case 2.

Once the damage location was detected in Level 1, the damage severity in terms of stiffness
reduction for cross-sections could be quantified according to the Equation (21). The theoretical value
for the structural sectional stiffness of the rectangular section under a short-term load can be calculated
as follows [26]:

Bs =
Es Ash2

0
1.15ψ + 0.2 + 6αEρ

, (24)

where αE = Es/Ec, ρ = As/bh0; Bs is the sectional flexural rigidity; and Es and As are the elastic
modulus and section areas of the reinforcement, respectively. Ec is the elastic modulus for concrete.
h0 is the effective height of the reinforced concrete section, and αE = Es/Ec is the elastic modulus ratio.
ψ is the non-uniformity coefficient of strain subjected to longitudinal tension. Comparison between the
theoretical value and the experimental results of the stiffness and steel areas are plotted in Figure 11a,b.
It can be found that the experimental values agree with the theoretical values.

(a) (b) 

Figure 11. Corrosion quantification for Level 2. (a) Identified stiffness; (b) Identified steel area.

6. Conclusions

The overall conclusions of this research are that the distributed long-gauge FBG sensor is a
potentially promising method for effective and accurate corrosion damage detection and further
structural long-term performance evaluation.

(1) Based on the long-gauge FBG strain sensors, a new kind of corrosion detection methodology via
impact test is proposed and demonstrated.
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(2) The original contribution of this paper is the development of a step-by-step strategy that helps to
locate and quantify corrosion damage by using a long-gauge FBG sensor; a solid theoretical basis
has been developed to guarantee that this sensor will detect corrosion accurately.

(3) The proposed two-level corrosion detection methodology presents a distinct advantage in
that locating Level 1 damage significantly reduces the number of unknown parameters in the
sensitivity equations and increases the success of Level 2 corrosion quantification.

Both numerical and experimental examples have been conducted, and they verify the robustness
of the novel long-gauge FBG sensors, as well as of the effectiveness of the proposed method for
corrosion detection of in-service structures. The proposed two-level corrosion detection strategy that
employs distributed long-gauge FBG sensors has a great application potential in civil infrastructural
maintenance. In addition, an assumption that the steel of the damaged structure is still in linear elastic
state is needed due to the fact that method of the strain flexibility identification is studied based on the
theory of elasticity. Taking steel plasticity into consideration is worthy of further study in future works.

7. Patents

The proposed technique for corrosion detection is patent pending.
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Appendix A. Relationship between Modal Mass and Modal Scaling Factor

According to the complex modal theory, the long-gauge strain FRFs can be expanded as

Hε(ω) =
N

∑
r=1

⎛
⎜⎝Qrφε

r

(
φd

r

)T

jω − γr
+

Q∗
r φε∗

r

(
φd∗

r

)T

jω − γ∗
r

⎞
⎟⎠, (A1)

where Qr is the rth scaling factor, φε
r and φd

r are the rth complex strain mode shape and displacement
mode shape, and * denotes the conjugate.

According to real modal theory, the long-gauge strain FRFs is rewritten as below:

Hε(ω) =
N

∑
r=1

ϕε
r

(
ϕd

r

)T
/Mr

(jω)2 + (jω)2ξrωr + ω2
r

, (A2)

where Mr is the rth modal mass, ϕε
r and ϕd

r are the rth real strain mode shape and displacement
mode shape.

There is no essential difference between Equation (A1) and Equation (A2) as they are two different
forms of long-gauge strain FRFs, thus, the following equation can be obtained:

Hε(ω) =
N

∑
r=1

⎛
⎜⎝Qrφε

r

(
φd

r

)T

jω − γr
+

Q∗
r φε∗

r

(
φd∗

r

)T

jω − γ∗
r

⎞
⎟⎠ =

N

∑
r=1

ϕε
r

(
ϕd

r

)T
/Mr

(jω)2 + (jω)2ξrωr + ω2
r

. (A3)
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For the rth mode, the same contribution is derived from the two representations:

Qrφε
r

(
φd

r

)T

jω − γr
+

Q∗
r φε∗

r

(
φd∗

r

)T

jω − γ∗
r

=
ϕε

r

(
ϕd

r

)T
/Mr

(jω)2 + (jω)2ξrωr + ω2
r

. (A4)

The complex mode shape can be normalized as real mode shape when the structural damping
matrix can be orthogonalized, and it is derived that

φd
r = φd∗

r = ϕd
r , (A5)

φε
r = φε∗

r = ϕε
r. (A6)

Substituting Equation (A5) and (A6) into Equation (A4), the following equation is derived:

Qrφε
r

(
φd

r

)T

jω − γr
+

Q∗
r φε

r

(
φd

r

)T

jω − γ∗
r

=
φε

r

(
φd

r

)T
/Mr

(jω)2 + (jω)2ξrωr + ω2
r

, (A7)

where φε
r

(
φd

r

)T
is a matrix and the coefficients must be equal if the matrices on both sides of the above

equation are equal, thus, it is derived at any frequency ω:

Qr

jω − γr
+

Q∗
r

jω − γ∗
r
=

1/Mr

(jω)2 + (jω)2ξrωr + ω2
r

, (A8)

when ω = 0 and ω = ωr, the following equations can be obtained:
⎧⎨
⎩

Qr
−λr

+ Q∗
r−λ∗
r
= 1/Mr

ω2
r

Qr
jωr−λr

+ Q∗
r

jωr−λ∗
r
= 1/Mr

(jωr)
2+(jωr)2ξrωr+ω2

r

. (A9)

The scaling factors Qr and Q∗
r can be solved as

⎧⎨
⎩

Qr =
1

j2Mrωr
√

1−ξ2
r

Q∗
r = 1

−j2Mrωr
√

1−ξ2
r

. (A10)

Usually, the damping ratio for civil structure is small so that
√

1 − ξ2
r ≈ 1. Therefore, the

relationship between modal mass and scaling factor can be derived as

{
Qr =

1
j2Mrωr

Q∗
r = 1

−j2Mrωr

. (A11)
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Abstract: The intensity-based fiber optic sensor (FOS) head using twisted dual-cycle bending loss is
proposed and experimentally demonstrate. The bending loss characteristics depend on the steel wire
radius, number, and distance. To determine the effects of these parameters, two samples in each of
seven configuration cases of the proposed FOS head were bonded to fiber reinforced plastics coupons,
and tensile and flexural strain tests were repeated five times for each coupon. The bending loss of the
manufactured FOS heads was measured and converted to the tensile and flexural strain as a function
of configuration cases. The measurement range, sensitivity, and average measurement errors of the
tensile load and flexural strain were 4.5 kN and 1760 με, 0.70 to 3.99 dB/kN and 0.930 to 6.554 dB/mm,
and 57.7 N, and 42.6 με, respectively. The sensing range of FOS head were 82 to 138 mm according
to configuration cases. These results indicate that it is possible to measure load, tensile strain,
and flexural strain using the proposed FOS head, and demonstrate that the sensitivities, the operating
ranges, and the sensing range can be adjusted depending on the deformation characteristics of the
measurement target.

Keywords: fiber optic sensor; intensity-based fiber optic sensor; fiber reinforced plastics coupon
strain; strain sensor; bending loss

1. Introduction

Over the last decade, aging structures have necessitated the development of techniques to
ensure their safety, constituting a prominent aspect of structure monitoring. Assessing a structure
by using a health-monitoring system can reduce the cost of maintenance and ensure safety [1].
Measurement factors for stability diagnosis in structural health-monitoring systems include cracks,
surface degradation, acceleration, temperature, humidity, displacement, and strain. Excessive strain
on a structure causes cracking and degradation of structural integrity, ultimately leading to collapse.
Thus, measurement of the remaining fatigue lifetime of a structure is necessary to ensure its safety and
can be achieved by conducting continuous strain monitoring [1].

Fiber optic sensor (FOS) technology has developed along with the growth of the optoelectronic
and optical fiber telecommunication industry. An optical network can be used to obtain real-time
measurement information. In addition, it can measure various types of measurement factors with
arbitrary spatial distribution [2]. Generally, FOSs can be used to measure physical quantities, such as
deformation, temperature, humidity, corrosion, and vibration. As structures have become larger,
FOS-based schemes have received increasing attention in monitoring construction conditions.

Among fiber optic-based sensors, the intensity-based FOSs were the first to be developed due to
their simplicity and potentially low cost. They continue to offer an attractive option in many sensing
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applications because they can measure a wide variety of parameters using inexpensive light sources and
non-sophisticated detection schemes, while still benefiting from the intrinsic advantages of photonic
sensors, i.e., their low weight, small size, and electromagnetic immunity [3,4]. An intensity-based
FOS needs self-referencing characteristics to minimize the influences of long-term aging of source
characteristics and to overcome short-term fluctuations. In addition, the sensor head needs to convert
measurements such as strain, pressure, or force into the corresponding optical intensity change [4–11].

It is well known that radiation loss occurs when an optical fiber is bent [12–16]. Many polymer
optical fibers (POFs) have utilized the attenuation of optical power caused by bending-induced mode
conversion [16–21]. Lu et al. presented a POF displacement sensor that enhanced sensitivity using a
bent and elongated grooved POF [16]. Kuang et al. presented a POF coupon subjected to dual cyclic
bending that improved the sensitivity of the POF displacement sensor [17]. Wang et al. presented
a novel means of transducing plantar pressure and shear stress using a sensor based on fiber optic
bending loss with an FOS array [18]. Abe et al. reported a strain sensor that used a twisted optical fiber
that measured the optical loss due to fiber curvature, in which the distributed strain along the sensor
axis was converted into a distributed optical loss [19]. Zendehnam et al. investigated the characteristics
of bending loss by studying the effect of bending radius, and the influence of the number of wrapping
turns [20].

In this paper, an intensity-based FOS head, consisting of high carbon steel wires and a standard
single-mode optical fiber, is proposed and applied to the measurement of fiber reinforced plastics (FRP)
coupon tensile strain and three-point flexural strain. In Section 2, the FOS head design is presented,
along with the twisted dual-cycle bending loss characteristics and a theoretical analysis. Section 3
presents the process for manufacturing the FRP coupon and the FOS head embedded on the coupon.
Section 4 describes the experimental validation of the proposed FOS head, in which the bending
loss characteristics were obtained via experimental measurements according to the distance between
steel wires, wire radius, and the number of steel wires. The results of a tensile test and three-point
bending test of the FRP coupon using the proposed FOS head are then provided, and can be used to
manufacture FRP intensity-based sensing elements. Finally, we conclude the paper in Section 5.

2. Twisted Dual-Cycle Bending Loss Characteristics

The twisted dual-cycle bending structure for an intensity-based FOS head was designed using a
standard single-mode optical fiber. The fiber optic bending loss characteristics of the designed twisted
dual-cycle bending structure were then analyzed and experimentally demonstrated.

2.1. Twisted Dual-Cycle Bending Structure

The proposed twisted dual-cycle bending structure for an FOS head that measures fiber optic
bending loss is shown in Figure 1. The single-mode optical fiber is twisted around itself and is
supported by high carbon steel wires mounted on an FRP coupon. The entire structure consists of the
optical fiber, steel wires, a round structure, and a spring. The left side of the twisted optical fiber is
fixed, and the right side consists of a turnaround structure where an external force (Fs) is applied to
the optical fiber using the spring deflection length (z) shown in Figure 1. In the figure, the first cycle
of the optical fiber bending route is from the input (Pin) to the round structure. The second cycle of
the optical fiber bending route is from the round structure to the output (Pout), forming the dual-cycle
bending loss structure.

The bending loss of an optical fiber includes both macro- and micro-bending losses.
Macro-bending loss dominates when the curvature radius of the optical fiber is much larger than the
diameter of the optical fiber [21]. The macro-bending loss increases exponentially when the curvature
radius (Rb) is smaller than the critical radius (Rc) of the optical fiber [21]. Therefore, the critical radius
plays a significant role in the design and application of optical fibers in sensing.
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Figure 1. Schematic of the experimental setup for measuring the twisted dual-cycle bending loss
characteristics (dwire: distance between steel wires; Rwire: steel wire radius; Z: length of spring; Z0: free
length of spring; z: spring deflection length; Fs: spring tension load).

The critical radius (Rc) of a single mode optical fiber is given by [21]:

Rc ≈ 20
λ

(Δ)3/2

(
2.748 − 0.996

λ

λcuto f f

)−3

(1)

where λ is the wavelength of the light, λcuto f f is the cutoff wavelength of an optical fiber, and Δ is the
relative difference between the refractive index of the optical fiber core and cladding. A single mode
optical fiber with a λc of 1260 nm and a Δ of 0.00529 was used in our experiments. The calculated Rc

using Equation (1) is 22.85 mm. In the experimental setup shown Figure 1, the macro-bending loss
dominates because the radii of the steel wires are smaller than the critical radius of the optical fiber.

The total loss of a bent fiber includes the pure bending loss in the bent section and the transition
loss caused by the mismatch in the propagation mode between the bent and straight sections. Figure 1
illustrates the macro-bending loss of the twisted optical fiber, which includes the pure bending loss in
region B and the transition loss at positions A and C. When the inherent attenuation of the optical
fiber is neglected, the optical power ratio of the output optical power, Pwire−out, to the input optical
power, Pwire−in, for the passage of one steel wire in Figure 1 can be expressed as follows [21]:

Pwire−out
Pwire−in

=

(
Pwire−out
Pwire−in

∣∣∣∣
A

Pwire−out
Pwire−in

∣∣∣∣
B

Pwire−out
Pwire−in

∣∣∣∣
C

)
(2)

where losses A and C are the transition losses and loss B is the pure bending loss. Because a transition
loss is much smaller than a pure bending loss for a certain wavelength, Equation (2) can be simplified
as follows [21]:

Pwire−out
Pwire−in

=
Pwire−out
Pwire−in

∣∣∣∣
B
= exp(−2αlb−wire) (3)

where α is the coefficient of the pure bending loss and lb−wire is the bending length of the optical fiber
around one steel wire, as shown in Figure 2. The bending loss in the dB scale at the lb−wire section,
Lsingle, using Equation (3) can be defined as follows [21]:

Lsingle = 10 log10

(
Pwire−in
Pwire−out

)
= 10 log10

[
1

exp(−2αlb−wire)

]
= 4.342(2αlb−wire) (4)

The bending loss coefficient, α, of a single mode optical fiber under weak guiding conditions is
given by [22]:

2α =

√
πκ2

2γ3/2V2
√

RbK2
+1(γa)

exp
(
−2γ3Rb

3β2

)
(5)

where κ is the normalized radial phase constant, γ is the normalized radial attenuation constant, V is
the normalized frequency, K2

+1(γa) is the modified Hankel function, a is the radius of the fiber core,
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and β is the axial propagation constant. These parameters are fixed values once the single-mode optical
fiber and the wavelength of incident light are chosen. According to Equations (4) and (5), the bending
loss of an optical fiber passing over one steel wire, Lsingle, is determined as follows [21]:

Lsingle = 4.342
(

Astrc√
Rb

exp(−BstrcRb)

)
lb−wire (6)

where Astrc =
√

πκ2/2γ3/2V2K2
+1(γa) and Bstrc = 2γ3/3β2.

The bending length, lb, of the twisted dual-cycle bending structure when the number of steel
wires, Nwire, is can be expressed as follows:

lb = 2lb−wireNwire = 2RbθNwire = 4Rb sin−1
(

2Rb
dwire

)
Nwire (7)

where Rb is the sum of the steel wire radius, Rwire, and the optical fiber radius, R f iber; dwire is the

distance between two steel wires; and θ = 2 sin−1
(

2Rb
dwire

)
. Further, the bending loss, Lstrc, given by the

twisted dual-cycle bending structure using Equations (6) and (7) can be expressed as follows:

Lstrc = 17.368Nwire Astrc
√

Rb × exp(−BstrcRb) sin−1
(

2Rb
dwire

)
(8)

Equation (8) shows that the bending loss, Lstrc, can be adjusted by changing Nwire, Rb, and/or dwire.

 

Figure 2. Schematic of the twisted dual-cycle bending length lb−wire.

2.2. Bending Loss Characteristics

The twisted dual-cycle bending loss characteristics were evaluated by measuring the optical
power loss (dB) corresponding to the spring tension load (Fs) or the spring deflection length (z) using
the experimental setup shown in Figure 1. In the experiments, we used a tunable laser (MG9638A,
Anritsu, Atsugi-shi, Japan) with an input optical power of 0 dBm, wavelength of 1550 nm, and full
width at half maximum (FWHM) of 0.2 nm; an optical power and energy meter (PM320E, Thorlabs,
Newton, NJ, USA) with a fiber photodiode power sensor (S154C, Thorlabs); a single-mode optical fiber
(SMF-28, Heesung Cable, Seoul, Korea) with an optical fiber radius, R f iber, including polymer coating,
of 0.1225 mm, an attenuation of 0.190 dB/km, and a polarization mode dispersion of 0.049 ps/

√
km

at a wavelength of 1550 nm; and a tension spring (AWY8-60, Misumi, Tokyo, Japan) with an initial
tension of 2.35 N and a reference spring constant of 0.2 N/mm.

Figure 3 shows the measured results of the spring tension load according to the spring deflection
length in stepwise increments from 0.1 mm up to 30 mm via a universal testing machine (UTM)
(INSTRON, 5982). The spring tension load increased linearly as the spring deflection length increased
from 1.5 to 30 mm. The measured initial tension was 2.088 N, and the spring constant was 0.2781 N/mm.
Therefore, the optical power loss (dB) versus spring deflection length (z) was determined using a
spring tension load (Fs) within a linearly increasing range. An increase in the spring deflection length
from 3 to 15 mm in 3 mm increments increased the spring tension load to 2.92, 3.76, 4.59, 5.43, and
6.26 N, respectively.
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Figure 3. Measured spring tension load Fs (N) versus spring deflection length z (mm).

Figure 4 shows the results measured for the optical power loss versus the spring tension load and
spring deflection length using five values of the bending radius (Rb of 0.6225, 0.8725, 1.1225, 1.6225,
and 2.1225 mm) and six distances between the steel wires (dwire of 10, 12, 14, 16, 18, and 20 mm) when
Nwire is 3. The relationship between the total optical power loss (Ltotal) and the spring tension load
is linear. According to the Abe et al. the loss variation is linear when strain satisfies Δαε � 1 and a
larger lateral rigidity of the primary coating (k), a smaller core radius (a) and a smaller refractive index
deference (Δ) are necessary to achieve linearity for larger strains [19]. Because we used standard single
mode optical fiber (SMF-28) that satisfies Δαε � 1, the optical power loss linearly increases with the
increase of the tensile load.

 
(a) (b) 

 
(c) (d) 

Figure 4. Cont.
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(e) 

Figure 4. Measured optical power loss (dB) versus spring tension load Fs (N) and spring deflection
length z (mm) for various distances between the steel wires. The bending radii Rb are (a) 0.6225 mm;
(b) 0.8725 mm; (c) 1.1225 mm; (d) 1.6225 mm; (e) 2.1225 mm.

The total optical power loss, Ltotal , for the proposed twisted dual-cycle bending structure can be
expressed as:

Ltotal = Lstrc + Fs × L f orce (9)

where L f orce is the optical power loss per unit Newton of the spring tension load. In Figure 4, the L f orce
according to the sensor head structure can be obtained by using Ltotal according to Fs. The value of
Lstrc due to the twisted dual-cycle bending structure can be obtained by subtracting the loss due to Fs

from the measured value of Ltotal .
For the proposed twisted dual-cycle bending structure, the calculated optical power loss, Lstrc,

versus the bending radius, Rb, for six different distances between the steel wires, dwire, is shown in
Figure 5.

 

Figure 5. Calculated optical power loss (Lstrc) versus bending radius (Rb) for six distances between
steel wires (dwire) of the twisted dual-cycle bending structure.

The optical power loss is increased by increasing Rb and decreasing dwire. When dwire is decreased,
the bending length (lb) in Equation (7) is increased. Ordinarily, increasing Rb decreases the total
optical loss because the optical power loss per unit length is decreased. However, our experiment
demonstrated an increase in Lstrc when increasing Rb due to the increase in lb in Equation (8).
In this equation, Astrc and Bstrc are the calculation results of the twisted dual-cycle bending loss for
five different bending radii (Rb) and six distances between the steel wires (dwire). Using the MATLAB
exponential fitting model, Astrc was determined to be 0.030 and Bstrc was determined to be −2.380.
The exponential model has the largest multiple correlation coefficient with a value of 0.9816, and the
root mean square deviation is 0.4064. Both Astrc and Bstrc are constant values depending on the
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parameters of the twisted dual-cycle bending loss structure. Substituting these constant values for
Astrc and Bstrc in Equation (8) enables Lstrc to be predicted according to dwire, Rwire, and Nwire.

Figure 6 plots the calculated results of the optical power loss per unit Newton (L f orce) determined
by the spring tension load (Fs) for five bending radii (Rb) and six distances between the steel wires
(dwire). The value of L f orce is also increased by increasing Rb and decreasing dwire. Furthermore,
the optical power loss per unit newton, L f orce, can be expressed as in Equation (8) as follows:

L f orce = 17.368Nwire A f orce
√

Rb ∗ exp
(
−Bf orceRb

)
sin−1

(
2Rb
dwire

)
(10)

Using the MATLAB exponential fitting model, A f orce was calculated to be 0.492 and Bf orce was
calculated to be −0.332. The exponential model has the largest multiple correlation coefficient with a
value of 0.9932, and the root mean square deviation is 0.0642. Applying the constant value of A f orce
and Bf orce to Equation (10), L f orce can be predicted according to the dwire, Rwire, and Nwire.

Figures 5 and 6 indicate that the operating range of the twisted dual-cycle bend structure can
be improved by decreasing Rwire and/or increasing dwire while its sensitivity can be improved by
decreasing dwire and/or increasing Rwire.

 

Figure 6. Calculated optical power loss per unit Newton (L f orce) determined by the spring tension load
(Fs) versus bending radius (Rb) for six distances between steel wires (dwire) of the twisted dual-cycle
bending structure.

3. FOS Head Bonded to the FRP Composite Coupon

Different FRP composites have different physical characteristics depending on the constitution
of the fiberglass mat lay-up and manufacturing method [23]. Typically, the laminated structure of an
FRP consists of chopped strand mat fabric and roving cloth fabric combined in an orderly manner.
The FRP coupon used in this study was produced by the vacuum infusion bagging method using the
infusion set up and glass fiber lay-up shown in Figure 7. In this lay-up, two roving cloth fabric sheets,
constituting an anisotropic material, are located between three chopped strand mat fabric sheets that
constitute an isotropic material. Thus, the composite material is composed of five sheets: two chopped
strand mat fabric sheets with a thickness of 0.65 mm and a weight per unit area of 300 g/m2, and the
three roving cloth fabric sheets with a thickness of 0.5 mm and a weight per unit area of 570 g/m2.
The epoxy resin matrix material (RESOLTECH 1050, resoltech, Rousset, France) was mixed in a volume
ratio of 7:3 with RESOLTECH 1056 hardener to manufacture the FRP composite coupon. The epoxy
resin was injected using the vacuum infusion bagging method and cured at room temperature for 16 h.
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Figure 7. Schematic of the vacuum infusion bagging method.

In Figure 7, epoxy resin is injected through the inlet spiral tube located on the left side of the
fiberglass mat, and a negative pressure of 95 kPa is applied by a vacuum pump connected to the
outlet spiral tube located on the right side of the fiberglass mat. The vacuum pump removes air
and unnecessary epoxy resin inside the compartment, which is otherwise sealed with bagging film
and sealant tape. As a result, the prepared FRP composite material has a uniform thickness and
surface quality, and the interlayer adherence, tensile strength, and impact strength are improved.
Once produced, the manufactured FRP plate was cut into FRP coupons with a length of 200 mm and a
width of 40 mm using an automatic cut-off machine (Brillant 220, ATM, Mammelzen, Germany) for
testing using the UTM. The average thickness of the final FRP coupons was 2.2 mm.

The strain in the twisted dual-cycle bending structure was measured by attaching the proposed
FOS head to the FRP coupon surface. The twisted dual-cycle bending structure shown in Figure 1
contains a standard single-mode optical fiber, the strands of which are twisted around each other as
they travel between steel wires. This FOS head was installed on the surface of the FRP coupon using
the procedure shown in Figure 8a–f and described as follows:

(a) Attach three sheets of double-sided tape (93015LE, 3M, Maplewood, MN, USA) in two strips to
the surface of the FRP coupon. Each strip of double-sided tape fixes one end of the steel wire,
leaving the middle part of the coupon without tape for the passage of the optical fiber.

(b) Place the steel wire on top of the double-sided tape under the conditions listed in Table 1.
The sensor length depends on the number of steel wires and the distance between these wires.

(c) Fix both ends of the steel wire to the surface of the FRP coupon.
(d) Weave the single-mode optical fiber over and under the steel wires as they pass across

the specimen.
(e) Fix the optical fiber to the FRP coupon surface with epoxy resin 20 mm from the left-most steel

wire. After the epoxy resin is fully cured, connect the spring to the round structure for returning
the optical fiber. Pull the spring to apply force to the optical fiber for setting the operating point
of the sensor head that the optical power loss can be linearly operated according to the strain
applied to the FRP coupons.

(f) Fix the optical fiber to the FRP coupon surface with epoxy resin 20 mm from the right-most steel
wire. Remove the round structure and the spring after the epoxy resin has fully cured.

Table 1. Seven kinds of intensity-based FOS heads implemented with different conditions.

FOS
Heads

Rwire
(mm)

Nwire
dwire
(mm)

Sensor
Length
(mm)

Insertion
Loss (dB)

FOS Heads
Rwire
(mm)

Nwire
dwire
(mm)

Sensor
Length
(mm)

Insertion
Loss (dB)

Case 1-1 1 6 14 110 2.43 Case 1-2 1 6 14 110 2.89
Case 2-1 0.75 6 14 110 1.17 Case 2-2 0.75 6 14 110 1.65
Case 3-1 1.5 6 14 110 9.93 Case 3-2 1.5 6 14 110 9.98
Case 4-1 1 4 14 82 2.43 Case 4-2 1 4 14 82 2.56
Case 5-1 1 8 14 138 2.80 Case 5-2 1 8 14 138 3.35
Case 6-1 1 6 12 100 5.24 Case 6-2 1 6 12 100 5.27
Case 7-1 1 6 16 120 1.42 Case 7-2 1 6 16 120 1.61
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(a) 

 

(b) 

 

(c) 

 

(d) 

(e) 

 

(f) 

Figure 8. Intensity-based FOS head fabrication process.

The force applied at the manufacturing process shown in Figure 8e is 3 N, which was derived
from the analysis/investigation on the relation between power loss and tensile force shown in Figure 4.
Actually, the magnitude of force applied during fabrication is important. If no force is applied at all or
the force is too small, it is difficult to measure the optical power loss. On the other hand, if too much
force is applied, insertion loss become larger.

Table 1 contains seven types of intensity-based FOS heads that were implemented using the above
procedure and specifies the steel wire radius, number of steel wires, and distance between steel wires
used in each head variant. As determined theoretically in Section 2, as the distance between steel
wires and the number of steel wires increases, the sensing area increases, while as the steel wire radius
and the number of steel wires increase, and the distance between steel wires decreases, the insertion
loss increases.
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4. Measurement of FRP Coupon Strain

The strain measurement experiment was designed and conducted using the configuration shown
in Figure 1 with the proposed FOS heads in Table 1 based on the bending loss characteristics of the
twisted dual-cycle configuration. The proposed FOS heads were used to collect measurements by
bonding the twisted dual-cycle bending structure to the FRP coupon using epoxy resin, as described
in Section 3, to conduct tensile strain and three-point bending tests. In these experiments, we used a
tunable laser (MG9638A, Anritsu) with an input optical power of 0 dBm at 1550 nm and a full width at
half maximum (FWHM) of 0.2 nm, an optical power and energy meter (PM320E, Thorlabs) with a fiber
photodiode power sensor (S154C, Thorlabs), and a single mode optical fiber (SMF-28, Heesung Cable).

4.1. Tensile Strain Test

To determine the relationship between the FRP coupon tensile strain under the load Ft versus the
optical power loss of the FOS head, seven different tensile strength test cases were investigated using
a UTM in load control mode. The optical power and FRP coupon tensile strain data from the UTM
were recorded using a separate data acquisition system at a sampling rate of 2 Hz. The measurement
started at an initial load of 50 N. The loading rate was 20 N/s and the maximum load was 4.5 kN with
a measurement interval of 10 N. The measured load-strain relationships of the subject FRP coupons
were linear: a tensile load of 4.5 kN is equivalent to an approximate tensile strain of 2000 με.

The bending loss characteristics depend on the steel wire radius, numbers, and distance.
To determine the effects of these parameters, two FRP coupons were tested for each of the seven
cases and each coupon test was repeated five times. Table 1 provides the details of the twisted
dual-cycle bending structure test cases for each of the coupons. Figure 9 shows the measured optical
power loss (left) and error (right) of the FOS head versus the applied tensile load (Ft) for each of
the seven cases. The black solid line is the calculated reference curve plotted using the MATLAB
curve-fitting tool for one-term power series models (s × Ft

l). Table 2 provides the results of the tensile
tests, in which the parameters s and l represent the loss characteristics of the FOS head corresponding
to the load or strain. These are correction variables for converting the optical power loss measured by
the optical power meter into the measured load or strain applied to the FRP coupon upon which the
sensor head is installed. When the s and l parameters are applied to the optical power loss occurring
in the sensor, the applied tensile load, Ft, can be expressed as follows:

Ft = (Ltensile/s)1/l [kN] (11)

where Ltensile is the optical power loss of the FOS head according to the tensile load applied to the
FRP coupon.

The tensile load calculated using Equation (11) was compared with that applied by the UTM and
is indicated by the error axis in Figure 9. The average error of the load measured by the FOS heads is
57.7 N and the average error of the tensile strain is less than 26.1 με. Clearly, it is possible to measure
the load and tensile strain by using the proposed intensity-based FOS head.

(a) (b) 

Figure 9. Cont.
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(c) (d) 

(e) (f) 

(g) (h) 

(i) (j) 

(k) (l) 

Figure 9. Cont.
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(m) (n) 

Figure 9. Measured FOS head optical power loss (dB) according to the applied tensile load Ft (kN) for
the seven types of FRP sensor head in Table 1. (a) Case 1-1; (b) Case 1-2; (c) Case 2-1; (d) Case 2-2; (e)
Case 3-1; (f) Case 3-2; (g) Case 4-1; (h) Case 4-2; (i) Case 5-1; (j) Case 5-2; (k) Case 6-1; (l) Case 6-2; (m)
Case 7-1; (n) Case 7-2.

Table 2. Measurement results of tensile strain test.

FOS Heads
Average Sensitivity Curve Fitting Results (s × Ft

l) Error

(dB/kN) (dB/με) s l R-Square RMSE Average (dB, N, με)

Case 1-1 1.33 0.00294 1.1530 1.101 0.9988 0.06000 0.046, 34.2, 15.5
Case 1-2 1.35 0.00299 0.9624 1.231 0.9995 0.04020 0.034, 24.9, 11.3
Case 2-1 0.70 0.00155 0.5698 1.161 0.9983 0.03962 0.032, 45.1, 20.4
Case 2-2 0.76 0.00168 0.4716 1.319 0.9992 0.02768 0.023, 30.1, 13.6
Case 3-1 3.99 0.00883 3.2550 1.140 0.9984 0.21370 0.164, 41.1, 18.6
Case 3-2 3.83 0.00847 3.0000 1.168 0.9976 0.24810 0.180, 46.9, 21.2
Case 4-1 1.00 0.00221 0.7599 1.191 0.9975 0.06675 0.042, 42.0, 19.0
Case 4-2 1.02 0.00226 0.7939 1.171 0.9996 0.02755 0.022, 21.9, 9.9
Case 5-1 2.40 0.00531 1.6120 1.269 0.9992 0.09092 0.077, 32.1, 14.5
Case 5-2 2.35 0.00520 2.0260 1.103 0.9996 0.06102 0.048, 20.4, 9.2
Case 6-1 2.58 0.00571 2.2290 1.102 0.9971 0.18360 0.149, 57.7, 26.1
Case 6-2 2.50 0.00553 2.2310 1.081 0.9976 0.16090 0.129, 51.8, 23.4
Case 7-1 1.05 0.00232 0.4587 1.556 0.9976 0.06938 0.060, 57.5, 26.0
Case 7-2 1.09 0.00241 0.4109 1.655 0.9973 0.07569 0.060, 55.1, 24.9

Figure 10 shows the calculated reference curve for the seven test cases, while Table 2 presents
the calculated results of the one-term power series models (s and l), regression analysis (R-square),
and Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE). In Table 2, the R-square values were measured five times,
producing a minimum R-square value of 0.997; therefore, the calculated reference curve can be
considered a good representation of the characteristics of the seven sensor head cases. Table 2 also
indicates that increasing the sensor head sensitivity increases the R-square, RMSE, and average error
values. Figure 10a shows the optical power loss as a function of the wire radius, Rwire, in Equation (8):
as the wire radius increases, the sensitivity of the sensor head increases, and the average error is not
affected. Figure 10b displays the loss depending on the number of wires, Nwire, in Equation (8). As the
number of wires increases, the sensitivity of the sensor head increases, and the average error is nearly
constant. Additionally, as the number of wires increases, the sensor length increases, and thus the
measurement range also increases. Figure 10c shows that the sensitivity of the sensor head decreases
as the distance between wires, dwire, in Equation (8) increases because of the bending length (lb)
in Equation (7), and because the measurement range is increased by increasing the sensor length.
In summary, the sensitivity of the twisted dual-cycle bending structure can be adjusted by changing
the radius of the steel wires, the number of steel wires, and the distance between these steel wires.
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(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

Figure 10. Measured optical power loss (dB) versus applied tensile load Ft (kN) for the manufactured
FOS heads in Table 1. (a) Rwire = 0.75, 1.00, and 1.50 mm, Nwire = 6, dwire = 14 mm;(b) Rwire = 1.00 mm,
Nwire = 4, 6, and 8, dwire = 14 mm; (c) Rwire = 1.00 mm, Nwire = 6, dwire = 12, 14, and 16 mm.

4.2. Three-Point Bending Test

In the three-point bending test, strain was applied to an FRP coupon embedded with the proposed
twisted dual-cycle bending structure to investigate the relationship between the optical power loss
of the FOS head and the applied flexural strain. The bending loss characteristics depend on the steel
wire radius, numbers, and distance. To determine the effects of these parameters, two FRP coupons
were tested for each of the seven cases detailed in Table 1, in which the steel wire radius, number of
steel wires, distance between steel wires, total embedment length, and insertion loss (dB) is varied.
Figure 11 shows image of the FOS head installed in the UTM under unloaded and loaded condition and
schematic of the three-point bending test setup where the FOS head adhered to the center of the FRP
coupon as described in Figure 8. The FRP coupon was subjected to increasing cyclic loads following
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a triangularly shaped deflection pattern applied by the UTM. The diameter of the vertically moving
loading roller and horizontally moving supporting rollers was 10 mm. The experiment measured the
FRP coupon deflection, which we plotted it against the optical power loss measured by the proposed
FOS head. The FRP coupon was loaded at a vertical displacement rate of 0.04 mm/s in measurement
intervals of 0.02 mm until the deflection reached 3.5 mm from the initial 0.5 mm deflection.

 
(a) (b) 

 
(c) 

Figure 11. Three-point bending test setup with (a) unloaded image of the FOS head installed in the
UTM; (b) loaded image of the FOS head installed in the UTM; (c) Schematic of the FOS head placement.

The theoretical flexural strain in the outer surface of the FRP coupon, ε f , can be expressed as [24]:

ε f =
6Ddthickness

L2
span

(12)

where D is the deflection of the center of the FRP coupon under increasing cyclic loading following a
triangularly shaped deflection from 0.5 mm to 3.5 mm, dthickness is the depth or thickness of the tested
FRP coupon (∼=2.2 mm), and Lspan is the support span (∼=150 mm). From Equation (12), we can see that
the flexural strain and deflection have a linear relationship. The change in ε f between the maximum
and initial deflection was 1760 με and the deflection sensitivity was 586.7 με/mm. The calculated
flexural strain in the outer surface of the FRP coupon was then used as a reference value to verify the
performance of the FOS head.

The correction parameters h and k are used to represent the loss characteristics of the FOS head
corresponding to the flexural strain, allowing the optical power loss measured by the optical power
meter to be converted into flexural strain. The experimental flexural strain can be obtained by applying
the parameters h and k to the measured optical loss occurring in the sensor head as follows:

ε f =
(

L f lex/h
)1/k

(13)

where L f lex is the optical power loss of the FOS head due to the flexural strain applied to the
FRP coupon.

Figure 12 shows the measured optical power loss of the FOS head (left vertical axis, red dotted
line) and theoretical ε f in the outer surface (right vertical axis, black solid line) versus the deflection of
the center of the FRP coupon for the seven cases in Table 1. The experimentally determined flexural
strain values (right vertical axis, green dotted line) using Equation (13) and the theoretical flexural
strain calculated using Equation (12) was compared and is indicated by the flexural strain error (right
vertical axis, purple double solid line) in Figure 12, where it can be seen that the experimental flexural
strain is nearly equivalent to the theoretical flexural strain, regardless of the characteristics of the
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sensor head. Therefore, it can be concluded that the optical loss occurring in each sensor head can
be accurately converted into flexural strain by using Equation (13). The error in the flexural strain
increases abruptly when the deformation of the FRP coupon changes direction, i.e., from increasing to
decreasing deflection or from decreasing to increasing deflection, as indicated by the experimental
error. The average error in the flexural strain measured by the FOS heads was less than 42.6 με. Thus,
it is possible to accurately measure the flexural strain in FRP by using the proposed intensity-based
FOS head.

 

(a) (b) 

 

(c) (d) 

 

(e) (f) 

(g) (h) 

 

(i) (j) 

f f

f f

f f

f f

f f

Figure 12. Cont.
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(k) (l) 

  
(m) (n) 

f f

f f

Figure 12. Measured FOS head optical power loss (left), measured flexural strain, and calculated
flexural strain error (right) according to the deflection of the FRP coupon for the seven types of FRP
sensor head in Table 1. (a) Case 1-1; (b) Case 1-2; (c) Case 2-1; (d) Case 2-2; (e) Case 3-1; (f) Case 3-2; (g)
Case 4-1; (h) Case 4-2; (i) Case 5-1; (j) Case 5-2; (k) Case 6-1; (l) Case 6-2; (m) Case 7-1; (n) Case 7-2.

Figure 13 shows the optical power loss of the sensor head as a function of the steel wire radius,
the number of steel wires, and the distance between steel wires. Figure 13a shows the optical power
loss according to the wire radius, Rwire, in Equation (8). As the wire radius increases, the sensitivity
of the sensor head increases because the angle of contact between the steel wire and the optical fiber
has increased. The sensitivity of the FOS head can therefore be adjusted by varying the radius of
the steel wires without changing the length of the sensor head. Both the tensile strain test and the
flexural strain test displayed an increase in the average sensitivity when the steel wire radius was
increased. Figure 13b shows the dependence of optical power loss on the number of wires, Nwire,
in Equation (8). As the number of wires increases, the sensing area and the sensitivity increase because
the total bending length (lb) of the optical fiber increases. Figure 13c shows the decrease in sensitivity of
the sensor head as the wire interval, dwire, in Equation (8) is increased and the angle of contact between
the steel wire and the optical fiber accordingly decreases.

 
(a) 

Figure 13. Cont.
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(b) 

(c) 

Figure 13. Measured FOS head optical power loss according to the three-point bending deflection of
the FRP coupon of the seven types of FRP sensor head in Table 1. (a) Rwire = 0.75, 1.00, and 1.50 mm,
Nwire = 6, dwire = 14 mm; (b) Rwire = 1.00 mm, Nwire = 4, 6, and 8, dwire = 14 mm; (c) Rwire = 1.00 mm,
Nwire = 6, dwire = 12, 14, and 16 mm.

The results in Figure 13 and Table 3 indicate that the average sensitivities and operation ranges of
the proposed twisted dual-cycle fiber optic bending loss sensor head can be increased by increasing
the number of steel wires and the radius of the steel wires, and by decreasing the distance between
steel wires. Therefore, the sensitivities, sensing range, and the operating range of the proposed FOS
head can be readily adjusted depending on the deformation characteristics of the measurement target.

Table 3. Measurement results of three-point flexural test.

FOS Heads
Average Sensitivity Curve Fitting Results (h×εf

k) Error

(dB/mm) (dB/με) h k R-Square RMSE Average (dB, με)

Case 1-1 1.758 0.002996 43.95 1.216 0.9958 0.10200 0.080, 26.59
Case 1-2 1.777 0.003029 49.14 1.276 0.9972 0.08437 0.070, 23.11
Case 2-1 0.938 0.001599 23.55 1.217 0.9973 0.04419 0.036, 22.62
Case 2-2 0.930 0.001585 29.78 1.362 0.9975 0.04135 0.032, 20.44
Case 3-1 6.267 0.010682 129.8 1.105 0.9981 0.24650 0.194, 18.17
Case 3-2 6.554 0.011172 131.1 1.070 0.9969 0.33200 0.256, 22.88
Case 4-1 1.377 0.002347 36.81 1.251 0.9902 0.12330 0.100, 42.58
Case 4-2 1.448 0.002469 36.80 1.227 0.9984 0.05245 0.042, 16.90
Case 5-1 2.976 0.005073 70.79 1.181 0.9983 0.10980 0.083, 16.30
Case 5-2 3.085 0.005258 66.04 1.129 0.9974 0.13950 0.112, 21.30
Case 6-1 3.294 0.005615 70.91 1.109 0.9964 0.18170 0.134, 23.92
Case 6-2 3.243 0.005529 69.4 1.131 0.9983 0.11960 0.097, 17.58
Case 7-1 1.118 0.001905 45.84 1.505 0.9981 0.04317 0.033, 17.09
Case 7-2 1.187 0.002024 50.45 1.529 0.9963 0.06420 0.050, 24.83
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5. Conclusions

A twisted dual-cycle bending structure for ingenerating optical fiber bending loss was proposed
for strain measurement. The bending loss characteristics according to the distance between steel wires,
wire radius, and number of steel wires were experimentally evaluated to verify the proposed method.
The results showed that the twisted dual-cycle bending structure exhibits a linear relationship between
detected optical power loss and the spring deflection length (z) corresponding to the applied force.
These experimental results can be used for manufacturing an FRP intensity-based sensing element in
an intensity-based FOS measurement system.

To apply the proposed FOS head to an experimental measurement, the twisted dual-cycle bending
structure was bonded to the FRP, and tensile and three-point bending tests were conducted. Two FRP
coupons were tested in each of seven cases and each coupon was tested five times. The measurement
range, sensitivity, and average measurement errors of the tensile load and flexural strain were 4.5 kN
and 1,760 με, 0.70 to 3.99 dB/kN and 0.930 to 6.554 dB/mm, and 57.7 N, and 42.6 με, respectively.
The sensing range of FOS head were 82 to 138 mm according to configuration cases.

The advantage of the proposed FOS head structure is that the sensitivity and measurement area
can be readily adjusted by changing the radius of the steel wires, the number of steel wires, and the
distance between steel wires. The sensitivity can also be improved by reducing the distance between
steel wires and/or increasing the radius of the steel wires. In addition, the measurement area of the
proposed FOS head can be adjusted by changing the number of steel wires and the distance between
steel wires. The bending loss characteristics depend on the FOS head steel wire radius, numbers,
and distance. To determine the effects of these parameters, two samples in each of seven configuration
cases of the proposed FOS head were bonded to FRP coupons and tensile and flexural strain tests were
repeated five times. The manufactured sensor head with same configuration has similar characteristics
of the sensitivity and the operating ranges. An additional advantage of FOS implemented with
standard single-mode optical fibers are definite: An optical network can be used to obtain real-time
measurement information. Many devices developed for optical communications like light source, optic
circulator, optical coupler, fiber Bragg grating, wavelength division multiplexing can be used with FOS
head for multi-point sensing. In addition, it can measure various types of measurands with arbitrary
spatial distribution. We already proposed and demonstrated the self-referencing, intensity-based
FOS [3]. The manufactured FOS head can be applied together with the self-referencing intensity-based
fiber optic sensor interrogator presented in 2014 [3] that features functionality such as self-referencing,
remote sensing, and multiple sensor heads with cascade and/or parallel forms. The proposed FOS head
can be manufactured into a patch-type sensor that can be easily installed or removed, which enables
more convenient and accurate measurement of structural behavior in the field.
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Abstract: In the paper the description of an experiment for a comparative analysis of two different
methods for deformation determination, geodetic and 2D deflection sensors based on fiber-optic
curvature sensors (FOCSs) is given. The experiment is performed by a using specially designed
assembly which makes it possible to apply both methods. For performing geodetic measurements,
a geodetic micro-network is established. Measurements by applying a 2D deflection sensor and three
total stations are carried out for comparison. The data processing comprises graphical and numerical
analysis of the results. Based on the presented results the potential of 2D deflection sensor application
in structural health monitoring (SHM) procedures is indicated. The analysis of the measurement
results also indicates the importance of integrating various types of sensors for obtaining more
accurate and more reliable deformation measurements results.

Keywords: fiber-optic curvature sensor; total station; deformation analysis; measurements;
displacement

1. Introduction

Civil engineering objects (bridges, tunnels, dams, etc.) are exposed to deformations under the
influence of various factors, such as changes of ground water level, tectonic phenomena, landslides, etc.
The development and integration of interdisciplinary methods of measuring and data processing have
undergone a revolutionary transformation from the mere noting and describing a deformation towards
the analysis of what causes the phenomenon of deformations. There are several measurement methods
aimed at deformation detection. They can be divided into geodetic and non-geodetic methods.

The conventional geodetic measurements offer a high precision in the relative positioning of
the discrete (control) points and yield a global picture of deformations affecting the object under
observation. However, such measurements are slow and their adaptation to continuous and automatic
monitoring is complicated and relatively expensive [1].

Geotechnical sensors provide exceptionally precise information about deformations and they are
easily adapted to continuous, completely automatic and telemetric data acquisition. Compared to
conventional and satellite geodetic methods, geotechnical sensors are mostly independent of some
outdoor conditions, such as snow cover and weak visibility. However, the information provided by
them is only local, concerning discrete points [1].

The geodetic methods are based on establishing a geodetic micro-network of points which are
related through different types of measurements (measurements of angles, lengths, altitude differences,
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GNSS vectors). In order to calculate statistical quality estimation and errors identification,
measurements are performed with optimal redundancy. By applying such methods, global information
about the behavior of an engineering object exposed to deformations can be obtained. Short periodic
measurements of objects (dams, bridges, etc.) deformations by geodetic methods are performed based
on points of the geodetic micro-network. This concept is also shown in this paper.

Depending on the type of optical fibers used and the change of the optical signal properties due to
environmental influences, there are various fiber-optic sensor (FOS) configurations. In practice,
the most widely used FOS are based on one of the four principles: change of light intensity
(intensiometric FOS), spectrum, polarization or phase (interferometric FOS) [2,3]. In all four cases the
change of physical quantity interacts with the light in the optical fiber or with a non-fiber sensor which
is connected to the optical fiber so that it can register changes of intensity, spectrum, polarization or
phase [4]. The main advantages of most sensors based on FOS technology are the use of low-power
energy sources, immunity to strong electromagnetic fields, corrosion resistance, small size, high
sensitivity and large bandwidth.

Optical fibers with fiber Bragg gratings (FBGs) are increasingly being used as photonic sensors
for various applications in SHM [4]. These highly precise systems require however expensive light
sources and spectrum analyzers. Also, they cannot distinguish between concave and convex bending.
In addition, their accuracy is affected by external factors, such as temperature, and because of
that their application is limited [5]. The application of FBGs, similar to the 2D deflection sensor
application in deformation measurement which will be explained in more detail in the following text,
is described in [6]. Deformation measurements based on integrated geodetic and FBG sensors system
are presented in [7].

Fiber-optic interferometric sensors and curvature analysis using parallel sensor topology are
explained in details in [8–10]. The main advantage of interferometric FOSs is their great potential in
practical applications, such as monitoring deformations of airplanes, ships and constructions in real
time [10]. Nevertheless, these high-accuracy systems require relatively complicated measurement
systems and because of that they are often considered expensive [5].

The FOSs may be designed so that they can discriminate in the spatial mode, and in this way,
the measurand can be determined along the length of the fiber itself, in a process normally termed
distributed sensing. This principle has been employed widely in the temperature measurement
using non-linear effects in fibers, such as Brillouin or Raman scattering or in some types of strain
sensing [11–13].

By using FOS based on a change of light intensity it is possible to measure bending deformations
of the structure. Depending on the mechanical configuration of an intensiometric FOS many
physical quantities, such as strain, torsion, position, can be calculated on the basis of bending
measurements [14]. The sensitivity of an optical fiber to bending can be increased by applying various
types of structural imperfections on the surface of an optical fiber. By applying such imperfections
on the optical fiber, besides increasing the bending sensitivity, it is also possible to determine the
bending direction (positive or negative) [15–18]. Also, in the case of FOCS a simple system for signal
demodulation is sufficient, in contrast to expensive techniques of processing and analyzing signals
from interferometric/polarimetric sensors with problems, such as signal fading, interrupt and sign
ambiguity, nonlinearity and multi-valued response [19]. The FOCS operation principle is given in
more detail in the study by Fu and Di [14].

The main characteristics of the 2D deflection sensor are the ability to monitor both static and
dynamic deformations with high observation frequency, high resolution, accuracy and reliability of
measurements, long-term preservation and stability, low cost and simple implementation. Compared
to other similar sensor solutions, the 2D deflection sensor is characterized by a robust and low-cost
design making it an economical and suitable solution for application in the SHM process. This is
supported by the fact that to produce 2D deflection sensor robust and low-cost plastic (PMMA) optical
fibers were used. In this paper, a new approach, developed for monitoring of engineering structures, is
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considered, which, in addition to geodetic measurements, applies 2D deflection sensor in detecting
local deformations [20].

2. Geodetic Deformation Analysis Based on Robust Iterative Weighted Similarity Transformation
(IWST) Method

The models of geodetic deformation analysis are divided into descriptive and cause-response
models [21,22]. Congruence and kinematic models may be classified as descriptive ones, whereas
static and dynamic models belong to the cause-response models. The most important task in
deformation analysis is to correctly identify unstable points and to isolate them from the set of
stable ones. In the literature, various approaches can be found based on congruence models [23],
on common adjustment of two measuring epochs based on assumed stable points determined by
geoengineering research [24], robust estimates [25–27], finite element strain analysis method [22], and
others. Most conventional models are based on the method of least squares at all measuring epochs
(congruence model, common-adjustment model, finite element strain analysis method). However,
a model based on the least squares method is not always realistic. If the data follow a normal
distribution, the least squares will yield the most probable values for the estimated parameters. If the
assumptions concerning the model are incorrect, due to non-modelled systematic influences (even of
a small magnitude), or to correlated observations, the chosen distribution must be modified. Thus,
robust variants of standard estimates have been created through which an estimation of parameters
is attempted without the influence of the deviation model. This is namely the reason why in the
present paper the method of robust deformation estimating is chosen for the needs of analyzing the
displacements detected by geodetic measurements.

After the publication of Huber’s paper [28], robust methods have been applied more frequently
in deformation analysis. Their basic characteristic is that the parameter estimate is done without a
priori assumption about a normal distribution, i.e. the nature of the deviations, which is the main
characteristic of the congruence model. The estimates should be close to the true values, even when
the data contain gross errors, so that bearing in mind the correct model and the data free of errors they
yield almost optimal results [29].

Frequently used robust methods are Iterative Weighted Similarity Transformation (IWST),
which was developed at the University of New Brunswick in Canada [26], and Least Absolute
Sum [30]. Both methods are based on the application of the S-transformation for detecting the trend of
points displacement.

The deformation analysis procedure based on the performed geodetic measurements using the
robust estimates is a classic approach based on the IWST method. This method is used for the purpose
of estimating the trend of the point displacement and it finds a significant application in numerous
studies, among which the best known are Tevatron atomic particle accelerator complex at the Fermilab
Laboratory in the USA and automated ALERT monitoring system developed by the Canadian Centre
for Geodetic Engineering [31].

The IWST method satisfies the condition of minimum sum of the component moduli of the
displacement vector [25–27,31,32]. The method is based on the S transformation (Helmert’s similarity
transformation):

^
d
(k)

= S(k)d

Q
(k)
^
d

= S(k)Qd(S
(k))

T

W(k+1) = diag( · · · , w(k+1)
Si

, · · · · · · , 0, · · · )

⎫⎪⎪⎪⎪⎬
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎭

k=1,...

(1)

where d =
^
x2 − ^

x1 is the displacement vector, Qd = (Q^
x1
+ Q^

x2
) cofactor displacement matrix, S(k) =

I − H(HTW(k)H)
−1

HTW(k) S transformation matrix, I unit matrix, H matrix of datum conditions and
W weight matrix.
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In the case of two-dimensional geodetic networks, the matrix of datum conditions H has the
following form:

H =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

...
...

1 0

...
...

−yi xi
0 1
...

...

xi yi
...

...

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

2m×h

where m is the number of points in the network, h the number of all datum network parameters, and
yi and xi are adjusted coordinates of the point from the zero-epoch reduced to the network centroid.
The first two columns of the matrix represent the translation along the coordinate axes y and x, the third
column represents the rotation about the z axis, whereas the fourth one defines the scale [25–27,31,33].

Only the points of the basic network can participate in the optimization process (1). Thus,
the weights of the points on the object must be zero, because then the points will not be corrected
and in this way, they will not participate in the optimization process. In the first iteration of the
transformation (k = 1) the weight matrix is the unit matrix (W = I). In the subsequent iterations the
weights of the basic network points are determined in the following way:

w(k+1)
Si

= 1/|d̂(k)i | (2)

where d̂i is the corresponding component of the displacement vector for a point (d̂yi or d̂xi ). During
the iterative optimization process (1), some values of d̂i can be very close to zero, causing numerical
instability when forming a weight matrix W. Because of this (2) is modified in the following way:

w(k+1)
Si

= 1/(|d̂(k)i | + c)

where c is the assumed value of the tolerance (for instance, c = 0.1 mm). Iterative process (1) is

performed until the differences between successively transformed displacement vectors |
^
d
(k+1)

−
^
d
(k)

|
are less than the assumed tolerance c.

For the purposes of testing the stability of the network points, the displacement vector and the
corresponding cofactor matrix from the last iteration are used. The stability examination of the network
points is performed by applying the single-point test. For this purpose, hypotheses are set:

H0 : E(d̂i) = 0 against Ha : E(d̂i) = 0

where
^
di is the displacement vector of the i-th point. The test statistics is formed according to the

following equation:

Ti =

^
di

TQ−1
^
di

^
di

hiσ̂
2
0

∼ F1−α, hi , f (3)

where
^
di is the displacement vector, Q^

di

cofactor matrix of the displacement vector, hi = rank(Q^
di

),

f = f1 + f2 total number of degrees of freedom from two measuring epochs and σ̂2
0 = ( f1σ̂2

01
+ f2σ̂2

02
)/ f

total a posteriori dispersion coefficient from two measuring epochs.
If Ti ≤ F1−α, hi , f , the null hypothesis is not rejected, and the point can be regarded as stable. When

Ti > F1−α, hi , f , the null hypothesis is rejected, and it can be concluded that the point is significantly
displaced. Detailed explanations concerning the IWST method can be found in the aforementioned
publications [25–27,31].
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3. 2D Deflection Sensor Design

The basis of the 2D deflection sensor is a polyamide beam (1020 mm long with 30 mm diameter).
On the polyamide beam surface, by using precise tools, five trenches are engraved where four of
them have triangular cross sections and are positioned with 90◦ spacing between them (Figure 1).
The fifth trench having a rectangular cross section is positioned in the middle, between two neighboring,
arbitrarily selected trenches, and within it the thermistor for temperature monitoring and compensation
is placed.

Figure 1. (a) Arrangement of the FOCSs and PDs at beam cross section in respect to the reference
coordinate system; (b) Photo of the fabricated sensor.

The four trenches contain four plastic optical fibers, each of 1.5 mm diameter, which constitute
2D deflection sensor (Figure 2). On each optical fiber structural imperfections (teeth) are applied to
increase its sensitivity to bending (Figure 2).

 
Figure 2. 2D deflection sensor based on FOCS, (a) Light propagation; (b) Photo of teeth; (c) FOCSs
installation within a polyamide beam.

Plastic optical fibers are chosen because of their robustness and low price, as well as simplicity of
applying teeth on their surface. The cutting is done by using a precise tool, a Protomat S100 device,
produced by LPKF Laser & Electronics AG (Grabsen, Germany). The total number of teeth is 50.
Spacing between individual teeth is 1.1 mm, and each of them is 0.35 mm deep (Figure 3). Optical
fibers 1 and 3, as well as 2 and 4, are installed mutually parallel within the beam. In this way it is
possible that during the deformation of a 2D deflection sensor, by observing the parallel, diametrically
opposite optical fibers, one of them detects positive and the other one negative bending.
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Figure 3. Teeth of the FOCS.

Considering the size of the engraved trenches any uncontrolled displacement of FOCSs is
impossible. To prevent any FOCSs moving outside of the trenches (falling out) all optical fibers
are additionally fixed by applying silicon. Also, the whole 2D deflection sensor is protected with the
heat-shrinkable encapsulation. FOCSs are installed in such a way that in all trenches their teeth are
oriented towards the trench top. FOCSs are, on one side, connected to a light source (LED) and, on
the other side, to photodetector (PD). LEDs and PDs are mounted on the circular shaped (30 mm in
diameter) printed circuits boards (PCBs) that are screwed to the beam ends (Figure 1b). Both, the LEDs
and PDs, are connected to PC via NI USB-6351 card within which the electronics provided for operation
of the entire system including FOCSs is integrated and programmed. In this way, the readings of the
light intensity are provided in real time. FOCSs are connected to independent LEDs and PDs [20].
The described method of 2D deflection sensor installation makes it possible to perform differential
measurements, as well as a higher sensitivity in the measurements of deformations.

2D deflection sensor development, design, calibration and characterization were performed by
some of the authors of this manuscript. The values obtained for positional and angular accuracies
are ±0.15 mm and ±2.5◦, respectively, for the resolution (1σ) of 0.01 mm and 0.33◦, respectively.
The calibration and characterization were done in a laboratory of the Faculty of Technical Sciences in
Novi Sad. Results are given in detail in the study by Bajic et al. [20].

4. Test description

The experiment is aimed at comparing two methods of deformation determination, i.e. at
comparison of 2D deflection sensor with the geodetic deformation analysis model. To carry out the
geodetic measurements a geodetic micro-network consisting of four points is formed (Figure 4). Along
a straight line, at distances of about 44 m from point 2 and 3 m from point 4 a setup containing a 2D
deflection sensor was placed (Figure 5).
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Figure 4. Geodetic micro-network.

 

Figure 5. Experimental setup.

On the 2D deflection sensor there are five mini prisms (control points (CP) 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9) placed
at approximately equal mutual distances (Figures 4 and 5). The setup is arranged in the way that
the direction of the 2D deflection sensor on which the prisms are is parallel to that defined by points
1 and 3 of the geodetic micro-network. The mini prisms can be observed from points 1, 2 and 3 of
the geodetic micro-network, whereas their position is perpendicular to point 2. On a wooden beam,
at a 900 mm distance, two holders are tightly fixed. Their role is to prevent any movement of the
2D deflection sensor in the negative direction of the Y axis (Figure 4) and to enable its setting to the
optimal height above the wooden beam which is placed on the table. Undesirable 2D deflection sensor
movement in the positive direction of the Y axis is not possible because on the other side is placed a
precise translation positioner (PTP), PT1/M by Thorlabs (Newton, NJ, USA), that performs the loading
directed to the point in the middle of the 2D deflection sensor. The 2D deflection sensor is also at one
end tightly fixed to a precise rotation positioner (PRP), PR01/M by Thorlabs, which enables the 2D
deflection sensor to rotate and reach a desirable position.

The experiment was performed for comparative determination of the simulated (by PTP)
displacement values by applying geodetic measurements and 2D deflection sensor. During the
performing geodetic measurements, the following measured quantities were registered: horizontal
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and vertical angles and oblique lengths. The measurements within the geodetic micro-network are
performed in three gyruses with forced centering of the instrument and signal on the tripods, whereas
the measurements of the CPs on the sensor are carried out in six independent series, in two gyruses.
The CPs are measured simultaneously with three total stations, from points 1, 2 and 3 of the geodetic
micro-network. In the zero series the PTP is only leaned on the 2D deflection sensor, without applying
additional force, to prevent any movement of the sensor in the positive direction of the Y axis. In every
subsequent series the PTP is moved in the negative direction of the Y axis by 1 mm whereby a force
action is applied to the middle of the 2D deflection sensor. The 2D deflection sensor approximate
position is regulated before the measurements begin by using the PRP so that fibers 3 and 4 are in
the horizontal plane, and fibers 1 and 2 are in the vertical plane (Figure 1a). The 2D deflection sensor
readings are registered twice, at the beginning and at the end of the geodetic measurements, i.e. after
and before the PTP action. Considering the coordinate system of the geodetic micro network, the 2D
deflection sensor provides the registration of displacements along the Y and Z axes. The equipment
used in the geodetic measurements is a Leica Geosystems set (Heerbrugg, Switzerland). From points
1 and 3 the measurements are performed with a TCRP1201+ total station with declared accuracies
of 1” for direction measurement and 1 mm + 1.5 ppm for length measurement. From point 2 a TS06
total station is used with declared accuracies of 2” for direction measurement and 1.5 mm + 2 ppm for
length measurement.

5. Measurements results and discussion

The geodetic deformation analysis is performed by applying the IWST method. As already said,
iteration process (1) is continued until the differences of the successively transformed displacement
vectors are under a value specified for the tolerance c. The value assumed for the tolerance is equal to
0.001 mm.

The results of simulated (by PTP) displacement measurements detected by 2D deflection sensor
are presented in Table 1, whereas in Table 2 the measurement results of rotation angle values in the
Y-Z plane for each individual series are given. The results of the geodetic measurements are presented
in Table 3. It should be noted that the applied geodetic measurements measure both, deformed
shape and rigid body movements, while 2D deflection sensor measures only deformed shape. As
explained earlier, the experiment is performed in five variants with simulated displacements from
1 to 5 mm in steps of 1 mm. Accordingly, in Table 3 the results of the estimated components of the
displacement vector in the Y and X axes are presented in five columns, as well as the values of the test
statistics (3). In Table 3 in each column the points identified as unstable are indicated (test statistics
for (3) exceeds the tabular value of the Fisher distribution depending on the chosen probability and
number of degrees of freedom). In all calculations the standard value for the probability is used
(1 − α =0.95). The measurements in the Z axis are not analyzed, both for 2D deflection sensor and
for the geodetic measurements, because the deviations in the Z axis are negligible compared to the
registered displacements. Standard deviations of displacement vector components are presented in
Table 4. In the first measurement series, using IWST method, significant displacements were not
identified because simulated displacements reach the limit of measurement accuracy.

Table 1. Results of measuring displacements by applying 2D deflection sensor.

Point Number
0-1 0-2 0-3 0-4 0-5

^
d(mm)

^
d(mm)

^
d(mm)

^
d(mm)

^
d(mm)

7 0.77 1.69 2.62 3.50 4.43
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Table 2. Results of reading the values of angles by applying 2D deflection sensor.

Point Number
0 1 2 3 4 5

Angle (◦) Angle (◦) Angle (◦) Angle (◦) Angle (◦) Angle (◦)

7 309.2964 306.2564 309.5777 310.8704 311.2057 311.9849

Table 3. Geodetic measurement results.

Point Number

0-1 0-2 0-3 0-4 0-5

^
dy

Ti

^
dy

Ti

^
dy

Ti

^
dy

Ti

^
dy

Ti
^
dx

^
dx

^
dx

^
dx

^
dx

(mm) (mm) (mm) (mm) (mm)

1
0.00

0.14
0.00

0.00
0.01

0.03
0.00

0.02
0.00

0.00−0.12 0.00 −0.07 0.05 0.00

2
−0.05

0.05
0.00

0.00
−0.02

0.00
0.03

0.02
0.01

0.000.00 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00

3
0.00

0.12
0.00

0.00
0.02

0.03
0.02

0.02
0.00

0.000.12 −0.01 0.07 −0.04 −0.01

4
0.07

0.01
−0.03

0.00
−0.01

0.00
−0.12

0.04
−0.04

0.000.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

5
−1.04

1.60
−1.13

1.43
−1.33

2.80
−1.28

1.71
−1.70

3.230.29 −0.09 0.55 0.10 0.13

6
−1.25

2.43
−1.78

3.50a −2.22
5.96a −3.12

10.15a −3.90
16.89a

0.39 −0.04 0.49 0.19 0.14

7
−1.23

1.90
−1.95

4.83a −3.09
10.71a −3.85

15.48a −4.75
24.90a

0.13 −0.45 0.40 0.13 −0.05

8
−0.74

0.87
−1.03

1.42
−1.95

4.49a −2.50
6.58a −3.35

12.52a
0.25 −0.29 0.38 −0.08 0.20

9
−0.28

0.78
−0.32

0.11
−0.30

0.47
−0.46

0.31
−0.95

1.310.45 −0.02 0.36 0.20 0.32
a The test statistics exceeds the critical value F0.95, 2,70 = 3.13.

Figure 6 presents the values of the relative displacements expressed in mm registered by 2D
deflection sensor and geodetic measurements. It can be noticed that for the simulated displacement of
1 mm (by PTP), the value determined by applying 2D deflection sensor in the first series is equal to
0.77 mm. The mean displacement value in all other series is 0.915 mm with a standard deviation of
0.017 mm which is in accordance with the positional accuracy of 2D deflection sensor equal to ±0.15
mm obtained in the sensor calibration. The average values of the standard deviations of the direction
and length measurements with total stations to the CPs are 1.7” and 0.1 mm, respectively. The average
values of the standard deviations of the direction and length measurements with total stations in
geodetic network are 1.5” and 0.05 mm, respectively. These values are consistent with the declared
accuracies of used total stations. Maximum values of displacement vector standard deviations for
CPs 5 to 9 are 0.69 mm and 0.42 mm, for Y and X axes respectively. Therefore, measurements using
2D deflection sensor yield more precise results, but it can also be concluded that both technologies
have a sub-millimeter accuracy. It can be also noticed, by inspecting Table 2, that only during the first
measurement series the value of the measured angle by applying 2D deflection sensor was decreased
compared to the zero series. In all other series the value of the measured angle gradually increased to
reach a value of 311.9849◦ in the fifth series.
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Table 4. Standard deviations of displacement vector components.

Point Number

0-1 0-2 0-3 0-4 0-5

σ^

dy

σ^

dy

σ^

dy

σ^

dy

σ^

dy

σ^

dx

σ^

dx

σ^

dx

σ^

dx

σ^

dx

(mm) (mm) (mm) (mm) (mm)

1
0.09 0.12 0.20 0.03 0.09
0.25 0.11 0.27 0.27 0.17

2
0.16 0.11 0.22 0.20 0.16
0.05 0.23 0.01 0.02 0.14

3
0.14 0.14 0.23 0.26 0.14
0.25 0.28 0.27 0.27 0.26

4
0.46 0.49 0.33 0.50 0.48
0.04 0.04 0.01 0.01 0.05

5
0.64 0.67 0.68 0.69 0.67
0.38 0.40 0.41 0.42 0.40

6
0.64 0.67 0.68 0.69 0.67
0.38 0.40 0.41 0.42 0.40

7
0.64 0.67 0.68 0.69 0.67
0.38 0.40 0.41 0.42 0.40

8
0.64 0.67 0.68 0.69 0.67
0.38 0.40 0.41 0.42 0.40

9
0.64 0.67 0.68 0.69 0.67
0.38 0.40 0.41 0.42 0.40

Figure 6. Values of relative displacements registered by 2D deflection sensor and
geodetic measurements.

Based on the above facts, it can be concluded that during the simulation of displacement (by PTP)
in the first measurement series there was movement of the beam, which was not registered by 2D
deflection sensor. This event is result of the fact that during the action of the PTP the beam was not
leaned on the holder which resulted in an "idle motion" of about 0.15 mm in the X-Y plane and in a
negative rotation of about 3◦ around the beam rotation axis. In addition, the insight into the movements
of the CPs 5 and 9 determined by applying geodetic measurements indicates that the beam also rotated
in the X-Y plane. This happened because the beam was rigidly bound to the PRP in the immediate
neighborhood of CP 9 so that the base rotation point was also a contact between the PTP and the beam.
In the first measurement series an error in the experimental setup was evidently manifested. The error
occurred first due to the beam rotation, but there is a possibility that the beam was also influenced to a
small extent by the stability of the holders, PRP and PTP, basis of the mini prisms on which the PTP
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was leaned and by the thickness and irregular shape of the heat-shrinkable encapsulation. Since the
stability of the entire measurement system was achieved after the first measurement series, the analysis
of the collected data is done with and without the zero series. Figure 7 concerns all measurement
series, whereas in Figure 8 the zero series is excluded. G (1-5) represent geodetic measurements and F
(1-5) represent 2D deflection sensor measurements. An inspection of Figures 7 and 8 shows that by
eliminating the zero series the error which appeared during the measurements in the first series is also
eliminated to a large extent. Measured results and differences for point 7 by applying 2D deflection
sensor and geodetic measuring are presented in Figure 9 (all series included) and Figure 10 (zero series
excluded).

Figure 7. Results of all geodetic and 2D deflection sensor measurements.

Figure 8. Results of geodetic and 2D deflection sensor measurements without zero series.
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Figure 9. Results and differences for all series of geodetic and 2D deflection sensor measurements for
point 7.

 
Figure 10. Results and differences of geodetic and 2D deflection sensor measurements for point 7
without zero series.

6. Conclusions

In the present paper a direct comparison of a simple, low-cost 2D deflection sensor for deformation
determination and geodetic measurements is done. If only the measurements performed with 2D
deflection sensor were considered, it would not be possible to establish that during the measurement
process the beam rotation occurred which is confirmed by the geodetic measurements. However,
an inspection of the 2D deflection sensor measurements clearly indicates a displacement of the sensor
by about 0.15 mm during the motion in the first measurement series, which was not registered
by 2D deflection sensor. This is an additional information whereby the effect of the 2D deflection
sensor rotation, detected by the geodetic measurements, is also confirmed. The method of measuring
deformations by applying an integrated system, consisting of 2D deflection sensor and total stations,
would be applicable in the continuous monitoring of arch dams or bridges. It would be necessary to
install an optimal number of 2D deflection sensors evenly distributed over the longitudinal section
of the object and based on their measurements it would be possible to approximate the geometry of
the entire span of the bridge or arch dam. Rigidly stabilized the geodetic reflectors (prisms) would
be necessary to place at the support points of the bridge span (pillars, dilatations, etc.), or in the
case of an arch dam, on the dam, nearby the touch point of the dam with the surrounding terrain,
to monitor absolute deformations of the mentioned building structures. Based on the study described
in the present paper it can be concluded that the proposed system with a 2D deflection sensor can
be successfully used in the monitoring of deformations. In addition, based on all facts presented in
the paper it is possible to reach the conclusion that by integrating several distinct sensor types more
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complete and more reliable results of deformation measurements can be obtained and, consequently,
make the correct decisions in the potential SHM process.
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Abstract: With the increase in the scale and complexity of underwater engineering, safety problems
caused by underwater deformation have become increasingly prominent. Although the intensity
fiber curvature sensor can be used for curvature monitoring on the ground, its sensing mechanism is
still under investigation. This paper establishes the mathematical model of optical power relative loss
and bending radius during deformation of the fiber sensitive region and uses the optical power meter
to measure light intensity loss in the sensitive region, which verifies the correctness of the model
and reveals the sensing mechanism of the intensity fiber curvature sensor, then optimizes the sensor
signal conditioning circuit, applies the sensor to the single-point deformation curvature measurement,
and analyzes its measurement error and accuracy. It is proved that the linear measurement range of
the sensor is improved when compared with existing similar products.

Keywords: underwater deformation; sensitive region; optical power loss; fiber curvature sensor;
measurement range

1. Introduction

With the vigorous development of the marine industry in China, the quantity and scale
of underwater engineering have been increasing, and underwater deformation detection is
imperative [1,2]. For example, the stability of the subsea gas hydrate structure is so susceptible
to temperature and pressure changes that its exploitation may result in drastic changes in the seabed
topography, destroying subsea engineering facilities such as surrounding oil pipelines. The underwater
topographic survey determines the plane coordinates and depth of the underwater topographic
point [3]. With the development of underwater acoustic measurement, GPS positioning and computer
technology [4], underwater topographic surveys have gone into a new period from traditional optical
positioning, single-beam sounding, manual data processing to make use of GPS positioning and
multiple sounding depths with automated data processing and diversification of results [5]. Compared
with the commonly used single beam, multi-beam, side-scan sonar, GPS [6,7], MEMS and other
measurement methods, the intensity type fiber curvature sensor not only has better characteristics
than traditional sensor technology, such as large broadband information capacity, long-distance
transmission, strong anti-electromagnetic interference capability, strong security and confidentiality [8],
but also possesses the advantages of simple structure, low cost, wide measuring range and easy
implementation. At present, the monitoring technology of domestic underwater engineering is still
in its infancy [9,10], so it is of great significance to apply fiber-optic sensors to the measurement of
underwater deformation.

Although the fiber curvature sensor has been widely used in the field of aquatic intelligent health
monitoring, the sensing mechanism is still being explored, including the assumptions of Lee Danisch
and optical loss, KSC Kuang and the region and R Philip-Chandy and the sensitive region shape [11].
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However, most of these explanations lack the support of theoretical and experimental results. They are
in the guessing stage which cannot accurately and effectively explain the working mechanism of the
intensity-type fiber curvature sensor. Therefore, it is necessary to establish a mathematical model to
quantitatively analyze the sensor to reveal the sensing mechanism of this type of sensor.

In recent years, domestic scholars have begun to study this type of sensor. Fu Yili, Liu Renqiang,
Di Haiting and others have done some research on the principle characteristics and application of
intensity-modulated fiber-optic sensors. Liu Renqiang developed a buried fiber curvature sensor
based on the sensitive region of the long-length fiber. It can be used for shape detection of intelligent
structures such as bridges [12]. Di Haiting developed a new quasi-distributed intelligent sandwich
sensing system based on the sensitive region for the sawtooth fiber curvature sensor, which can be
used to monitor the bending deformation of composite structures [13]. However, the above sensor
measurement systems are complex and the measurement range is narrow. Therefore, this paper
improves and optimizes the sensor measurement system so that it can be better used for underwater
deformation measurement.

2. Optical Power Loss in Bending of the Fiber Sensitive Region

Traditional fiber-optic sensors which use fiber macro-bend loss to measure curvature have no
surface treatment [14], so sensitivity is very low and the bending direction cannot be distinguished,
which is difficult to apply in practical engineering. As shown in Figure 1, a strip-shaped light leakage
region of length l and depth h is processed on the surface of the optical fiber to increase the amount of
light leakage when the optical fiber is bent, thereby increasing the sensitivity of the optical fiber to
bending. Generally, when the positive direction of the fiber sensitive region (the sensitive region is
located on the convex side of the curved fiber) is bent and the negative (the sensitive region is located
on the concave side of the curved fiber sensor) is bent, the amount of light leakage is different; when
the positive direction is bent, the light leakage is larger; while the light is bent in the negative direction,
the light leakage is less [15]. This paper will use the theory of light to establish a mathematical model
between the relative loss of optical power and the bending radius of the fiber sensitive region to reveal
the working mechanism of the intensity modulated fiber sensor [16,17]. Since the measurement range
of the fiber curvature sensor is relatively wide, the plastic fiber SH-4001 is used.

Figure 1. Shape of the fiber sensitive region.

2.1. Transmission Power of the Optical Fiber Sensitive Region during Bending

2.1.1. Positive Bending

For the light propagating in the core, part of the light reaches the sensitive region and leaks out of
the core, and another part of the light continues to propagate along the fiber. The optical power of
the micro-cell ds0 on the s0 plane leaking to the outside of the core at the dΩ angle is dp0, and in the
positive bending state (the sensitive region is on the convex side), the optical power p0 leaking from
the surface s0 can be expressed as [11]:

P0 =
�
S0

dS
∫ 2π

0 dθϕ

∫ θb
0 I0 sin θ0 cos θ0dθ0

= 2πI0
∫ a

a−h 2
√

a2 − h2
1dh1

∫ θb
0 sin θ0 cos θ0dθ0

= 2πI0
∫ a

a−h J(h1)dh1

(1)
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where h is the depth of the sensitive region and when the light passes through the surface s0, the
optical power ratio α0 of the leakage is:

α0 = P0/Pb =
∫ a

a−h
J(h1)dh1/

∫ a

−a
J(h1)dh1, (2)

Assuming that the depth h of the processed fiber sensitive region is uniform and the light in the
core leaks out of the core at the sensitive region, it is completely absorbed by the medium outside the
core and is no longer returned to the core. According to the assumption, the fiber sensitive region of
length l is regarded as N s0 planes, and the leakage ratio of optical power of each surface is α0 , so the
relationship between the output optical power and the bending radius R of the fiber and the depth h
of the sensitive region, that is, the mathematical model of the positive direction bending resulting in
optical power loss is:

Pout = Pb(1 − α0)
N , (3)

The relative loss of optical power in the sensitive region can be expressed as:

δP = (Pb − Pout)/Pb, (4)

The relative loss of optical power in the sensitive region is obtained when the optical fiber sensor
is in a positive bending state.

δP = 1 − (1 − α0)
N , (5)

2.1.2. Negative Bending

Similar to the case of positive bending, in the negative bending state (the sensitive region is on
the concave side), the optical power leakage from the surface s0 can be expressed as [11]:

P0
′ =

�
S0

dS
∫ 2π

0 dθϕ

∫ θb
0 I0 sin θ0 cos θ0dθ0

= 2π I0
∫ −a+h
−a 2

√
a2 − h2

1dh1
∫ θb

0 sin θ0 cos θ0dθ0

= 2π I0
∫ −a+h
−a J(h1)dh1

(6)

Then the optical power factor of the leakage at the surface is:

α0
′ = P0

′/Pb =
∫ −a+h

−a
J(h1)dh1/

∫ a

−a
J(h1)dh1, (7)

Similarly, in the negative bending state of the fiber sensor, the relative loss of optical power in the
sensitive region can be expressed as:

δP′ = 1 − (1 − α0
′)N , (8)

According to the formula (5) and the formula (8), the relationship between the relative loss of
the optical power in the sensitive region and the bending radius is plotted. As shown in Figure 2, for
the long sensitive region, the relative loss of optical power decreases with the increase of the bending
radius in the positive bending; while the relative loss of the optical power increases when the bending
radius in the negative bending increases.
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(a) (b) 

Figure 2. (a) relationship between positive bending relative optical power loss and bending radius; (b)
relationship between negative optical bending relative optical power loss and bending radius.

2.2. Transmission Power of the Optical Fiber Sensitive Region during Bending

According to the directional nature of the bending, a certain degree of deformation is performed
on the sensitive regions of the optical fiber, respectively. The optical power meter THORLABS PM200
is used to measure the output intensity of the fiber in different bending radii of the fiber sensitive
region. Finally, the output light intensity and bending of the fiber are drawn. The curve relationship of
the radius is shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3. The relation curve of output light intensity and bending radius of fiber.

According to the curve, the relationship between the output power of the fiber and the bending
radius can be known as follows: When the sensitive region of the fiber is bent positively, the output
optical power of the fiber gradually increases with the increase of the bending radius; when bending is
negative, the opposite is true.

Being aware of the output intensity of the fiber when the fiber sensitive region is not bent,
according to the measured output optical power of the fiber under different bending radii, the
relationship between the relative loss of the optical power of the fiber curvature sensor and the
bending radius of the fiber would be obtained. As shown in Figure 4, when the bending radius is large
(≥120 mm), since the output voltage of the fiber curvature sensor has no obvious relationship with the
bending radius, the second half of the curve cannot be proved in Figure 2. However, within the linear
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measurement range of the sensor from 20–120 mm, the measured curve is basically consistent with
the simulation results in the mathematical model, indicating that the established mathematical model
is effective.

Figure 4. The relation curve between the relative loss of optical power and bending radius.

3. Sensor Signal Conditioning Circuit

The sensor conditioning circuit mainly includes functional module circuits such as amplification,
filter, voltage conversion and so on, which can recognize the weak signal change of the sensor output.
As shown in Figure 5, when the pulse signal drives the light emitter and the red light emitted by the
light emitter is transmitted through the optical fiber, the bending information of the sensitive region of
the fiber is converted into the voltage signal which is the output of the light receiver. Then the signal is
amplified and filtered, finally being obtained by the microcontroller.

Figure 5. Sensor signal conditioning flow chart.

3.1. Amplifying Circuit

The input signal of the sensor is the bending information of the sensitive region of the fiber, and
the output signal is a weak voltage signal. Generally, it is within 50 mV, and with the positive and
negative bending of the sensitive region of the fiber, the dynamic range of the signal is wide, which, in
the meantime, is easily affected by the working environment. Therefore, the input at the next stage
must have large common-mode interference. In order to reduce the interference, the instrumentation
amplifier AD620 is selected in the amplifier circuit for amplification. Compared to general-purpose
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amplifiers, AD620 has the advantages of the small operating current, high common-mode rejection
ratio, low offset and drift, low noise and high closed-loop gain stability [18,19].

As shown in Figure 6, the amplifying circuit is a single-ended input: the inverting input of the
AD620 is directly grounded, and the non-inverting input is connected to the sensor output signal.
Meanwhile, this circuit can also play an important role in reducing common mode noise. Because the
sensor output is also a single-ended signal and the other end is actually shared with the entire circuit
system, it can be used as a double-ended input. In addition, a variable resistor Rg is connected across
the circuit pins 1 and 8 to facilitate adjustment of the amplification factor G. Both dual power supply
inputs are connected to the ground through a capacitor to ensure the stability of the supply voltage.

Figure 6. AD620 amplifier circuit.

3.2. Filter Circuit

The pulse frequency of the driving photodiode is 1 kHz, so the center frequency of the sensor
output signal is about 1 kHz. The output signal of the sensor can be modulated by band-pass filtering.
OP07 is chosen as the main chip [20]. The chip’s high accuracy and extremely low input offset voltage
eliminate the need for additional zeroing in many applications [21].

According to relevant knowledge of the analog circuit [22], the band-pass filter circuit can
generally be formed by a low pass filter circuit and a high pass filter circuit connected in series.
In order to reduce the output voltage at a faster rate outside the passband, improving the ability of
the band-pass filter to remove noise, the second-order low-pass and second-order high-pass filter
circuits are connected in series to form a fourth-order band-pass filter. As shown in Figure 7, the
amplitude-frequency characteristic of the circuit is narrow, and the gain of the passband is 0 dB. At the
frequency of 650 Hz or 1350 Hz, the amplitude attenuation is about 3 dB.
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Figure 7. Band-pass filter circuit.

3.3. Summing Circuit

The micro signal output by the sensor has been amplified and filtered, and the final output signal
is supposed to be a sine wave voltage signal [23]. If the sine wave signal is directly connected to the IO
pin of the A/D input of the microcontroller, only the positive voltage in the range of 0–3.3 V could be
measured, while the negative voltage would directly return to 0. Therefore, it is also necessary to carry
out bias processing on the signal to raise the whole sine wave signal above the 0 level and ensure that
the maximum amplitude of the signal is below 3.3 V. According to the principle of voltage divider, the
designed circuit is shown in Figure 8. By adjusting the resistance of the slide rheostat to change the
value of Vk, the sinusoidal signal can be moved up and down as a whole, and the sinusoidal signal
waveform can be controlled between 0–3.3 V.

Figure 8. Band-pass filter circuit.

4. Sensor Characteristics Analysis

4.1. Linear Measurement Range Analysis

4.1.1. A Sensitive Region

As shown in Figure 9a, the sensitive region of the fiber is sequentially pressed against the surface
of a series of cylinders with a radius of 10 mm, 20 mm, . . . , 120 mm for positive and negative bending.
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According to the output voltage of the sensor, the relationship curve between the output voltage of
the sensor and the bending curvature can be obtained through linear fitting within a certain range, as
shown in Figure 9b:

 

(a) (b) 

Figure 9. (a) bending on a cylinder; (b) linear fitting of positive and negative bending output voltage
on a cylinder.

The linear equations of the sensor in positive and negative bending are obtained by linear fitting:

Upostive = 359.81715 − 7.45486C, (9)

Unegative = 425.09514 + 7.18588C, (10)

It can be seen from the above graph that the two fitting lines when the fiber is positively and
negatively bent are basically symmetrical about the voltage value of 400 mV (that is, the output voltage
value of the sensor when the fiber sensitive region is not bent). The measurement range of the fiber
curvature sensor is defined as 8.33 to 33.3 m−1. Within this range, the output voltage of the sensor is
linearly related to the curvature.

4.1.2. Two Sensitive Regions

Two sensitive regions of the same length are processed on a fiber with a length of 1 m and a gap
of 250 mm. When there is only one sensitive region, the voltage when the fiber is not bent is 400 mV,
while after the second sensitive region is processed, the output voltage drops to 370 mV. The first
sensitive region on the optical fiber was bent on a series of cylindrical cylinders, measuring the output
voltage before and after processing the second sensitive region, then the relationship curve between
the output voltage of the sensor and the bending curvature could be obtained, as shown in Figure 10a.
The curve is fitted with a straight line within the range of linear measurement, as shown in Figure 10b.
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(a) (b) 

Figure 10. (a) relationship between output voltage of two sensitive regions and bending curvature;
(b) linear fitting of two sensitive regions.

The curve shows that the linear measurement range of the sensor remains substantially unchanged
after the second sensitive region is added. However, the output voltage will decrease when the fiber
is bent, that is, the optical power loss will increase. According to the fitted line, it can be seen that
after increasing the number of sensitive regions, the sensitivity of the sensor will decrease when
bending positive or negative. Therefore, once the sensor’s measuring sensitivity is guaranteed,
multiple sensitive regions can be arranged on one optical fiber to realize the curvature measurement of
multiple points.

4.2. Underwater Measurement Accuracy Analysis

4.2.1. Underwater Simple Beam Measurement

On land, the sensor can detect bending curvature within a certain range. Before applying it
underwater, it is necessary to verify whether the sensor still meets some rules of underwater. Due to
the limited experimental conditions, an experimental method similar to simply supported beams is
used to roughly examine the characteristics of the sensor when it is used underwater.

As shown in Figure 11, the fiber sandwich is placed on a 50 mm wide water tank, and then directly
traversed the sensitive area of the fiber interlayer through the thimble with the scale mark. The output
voltage value of the sensor is recorded every 5 cm; until the thimble moves and the distance reaches
35 cm, the fiber interlayer is turned 180 degrees, the negative bending is measured according to the
above operation, and finally the relationship between the sensor output voltage and the curvature is
plotted, as shown in Figure 12.

 

Figure 11. Underwater simply supported beam measurement experiment.
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Figure 12. Output voltage versus curvature curve of underwater simply supported beam bending.

The curve in the figure shows: When the bending curvature of the fiber varies from 0–2.7 m−1,
the overall change trend of the output voltage of the sensor is consistent with the theory of power loss
in the sensitive area of the fiber, that is, negative (positive) bending, as the bending curvature increases,
the output voltage increases (decreases). However, from a partial perspective, there is no significant
relationship between the output voltage of the sensor and the bending curvature of the fiber. Therefore,
it can be concluded that the sensor is not suitable for measuring deformations with a curvature range
of 0–2.7 m−1; the power loss principle of the fiber sensitive area is still applicable underwater.

4.2.2. Underwater Dynamic Curvature Measurement

As shown in Figure 13, the optical fiber interlayer, is attached to the surface of a core with a
bottom diameter of 30 cm and a height of 35 cm (taper of 0.86) underwater, moving slowly upward
from the side of the cone near the bottom (the sensitive regions of the fiber are always kept close to the
side of the cone in the process of moving), and the single-chip microcomputer is used to collect the
real-time output voltage of the sensor.

 

Figure 13. Measuring the curvature of the cone.

The relationship between the sensor output voltage and the equivalent bending curvature is
plotted according to the measured data (the equivalent bending radius is the cross section radius
parallel to the base of the cone at the contact point between the sensitive region and the cone’s side,
which is proportional to the actual bending radius, and the ratio coefficient is 0.92), as shown in
Figure 14a.
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(a) (b) 

Figure 14. (a) relationship between output voltage and equivalent bending curvature; (b) relationship
between the actual measured and theoretical output voltage and the bending curvature.

It can be seen from the above curve that when the equivalent bending curvature is in the range of
10–50 m−1 (the actual bending radius is about 30–120 mm), the output voltage is also substantially
linear with the equivalent bending curvature. Within this range, compare the actual output voltage to
the theoretical voltage (calculated by using the linear measurement equation of the sensor) and a curve
varying with the curvature of a curve are plotted. As shown in Figure 14b, the relationship between the
actual, theoretical output voltage and the curvature of curvature is substantially coincident, indicating
that the measuring range of the sensor is also suitable for its underwater measurement.

4.2.3. Measurement of Underwater Static Curvature

As shown in Figure 15, the standard cylinder is regarded as the underwater deformation with
known curvature. The sensitive region of the fiber is sequentially attached to the cylindrical surface
with a radius of 120 mm, 100 mm, . . . , 40 mm, 20 mm. The sensor’s output voltage values of each time
are correspondingly substituted into Equations (11) and (12) to obtain the measured curvature.

 
Figure 15. Measuring the curvature of a cylinder.

According to the Table 1 and the calculation, when the positive and negative bending radius of
the fiber is 60 mm, the deviation between the measured curvature and the theoretical curvature is
the maximum, but the deviation is different. ΔCpositive max = 0.76 m−1 and ΔCnegativemax = 0.6 m−1.
Therefore, the measurement accuracy of the sensor in the positive and negative linear range can be
obtained as follows:

Apostive =
ΔCpositivemax

Cmax − Cmin
× 100% =

0.76
50 − 8.33

× 100% = 1.82%, (11)
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Anegative =
ΔCnegativemax

Cmax − Cmin
× 100% =

0.6
50 − 8.33

× 100% = 1.44%, (12)

Table 1. Measuring standard cylindrical curvature data.

Bending
Radius(mm)

Theoretical
Curvature(m−1)

Forward Output
Voltage (mV)

Measuring
Curvature (mm)

Backward Output
Voltage (mV)

Measuring
Curvature (mm)

120 8.33 298 8.26 484 8.32
100 10.00 284 10.11 486 10.26
80 12.50 262 13.09 519 12.93
60 16.67 241 15.91 549 17.27
40 25.00 174 24.92 602 24.73
20 50.00 165 49.52 782 49.56

5. Conclusions

In this paper, the fiber-optic curvature sensor with strip type sensitive region is taken as the
research subject. Through studying its sensing mechanism and underwater application, the following
conclusions are obtained:

1. The accuracy of the model of bending power relative loss and bending radius is verified by
measuring the optical power loss in the sensitive region of the fiber, and the characteristics of
positive and negative bending are explained effectively.

2. The sensor conditioning circuit can effectively amplify and filter the weak voltage signal, and can
simultaneously measure the curvature of different bending degrees with a good application range.

3. After adding a second sensitive region on one fiber, the output voltage of the fiber curvature
sensor will decrease while the sensitivity will decrease, but the linear measurement range remains
basically unchanged.

4. When the sensor is applied underwater, its linear measurement range can be defined as
8.3–50 m−1, which is improved compared with the linear measurement range of 0–16.67 m−1 of
the existing products.
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